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ABSTRACT 

This study was undertaken to discover the voluntary reading interests and 

habits of sixth graders in public elementary schools in Jarnaica. Its objectives 

were to: (1) identiQ the types of books Jamaican si.xth graders were interested 

in reading: (2) ascertain their preference for books with Eurocentric or 

Afrocentnc main characters; and (3) discover some of the children's reading 

habits incluaing how much they like to read and their reasons for doing so. 

The specific variables examined were: sex. geographic location. academic and 

reading performance, race of main characters in books. why children read. how 

much they like to read, reading as a leisure time activitv. hindrances to 

reading, sources of reading guidance and the availability of books. These were 

the predictor variables that were expected to affect the number of books read 

and the types of books preferred. 

Four hundred and eighteen students. stratified by sex and geography. 

were randomly selected and surveyed via questionnaire and eight of whom were 

subsequently interviewed. Additional data were also collected about the 



students' academic performance and the state of their school libraries. 

The general findings revealed that the Jarnaican sixth graders' reading 

interests were nearly identical to those of their peers in developed countries. 

Sex, more than either geography or academic performance, was the most 

powerful determinant of reading interests and habits. Race too appeared to 

affect book choices, as most students preferred books with Afiocentric heroes. 

With regards to academic performance relative to reading interests and habits, 

few signifiant differences were observed across groups. except that the 

academically brighter students were more likely to read a greater number of 

books. 

The majority of the children said they Iiked to read. mostly for utility 

rather than for pleasure. Reading ranked high as a pastime, especially for girls 

who also tended to read more books. Finally. children acquired their books 

from home and Friends, rather from libraries, and turned to parents and peers 

for reading guidance instead of librarians who were ranked very low overall. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Reading is considered the foundation of leaming. and the development 

of a life-long reading habit a gateway to enjoyment and personal ennchment. 

Recognising that interest p lay  an important role in rnotivating children to learn 

and to read for pleasure. librarians and educators have conducted many studies 

to discover children's reading interests and habits in order to develop policies 

and guidelines for book selection and use. In Jamaica, professionals 

responsible for producing and selecting books for children do so primarily on 

the basis of research findings emanating from developed countries. such as the 

United States. Canada and England. 

There are several reasons for this practice. Among them are: the ease 

and convenience of ready-made findinzs; the fact that many of the Jamaican 

professionals were educated in one or more of these countries. which also 



fumish the majority of the learning resources used at al1 levels of the local 

educational systern: the acceptance of the universality of certain aspects of 

child development which assumes a degree of similarity in the abilities. needs 

and interests of children everywhere; and not to be overlooked, the dearth of 

indigenous research into reading interests and habits. 

Whatever the justification. the question does arise regarding the 

appropriateness of using research findings from other countries to infonn 

policies conceming material production. selection and use in Jamaica especially 

in light of the social and cultural disparities that usually exist between 

developed and developing nations. Some of these differences are bound to 

affect reading interests and habits which are influenced not only by personal 

variables but also by cultural ones. Therefore. some variations in the reading 

behaviour of children from different countries should be espected. 

There are several factors in the Jamaican society that would seem to 

militate against the successful developrnent of reading interests and the pursuit 

of the reading habit. Hamilton (1984) mentions some of these likely deterrents 

in her introduction to Books and Reading in Jamaica: 

Probably of greatest concern is the high rate of illiteracy ... Closely 
linked to this feature is the existence of traditionally oral folk culture, 
escalating population growth, a low per capita income. limited numbers 
of skilled personnel. and an educational system which. at the primary 
level, may at best be described as mediocre ... There is also a shortage of 
books on the island ... (p. 1 ) 
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Other factors that might inhibit reading include inadequate l i b r q  

services. the unavailability of a wide variety of attractive reading material. a 

lack of electricity in some rural areas and the long distances many children have 

to travel to schools, libraries and other public institutions. It therefore becomes 

obvious that many social amenities taken for granted in developed countries 

are not the n o m  in some of the lesser developed ones, and the absence of 

these facilities is likely to impact negatively on children's reading habits and 

interests. In forrnulating book selection policies on the basis of research 

findings. librarians from developing countries need to take cognisance of the 

many differences between the two kinds of societies. 

For example. Barker and Escarpit (1973) in The Book Hunger pointed 

out that the severe shortage of books in developing nations has had a negative 

impact on national development. Many factors have contributed to this dearth 

of printed material. Some of the reasons for this in Jamaica are the high cost 

of al1 the materials for book production (which leads to a seiling price beyond 

the reach of the common citizen). too few local publishing houses. and 

untrained personnel at al1 levels of the book trade. To compound the problem. 

there is a tendency towards an oral culture which means that book-buying is not 

a standard practice for a large segment of the population. 

For those who read. there is a heavy reliance on libraries for reading 

material. With limited financial resources, librarians must perforce give carefùl 
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consideration to every item they acquire so as to ensure maximum retum for 

money spent. Therefore. accuracy in assessing the reading interests of children 

is vital in ensunng that the limited number of books purchased have strong 

child appeal. Errors of judgement resulting fiom ignorance c m  prove costly 

not only financially but also in terms of human development. Children can be 

discouraged fiom wanting to read for either educational or recreational 

purposes due to exposure to books inconsistent with their special needs. 

interests and abilities. 

Race is another important element that should not be overlooked when 

considering the sources of possible differences in the reading interests and 

habits of children within the developed societirs of North America and Britain 

and an emergent nation like Jamaica. [n the wake of the Civil Rights 

movement in America during the sixties. research was undertaken into the 

relation between a child's ethnic origins and his or her choice of reading 

material (e.g.. McElwin. 1971: Wolfson. Manning and Manning, 1984). While 

no clear consensus has emerged From these findings that would indicate a 

marked divergence in the reading interests of children fiom different ethnic 

moups. there has been a strong demand for the production of books that 
Cr 

positively portray ethnic minorities because of the perceived importance of such 

works to the development of these chiidren's self-esteem and p ide  in their 

cultural heritage (Birtha. 1972: Sutherland and Arbuthnot. 1986). 
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Although in Jamaica the population is predominantly black. locally 

produced books are few, and so the majority of reading material cornes From 

North America and Britain. This over-dependence on foreign reading materials 

would suggest that the need for Jamaican children to see their own racial group 

positively reflected in their books is hardly being met. 

Confronted with these problems, Jamaican librarians and educators are 

constantly being challenged to find ways to surmount these difficulties in order 

to help the children both master the mechanics of reading and acquire a love 

for the activity. Research airned at ascertaining the nature of the reading 

interests and habits of Jamaican children can therefore provide an empirical 

framework to assist in the formulation of more culture-specific policies and 

guidelines for the production. selection and use of children's books in Jamaica. 

From a wider perspective. the study should also be of professional significance 

prirnarily to librarians with responsibility for children's services. and. to a lesser 

extent. teachers in charge of Iiterature progammes in schools. 

1.2 IMPORTANCE TO THE PROFESSION 

Collection development is a vital aspect of library services and as such 

requires a sound knowledge of the users - their ages. educational levels. 

interests. needs and abilities, among other things - as well as a thorough 
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knowledge of the types of resources that exist in order to meet both the known 

and anticipated needs of the patrons. Also, one of the prime objectives of the 

public and the school library is to encourage users to develop a life-long habit 

of voluntary reading, and so a knowledge of what motivates and influences 

young people to read becomes an essential prerequisite for successfùll~ 

accomplishing this objective. 

For Jamaica. an investigation of these factors is long overdue and should 

provide a more valid basis for the production and selection of reading material 

for use in literature programmes in libraries and schools. Although numerous 

studies have been conducted in developed countnes. very few have dealt with 

the developing world and afier an extensive literature search. only three studies 

on reading interests in Jamaica were identified 

Floyd (1973) conducted a year long experiment in seven Jamaican high 

schools during which she flooded selected classes with inexpensive paperbacks 

and collected data about the students' reading interests. attitude and habits 

before. dunng and after the experiment. She observed that increased access to 

books made a difference in the quantity and types of books read: ses  played a 

strong role in student book preferences and that Jamaican students had some 

interests in common with their peers frorn other countries. 

Jennings-Wray (L981) undertook a study that focused more on story 

features that appealed to primary age children as she sought to determine the 
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extent to which class t e s s  rnatched the reading interests of the students. She 

also set out to establish whether there were sex. grade Ievel and environmental 

differences in the reading interests of first and fourth graders. Major findings 

revealed that there were some differences related to these variables, and she was 

able to identify many of the story features that appealed to students. She also 

found that fourth grade textbooks tended to reflect the children's reading 

interests more than the books used by the first graders. 

The third study (Headlarn. 1989) investigated the appeal of indigenous 

langage arts testbooks to students in elementary schools. She found that the 

local children were more responsive to the indigenous class readers because of 

their ability to identifv with the situations and the characters. 

While these studies have made an initial contribution to a knowledge of 

reading interests and habits in Jamaica. there is need for more research to 

expand and update these early findings. especially in light of some of the 

changes that have occurred and are still taking place in the Jarnaican society. 

The expansion of the national school library service into secondary schools. the 

continual rnove towards Caribbean-based examinations, the introduction of an 

indigenous curriculum. and the increasing demand for the publication of more 

indigenous books are examples of some of these developments. A more precise 

and current knowledge of young people's reading interests (and their habits) at 

different grade levels c m  be usefül in al1 these areas. 
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As previously stated, selection policies are currently based on what is 

known about the reading interests of North American or British children and 

these findings might not be congruent with the interests of Jamaicans. Beside 

providing a more solid foundation upon which to base matenal selection 

policies. it was also anticipated that this present investigation into the reading 

interests and habits of Jamaican children would encourage local educators and 

librarians to undertake similar studies within the different age groups. This 

would establish a more cornprehensive knowledge of young people's reading 

interests and habits at al1 stages of their development and so facilitate the 

development of reading promotion and intervention programmes in schools and 

libraries. 

It was hoped that this study would be of hrther significance to the 

profession for several other reasons. Stimulating and maintaining interest in 

reading becomes even more chalienging when children are involved because of 

the many restrictions imposed by their age which compel them to rely almost 

completely on adults for access to reading material. Therefore. failure on the 

part of adult intermediaries to provide a satisqing connecticn behveen children 

and books in the early years can lead to a disenchantment with reading and a 

rejection of the library. 

This disaffection with reading or libraries in general becomes particularly 

noticeable during the teen years as observed by Marshall (1975). Whitehead et 
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al.. ( 1977) and Heather ( 198 1 ). A more precise knowledge of the reading tastes 

and habits of children should increase the likelihood of librarians striking the 

right match between child and book. The identification of books cornmensurate 

with their reading interests is of particular importance for sixth graders who are 

at a crucial stage in their reading development. 

This ten to twelve year age group was chosen for study because research 

findings show that they are usually at the peak of their reading and although 

they have specialised interests these are still fairly wide compared to the later 

years (Kinder, 1967: Ashley. 1972: Leng. 1968: Huus. 1979). For this reason. 

these intermediate years are considered one of the most critical periods for 

reading development since by this time the children have become independent 

readers . 

Margaret Meek ( 1987). writing about reading development. describes 

children of this age as those whose reading skilis and tastes in reading matter 

are at their most diversified and individual as they move toward independence. 

This kind of reading behaviour. she says. may be observed in the performance 

of the competent eleven year old who makes either a wide ranging choice of 

reading material or has one absorbing interest which he or she pursues during 

leisure time. Thehese children's insatiable curiosity helps to fuel their appetite for 

reading which. as the teen years approach. gradually tapers off to reflect fewer 

specific areas of interest (Bloom. 1964; Schucking, 1966: Marshall. 1975; 



Whitehead. et al.. 1977). 

Given these conditions, sixth graders are likely to be very susceptible to 

reading guidance from adults because they are still open to experimentation 

with different genres. At this tirne. repeated encounters with satisfying reading 

rxperiences could make a significant difference in whether or not they become 

life-long readers. Assisting them to develop a strong cornmitment to voluntary 

reading before the teen years might be one way that librarians can stem the later 

"drift" from libraries which is usually blamed on the psychological turbulence. 

increased social activities and the heavier academic workload frequently 

associated with the adolescent period (Marshall. 1975). 

Librari'ms are not alone in their 

to read. Educators have been equally 

interests to motivate them not only to 1 

pre-occupation with what children like 

concemed with how to use children's 

earn to read and gain mastery of their 

language. but also to nurture a love of literature. Belloni and Jongsma (1978) 

found that children's cornprehension improved when they were interested in the 

content of their reading. and Pauk ( 1973) discovered that interesting subject 

content was a powerfùl incentive for getting reading disabled students to read 

at a higher level without too much difficulty. Educators are well m a r e  of the 

importance of reading for effective learning because the decoding and 

understanding of print on a page remains central to the cumculum despite the 

proli feration of new communication media. 
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The book is still the most common format found in libraries and schools. 

and the ability to read p i n t  is still regarded as the foundation of leaming. 

Therefore, teachers and other school personnel could use finding about reading 

interests to assist in the selection of materials for reading instruction and the 

literature programme. It should also be noted that even if a medium other than 

the book is employed, a knowiedge of the topics about which children want to 

read about c m  also serve as a guide for choosing other media such as films. 

videotapes and computer activities. Similarly. producers and compilers of 

canthologies for the language arts progamme c m  also use these findings to 

determine the types of subjects or stories to select for publication. 

The only aspect of race that was of concem to this study related to an 

examination of the preference of Jamaican children for Eurocentric or 

Afrocentric characters from Britain. North America. Afiica and the Caribbean 

as the heroes in their books. Since the majority of Jamaicans are of '\frican 

origin their reaction to this question could be significant. A detïnite preference 

for Afrocentric books would confirm other research findings that show ethnic 

minorities prefemng books that featured their own cultural s o u p  (Kirsch. 1975: 

Palmer and Palmer. 1983; Fisher. 1988 and HeadIam. 1989). 

In addition, although a definite conclusion about the effect of race 

generally upon children's reading preferences could not be made since no 

matching sample of North Americans or Britons was surveyed. the selectivity 



displayed by the sample towards characters of their own ethnic group could 

strengthen the case for the provision of more ethnically diverse books for 

children in multi-cultural societies elsewhere. Also. such findings could be 

taken as a usehl indicator of the level of interest in Afkocentric materials and 

so alert publishers in Jamaica to the need to produce more indigenous books. 

More importantly. local librarians and educaton could use such findings 

as a basis for establishing special book selection policies that emphasise. 

among other things. the acquisition of more Afrocentric materials for their 

literature collections. This could also encourage them to tap into the modest 

supply of black literature available fiom Britain and North America as 

indicated by the many bibliographies available (e.g.. Sims. 1982: Rollock 198th 

and Williams. 199 1 ). 

In order to develop effective library services for children. librarians also 

need a knowledge about children's reading habits which encompasses. according 

to Ward (1977). al1 the sociological aspects of the reading process and is 

concemed with the patterns. activities and the whole range of behaviour related 

to how people go about reading. For example. the knowledge that children 

prefer an informal atmosphere for recreational reading can lead to the design 

of functional yet attractive libraries with an air of informality. In the sarne 

vein. an awareness that children like to share their reading with fnends and 

rely heavily on peer group endorsement in deciding what to read should 
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encourage librarians to provide many opportunities for children to discuss and 

share their reading experiences. 

Hence, infamation gleaned from research and other sources about 

children's reading habits c m  and should be an essential tool for the planning 

and development of child-centred 1 ibrary facilities and programmes. While not 

al1 factors affecting children's reading habits are within the control of 

librarians. a knowledge of the extemal variables that can be manipulated should 

produce usehl guidelines for developing services to children. 

Finally. it was envisioned that this study would add to the limited corpus 

of knowledge available about developing countries generally. and Jarnaica. in 

particular. where so few investigations have been conducted. Hopefully. it will 

contribute to a more comprehensive perspective on reading interests and habits 

intemationally. Furthemore. in the areas ivhere there have been concurrence 

with other such studies. it should allow for more reliable generalisations to be 

made about children's reading behaviour universally . 

Since this study is concemed with Jamaica and reading interests and 

habits are influenced by socio-cultural factors as well as personal ones. the 

following section provides background information considered essential for an 

understanding of the setting of the study and its findings. 



1.3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION O N  JAMAICA 

Jamaica. 441  1 square miles in size. is situated in the rniddle of the 

Caribbean Sea 90 miles south of Cuba and 100 miles West of Haiti. The largest 

English-speaking Caribbean island. it was discovered by Columbus in 1494 and 

placed under Spanish mie which ended in 1655 when the British captured and 

colonised the country fiom then until 1962 when the island gained its 

independence (Hand book of Jarnaica. 197 1 ). 

This lengthy colonial domination led to the country's social institutions 

(such as the govemment. the judiciary. the schools and the public library 

service) being modelled on the British system. Similarly. for administrative 

convenience. the country was divided into three counties and fourteen parishes 

al1 of which are still maintained today. 

As a legacy of its history. Jamaica has a racially mised society 

comprised of the Europeans who came as colonisers. the Africans who were 

forcibly brought as slaves to work the sugar plantations. the East Indians and 

some Chinese who came as indentured servants. and the Lebanese and Jews 

who arrived as merchants. There is also a sprinkling of other ethnic groups. 

Much inter-marriage has occurred among al1 these groups. but persons of 

African descent predorninate (87.5%) with al1 the others (12.5%) making up 

the remaining the minority (Statistical Handbook of Jamaica. 1992). 

With such a racial potpourri, there is little observable racism in the 
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usual sense. Instead there is a class system closely linked to the colour or shade 

of people's skins (Miller. 1967; Phillips. 1973). This system may be seen as 

a relic of the colonial era when the Europeans were at the top of the social 

ladder, the Africans at the bottom with the mixed off-spring of both groups 

falling in-between. The issue of colour and class extends to social values which 

have also been imported: first from Britain through forced dependence on the 

colonial powers who for three hundred years set policies and determined the 

noms for social conduct. Second. from North America through trade and 

tourism. This penchant for things and values Foreign was further strengthened 

by large scale migration of Jamaicans to Britain in the fifties. and to North 

America since the seventies. The influence of the United States has grovin even 

stronger through its ubiquitous movies and mass media. The latter reality led 

Nettleford (1987) to state that Jamaica and the rest of the Commonwealth 

Caribbean share more of the values. rneanings and belief-systems with the 

United States of America than with neighbouring Latin American countries. 

The latest census conducted in 1991 showed that Jamaica has a 

population of approximately 2.4 million people with 63% under 30 years old 

and 45% benveen the ages of 0- 18 years (Planning Institute of Jamaica. 1993). 

This youthhl populace helps to explain the high demand for school places and 

the over-crowding frequently encountered in the schools. Social conditions 

differ sharply between urban and rural areas with persons living in the rural 
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areas being at a distinct disadvantage with regard to social infiastructure and 

accessibility to goods and services. 

The Jamaica Suwey of Living Conditions (1990) showed that the 

rnajority (73%) of persons who received welfare assistance fkom the state came 

from the rural areas. whcre 33 % and 47.8% of the population lacked ninning 

water and electricity, respectively. In cornparison. 82% in urban areas had 

electricity. 64% piped water. and in general they had access to better roads. 

regular transportation. telephones. among other such social amenities. 

Under these conditions. access to reading materials. which is of prime 

concern to this study. is not easy in the rural parts. Hamilton ( 1984) reported 

that there were only 24 commercial book outlets functioning on the island with 

only ten located in the rural areas. and while the public library service has a 

network of branches throughout the country. book supplies are inadequate. This 

situation was underscored by research that showed that in September. 1982 

there was a ratio of 1.83 books per reader in the public libraries (Jamaica. 

National Council on Libraries. Archives and Documentation Services. 1986). 

Residents in urban areas are usually closer to book stores and better stocked 

libraries since the main branches are situated in the principal towns. 

Other factors likely to militate against reading in rural areas. especially 

for children, include: dornestic chores that consume a large portion of free 

time. daily travel over long distances to and trom school. parents who place a 
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lesser emphasis on reading and the subsistence economy so common in many 

rural communities (Jennings- Wray. 198 1 ). 

In Jarnaica, the churches were mainly responsible for providing basic 

literacy education in the nineteenth century while fee-paying secondary schools 

were established by the British colonists to educate their children who were not 

repatriated (Handbook of Jamaica. 197 1). This pattern continued well into the 

twentieth century when the govemment took over the church schools and 

converted them into free elementary schools. thereby providing access for al1 

children. For a long time thereafter secondary education remained elitist 

because it was restricted to the upper classes who could afford to pay. Afier 

the establishment of intemal self-government. in an effort to increase the 

opportunities for children from al1 social strata to obtain secondary education. 

the government in 1938 introduced the Cornmon Entrance Examinations which 

provided a limited number of free places for the successful candidates. 

Although other types of secondary schools - new secondary. 

comprehensive and vocational - have since been established that collectively 

absorb nearly 60% of the public school population (Jamaica. Development of 

Secondary Education. 1983). a premium is placed upon attendance at the 

traditional grammar or high schools because of the quality of education they 

offer. Access to these schools is still very restricted due to the shortage of 

spaces. 
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So although from 1974 (Gleaner Company. 1985) education in these 

institutions has been free. only about 20% (Been. Caillods and Leo-Rhynie. 

1984) of the eligible students are admitted each year to these special grammar 

schools. The other children are channelled into vocational and junior secondary 

schools which are generally perceived as offering an interior quality of 

education compared to that of the grammar schools. 

Public primary education. of six years' duration. is offered in bvo types 

of schools - p r i m q  and all-age. The primary school caters for grades 1-6. 

while the all-age school covers grades 1-9 with the last three grades (7-9) 

consisting of children who were unsuccessful in the entrance examinations to 

secondary or vocational schools or those who could not attend these institutions 

due to geogaphy or a lack of financial resources. Children graduate from the 

dl-age schools at age fifteen which usually marks the end of their formal 

schooling (Been. Caillods and Leo-Rhynie. 1984). Most of the rural schools 

tend to be all-age while the urban ones are mostly primary and serve as feeder 

schools for the different types of secondary and vocational schools (Jamaica: 

Development of Secondary Education. 1983). 

With 34% of the population of school age (Planning Institute of Jamaica. 

1992) and an insufficient number of schools. classes are large especially at the 

primary level. In 1987 the teacher-pupil ratio for primary education was at 

1 :43. only a little better than it was under colonial rule which ended 1 5  years 
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earlier (Miller. 1992). Although primary education is available to almost 

everyone. it is plagued by other problems such as lack of school materials. 

uneven distribution of qualified teachers. and over-crowded and inadequate 

classrooms (Been, Caillods and Leo-Rhynie. 1 984). 

In their incisive study of primary education in Jamaica. Murray et al.. 

( 1974) stated that developing the reading ski11 and habit within these schools 

was extremely difficult because of adult illiteracy. bookless homes. irregular 

school attendance. overcrowded classrooms. large classes in addition to 

inadequate and inappropriate reading materials. Little has changed since 1974. 

Library provision in primary and some secondary schools falls under the 

aegis of the Ministry of Education. Through the Jamaica Library Service it 

operates a national school library service that serves al1 elementary schools from 

fivr regional centres within the c o u n t ~ .  Library service at this level usually 

consists of deposit collections based on the size of the school's enrolment. 

Visits are made each term to the schools via bookmobiles accompanied by a 

library assistant who helps the teachers to select the books and give guidance 

about library related problems (Jamaica Library Service. 1989). Very few 

primary and dl-age schools have librarians and so the classroom teachers 

assume this additional responsibility along with their regular work load. 

Consequently. the collection is available only at special times that do not 

conflict with classroom teaching. Many schools have no proper library 
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accommodation which results in books being stored in boxes or cupboards. and 

even where library rooms exist. they are often appropriated for other purposes 

because of shortage of space. Since 1987 the School Library Service has 

reduced the fiequency of its visits to schools and the number of books it cm 

supply as a result of govemment's budgetary cuts (Jamaica Library Service. 

1993). 

A high level of illiteracy has always existed in Jarnaican society because 

education was denied the black population under slave-: and after 

emancipation. for a long time. schooling was available only at the elementary 

level. and even then it was not compulsory. A strong relation exists behveen 

illiteracy. age and sex - more males than females are illiterate. and the numbers 

tend to increase with age. It was also observed that illiteracy rates rose 

proportionally with a decline in occupational status. and as one moved from the 

urban to rural areas (Hamilton. 1984). 

To address this problem. in 1974 the govemment launched the Jamaica 

Movement for the Advancement of Literacy (JAMAL) to spearhead a national 

thrust to eradicate illiteracy. Between 1975 and 1987 three national literacy 

surveys showed a decrease in the illiteracy rate from 32% to 18% (Miller. 

1992). Nevertheless. being Functionally literate does not mean that an 

individual is cornfortable with print or capable of decoding and understanding 

a text sufficiently to enjoy it. Because traditionaily the society is largely an oral 



one. reading is not a common practice (Hamilton. 1984) and so children are not 

often influenced by parents who read. 

These are just some of the many social factors that are likely to impact 

in one way or another on the reading interests and habits of Jarnaicans. This 

makes it even more necessary for research to be undertaken in an effort to 

identiQ the reading interests and habits of Jamaican sixth graders. 

1.4 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

This study therefore set out: ( 1 )  to identify the types of books Jamaican 

sixth graders are generally interested in reading: (3) to ascertain their preference 

for books with Eurocentric or Afrocentric main characters; and (3) to discover 

some of the reading habits of these children including how much they like to 

read and their reasons for doing so. The specific variables examined were: ses. 

oeographic location. academic and reading performance. race of main characters z 

in books. why children read. how mucli they like to read. reading as a leisure 

time activity. hindrances to reading. sources of reading guidance and the 

availability of books. These were the predictor variables that were expected to 

affect the number of books read and the types of books preferred by the 

Jamaican sixth graders. 

This age group was chosen because at this stage of development ten to 

hvelve year-olds should have mastered the mechanics of reading and become 
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independent readers. and usually their interest in reading is at its peak during 

these middle years which many described as the "golden years" of reading. 

Taken together. these factors seem to make sixth graders an apt goup to 

investigate since this age appears to be a crucial stage in the development of a 

li felong reading habit. 

1.5 HYPOTHESES TESTED 

The following hypotheses emerged from the literature reviewed and were 

subsequently tested: 

There is a significant difference between rural and urban boys and 

girls in their preference for certain types of books 

There is a sigificant difference behveen r~iral and urban boys and 

girls of above average. average and below average academic 

performance in their preference for certain types of books 

There is a sipificant difference behveen rural and urban boys and 

girls in the number of books they read voluntarily 

There is a significant difference between rural and urban boys and 

eirls of above average. average and below average academic 
.d 

performance in the number of books they read voluntady 

There is a significant difference between rural and urban boys and 

girls relative to the sources from which thcy obtain their books 



6 .  There is a significant difference between rural and urban boys and 

eirls in their reliance on others for reading guidance 
C 

7. There is a sipificant difièrence between rural and urban boys and 

oirls in their ranking of reading as a leisure time activity b 

8. There is a significant difference between rural and urban boys and 

~ i r l s  in the various factors they cite as hindrances to readin, r~ more 

9. There is a significant difference behveen rural and urban boys and 

girls in their expressed preference for books with Eurocentric or 

Afrocentric main characters 

10. There is a significant difference bebveen rural and urban boys 

and girls in how much they like to read as a voluntary activity 

1 1. There is a sipificant difference between mral and urban boys and 

sirls of above average. average and below average academic 

performance in how much they like to read as a voluntary activity 

12. There is a sipificant difference behveen rural and urban boys and 

oirls regarding the reasons given for voluntary reading 2 

1.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The study was limited by the following factors: 

1. The expressed reading interests and habits of the sixth grade 

population within the public school systern in Jamaica were 
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investigated. Generalisations cannot be made for children in other 

orades or other types of schools. 
C 

7 . The broad categories used to classifi: children's books into 

specific types for the purpose of this study do not completely 

reflect the almost infinite variety that exist. although efforts were 

made to improve the representativeness of the literriture by 

expanding upon the number of categories used in previous 

research. However. restrictions had to be applied because of the 

e.xtensiveness of the literanire and the need to keep the 

questionnaire reasonably short to avoid overtaxing the 

discriminative abilities of the children . 

3. The research method used only permitted the establishment of 

associations between different variables but did not allow 

conclusions to be drawn about what actually caused differences 

in reading interests and habits. 

1.7 ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE STUDY 

The assumptions underlying the objectives and design of this study were: 

1. That most children. once they have mastered the mechanics of 

reading, will voluntanly pursue this activity during their leisure 

time so long as the right conditions exist and appropriate 



resources are available; 

7 . That by the time most children reach the siduth grade they have 

developed very definite reading interests and habits and are 

capable of articulating these in response to a questionnaire: 

3. That sixth graders are able to discriminate clearly betsveen the 

different categories used to describe the literature in order to 

indicate their preferences for one type of book over the other: and 

4. That the students' grades as reflected in their annual school report 

for the previous year in fifih grade should provide a fairly 

accurate assessrnent of their overall academic and reading 

performance. 

1.8 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Reading interests studies are ofien criticised for imprecise terrninology 

which poses problems in the interpretation and cornparison of findings. One of 

the most controversial terms is "READING INTEREST". While some 

researchers (for example, Chrisman and Bishop. 1985) insist tliat there is very 

little difference between 'reading interests' and 'reading preferences'. and so 

use both terms interchangeably. others go to geat lengths to differentiate 

between the two. For example. Getzels (1966). whose definition is indicative 

of the nature of the distinction being made. States that: 



"... PREFERENCE is a readiness to receive one object against another. 
it does not induce us to seek out the object. In contrast. the basic nature 
of an INTEREST is that it does induce us to seek out particular objects 
and activities." (p. 97) 

In this context -preference' is passive and mainly hypothetical since it 

does not necessarily mean that the person has or will make any effort to find 

the objects of preference. Conversely. 'interest' is dynamic by nature and 

results in the reader's search for and reading of the types of particular types 

books. 

Although there rnay be a subtle difference benveen the two ternis they 

need not be viewed as mutually exclusive but rather as part of a continuum in 

the selection process where preference is discriminative and usually antecedes 

interest which in turn impels the reader to seek out the preferred object. 

Therefore. for the purpose of this study. the term READING INTEREST will 

be defined as: the espressed liking for a specific type oPstory or subject which 

indicates a readiness to receive this type of book over another and/or a 

willingness to seek out this subject or story for reading. 

Such a broad definition seemed more appropriate within the context of 

this study since in Jamaica, mainly for economic reasons. children do not have 

access to a wide variety of books. Thus the desire to seek a particular type of  

book may be lessened by the realisation that most times such a search will 

prove fmitless. In addition. for some of these children. actively seeking out a 



book could rnean anything tiom having to travel many miles to the nearest 

library or trying to extract money fiom an insolvent family. either of which 

might not be possible due to circumstances beyond the childrengs control. 

Under such circurnstances. failure to seek out a book for which 

preference is expressed cannot always be interpreted as passivity or a lack of 

"real" interest. as defined by Getzels (1966). For these reasons it was decided 

to make the term "interest" inclusive of both concepts - that is. preference and 

interest. 

The term AFROCENTRIC as used to refer to type of main book 

characters describes persons in the United Kingdorn. North America. the 

Caribbean. Africa and elsewhere who are descended from BIack Africans. 

EUROCENTRIC by the same token denotes persons in the United 

Kingdom. North America the Caribbean. Africa and elsewhere who are 

descended from white Europeans. 

1.9 ORGANISATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

This chapter includes: a description of the research problem. its 

significance and the rationale for undertaking the study. A thumbnail sketch 

of the Jarnaican society follows because it was considered necessary for a 

proper understanding of the context within which the investigation was camed 

out. Also present are the objectives of the study, the hypotheses that were 

tested. the limitations and assumptions governing the research. the definition of 
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key terms and a description of the organisation of the dissertation. 

Chapter Two provides a review of the Iiterature establishing the 

theoretical Framework for the study. while Chapter Three is comprised of details 

of the research design dong with the procedures followed in conducting the 

study and collecting the data. An analysis of the quantitative data is to be 

found in Chapter Four. whilr Chapter Five contains the qualitative data gleaned 

from the interviews and presented in a narrative form as profiles ofsome of the 

Iamaican sixth grade readers. Finally. Chapter Six summarises the study - the 

findings. conclusions. implications and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Research into children's reading interests and habits has a long history. 

Carter (1978) reported that in 1899 there were at least bventy-five studies and 

Zimet ( 1966) clairneci that over three hundred were in existence by the nineteen 

sixties. As observed by Joels and Anderson (1983). the numbers peaked 

between the late sixties and mid-seventies then declined to a small steady tlow. 

emerging mainly from departments of education or ftom educators in the field. 

In cornparison, a much smaller number has corne from the library profession. 

One might conjecture that the greater productivity of educators results 

in part from their being more numerous as well as from the many debates that 

still surround reading instruction and the urgent need to find more effective 

ways to teach children to read and to improve their comprehension of subject 

content. On the other hand, librarians might find iittle time lefi over for 
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research after meeting the demands of the administrative and more practical 

aspects of Iiterature programmes aimed at developing and maintaining the 

reading habit. Nevertheless, their keen interest in children's reading behaviour 

has led both librarians and educators to investigate the topic within the 

classroom context and as a voluntary activity. 

Establishing the nature of children's reading interests has been a 

constant concern of librarians and educators since the child's ability to read 

and his interest in 

both professions. 

acquired at the earl 

and pursuit of reading are fundamental to the practice of 

For educators. reading is an indispensable ski11 to be 

iest opportunity because it foms the basis for a11 uther 

leaming, and the more children read the greater the likelihood that they will 

gain a better mastery of the language and improve both their comprehension 

skills and - general academic performance (Elley. 199 1 : Anderson. Wilson and 

Fielding, 1988). Librarians are less concemed with the mechanics of reading 

and its contribution to academic performance. instead they see reading as a 

gateway to pleasure and persona1 enrichment. a means of extending children's 

experience by introducing them to the world's great ideas and literary heritage. 

which is every child's birthright (Chambers, 1985). 

Their mutual interest in reading provides several opportunities for 

cooperation between teachers and librarians especially where a literature-based 

or whole language approach to reading is practised. Rasinki and Gillespie 
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(1992) describe the nature and potential value of such a professional 

partnership: 

Since trade books play such an important role in whole language 
classroorns ... the librarian is integral and cntical to the success of any 
whole language approach. Librarians are indispensable for ... locating 
and recommending books that match particular interest, theme, or 
cumcular objective.. . [they] help students become independent and 
knowledgeable users of books and libraries. And by sharing the best 
literature available with students as well as their own enthusiasm for 
books and reading, librarians (and teachers) ignite and nurture a love of 
books that will inspire students' own love of reading. (pp. 8-9) 

Similady, Kulleseid and Strickland (1989) observed that many of the 

traditional goals and objectives of school librarianship were now being 

reinforced by the current trends in reading instruction that depended less on the 

text-book and more on individualised reading and the use of literature as 

inteaal y to the language arts programme rather than only as enrichment. This 

professional link between educators and librarians also extends into the field of 

theon as childrenk librarians rely heavily on the theories of child development 

to provide a framework and a philosophy for book selection and the planning 

of literature programmes. 

S ince both professions share a common interest in children 's reading 

behaviour what follows is a review of the literature on children's reading 

interests and habits fiom both fields. The body of accumulated research is 

large, spanning several decades. encompassing many variables in different 
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permutations, and employing a variety of research methods. Therefore, while 

the focus here was on the more recent literature, many of the studies fell within 

the seventies or mid-eighties, due in part to the decline in research on the topic 

since then. Where appropriate, much older studies were also included mainly 

because of their significant contribution to the field based on their scope. 

methodology or findings. 

2.2 WHY CHILDREN READ AND THEIR LIKING 

FOR THE ACTIVITY 

Reading can be undertaken for a variety of reasons including the need 

for information, the desire to understand self and others. to stimuiate the 

imagination. to escape the harsh realities of daily living or for sheer enjoyment. 

Once children have mastered the mechanics of reading it is expected that they 

will use their newly acquired ski11 not only to learn but also to explore the vast 

treasury of children's literature. When this does not happen. teachers and 

librarians becorne concerned and often turn to research to furnish answers to 

this perplexing problem. One of the emphases of such research has been the 

identification of persona1 and social correlates of leisure reading. 

According to Neuman (1980). this approach has yielded a good deal of 

information on subject preferences but has not significantly contributed to an 

understanding of the motivations that underlie these preferences. A clearer 
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knowledge of why children engage in v o l u n t q  reading and how much they 

actually enjoy the activity should assist educators and librarians in their atternpts 

to meet the reading needs of young people. 

The search for answers to the complex question about the function of 

reading in the lives of children has been cross-disciplinary since it is known that 

a desire to read is govemed by psychological factors - attitudes, motivation and 

pesonal needs - as well as by extemal stimuli fiom the home and school 

environment. and the society at large (Nell, 1988). For a child or an adult, the 

act of reading is highly persona1 and Carter ( 1978) acknowled_ges the difficulties 

experienced in attempting to extract explicit answers From children who are 

often incapable of articulating their deepest feelings and are sometimes unaware 

of the many extemal and interna1 stimuli influencing their reading behaviour. 

Furthemore. since attitudes. motivation and needs hlfilment al1 lie 

within the realm of psycholog and depend largely on each person's social and 

emotional landscape. they are very difficult to investigate. Despite the 

problems involved, however. Getzels ( 1966) insists that because of their 

influence on reading behaviour the psychological aspects of reading interests 

must be considered when choosing books for children. Some of these factors 

will therefore be examined in this review of the literature. 

2.2.1 Attitude Toward Reading 

Greaney (1 98O), who has conducted several studies of children's reading 



interests. opines that a favourable attitude is likely to lead a child to invest time 

in reading although more than that may be required for the development of 

reading as a habit. Attitude has been defined by the Handbook of Social 

Psychology ( 1985) as a: 

Mental state of readiness. organised through experience. exerting a 
directive or dynarnic influence upon the individual's response to al1 
objects and situations with which it is related. (p. 139) 

The operative word here is "experience" which affects the mental state. 

and thus the individual's response to an object or situation. It would seem that 

the development of an attitude toward books and reading results From an 

accumulation of experiences based on some of the following: the child's early 

exposure to print at home: the social value attached to books and reading by 

parents. siblings. teachers. librarians and peers: the purposes for which reading 

is perceived to be undertaken: the way reading was taught and the child's 

reaction to the book as a physical object (Durkin 1966; Clark. 1976: Ingham. 

198 1: Morrow. 1983). 

Early experiences with print at home do seem to play a very important 

role in children's later responses to books and reading (Staiger, 1979: Goelman 

et al.. 1984; Greaney. 1986). Neither should the influence of the school be 

minimised since children can be demotivated to read because of the techniques 

or resources used to teach reading and the absence of enthusiastic role models 
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among their teachers (Barnberger. 1972: Ingham. 198 1 ; Morrow, 1983). Some 

of the children in a study of young Canadian readers (Landy. 1977a) admitted 

that they began to read because of a pleasurable experience with an affectionate 

foster rnother or an assignment fiom an insistent teacher or a warm happy 

association with a librarian. 

When Nelson ( 1989) asked 1 89 college students to recall how they felt 

about their reading moments at the primary and secondary school levels. the 

factors most fiequently cited for helping them to develop a love for reading 

were a caring teacher who modelled reading and read to the class. family 

members who read. and materials available at home. From another perspective. 

a cross-section of college students between 1950 and 1980 reported to Carlsen 

and Sherrill (1988) some of the negative experiences that contributed to their 

not being habitua1 leisure time readers. Some of these unpleasant memories 

recalled From childhood were: adults. whether teachers or parents. telling them 

they were not good at reading: living in a home where books were not valued 

or where no one read: and teachers embarrassing them because of poor oral 

reading skills. or forcing them to read and sometimes report on books they did 

not like. 

These are some of the varied persona1 expenences that can contribute to 

the state of mental readiness which conditions the child to display either an 

interest in reading or a dislike for the activity. Purves and Beach (1972) also 
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insist on the importance of attitude because they believe that inevitably 

students will develop either a positive or negative attitude toward the activity. 

and although neither may lead to active reading, a favourable attitude is a 

definite precursor to the practice of voluntary reading. This has been supported 

by several studies. 

For example, Greaney and Hegarty (1987) included an attitudinal 

component in their study of leisure time reading. They looked at the inter- 

relationships of previously recognised correlates such as sex and socio-economic 

status and reading behaviour. A sample of 138 fifih grade students from a 

primary school in Dublin kept diaries of their leisure time activities. and as part 

of the research process they were also given an 18-item attitude toward reading 

scale. The results from this section of the research showed that attitude was 

positively related to reading achievement, verbal ability. class place and sex. 

Girls had a more favourable attitude toward reading than boys which could 

account for the former reading more. The overall findings convinced Greaney 

and Hegarty ( 1987) that the development of a favourable disposition toward 

reading is to a large extent related to the level of satisfaction derived kom 

earlier reading experiences. 

It is generally accepted that attitudes are leamed. that they develop over 

a period of time through expenence and play an important part in the regulation 

of behaviour (Gorman, 1982). However, although they tend to be stable. the 
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possibility exists for change - an important factor that parents. teachers and 

librarians can exploit through the provision of suitable reading materials and by 

the creation of opportunities for pleasurable and rewarding encounters with 

literature. Nevertheless. a favourable disposition towards an object or activity 

sometimes is not sufficient to rnake the person actively seek it out. 

Many children are known to value reading highly and even express a 

liking for it, yet they rarely engage themselves in the activity. Lewis and Teale 

( 1980) are of the opinion that reading attitude is multi-dimensional. possessing 

cognitive, affective and behavioral components which are represented by the 

c Md's opinions about reading (cognitive), his or her evaluations or feelings 

about the activity (affective) and his or her reading behaviour (behavioral). 

However. the last dimension seems to contradict the usual concept of attitude 

being a receptive but passive mental state. 

Al1 too frequently children who seem to possess the proper cognitive 

and affective elements as identified by Lewis and Teale (1980) lack the 

accompanying behavioral aspect manifested by their failure to actively seek out 

the favoured objects for perusal. This hiatus behveen the favourable disposition 

and the action would seem to require another component which many 

researchers identi@ as a motivational one. 

2.2.2 Motivation for Reading 

In proposing an affective mode1 for reading to improve comprehension 
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in the classroom setting, Matthewson (1976) included both an attitudinal and a 

motivational element. He posited that if a child were to read he or she would 

need not only a favourable attitude toward reading materials, but also an 

appropriate motivation that would serve as an energising force to propel him 

or her toward reading. In Mathewson's (1976) model. this strong action 

orientation plus a positive attitude provided the dynamic quality previously 

ascribed to "interest" by Getzels (1966). Consequently. a child will not only 

like to read (positive attitude) but will be "driven" (motivated) to actively seek 

out the means to fulfil this desire. Therefore motivation. directly related to 

anticipated extrinsic and intrinsic rewards, is a dynamic ingredient that works 

in cooperation with attitude to rnake the child voluntarily seek out a book for 

reading. 

At this juncture the motivational theory as proposed by Maslow (1970) 

appears relevant since it has often been used in the field of children's Iiterature 

to explain, in part. why children do or do not read. He claims that humankind 

has certain basic needs ranked hierarchically from the most basic to the loftiest. 

and the desire to tùlfill these needs provides the motivational force behind 

man's behaviour. The needs as described by Maslow (1970) are physiological. 

safety. belongingness. love. esteem and self-actualization to which he also added 

the cognitive (to know and understand) and the aesthetic (beauty and order). 

Children's literature specialists like Sebesta and Iverson (1 973), Huck ( 1979). 
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Sutherland and Arbuthnot (1986) and Norton (1 99 1)  have al1 applied this theory 

to children and their reading. Literature is seen as one aspect of culture that 

c m  help to meet some of these needs in a child's life. especially at the higher 

levels as children tend to read for vicarious experience. for knowledge and 

understandin& and for pleasure. 

While insisting that there is a limit to what can be ascribed to literature. 

Huck (1979) supports the notion that literature can and does meet some of the 

human needs identified by Maslow ( 1970): 

Books alone cannot bring about the satisfaction of basic needs. [But] 
literature may provide opportunities for identification and for 
understanding self and others. Books rnay contribute to feelings of 
success as children satisQ their desires for new experiences. gain insights 
into their behaviour and that of others. or "try on" new roles as they 
identify with the various characters. (p. 27) 

Although Maslow's motivational theory might explain some of the inner 

drives that make a child want to read. librarians are also aware of the many 

other social factors that can modify children's response to these basic needs or 

Iead them to seek satisfaction elsewhere. For example. the existence of a 

variety of non-print media formats and the multiplicity of competing social 

activities may strongly rival reading as a form of needs hlfilment. Greaney 

( 1986) underscores this reality when he says that a child's willingness to devote 

time to reading for leisure is dependent upon predominantly personal factors 
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such as age, attitude toward reading, reading ability, satisfaction derived from 

earlier recreational reading, the attractiveness of altemate pursuits. plus other 

interests and fiiendships. 

Needs satisfaction is hard to determine since very often needs are at the 

subconscious level and it is difficult to express satisfaction if the person is 

unaware that he or she has a need. The identification and articulation of their 

needs must be even harder for children who may lack not only the appropriate 

vocabulary but also the knowledge and experience to properly identi@ and 

explain these needs. Therefore, conclusions amived at from the application of 

any theory to the understanding of why children read should be seen as 

tentative at best and must be evaluated within the context of what is already 

known about children and their reading behaviour. 

In an effort to arrive at a more profound explanation for why children 

read. some researchers have experimented with the fairly recent "uses and 

qatifkation" theory that has emerged in the field of mass communications. 
C 

This theory is described as a methodological s trate0 for analyzing the 

relationship behveen mass media behaviour and personal characteristics which 

explains the user's choice of one medium over another (Blumler. 1979). 

According to this concept. the individual play a dynamic role in consciously 

selecting the communication options that are rnost likely to serve desired 

fùnctions, i.e.. to gratiS; the individual. These functions are determined by the 
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penon's needs which in tum depend on certain psychological (intelligence. 

personality. experience) and social factors (e-g., socio-economic statu, 

environmental values). In some ways. this theory contains elements of both 

Maslow% idea about psychological needs motivating human action. and Lewis 

and Teale's (1980) concept of reading behaviour which they consider to be 

shaped by the values and expenences gained frorn the social environment. 

Greaney and Neuman (1983) expressed the vierv that the "uses and 

gratification" theory offers valuable insights into children's reading behaviour 

because it takes into consideration the total psychological and social 

characteristics, including motivation and personality. that shape individual 

needs. However. they did not explain how the type of detailed data that would 

be needed to create these rounded profiles would be collected or the difficulties 

likely to arise because of the age of the participants. Also. any full scale 

application of this theory to children must question certain accompanying 

assumptions such as the ability of participants to accurately identiQ and 

express their interests and motives for using any media: the children's access 

to al1 existing media formats: and their ability to recognise which needs each 

media type fulfils. 

The "consciousness" with which children could be expected to choose 

one particular medium over another to fulfil a specific need is questionable 

given the fact that they have limited knowledge and so their choices are not 
C 
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usually made at a conscious level (Ciancolo. 1971; and Schlager, 1978). In 

addition. children are known to have difficulty expressing their reasons for 

choice of reading materials. The approach by Greaney and Neuman ( 1983) also 

assumes that al1 children have equal access to the different communication 

media so that in making their selection they would be able to balance one 

against the other. This is clearly not the case as availability of resources will 

depend to a large extent on geographic location and socio-economic factors as 

well as parental approval because children are not autonomous. 

The most useful aspect of the "uses gratification" theory with regard to 

children's reading interests would seem to be its provision of a wide range of 

possible Functions that reading could serve in children's lives. For while some 

children might be motivated to read for pleasure or academic success. others 

value reading as a means of gaining insights into life. relieving anxiety or stress 

or so that they c m  have something to talk about with their peers. As Ciancolo 

(197 1)  States. reading c m  serve many funciions in life. 

2.2.3 Functions of Reading 

As stated previously. at least one aspect of the "uses and gratification" 

theory might prove to be of some value in understanding sorne of the fûnctions 

of reading which in turn can help to elucidate why children read. This could 

be seen from one of the earlier studies carried out in Sweden to ascertain what 

needs mass media met for children. Von Feilitzen (1976) found that mass 
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media serve thirty different fimctions which can be grouped under five main 

headings. They are: 

entertaining - expressed in terms like interesting, exciting, fun. 

a informative or cognitive - providing general knowledge. 

information on current events. practical information and advice. 

and arousing curiosity: 

a social - giving a sense of relationship with the people on the 

screen. preventing the viewer From feeling lonely. giving him or 

her sornething to talk about with otherç; 

escapist - using the media to shape drearns. to get away from 

people or things: and 

a convenient (Le.. referring to the mode of consumption) - the 

convenience of the format. its availability and ease of use. 

Al1 of these functions are applicable to reading, with entertainment. 

information and escape figuring prominently in the literature. The social 

function and the convenience of consumption appear less kequently. 

Nevertheless. the last named reason seems to provide a plausible explanation for 

the perseverance of the book due to its physical format and portability. It can 

be read at any time and almost any place which makes it superior to most of 



the electronic media. 

One aspect of the social factor - giving a sense of relationship with the 

people on the screen - could possibly be classified under entertainment since 

part of the pieasure in reading cornes from the vicarious experience it provides 

for the child reader who may identi& completely with the main character. 

Using the mass media to stave off loneliness could also, in the context of 

reading. be seen as escapist. Meanwhile. reading in order to have something 

to talk about could be equated somewhat with the pleasure children seem to 

derive from sharing their reading with peers. 

Greaney and Neuman (1983. 1990) decided to apply the "uses and 

gratification" approach in two studies based on the assurnption that children 
C 

choose to read in order to fulfil  certain functions in keeping with those 

identified above. The first investigation (Greaney and Neuman. 1983) focused 

on 459 children in grades three. five and eight from the United States and 

ireland. The second (Greaney and Neuman. 1990) was much more extensive 

and included students eight to thirteen years old from fifteen different 

countries, including some deveioping ones. In both studies the same 

methodology was used. First. a pilot sample was given an essay to write on 

"Why 1 like to read". then the responses were analyzed and used to fumish 

items for constructing the "Functions of Reading Scale". which was then given 

to a second sample to elicit responses about why they read. 
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in the 1983 study a high degree of similarity was observed between 

children from the United States and Ireland. Reading for enjoyrnent 

(entertainment) ranked highest followed by utility (informative/cogiitive) and 

escape. In keeping with the trend. girls ranked reading for enjoyment higher 

than boys who read mostly for utilitarian reasons. Fifih graders read more for 

enjoyment than the other hvo grades which is not surprising since they are 

supposed to be near or at the peak of their reading. Cross-culturally. the Irish 

read more for enjoyment, the Americans for escape. In the second study. 

reading for utility was the prîmary reason given for reading by most children 

from the di fferent countries. 

The most important aspect of the findings from the two studies was the 

con_g-uence arrived at on the major reasons for reading. The order differed 

slightl y in the second snidy which ranked utility before pleasure. but basically 

the three primary functions served by reading were identified as: 

O Utility - which has both moral and educational aspects. They 

read for school success. to help their country (most otien cited by 

developing country representatives). to know right fiom wrong. 

and because parents stressed reading as important: 

m Enjoyment - they found reading enjoyable. interesting, exciting. 

and they read to fulfil intemal needs rather than extemal goals; 
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Escape - the need to relieve boredom. to pass time when they 

have nothing else to do or to get away From persona1 womes. 

The researchers used "utility " here to equate with von Feilitzen's 

cognitive/informative category. and "enjoyment" in place of entertainment. 

They also viewed "escape" in a negative light since reading was being used as 

a means of distraction. On the basis of the international study. Greaney and 

Neuman (1990) concluded that these functions of reading operated in a wide 

range of cultural settings and that reading to leam appeared to be an important 

fùnction for boys as well as girls in al1 countries. Failure to get representative 

samples in al1 countries limits the generalisability of the findings. but other 

studies have also identified these three hnctions as the most fiequently cited 

by children. 

Neuman ( 1980) and Ngandu ( 198 1)  both solicited information from 

children by asking them to respond directly to the question "Why do -ou 

read?". The bvo sets of responses were subject to content analysis and Ngandu 

( 198 1 ) found that children ranked their reasons for reading in the following 

order: for survival and in order to function in school. to gain knowledge. for 

persona1 development, pleasure. and shared experiences. that is so they would 

have something to talk about with their peers. This last reason corresponds 

with von Feilitzen's social Function mentioned earlier. Neuman ( 1980) used 
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categories from the "uses and gratification" approach and found that reading 

for enjoyment held first place followed by informative (the desire to learn), 

escape (relief fiom boredom), convenience of consumption and cognitive 

stimulation. 

While the different methods employed by the two researchers in 

classiQing the data accounted for some of the variation in the replies. still it 

would seem that in both studies either utilitarian or entertainment fiinctions 

came first. Pleasure was the main reason for reading identified by Neuman 

( 1980) but this was ranked third ( 13%) by the sample used by Ngandu (198 1) 

as they chose knowledge (37%) and survival(36%) more Frequently. Neuman 

( 1980) also observed that convenience of consurnption. Le.. easy access to 

books which required no special equipment or preparation for use, was also a 

reason given for readins by a small minority. Her analysis of the data was 

much more productive and allowed her to examine the pattern of each fünction 

across grades. Reading for enjoyment remained in first place throughout. 

however, by grade nine reading for pleasure dropped considerablp while there 

was a sharp increase in the number who reported "escape" as their motive. 

suggesting that at this stage reading w2s partly diversionary. 

In discussing the three main reasons for which children say they read. 

one should not overlook the contributory role of adults since parents. teachers 

and librarians al1 help to shape children's reading attitudes, interests and habits. 
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From the review of the literature. it is obvious that children attach great 

importance to reading for utilitanan or informative purposes. This could be so 

because adults tend to always emphasise the need to read for academic and 

persona1 success. Very soon children corne to reaiise that adults seem to 

ascribe the highest value to this type of reading. This might explain why so 

many children seem to give such a high ranking to the cognitive/informative 

Iùnctions of reading. Although reading for pleasure is the primary focus of the 

public Iibrary and to a lesser extent. the school library. it very otten takes 

second place to reading for utility. Again. this might be due to the failure of 

sipificant adults to promote or mode1 reading as a worthwhile means of 

enjoyment. 

Many researchers tend to ascribe a very low value to reading for escape 

even though the line between it and reading for pleasure is not too clearly 

drawn. Nevertheless. "escape reading" (whatever it is defined to mean by the 

particular researcher) is largely viewed with suspicion. Greaney and Neuman 

( 1  990) assigned negative value to escapist reading and discounted it as a source 

of pleasure. and Mathewson (1976) expressed the belief that escape reading 

may be motivated more by anxiety than by any of the higher order needs 

described by Maslow. However, Spink (1989), in his study of young readers. 

pointed out that while this type of reading was often spoken of in pejorative 

terms such as trivial and time-wasting. reading for escape was as valid a reason 
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as any other and should be seen as comperisaîo~y or therapeutic since it helped 

the readers to relax. 

Favat ( 1977), who studied the story interests of very young children. 

saw this type of reading as typical of children who read for compensation 

because they did not enjoy unbroken happiness. Since children are natural 

seekers of pleasure. they strive to reduce discontent in their lives by creating 

harmonious worlds which accommodate their desires. Books, therefore. 

provided escape. pleasure and relief from distress. even if it \vas only 

temporary . 

Although reading for escape and for pleasure sometimes intersect. the 

experts in reading have tried to show that there is a subtle distinction behveen 

the two which can sometimes be discemed from a close scrutiny of children's 

responses to queries about their reading behaviour. Replies like the following 

seem to connote pleasure: "1 read for fun. because it is interesting. to experience 

other peopleœs lives. it makes me feel good or because I like it". On the other 

hand. the following statements have less pleasurable undertones: " I read 

because it gives me something to do, 1 get bored . there is nothing else to do. 

it takes my mind off things or 1 am lonely" (Landy. 1977a; Swanton. 1984). 

By the definition of many researchers, these later comments would qualify as 

"escapist". 

However, Nell (1988) does not differentiate between reading for 
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enjoyment or escape. he sees both as legitimate aspects of a pleasurable 

encounter with books. This c m  be seen from his coining of the term "ludic 

reading" described as by him as a playful. fkee activity standing outside 

ordinary life. intrinsically motivated, and usually engaged in for its own sake. 

During this process the reader is so engossed in what is being read that he 

becomes "lost in a book". whether the reader wishes to escape from the 

unpleasant realities of life or to enter into someone else's experiences. This. 

according to Ne11 ( 1 988. 2 )  constitutes reading for enjoyment. 

The vicarious experience achieved through close identification with the 

protagonist and the events of the story is considered to be one of the main 

sources of pleasure for the child reader and Hildick ( 197 1 )  believes that this 

is the primary reason why children read fiction. Marshall ( 1982. t 13) posits that 

the child's enjoyment cornes from seeing himself or herself vicariously in the 

story. taking on another's character in dream or wish Fulfilment and discovering 

how others tackle problems. The same idea is conveyed by Schlager (1978) 

who says that children clamour for books with characters who reflect the 

readers' psychological and emotional state and share a similar perception of the 

world. 

This would seem to be substantiated by Osula. an avid reader. who in a 

detailed interview with Sims ( 1983) acknowledged that she derived pleasure 

from reading about people and situations with which she could identify. While 
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children often find it dificuIt to articulate their experiences due to their limited 

understanding and vocabulary, sorne have reported being "lost in a book" or 

"reading themselves into the story". Fry (1985) encountered one such reader 

during his intensive case study of a srnall group of British children. One girl 

admitted that she had become so completely immersed in the world of Jane 

to stop seeing Eyre that it took her quite some time afier finishing 

the things around her house in terms of the story. 

The unwavering cornmitment of librarians 

the book 

to inculca ting a love of 

reading in children is based primarily on the pleasure principle which might 

also include "escapist reading". These professionals hope that children, through 

continual satis&ing experiences with literature. will develop fùnctional 

autonomy. that is the habit of reading for the sheer pleasure and satisfaction of 

the act. As a result of these satisfying book encounters. children's literature 

experts hope that these young people will corne to possess a richness of 

vicarious experience to augment their daily activities and enhance the quality 

of their lives (Sebesta and Iverson. 1975). 

Given these high expectations. librarians must be disturbed by the 

tendency of so many children to associate reading with the practical rather than 

the enjoyable (Southgate, Arnold and Johnson. 198 1: Neville and Pugh. 1982: 

Carter. 1986). Such a view directly contravenes the basic principle - reading 

for pleasure - which underlies the literature programme in libraries and to a 
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Iesser extent in schools. Educational institutions have often been cited as one 

of the factors contributing to children's emphasis on reading for utility as well 

as their general attitude toward reading. The home has also been identified as 

playing an important role in the shaping of reading attitude. 

2.2.4 School and Home Factors Affecting Interest in Reading 

Within the school context Lynch-Brown (1990) affirms both the 

educational value of children's literature and its pleasurable aspects. She 

believes that the latter might be an even more important reason to use literature 

across the cumculum since it might help children develop a life-long reading 

habit. This of course. will depend mainly on the methods adopted for readinz 

instruction and for the presentation of the literature programme. In discussing 

her reading response theo-. Rosenblatt (1978) states that there are hvo 

approaches to reading: the efferent - reading to gain knowledge from a text. and 

the aesthetic - reading for the enjoyment of the experience. Sometimes in the 

teaching of literature. the former seems to predominate as children are forced 

to dissect texts and provide uniforrn answers. During this process reading for 

pleasure is rarely taught so children might corne away with the idea that there 

is only one way to read - to extract information. 

For this reason, reading instruction and the literature programmes in 

schools have been accused rnany times as being largely responsible for 

children's Iack of interest in reading. Cullinan (1989) voices sorne of the 
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concerns relative to classroom teaching and reading for pleasure when she says: 

The ultimate goal of a reading teacher and of a literature teacher are the 
same: both want students to read and write a variety of literary and 
expository material for many purposes, one of which is the enjoyment 
of reading. Too often, reading to gain information or. worse yet, simply 
to decode is stressed rather than to gain meaning. This emphasis thereby 
outweighs reading as a pleasurable activity ... (p.6) 

Bettelheim (1982). with alrnost evangelistic fervour. insists that the 

solution lies in the abandonment of the skills-oriented approach to reading 

instruction along with the borhg class text and the opening up of the world of 

power and excitement to the child through books - real books fiom the wide 

variety of excellent children's literature avaiiable today. In expounding his 

philosophy of reading instruction further. Bettelheim ( 1982) is convinced that 

the child will be sufficiently motivated to rnaster the difficult task of leaming 

to read once his or her imagination is fired by the exciting prospect of gaining 

entry. through reading. to a wonderfil world of knowledge. understanding and 

experience. 

At one time such an idea would be thought revolutionary, but in light of 

the whole language movement it seems to be a logical and viable alternative to 

the traditional approach which Chambers (1983) describes as teaching the kind 

of reading which dutifully seeks to acquire information to be used for other 

ends. or which becomes only a tool that enables the child to do something else. 
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rather than reading which has invaluable ends and purposes in itself. This is 

the type of reading instruction which is so kequently criticised as being 

partially responsible for the low level of voluntary reading among youngsters 

(Larnme. 1976: Landy. 1977a; and Morrow. 1983). 

Other school related factors have also been linked to children's failure 

to develop a love for reading. Barnberger ( 1  972) lamented the fact that while 

children are in school they read &vice as much as adults. but when they leave 

many stop altogther. which means that school only temporarily interested 

children in reading. This could be the result of the association of reading 

mainly with the classroom. and also because the other types of media available 

for amusement and education enjoy a higher repute socially. and so reading is 

marginal ised. 

Chambers ( 1983). drawing upon his knowled_pe as a children's literature 

specialist. argues fùrther that the difficulty experienced by some children in 

mastering reading makes the task appear insurmountable and therefore more 

appropriate for their intellectually superior peers to whom the activity is readily 

relinquished. For others. books are seen as a symboi of school litè to be 

abandoned at the earliest opportunity. and many may have never been 

introduced to reading as a pleasurable engagement. Research also points to low 

academic ability as another disincentive to reading. Even though al1 children 

in a - aiven grade might share similar reading interests the weaker students tend 
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to read less and so most of the non-readers are to be found in this group 

(Whitehead et al.. 1977: Moray, 1978: McKenna, 1986: Hafner. Palmer and 

Tullos 1986). 

Despite the prominence given to the school correlates of reading 

interests. other variables must be taken into account since they are also known 

to influence reading behaviour. For example, the home environment plays a 

crucial role in the developrnent of literacy and an attitude toward reading 

(Goelman et al.. 1984). The young child must learn basic concepts about books 

and print and this usually takes place first in the home. Parents' own modelling 

of reading and the sharing of books with children in a pleasurable setting 

contribute towards the development of a favourable attitude towards books and 

reading. 

This view is also more or less shared by Staiger (1979) who contends 

that the models of reading in the family. the reading materials available and the 

farnily's own attitude toward learning generally form the foundation of the 

reading habit. although some children do rise above negative circumstances to 

become habitua1 readers. Findings by Durkin (1966). Clark ( 1976) and others 

who have studied young fluent readers. also stress the significance of the early 

home environment in the making of a committed reader. 

Detailed investigations (Landy. 197721: Ingham. 198 1 ; Morrow, 1983) 

into the home lives of young children revealed that the children's socio- 
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economic background tends to affect their attitude toward and interest in 

reading. Whitehead et al., (1977) also found that children whose parents were 

of a higher educational level were Iikely to have more books and to be read to 

regularly by parents. al1 of which helped to stimulate the children to read. 

Greaney (1980) agreed with these researchers but went fùrther by insisting that 

socio-economic status by itself kvas not as important as what parents actually 

did to promote and encourage reading. 

This is applicable to parents at any social level although it would seem 

that children ftom the lower socio-economic stratum might be at a disadvantage 

since their parents sometirnes lack the education and the financial resources that 

would make book-buying and reading a priori. in the home. Nevertheless. 

many of these children have been known to de@ the odds and become habitua1 

readers (Whitehead et al.. 1977: Ingham. 198 1 ). 

From the discussion so far about why children read and how much they 

like to do so. it would seem that home and school correlates dong with several 

other personal and social variables do influence children's reading behaviour. 

However. further insight into why children read and their liking for the activity 

might also be gained from a closer examination of children who. for one 

reason or other. have been identified as non-readers. 

2.2.5 The Non-Reader and the Aliterate 

Research reports indicate that the typical child who does not like to read 
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is usually male, below average academically, and consequently experiences 

reading difficulties. In addition. the child usually lives in a deprived home 

environment where reading is not encouraged by parental modelling nor by the 

provision of stimulating reading materials. Although this might be a fairly 

accurate generalisation. in more recent times another type of non-reader has 

emerged that contradicts this stereotype. Johns ( 1978) clearly distinguishes 

between these two groups of non-readers in his discussion of strategies for 

overcoming reluctance in reading. The first set consists of children who are not 

particularly good at reading, read below their grade level and have problems 

with decoding and making meaning. In short. they are mostly poor readrrs 

which is the primary reason for their dislike of voluntary reading. 

The second group. overlooked for a long time. are distinctly different in 

that they are quite proficient at reading but choose not to read. CulIinan ( 1989) 

describes these as aliterates. children who can read well but neither read for 

information nor pleasure. who may glance at the headlines of a newspaper but 

more often reach for a television schedule. It would seem that for a long time 

most researchers did not notice the difference between poor readers and 

"committed" non-readers who are acadernically bright. very skilled at reading. 

but lack interest in the activity altogether. 

The reason for this oversight may partly be explained by the fact that so 

often librarians and others who conduct research into reading interests usually 
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assume that most children will read voluntarily once they have mastered the 

mechanics. Therefore, any failure to develop a reading habit c m  be remedied 

by the creation of an environment conducive to reading to compensate for any 

lack at home, and also by implementing literature programmes to expose the 

children to the right type of books cornmensurate with their developmental 

needs, abilities and interests. The planning of these intervention strategies are 

consistent with one of the basic tenets of children's librarianship. which is. that 

reading plays a vital role in a child's personal development. It is rnainly on this 

belief that library services are developed for the young. 

The second reason, although an extension of the first. cannot br  

rxpressed with the same degree of certainty. but it would seem that librarians 

also operate under the premise that within every child there is a latent desire 

to read which will be manifested once the personal and social obstacles in a 

child's life are addressed. Such a conviction might have gained support from 

the successes reported with 'bookflood' experiments (Ingham. 198 1 : Fader and 

McNeil. 1968: Floyd. 1973: and Ingham. 198 1 )  and other research findings that 

repeatedly emphasised the specific reading interests of children and the 

frequency with which children Say they like to read. Such tïndings. taken 

together, give the impression that most children are readers and the minority 

who do not read are still favourably inclined toward the activity and only need 

the right incentive and conditions to activate their latent desire to read. 
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Other studies have shown this general theory to be only partiaily tme. 

The findings reveal that there is a core of skilied readers who demonstrate a 

remarkable intolerance for print and these children seem resistant to any 

overtures aimed at converting them into habitua1 readers. Whitehead et al.. 

(1977). among the earliest researcher to stumble across this group. expressed 

alarm when he discovered that a large proportion of his sample of 8.000 British 

children were non-readers. many of whom possessed the ability to read quite 

well. He found it impossible to ignore the large percentage of non-book readers 

among the children assessed as above average and average. For him this was 

much too high for comfort. especially as the numbers seemed to be sex-related 

and to increase with age. 

He graphically described the situation whrre the percentage of non-book 

readen among the boys escalated rapidly with age From 15.8% at 10+ to a 

staggering 40% at 14+. While about a third were weak and backward at 

reading the remaining hvo-thirds consisted of boys assessed as avera, =e or 

above average in ability and attainment. For girls. while the percentages were 

a little less the number of non-readers was still high. Whitehead et al.. ( 1977) 

used the number of books the children reported reading over a four week 

period as an indicator of their s tatu as readers or non-readers (Le. those who 

had read no books at al1 for that time). While this approach might not produce 

a totally accurate picture. the findings still raise the issue of why children like 



these do not read even though they are well equipped to do so. 

Very few studies have focused deliberately on non-readers as a special 

group. although some researchers have asked children why they read (Neuman. 

1980: Ngandu. 198 1)  and others have commented on non-readers as a part of 

a larger study (Whitehead et al, 1977). However. Landy (1977a), aware of the 

existence of growing numbers of non-readers. decided to give equal importance 

to non-readers as well as readers in her study of the reading interests and habits 

of grade seven students in Canada. Using questionnaires. psychological tests. 

interviews and school visits to gather data on her sample of 573 readers and 

non-readers. she trkd to establish the difference behveen the bvo groups. 

In the process she was able to create a profile of the typical reader and. 

by implication. the non-reader. The typical reader. among other things. tends 

to be femaie. possesses a higher level of reading and intellectual ability. reads 

mostly for pleasure. owns more books. engages in a wide range of spare time 

activities and has parents who read a lot. By default. the non-reader tends to 

be the opposite: male. associating reading almost exclusively with seeking 

information or with completing school-related assignments. expressing a definite 

preference for television or auditory means of learning rather than prînt. and 

seldom experiencing any pleasurable associations with reading. If a favourable 

attitude is a precursor to voluntary reading (Greaney. 1986) and attitude is 

shaped by p s t  experiences (Lewis and Teale, 1982) then it might be 
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understandable why these children have a negative attitude toward reading. 

In her thesis upon which the article was based. Landy (1977b) reported 

in more detail some of the reasons given by children for not reading: "it's 

boring, 1 don't want to, it's not exciting, 1 don't think books are interesting, my 

eyes hurt. I cannot read very well. 1 am a slow learner. 1 get stuck and others 

laugh at me". Non-readers ascribed their failure to read for pleasure more to 

lack of interest than to poor reading ability. which again presents the problem 

as one of perception rather than ability. and hints at a negative attitude towards 

print - one of the noticeable characteristics of aliterates. 

Lampert and Saunders (1976) were also concerned about reading 

attitudes in their survey of a convenience sample of suburban students in a 

high school. Their concem focused on possible differences between readers and 

non-readers in ternis of achievement. attitude or both. Students were questioned 

about their leisure time activities- the types of material they read and for how 

long, and their present and past esposure to books. Their reading proficiency 

kvas also tested. 

The findings showed that on the tests readers scored only slightly higher 

than non-readers and that males and females did not differ significantly. 

Interestingly. 25% of the non-readers scored higher than the mean reading 

comprehension score for the readers. while 29% of the readers scored below the 

rnean for their grade and sex. The non-readers also expressed low interest in 
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activities that were passive or represented mediated interpretations of reality 

such as magazines and documentaries. Learning by explanation and being with 

friends were preferable to reading. The general picture that emerged was that 

of a group who could read but chose not to, prefemng more concrete activities. 

This finding led the researchers to conclude that there is linle automatic 

correlation between a student self-designated as a reader or a non-reader and his 

or her reading proficiency because the clearest factor distinguishing readers 

from non-readers seems to be the students own perception of themselves and 

their background. Non-readers perceived themselves as such. no matter how 

much or how skilfùlly they read. while readers saw themselves as such 

regardless of reading skill and preference for other media. 

Therefore. the difference between reader and non-reader was based less 

on academic ability than on attitude. suggesting that those who saw themselves 

as readers were favourably disposed towards the activity even though they were 

not reading consistently. while the self-styled non-readers read out of necessity 

and disliked having to do so. Although the findings cannot be generalised 

because of the convenience sample used. they support what Landy ( 19774 and 

Whitehead et al.. (1977) observed - that non-readers were not al1 necessarily 

children of low academic ability or attainment. 

Attitude seerns to be a significant factor contributing to the aliterate 

child's disaffection with reading which could be the result of subtle 
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conditioning through peer pressure to avoid reading the lack of appropriate 

materials or negative experiences with books (Staiger, 1979). Al1 these variables 

would be covered by the concept of attitude as multi-dimensional possessing 

cognitive. affective and behavioral components (Lewis and Teale. 1980). 

Therefore, the non-reader's mental state of readiness to receive a book or 

participate in the act of reading would be shaped by his knowledge about books 

plus the feelings and values he attaches to them based on his life experiences 

at home. school and wherever else he might have been. 

This emergent category of non-readers - the intelligent reading 

proficient. who refuses to read voluntarily - has become a growing concem for 

educators and librarians alike. Cullinan ( 1989) maintains that these children 

who p a s  through hi& school with high scholastic standing but who never 

voluntarily read for information and pleasure represent hidden failures of the 

educational system. Such a belief is debatable because Lampert and Saunders 

( 1976) reported that their group of skilled non-readers were successtùl at school 

but chose not to read, instead they preferred more active. concrete activities. 

and frorn al1 appearances seemed to be leading happy satisfjhg lives. 

Librarians and educators no doubt will find it hard to accept that some 

children might never be interested in reading because they simply dislike the 

activity, or find that it does not provide the satisfaction of other leisure time 

undertakings, and even more significantly the functions it previously served are 
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currently fulfilled by other media. in today's electronic age a varieiy of media 

options exists for information and entertainment, and librarians might need to 

corne to terms with the reality that books - once perceived as a child's primary 

gateway to pleasure and as a means of persona1 development - may no longer 

hold such a singular position. 

Summary 

Children seem to read for three reasons: information. pleasure. and to 

escape the realities of every day Me. This consensus was amved at from 

studies conducted within the context of theories of hurnan behaviour as well as 

from a sociological perspective. Maslow's (1 970) theory of human motivation 

suggests that children read to fùlfil certain psychological needs found at the 

upper end of the hierarchical scale. As an extension of the same idea. the "uses 

and gratification" theory implies that the book has certain properties that makes 

it attractive to the child who is also motivated to read because this activity 

serves certain fùnctions in his life and is govemed by personal as well as social 

and psychological factors. No doubt a child can find some degree of personal 

Fulfilment From the knowledge and pleasure gained through reading. 

However. an active pursuit of recreational readins is usually preceded by 

a favourable attitude which is in tum shaped by the experiences the child has 

with print at home and at school. Not al1 children like to read and this can 

result. in part. from repeatedly unpleasant associations with books whether 
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through poor reading instruction, unsatisfactory library programmes or lack of 

parental encouragement. 

Low academic ability has also discouraged reading but not in every case 

as avid readers have been found among this group. while some bright fluent 

readers have demonstrated a strong intolerance for print. This growing 

incidence of the skilled non-reader in the information age when literacy is 

crucial for personal effectiveness and survival has also generated deep concem 

amone educators and librarians. Rasinki and Gillespie ( 1992) find it ironic that 

the same technologically advanced world that makes literacy more important for 

survival is also responsible for creating electronic pastimes that draw adults and 

children away fkom reading. In the light of these developments and the finding 

that children tend to read primarily for utilitarian purposes. librarians are being 

challenged to re-think their philosophy of the role of books in children's lives 

and the reasons why children should continue to see reading as a worthwhile 

leisure time activity. It is hoped that this study rnight shed some Further light 

on this rnatter. 

2.3 READING AS A LEISURE TTME ACTIVITY 

Literacy. access. environment and time are four of the necessary 

conditions for reading in addition to which the individual must be motivated 

to read (Haa. 1976). For children. time to read must be found in the hours left 
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after the demands of school or home are met. In addition, the time allocated 

to reading will be based upon priorities and preferences since the child must 

choose reading over a variety of other possible leisure time activities. Making 

time to read is one of the best indicators of commitment to reading and the 

importance attached to the activity by the individual. Although many children 

declare themselves to be readers and testiQ to the value of reading, their 

behaviour would seem to contradict this assertion. 

Lack of tirne is perhaps the most kequently cited excuse children give 

for not reading as much as they would like (Heather, 198 1 : Carter. 1986). An 

examination of research findings on how children spend their time should 

therefore provide a usefùl hmework within which to evaluate this claim and 

to find out the importance they assign to reading as a leisure time activity in 

cornparison to other pastimes. 

2.3.1 Time Devoted to Reading and Other Social Activities 

Two rneasures often used to classi@ children as readers are the number 

of books read andor the amount of time spent reading over a given period. 

Both approaches are justified on the grounds that the best ways an individual 

can demonstrate that he or she is a reader is by reading. Before a proper 

assessment can be made of the child's commitment to voluntary reading based 

on the time spent, a knowledge of the average number of hours available to 

children during a typical week should prove usehl. Detailed data on how 764 
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eleven to twelve year olds spent their time out of school was complied by 

Mednch et al.. (1982) and an inter-disciplinary team of sociologists. 

psychologists and urban planners in a large Arnerican city. 

The study identified £ive domains of out-of-school life that. although not 

mutually exclusive, covered the major spheres of  children's activities. They 

consisted of children's activities: on their own; with parents: organised with 

an adult who is not a parent in charge (e .8  clubs); children in-home and out-of- 

home; and television viewing. The study is particularly valuable for the insight 

it gives into children's lives. how their time is spent and the importance they 

attach to various competing social and dornestic activities. 

B y systematically documenting the children's daily activities the study 

provides a usehl indication of the average number of hours per day a typical 

North ~mer ican  child has available. Mrdrich et al.. (1982) calculated that these 

children have approximately 7 hours between 7:00 am and 10:30 p-m. each 

school day and this time was roughly apportioned as follows: time on own - 

2-3 hours: television - 3-4 hours: parents with child - less than 1 1/2 hours: 

chores and related responsibilities or jobs outside home - less than 1 hour. 

Generally. o r p i s e d  activity consumed about 4-5 hours per week. Excluding 

weekends and holidays, the average urban child in the United States has at his 

or her disposa1 approximately 35 leisure hours during the week when school is 

in session. Of course, it should be noted that children in rural or suburban 
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areas as well as in other countries might apportion their time differently due to 

varying social, cultural and geographic factors. 

The researchers also made an important observation about tirne: while 

it reflects pnorities, constraints. predilections and opportunities. how children 

spend their time depends to a great extent on the adults who influence and 

control their lives. From the data hmished it can be deduced that of the seven 

hours available daily. a child is likely to read only during the two to three 

hours spent alone, unless he or she is one of those who claim to read and watch 

television simultaneously. 

Indubitably. television was found to be the major consumer of time in 

the child's life outside of school. and this will be discussed later. Since the 

other features of the study did not relate specifically to reading. although it was 

mentioned as one of the solitary activities. the findings will only be used as an 

index in helping to assess the priority children give to reading as a leisure tirne 

activity. 

In the United States. McEady-Gilead ( 1989) investigated sixth graders' 

out-of-school activities. including reading, as part of a larger study. The 723 

students represented diverse socio-economic backgrounds. academic abilities. 

races and geographic locations. The California Media and Library 

Education Association Literature / Reading Survey For Library Media 

Specialists and Teachers was administered to gamer information on their 



degree of interest in reading, the kinds of books read, their use of free time and 

their knowledge of literature. 

Although al1 students, irrespective of ability, said they were interested in 

reading this interest did not translate into heavy involvement during their leisure 

time. Rerding registered fifth in the overall tally afier watching television. 

playing rvith friends. doing homework and engaging in sports. On the whoie. 

literature related engagements such as going to the library were mentioned 

in frequently . McEady-Gilead ( 1 989) noted that hvelve year-olds across al1 the 

socio-economic groups tended to spend their leisure time similady. the only 

difference was the frequency with which they participated in the various 

activities. Those at the lower end of the social ladder were restricted by the 

location of the recreational programmes. the opportunities available for 

participation as well as the cost and logistics of attending. The researcher 

commented that the young people were enthralled wirh electronic media in the 

form of computer and video games and music formats. 

Little variation was seen in reports on fiee time activities collected by 

Anderson, Wilson and Fielding (1988) over a number of weeks fiom fifth 

graders who listed their favourites in descending order as: watching television. 

going out, listening to music. playing games. reading. doing chores and beinp 

occupied with hobbies. On most days little or no book reading was done and 

the combined time spent on reading books, comics and periodicals was 
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seventeen minutes per day compared to the approximately two hours spent 

watching television. The time a child spent reading was directly related to his 

or her ability. and boys were observed to read for shorter periods than girls. 

Greaney has conducted several studies, individually and in collaboration 

with others. into several aspects of the reading interests and habits of children. 

For example. Greaney and Hegarty ( 1987) examined the relationship behveen 

home environment, attitude to reading and motivation on one hand. and leisure 

time reading on the other. The sample consisted of fifth graders in a suburban 

primary school who kept diaries and recorded al1 their activities on four 

designated days so that the amount of tirne devoted to leisure activities could 

be tallied. They were not informed that the researcher was interested in their 

reading so this reduced some of the bias that might have affected reports about 

the amount of time spent reading. 

The findings revealed that 7.2% of leisure time was spent on reading in 

contrat to 30.4% for television. and reading ranked eighth out of the eleven 

leisure time activities recorded. The percentage of time spent reading shows a 

slight increase (from 5.4% to 7.2%) over an earlier study done by Greaney 

(1980) using the same method. but even then the amount of time ailoned to 

reading shows that it is definitely not a favourite üctivity of many children. 

I f  the hours available to the typical North American child as calculated 

by Medich et al. (1982) were used as a guide. then these children had twenty- 
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eight hours tiee time over the four days only two of which were devoted to 

reading as compared to the over eight spent on watching television. Greaney 

and Hegarty (1 987) also found that the amount of reading done dunng leisure 

time was subject to availability of suitable reading materials, current interests 

and tiiendships, the time of year, weather conditions. the amount of homework 

and alternative attractions. The home environment especially what parents did 

to promote reading, and persona1 variables such as sex and intellectual ability 

also affected the amount of time spent reading. Sex differences were also 

observed as girls devoted more time to reading than boys. and more boys were 

non-readers. 

Long and Henderson (1973). employing the same diary method to 

investigate fifih graders' use of time. arrived at nearly similar conclusions. 

Apart fiom sleeping, watching television ranked first. About one third of the 

sample reported no reading over the two week period. and those who read spent 

an average of one and a half hours per week doing so. This was even less than 

the sample of Greaney and Hegarty (1987). Again. girls devoted more time to 

this activity than boys. who also spent significantly less time on chores and 

organised activity . 

Long and Hendenon (1973) ascribed this disparity to the influence of 

sex-role differentiation and cultural norms that forced girls to lead more 

restricted lives. Medrich et al., (1982) also reported on this trend where girls 
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spent twice as much time as boys on domestic chores. The total responses for 

al1 the children surveyed suggested sex-linked clusters of activities wiih boys 

almost exclusively reporting making and fixing things, while girls favoured 

expressive hobbies like drawing and painting. 

Anderson, Wilson and Fielding (1988) found that the typical child in the 

middle grade spent less than 25 minutes a day reading. This finding is 

comparable to observations made by Wagner (1980) that the amount of time 

devoted to book reading was directly related to the childos reading level and 

mowth in reading proficiency from the second to the third grade. While most 
C 

children did little reading, there was a small core who read for an increasingly 

longer period of time. They would likely fall within Whitehead et al's.. (1977) 

category of avid readers. Such students read five or more books per month. and 

contrary to expectations. led very active lives. 

Other studies (for example. Ingharn. 198 1 and Greaney. 1980) provide 

slightly different figures on time spent reading. have shown the same 

predominance of watching television over reading and other leisure time 

activities. Overall, the evidence points to a very low ranking given to 

recreational reading by the majority of students. 

The findings from countries outside North America are no more 

encouraging with regard to the time children spend reading. Two studies were 

initiated by librarians in Britain to investigate children's reading habits. 
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including the time spent reading arnong other leisure time activities. Neither 

study used inferential statistics, so the significance of the findings are not 

known. but the conditions described hardly differed fiom the findings 

emanating from other developed countries. 

Heather ( 198 1 ), who concentrated on young adolescents, found that 

nearly half the sample (47%) spent more than three hours per night watching 

television compared to 58% who spent an hour on homework. As for reading. 

20% admitted to not reading at all. but only 38% of the remainder read for any 

sustained time during the week (2-8 hours) with most of the students clustering 

around the lower end. The remaining 42% either did not read every week or 

did so for less than tsvo hours. 

The Nottinghamshire Library ( 1  97 1) survey showed an even greater 

reduction in time spent reading which might be due to the inclusion of older 

out-of-school teenagers as part of the sample. When these adolescents were 

asked how long they devoted to reading over a four day period. the most 

popular length of time for boys was thirty minutes and one hour for girls. This 

nearly coincides with what Moffitt and Wartelia (1992) found among urban 

Amencan teenagers in a study that showed that they spent an average of 30-36 

minutes per day reading al1 types of print materials. including books. Similarly. 

Greaney (1980) in Ireland computed an average of 26.4 minutes per day spent 

on reading by his subjects. However. none of the means for time spent reading 
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ever cornes close to the maximum of 2-3 hours that Medrich et al., (1982) said 

the typical child spent alone, which suggests that on average approximately one 

quarter or less of this private time was assigned to reading. 

Overall. these findings fa11 a little below the average response recorded 

by Medrich et al., (1982) as coming from their sample of 12 year-olds when 

asked how they spent the wo to three hours they had alone. ï h e  boys said 

reading accounted for 37% of their solitary moments for the five day period. 

This percentage works out to approximately 1 hour per day. and in keeping 

with the observed differences between the sexes, girls reported roughly 1 hour 

40 minutes. It is possible that the variations between these figures and those 

of other researchers are due to different approaches used to record time. 

Medrich et al.. (1983) relied on the children's ability to recall time spent whilz 

most of the other researchers had children keep daily records of how the. spent 

their hours. 

Confirmation that children spend little time reading was obtained when 

Walberg and Tsai ( 1984) summarised research findings from America and other 

countries. The researchers stated that: 

... although an absolute amount of reading is not possible. nonetheless. 
it c m  be confidently concluded that the typical child in middle grade 
read less than 25 minutes a day out of school. The amount appears to 
be considerably less than this in the United States, maybe as little as 8- 
12 minutes per day when al1 types of reading materials are included, and 
maybe as little as 4-5 minutes a day when [only] books are counted. 
(p-449) 



If what they say is true of middle graders who are described as being at the 

"golden age" or peak of their reading, then the findings for teenagers, who are 

well documented as drifters From libraries and reading generally. should not be 

viewed with much surprise. Cullinan (1989) says that: 

When children make independent choices to spend their time. they tum 
to reading if it is a source of pleasure. The degree to which enjoyment 
effectively motivates reading depends largely on the strength of the 
pleasurable experiences associated with books. (p. 8) 

If this is the case. then reading experiences would seem to be much less 

pleasurable than other recreational activities and so fail in the bid for priority 

during the child's Free time. This minority status assigned to reading should 

raise some perplexing questions for both librarians and educators. The former 

must question the long-term effectiveness of the numerous reading promotion 

programmes which are standard features of almost every public library and 

involvr large investments of human and capital resources. For educators. the 

issue revolves around finding the most effective strategies for teaching reading 

and at the same time inculcating a love of literature to the children. Despite 

this seemingly dismal picture. opportunities still seem to exiçt for teachers and 

librarians to make a difference. 

Anderson, Wilson and Feeling (1988) announced that one of their most 

newsworthy findings was that the teacher has a significant influence on the 

amount of reading children do outside the classroom. Ingham (198 1) and 
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Landy ( 1977a) also emphasised the motivational impact of enthusiastic teachers 

and librarians who were themselves avid readers and knowledgeable about 

books. Even though youngsters show a greater tendency to resort to peers for 

reading guidance. assistance fiom professionals is still necessary because 

children c m  easily fa11 into a reading rut since their knowledge of the variety 

of literature available would definitely be more limited than that of the librarian 

or teacher. Therefore. it would seem that the development of a life-long 

reading habit in children depends to a great extent on the kind of literary 

environment created and the intervention strategies adopted in the formative 

years by librarians, educators and parents. 

2.3.2 Television and Reading as Leisure Time Activities 

Although the objectives of this present study did not include a 

cornparison of watching television and reading as leisure time activities. the 

topic occurs repeatedly in the review of the literature. The pattern that emerges 

is usually that of television replacing reading as the primary means of 

entertainment for children. As this pattern is still being debated by some. it was 

decided to briefly discuss the issue apart from the other leisure time activities. 

It is difficult to ignore the ubiquity and subsequent effect of television 

(aptly dubbed the "electronic pied piper" by Wagner (1980)) on the amount of 

time children allocate to reading, despite the assurances of some that it does 

not displace the reading habit. Simple logic suggests that if an inordinate 
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amount of time is spent on any single activity, then there has to be less time 

available for anything else. whether it be reading or sports. Whitehead et al.. 

(1 977) strongly believes that there is an inverse relationship between the amount 

of television viewing and the amount of book reading, and that "poorer" readers 

watch more television than the more able. Lampert and Saunders ( 1976) concur 

with these findings. 

Conversely. Landy ( 1977a) found that there was little difference between 

avid readers and non-readers when it came to television. since over 80% of her 

seventh graders watched at least 5 hours per week. At the same time. Ingham 

( 198 1 )  concluded from her case studies that avid readers watched more 

television than infrequent readers (who are not necessarily poor readers) with 

the former claiming that they read and watched simultaneously. The nature and 

quality of "reading" that takes place while viewing is subject to question. and 

while the number of hours may vary sornewhat. almost al1 children. irrespective 

of sex. tend to spend a great deal of their time watching television. 

There is little doubt that television is a major consumer of children's 

time. They spend approximately one-sixth of their lives between birth and 18 

years on this activity (Berger. 1976) with the result that they pass more time in 

Front of the television than in doing any other activity. except for sleeping 

(Huston-Stein and Wright, 1979). Wagner ( 1980) reviewed research on the 

relationship between television and children pertinent to their academic 
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achievement, reading habit. creativity and critical reading. He calculated that 

the average Amencan child, twelve years and younger. spent two hours per day 

viewing television, thirty minutes reading (not including school work) and 

forty-five minutes doing homework. 

By the time a teenager graduated from hi& school he or she would have 

spent 15,000 hours watching television. This statistic relates closeiy to what 

Medrich et al., (1982) and Walberg and Tsai (1978) have computed. In the 

light of these finding, Wagner (1980) recommended that adults corne to terms 

with this medium as complementary to reading and as a potential source of 

motivation for undertaking this activity. 

2.3.3 The Ranking of Reading as a Pastime and Some 
Hindrances to Reading More 

While watching television might account for a large chunk of children's 

free time. several other leisure activities also militate against recreational 

reading. When children were asked to rank reading as compared to other 

leisure time activities. at no time in any of the studies reviewed was reading 

ranked first by the major@ of any group sampled even when they claimed to 

read to read for pleasure. It would seem then that reading is not highly regarded 

for its entertainment value. While the three major purposes given for reading 

were utility. pleasure and escape. it would seem as if most of the reading done 

by children tend to fa11 into the first category (Ngandu. 1981; Greaney and 
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Neuman, 1983, 1990). If so. then it would appear that the rewards offered by 

reading cannot effectively compete with the prospect of pleasure fiom other 

recreational activities. 

In their study of American teenagers, Moffitt and Wartella (1992) noted 

that girls ranked reading third while boys assigned it fourth place. Anderson. 

Wilson and Fielding (1988) and Greaney (1980) saw it placed seventh and 

eighth respectively, in cornparison with eleven other recreational activities. 

Going out, being with Fnends. sports and games were usually given priority 

over reading, which would seem to strengthen the image of reading as passive. 

and readers as introverted. Research has contradicted both these stereotypes by 

showing that many children who were avid readers also led very active lives 

and stili found or made tiine to read (Whitehead et al.. 1977: Ingham. 198 1 : 

Anderson. Wilson and Fielding. 1988). 

Besides watching television and participating in various ieisure activities. 

children have also cited other personal and environmental hindrances to reading 

as much as they would like. Two hundred and fifiy-four fifth to eighth graders. 

replying to a survey administered by Heathington ( 1979). listed the following 

as distractions from reading: too much homework. class work. religious 

activities and sports; too many extemal interruptions when they tried to read: 

a kick of enough books on the topics they were interested in; and for a few. the 

inability to read well. Heather ( 198 1 ) interviewed British teenagers and found 
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that homework and examination pressures, other social activitirs and the 

unavailability of reading materials were fiequently cited. Whitehead et al 'S.. 

(1  977) students also complained that the excessive demands of homework left 

little time for reading or anything else. 

Socio-economic conditions also affect the amount of reading children 

undertake. The lack of a private place where children c m  escape from noise. 

movement, television and other distractions a11 undermine voluntary reading. 

Landy ( 1977a). Greaney ( 1980) and Southgate, Arnold and Johnson ( 198 1) 

reported that most reading took place at home. usually in bed. and stressed the 

importance of having a private place for reading. Ingham ( 198 1) in her study 

of 10-14 year olds found that avid readers tend to have their own rooms. 

although this was not always sufficient stimulus for reading; some children who 

had such a tàcility did not read. while others who lacked this luxury were still 

avid readers. However. in general. it would seem that a conducive atmosphere 

serves as an added incentive for reading for those children who already have the 

inclination. 

Summary 

On the whole. it would seem as if most children consider reading to be 

very important, although they did not read at a level consistent with this belief. 

Of the approxirnately 35 free hours available to children during a typical school 

week, only about 2 hours are devoted to voluntary reading of al1 types of 
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materials. One of the major reasons cited for this discrepancy between persona1 

conviction and action is the jack of time, which has been attributed partly to the 

many different social activities cornpeting for the young person's attention 

along with the demands of hornework and dornestic chores. The solitary and 

seemingly passive nature of reading could also make it appear less attractive 

than other leisure tirne activities. 

For rnany children. reading is assigned lesser priority as a recreational 

activity than going out. being with friends or involvement with sports and 

games. However. based on most research findings. one may conclude that 

watching television is one of. if not the major consumer of children's Free time. 

If so. it would seem to be the pastime that has either displaced reading or 

severely reduced the time available for doing so. Young people appear to be 

captivated by the dynamism and immediacy of this "magic box" with its 

endless variety of programmes. 

With modem life becoming more comples each day and greater demands 

being placed on the child's time in school and at home. and with the 

mushrooming of new electronic forms of entertainment, it should not be 

surprising if an even greater decline in the reading habit occurs. The hture of 

books and reading in this technological age must be upperrnost in the minds of 

librarians and educators. They seem to be fàced with a formidable challenge 

to develop skilled and committed readers who will still find pleasure in books. 
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despite the attractiveness of the new technology. A knowledge of how children 

view reading in cornparison with other leisure time activities could be one of 

the ways that librarians. teachers and other interested professionals can equip 

themselves to successfully tackle the issue. 

2.4 SOURCES OF READING GUIDANCE 

Parents. teachers. librarians and peers figure prominently among the 

persons espected to exert some influence on the reading interests and habits of 

children. The impact might result either fiom direct intervention from these 

individuals or fiom their being unconsciously observed as role models. For 

librarians. reading guidance. given overtly or indirectly. is one of the most 

important aspects of their work with children who because of their age oîlen 

need to ask someone for assistance with book choices. 

Teachers. by the very nature of their role as guides to learning. may also 

be expected to function in a similar capacity when it cornes to selection of 

reading material for leisure. Parents. a child's first teachers. are likely to be the 

most accessible adults while the advice of friends tend to be highly valued 

although they might lack sufficient knowledge to offer proper guidance. The 

research reports show varying degree of reliance on sipnificant others by 

children in their quest for books. 



2.4.1 Parents, Teachers and Librarians as Guides 

Greaney (1 986) maintains that parents have an important contribution to 

make toward the development of reading skills and the encouragement of 

leisure reading habits. Parents can make their contribution by introducing the 

child to pnnt and creating an environrnent which helps to foster reading by 

providing the opportunity. space and materials dong with encouragement and 

persona1 exarnple. Research findings seem to support the importance of the 

home and parental activities in the lives of children who read early. 

Durkin (1966) found that children who began to read before attending 

school were al1 read to at home and their parents had a great respect for 

education. In her intensive study of the home and school correlates of early 

interest in literature. Morrow ( 1983) observed that Young c hildren who 

displayed a high interest in literature came fiom homes where parents read to 

them often and provided a supporting literary environrnent. 

When Whitehead et al.. ( 1977) examined the data relative to the parental 

occupation of his sample of 10- 14 years olds. he found that children from 'non- 

manual" or professional homes were more likely to be readers than those from 

'manual' homes. This socio-economic advantage he attributed to the higher 

educational level of parents, the presence of 'qiiaiity' reading materials in the 

homes and parental examples of reading. Maxweil (1977) confirmed these 

findings in Scotland too. Lewis and Teale (1982) from their survey of research 
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on eariy readers identified the type of environment likely to foster leming to 

read as being one where a range of materials as well as adults who actively read 

were available. Such a setting, they said, racilitated the discovery of reading 

as a pleasurable. unique and communicable experience. 

Studies have consistently shown that children rank adults (including 

librarians and teachers) low to middling on the scale for overt helpfulness in the 

choice of reading matenals. For example. Ross (1982) found that tenth to 

twelfth graders in New Jersey did not cite librarians among their major sources 

of ideas on what to read. Fnends. teachers and book stores were given greater 

prominence. Similarly. Synder (198 1) investigated the reading habits of fifih. 

sixth and seventh graders in Vancouver and discovered that most children (boys 

and girls) cited "self' as the main source of reading guidance and adults - 

parents. teachers or librarians - did not play a significant role in book 

recommendations. 

Larnme (1976) conducted a three year longitudinal study of fourth 

graders in New York and also reported that generally the children selected 

books on their own and when they needed help they resorted to friends and 

teachers more often than librarians. parents or siblings. Also. in her application 

of a multi-levelled approach to research into reading interests. Landy ( 1977a) 

questioned those children who said they disliked reading about their perception 

of the library. Along with responses about the library being too large or not 
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having the right kind of books, the children added that the librarians were either 

too busy or seemed annoyed when asked for assistance. This seeming pre- 

occupation with work helped to discourage them From wanting to read. 

The general low status to which librarians are relegated invites a re- 

examination of their perception of themselves as the fi-iendly. knowledgeable 

and helpfùl partner in the children's search for books. Although children's 

reliance on self and peers rnight be taken as indicative of their developmental 

stages, there is still cause for concem about their failure to consult librarians 

who consider themselves primarily as mediaton between children and books. 

Rollock (1988b), a well-known children's librarian. in her writings about public 

library service to children. re-affirms the gate-keeping role of adults in 

providing children with access to books. More specifically. she stresses the 

importance of the librarian. with the requisite knowledge and understanding of 

children and books. being present to serve as a link behveen the two. 

Some research findings confirm this perception of the role of the 

children's librarian. Bird ( 1 982) showed that children did value the services of 

librarians at the public library. On investigating children's reading interests 

during a summer reading programme. Bird ( 1982) discovered that on their 

visits to the library children appreciated the guidance given by the professionals. 

Given the usual negative responses to assistance from this quarter. she regarded 

this as an important fi nding. 
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Most of the children said they welcomed the booklist offered and 

enjoyed using adults as sounding boards about their reading without being 

'marked' for their comments. She remarked that this last point might possibly 

explain why teachers were not often relied upon for reading advice. Bird 

(1982) hrther added that to serve effectively in their role as gatekeepers, 

librarians must be equipped to offer guidance beyond selecting the right 

resources for the shelves. They must also have the ability to guide the children. 

when necessary. in the ways they want. and that are beneficial to them. 

Thus it would seem that despite their wanting independence from adults. 

children still need and appreciate professional help in selecting books for leisure 

time reading. Unfortunately. research revealing children seeking out librarians 

or citing them as a source of reading guidance is al1 too rare. In general. it 

does not appear that children perceive librarians in the role of an active and 

helpful intermediary. This negative picture could result fiom sheer ignorance. 

unpleasant library experiences or possibly an inherent resistance on the part of 

children to what they may see as another attempt by adults to control their 

lives. The last mentioned explanation seems to have some plausibility 

especially in the light of other research findings which show that other adults 

are almost equally ignored by children when it comes to seeking advice about 

what to read. 

In a investigation with a slightly different tum fiom the regular reading 
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intrrests study. Wells ( 1978) tried to identi@ experiences at home and at school 

that made 300 fiRh graders want to either read more or give up the practice al1 

together. From the interviews conducted with the children, Wells ( 1978) 

identified several factors - negative and positive - that accounted for much of 

the variance in the findings. The "parent negative" factors cited were parent- 

induced fnistration and an over-emphasis on reading and punishment. The 

positive ones were characterised by supportiveness (providing interesting 

reading material) and arousal of interest. "Teacher negative" behaviour was 

associated with poor choice of stories. too many comprehension exercises and 

student embarrassrnent over their inability to read well. 

Although Wells (1978) conducted the study in the context of reading 

instruction. the findings show the influence both parents and teachers can have 

on children's attitude toward reading and their desire to perpetuate the habit. 

They also suggest some probable reasons for children's reluctance to tum to 

teac hers and parents for reading guidance. 

When children were canvassed directly about whom they sought advice 

from about reading materials. some children explained why they did not resort 

to either teachers or librarians as first choice. During her bookflood experiment 

Ingham ( 198 1 ) found that one of the repeated complaints from the children was 

that the teachers lacked knowledge of children's books. 

Ingham (198 1)  herself noted this as one of the disadvantages during the 
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study. Many teachers were ignorant of the wide variety of titles in existence 

and so were not equipped to give proper guidance. At the same time she 

observed that one of the more successful teachers in terms of getting children 

to read, was enthusiastic, knowledgeable about books, and used a variety of 

methods to bring books to the children's attention. 

Landy (1977a) commented on this sarne factor in her visits to schools 

during her investigation of Canadian children's reading interests. She noticed 

that a well-stocked l i b r q  was not sufficient to guarantee that reading would 

occur - by far the most important requirement was an enthusiastic teacher. 

Gjengset ( 1 9 86) also uncovered sorne reasons for children's unwillingness to 

rely on adults for reading guidance. She interviewed ten and eleven year-olds 

as well as parents. teachers and librarians in a preliminary study of children's 

reading habits in Nonvay. When asked who influenced their choice of 

materials. the majority of children reported that their parents seldorn made 

recommendations. their teachers were largely unable to help. so classrnates 

became the most important source for finding out about books. 

Chambers (1983) stresses the important role that adults can play in 

helping children to become readers: 

Just as non-reading children are made by non-reading parents. so the 
issue is compounded by non-reading teachers. Unless a school has on its 
staff at least some adults who enjoy books and enjoy talking to children 
about what they read. it is hardly likely that it will be successful in 
helping children become readers. (p. 29 1 ) 



Parents, teachers and 

goes on to mention one of 

librarians are ail implicated here, and Chambers 

the activities found to be much valued by the 

children - talking about the books they read with someone - which is a 

potentially useful tool for motivating children to read. It might indicate one of 

the opportunities of which professionals should avail themselves more often in 

the classroom and library-based literature programmes. Having children share 

their reading experiences in a non-threatening environment not only increases 

the pleasure of reading but also provides an opportunity for direct and indirect 

guidance from teachers and librarians. 

2.4.2 Friends and Peers as Guides 

While parents might serve as the earliest role models and guides for their 

children's reading. Greaney (1986) explains that this arrangement only lasts for 

a short time. as the source of reading influence shifts with age. As children 

grow older the influence of peers becomes more powerful than that of parents 

and so children tend to rely less on parents and other adults and depend more 

upon their peer group for guidance and help in their lives. This independence 

from parents seems equally applicable when ir cornes to seeking advice about 

books. Preisser (1990) explains that fnends and peers play a key role in the 

child's transition from dependence on family to independence. although in the 

process both peers and parents influence the young person, albeit in different 

ways. 
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Peen are more influential in status approval concerns such as mode of 

speech, clothing styles and meeting places. Parents have greater influence 

regarding educational. occupational and life goals. This dual approach to 

guidance implies the likelihood of peers wielding greater power when it cornes 

to the value placed on books and reading as the child matures. Peers are known 

to have strong influence on children's lives as they transmit to each other their 

values, enthusiasm. trends and attitudes and patterns of behaviour. Peer g o u p  

influence has also been identified as the most powerful factor in children's 

choices of reading materials. 

Hepler and Hickrnan (1982) while discussing the social aspects of 

children's responses to literature state that : 

Middle grade children use each other for information about what to 
read ... the stamp of several readers' approval on a particular book 
assures the novice reader that someone has found satisfaction there ... 
Peer recornmendation makes the act of choosing a book more efficient 
and less risky. (p. 379) 

This observation has been confirmed rnany times in the literature. 

Lau and Cheung (1988) in their study of 2.1 14 Chinese adolescents' 

reading interests also included a section on the influence of family and peers. 

When these data were analyzed. it was found that the reading interests of 

parents were very narrow in that they read mostly newspapers. The children 

of parents who read fiction and magazines tended to have a wider range of 
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reading interests. Siblings had broader interests than their parents and the 

effects of their reading were more noticeable on the sample, but by Far the 

aeater area of influence came from fnends and classrnates. Again this 
b 

observation coincides with general findings Crom North America. Britain and 

elsewhere. Watson (1978) in Australia had teenagers ranking peer 

recommendations second only to consulting the blurb for an idea of the story 

content: for Biagini (1980) both male and female adolescents narned fiiends 

first; while 55% of the sample in the study by Moffitt and Wartella (1992) 

c ited fiiends. 

Summary 

There is no denying the impact of peer g o u p  influence on children's 

choices. Whether because of the developmental stages or certain obstacles that 

they meet in the reading environment. most children tum to kiends first for 

advice. Adults - parents. teachers and librarians. who are in different ways 

responsible for children's reading development - appear to take second place or 

even become a last resort for help in choosing books. Parents and teachers tend 

to be avoided or ignored as potential guides because of their emphasis on 

reading for academic or persona1 success. their lack of knowledge about books 

and a failure to mode1 the pleasures of the reading experience. 

With regard to librarians. some children find them to be personally 

intimidating. too busy or not visible enough. Also the nature of the library 
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environment contributes at times to children's unwillingness to consul! these 

professionals. However, it would seem that when proper guidance and 

assistance are offered, children are likely to respond positively. Findings about 

those whom Jarnaican children consult for reading guidance should prove 

interesting. as such results can either confirm what obtains in developed 

countries or shed new light on how children approach book selection when 

faced with certain socio-economic constraints. Some factors in a Jarnaican 

context that might produce differences in reading behaviour include: the absence 

of librarians from most eiementary schools: the low literacy levels of some 

parents: the lack of a tradition of reading among the population: and the many 

problems that limit access to reading material. 

2.5 THE AVAILABILITY OF BOOKS 

Rollock (1988b) in her text on Iibrary services to children. describes how 

children usually corne in contact with books: 

Most children find their books through adults, who provide for a book's 
presence either at home or in a library or school. Later. books may be 
discovered by the child on his or her own, but this usually happens only 
after a love of reading has been developed in the early years and 
personal discovery is made possible by exposure and access to a varie? 
of books and reading experiences. (pp. 15 1 - 152) 

Inevitably. adults find themselves cast into the role of intermediaries for 

children's access to books which is a pre-condition for reading. 
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The importance of an early exposure to pnnt for the development of a 

positive attitude toward books and a love of reading has also been aîiested to 

by several studies. Greaney (1986) relates the lack of certain resources and 

infrastructure in developing countries to the low incidence of reading in these 

places. He says it is difficult to numire the reading habit partly because of 

inadequate schooling, a lack of appropriate reading materials. parents' inability 

to purchase any form of reading matenal and a reticence on their part to 

promote reading at home. 

The likelihood of his assessrnent being tme was supported by some of 

the findings from the study conducted by the Singapore institute of Education 

(1980) that showed a low level of reading generally, which seemed to have 

been brought about by some of the veq  factors identified as having an adverse 

effect on the development of interest in reading. The unavailability of 

sufficient resources figured prominently and fiom the sketchy background 

information supplied. it could be deduced that there were also problems with 

literacy. Since the country is multilingual. printed materials were in short 

supply because of the need to have books in al1 the major languages. and even 

though school libraries existed. access to books did not seem easy. This study 

found a general!~ low level of reading was discovered among the 1.157 prïmary 

school students surveyed and it would seem that lack of ready access to reading 

material could have been a contributory factor. 
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Some findings from experimental research have demonstrated the 

importance of access to promoting and maintaining children's interest in 

reading. Several 'bookflood' experiments have been undertaken to test the 

hypothesis that easy access to a wide varies. of books geared to the reading 

abilities and interests of the children will encourage them to read more (e-g.. 

Fader and McNeil. 1968: Elley. Cowie and Watson. 1975: and Ingham. 198 1). 

Elley, Cowie and Watson (1975) in New Zealand supplied primary 

chiidren in two schoois with 400 extra books in their classrooms and monitored 

their effect on the children's literacy skills. reading interests and attitudes. 

After six months. they concluded that the book flood seemed to produce a 

worthwhile change in the amount of voluntary reading done by the children as 

well as in their reading abilities and attitudes. These findings coincide with 

those from the other studies which recorded improved academic performances 

accompanied by an increase in recreational reading even among reluctant 

students. such as the group of disadvantaged boys who made up part of the 

sample investigated by Fader and McNei1 (1968). 

Even when a wide variety of books is made available, there is no 

miarantee that the children will resort to these in order to satisfy their reading 
b 

interests. or that the books reflect real needs and interests. Research has shown 

that teachers and librarians sometimes misjudge young people's reading tastes 

(Nilsen, Petersen and Searfioss. 1980). In addition. there might be 
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environmental and institutional barriers that prevent the users fiom accessing 

these collections. forcing the children to go elsewhere. Cognisant of the 

importance of availability and access, many researchers ask for information on 

the sources of books since this is one variable that cm be manipulated to bring 

about change. 

As part of a larger study on reading attainment and the teaching of 

reading, Maxwell (1977) asked prirnary and secondary school children in 

Scotland about the source of their books for leisure time reading. Over 90% 

in al1 the classes reported that they obtained their books from private sources - 

farnily. friends and book stores. School and public libraries did not receive 

favourable ratings leading Maxwell ( 1  977) to wonder if this was not a reflection 

on the libraries. especially those in schools which tended to place too much 

emphasis on 'quality' books that were irrelevant to pupils' needs and interests. 

The results from the study of 8.000 British students by Whitehead et al.. 

(1977) were slightly more favourable toward school libraries. although the 

majority of ten to tsvehe year-olds still said they owned most of the books they 

read. This was attributed to the tendency of parents and other family members 

to give books as presents. Classroom libraries. found in almost every primary 

school, ranked second, with public Iibraries coming last. The presence of 

libraries in al1 the schools could explain the low ranking of pubiic libraries. 

In another study, this time among teenagers, Heather (198 1) found little 
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difference From Maxwell (1977) in the ranking of sources. Book purchases. 

borrowing tiom public libraries and friends. and the school library was the 

order given. When questioned further about resources from school. the young 

people's responses suggested that their reading needs were not being met kom 

this source. Their reasons for not using these libraries include: "too many 

books on the sarne topic". "they had only a few good books that 1 like". and 

"they need more comics". The adequacy of these collections was questioned 

by Heather (1981). who suggested that maybe the school libraries were 

overiooked because of their association with school work. The findings from 

the various wbookfloods' wouid seem to support this concem since these 

experiments show that whenever children encounter attractive and interesting 

books that mect their interests. needs and abilities. there is a strong likelihood 

that they will use thern. 

Book-buying as another source of reading materials was found to be 

more prevalent among the following: 13-19 year-olds (Nottinghamshire County 

Library. 1971): avid readers who preferred to own their books so they could re- 

read them at leisure. or because they liked to collect books and did not like 

having their books chosen for them (Ingham. 1981): and gifted students who 

wanted to own their books for marking, for re-reading and for the sheer 

pleasure brought about by ownership (Swanton. 1984). 

The desire to own books might be a good one but depends largely on 
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access to bookshops and money being made available by adults. Whitehead et 

al., ( 1977) strongly advocates book ownership by children because he believes 

that: 

... actually possessing a book is an important factor in finding lasting 
satisfaction for them and al1 children should be encouraged to build their 
own libraries, and parents buying books is a supportive action that may 
be the basis of a child developing Me-long pleasure in reading. (p. 28) 

Purves and Beach ( 1972). in their comprehensive review of the literature 

in the field. concluded that the availability of books seemed to have a definite 

impact upon reading interests. They further stressed the importance of children 

having access to a wide variety of books not based solely on their professed 

interests. since they are still at the formative stage and are open to new 

experiences and ideas. C iancolo ( 197 1) insists that there must be as much 

oppominity as possible for children to come in contact with books because 

reading c m  satisfy so many conscious and unconscious needs. and the more 

children read and enjoy their encounter with books, the greater the likelihood 

that they will repeat the action. 

Access and availability are crucial in stimulating and maintaining interest 

in reading because even the most committed reader will eventually be forced 

to find alternative activities to occupy his or her time if there are no books to 

read. For this reason, adults play a crucial role in ensuring that books are 

placed within easy reach of young people. Formally, reading resources are 
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usually supp lied through the establishment and maintenance of proper 1 ibrary 

services that take cognisance of children's needs and interests. 

Research reports show that even though children have a library in their 

school. if the matenals are not easily accessible and cornmensurate with the 

children's reading tastes they will be ignored. On the other hand. where 

attractive and interesting books are easily available in the classroom or in a 

central l i b r q ,  children are likely to use these sources more frequently. 

However. it is also to be expected that some children will still want to 

own the books they read even when library provisions are adequate. On the 

whole . young readers seem inclined to resort to any source - school. home. 

friends. libraries or book stores - that wi11 provide them with unrestricted 

recourse to the types of books they like. Therefore. the availability of reading 

materials through formal or informa1 channels does seem to make a difference 

to the reading interests and habits of children everywhere. 

2.6 THE SEX OF THE CHILD RELATIVE TO READING 
INTERESTS AND HABITS 

Over the years. the sex of the child has been acknowledged as the single 

most powerful determinant of childrenk reading interests and to a lesser extent. 

their reading habits (Jordan, 192 1 : Terman and Lima. 193 1 : Thorndike. 194 1 : 

Carsley, 1957: Schultze, 1969: Norvell. 1973; Jenkinson. 1973: Whitehead et 

al.. 1977: Lane. 1985; and Haynes and Richgel, 1992). While the findings 
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repeatedly confirm the existence of gender biases in children book choices and 

reading behaviour, there is a lack of consensus as to the reasons for these 

differences. A discussion of sorne of the major findings and explanations for 

their occurrence follows. 

2.6.1 Reading tnterests and Habits 

Jordan (1921) canvassed 3,598 students in the United States for the five 

books they liked reading best of all. To increase the reliability of the results he 

also checked the popularity of books cited against withdrawal records in several 

public libraries and further solicited the opinions of librarians. His findings 

showed marked dissimilarities between the reading interests of girls and boys. 

The latter read more non-fiction topics than girls. who showed little interest in 

this type of literature. In the case of fiction. boys liked war. scouting. school. 

sports and strenuous activities while girls preferred stories about life at home 

or at school. 

Using only a questionnaire. Terman and Lima (193 1). confirmed these 

differences between the sexes, as did Schultze (1969) many yean later. She 

reported that boys were more interested in history. social studies and science 

while girls favoured realistic fiction. hncihl  tales, biogaphy. recreational 

topics and poetry. Despite weaknesses in the sampling and a lack of precision 

in defining the parameters of some of these early studies, they drew attention 

to the dichotomy in boys' and girls' reading interests that has persisted up until 
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Research conducted into children's reading interests by Norve11 ( 1958. 

1973) is one of the most extensive. spanning twenty-five years, and the 

cumulated results clearly show a striking difference in the reading interests of 

boys and girls. After his classic survey of over 24.000 children across the 

United States. so ovenvhelming was the evidence about the dominant role 

played by sex in determining young people's reading choices. that Norvell 

(1973) insisted that this fact should be given priority when planning reading 

programmes for the cu~culurn.  

So strongly did he feel on the issue that his recommendations called for 

the exclusion from the syllabus of an- books that did not adequately represent 

the expressed preferences of both sexes. While such an extreme reaction 

ignores the unique interests of the individual in favour of the group. and runs 

contrary to the objective of the literature programme that seeks to broaden 

children's reading taste. it also reflects the magnitude of the differences 

observed. 

Norvell (1973) reported that girls 10-15 preferred stories about home 

and school life. domestic animals and pets. sentimental fiction. mystery. the 

supernatural and fairy tales. Boys' favourites were detective stories and books 

containing humour. physical struggle. history. courage and heroism. invention 

and science. They responded unfavourably to fairy tales. romantic love. 



descriptions. didacticism, sentiments, physical weakness in males and females 

as leading characters. Girls disliked violent action, description. didacticism. and 

fierce animals. 

While Norvel17s categories consist of a mixture of genres plus individual 

story features and was confined to literature used in schools. many of the 

choices matched Thomdike's (194 1) earlier findings. Three decades before. he 

discovered that boys were more interested in science. sports. inventions and 

violent adventures. and girls had an affinity for home life. romance. school 

advennires. fairy tales and animals. He also observed that boys read more 

informational works than girls who chose fiction almost exclusivel y. 

A similar reluctance on the part of girls for non-narrative reading was 

discovered by Whitehead et al.. (1977) in their investigation of the reading 

interests and habits of 8.000 children in Wales and England. Outstanding for its 

comprehensiveness and the rigor of sampling to ensure representativeness of the 

total school population. this study. employing questionnaires and follow-up 

interviews. revealed that ses was the first of three major variables that related 

to book reading. Social class and academic attainment were the other hvo. 

While Whitehead et al.. (1977) did not provide detailed analysis of preference 

for certain book types by each s e s  yet he noticed that boys favoured non- 

fiction more than girls who showed a general reluctance to undertake non- 

narrative type of reading . 
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Time seems to have made little impact on the nature of boys' and girls' 

reading interests as observed by Feeley (1972, 1982) who conducted one study 

in 1972 then replicated it a decade later. She clustered the literature categories 

around central themes (for example, social empathy, fantasy, excitement, 

information and recreation) in trying to determine the areas of interest to both 

sexes. The results from both studies showed many similarities for each group 

despite the lapse in time. The boys' pattern of interests in 1972 in rank order 

were: sports, excitement-fantasy. recreational. excitement/realistic. 

informational, fudfantasy, social empathy. and artistic. For the girls during the 

same penod. the order was social empathy, fun and excitement, fantasy. social 

empathy/people and problems. recreational. hobbies/artistic, excitement/realistic. 

social studies. science. and sports. 

The high ranking of sports by boys with the corresponding Iow status 

assigned to social empathy. and the reverse placement of these by girls conform 

to the pattern which has varied little over time. Ten years later, these interests 

remained fairly stable, especially for the boys and there were a few changes for 

the girls. For example, girls' interest in sports moved up From the bottom to 

the middle of the list. while preferences for media and animals were ranked at 

the top with fantasy/social empathy. The shifi in sports could be attributed to 

the emergence of more women in the field, but the other topics represent 

conventional choices. 
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They would seem to substantiate conclusions drawn by McKema's 

( 1986) study of low achievers. He stated that girls on the whole tend to prefer 

topics of an affective nature exemplified by stories dealing with romance. 

family. growing up- and interpersonal relationships, while boys were more 

interested in highly physical activity such as war stories. sports. machines and 

things scientific. 

In the process of investigating boys' reading difficulties Stanchfield 

(1962. 1979), using a list of twenty-four topics ranging From outdoor Me to 

romance. also conducted two studies into the reading interests of fourth. sixth 

and eighth grade boys. The students were also questioned about their 

preference for certain characteristics of writing style such as excitement. 

suspense and surprise. In 1962 the boys favourite topics were: outdoor life. 

explorations and expeditions. sports and games. sea adventure. science fiction. 

mystery and adventure. outer space and humour. Least favoured topics were 

poetry. plays. romance. family and home life. 

In the second study fifteen years later, eight of these topics were still 

popular including outdoor life. explorations and expeditions. sports and games 

and science fiction. Some changes did occur in keeping with developrnents in 

society. so automobiles zoomed up from twenty-fourth to second place and 

there was a corresponding falling off in space travel which in 1979 occupied 

the twenty-fourth spot rather than ninth as in the previous study. The rnost 
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dramatic changes occurred in the preference expressed for certain content 

features : anger. hate, cruelty, fighting and brutality shified firom twentieth 

position in the first study to eighth in the second. Increased violence on 

television and in the society at large was cited as the possible cause for this 

shi ft of interest. 

Although the variety of methods used to investigate reading interests 

(for example, pictures, fictitious annotated titles. forced comparisons. reading 

inventories) makes it difficult to compare findings, the results relative to sex 

tend to br strikingly similar overall. Haynes and Richgeis ( 1992) used fictitious 

annotated titles in their study of 523 fourth graders across the United States. 

Detailed analysis of the data showed concurrence with the general findings 

about sex. Girls ranked items of fantasy and growing up highest. while those 

dealing with adventure. space. science and sports appealed most to the boys. 

The researchers also noticed an important difference between the sexes which 

has emerged as a pattern over the years. The girls were predisposed toward 

fiction items, with a few non-fiction items unevenly distributed throughout. On 

the other hand, there was a greater balance between the narrative and 

informational works in the boys  choices, which suggested more diverse 

interests. 

Not only are there differences in the contents of material chosen. but 

boys and girls are dissimilar in other reading practices too. Whitehead et al 
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( 1977), Ingharn ( 198 1 ), Heather (1 98 1) and Bird ( 1982), al1 found that girls 

read more books than boys, and logically spent more of their time on this 

activity, while boys read less but had a wider range of reading interests. Landy 

(1  977a) in Canada confirrned these findings in her survey of seventh graders 

which revealed most of the non-readers to be boys, who even in their infiequent 

reading, selected non-fiction works. It was also observed that girls appeared 

more willing to read "boys" books while boys rejected "girls" books. This 

disparity between boys and girls' reading interests and habits seem to extend 

across national boundaries. 

Both Schofer (198 1)  and Fisher and Ayers (1990). in comparing 

American and British young people's reading interests. discovered only minor 

variations in the categories of materials preferred by the subjects from the hvo 

countries. Boys preferred science and sports more than girls who had a 

stronger liking for biographies. crafts, jokes. fairytales. anirnals and poetry. 

Between country differences included poetry, biography and science al1 of 

which were preferred more by Americans than English students. A slight 

difference in liking for poetry was recorded by Schofer (198 1) whose study had 

English children ranking poetry higher than the Americans. 

The same sharp demarcation between boys' and girls' tastes was in 

evidence. From other studies conducted in New Zealand (Tolley, 1977). 

Canada (Summers and Lukasevich, 1983) and Singapore (Bookbird. 1980) the 
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marked divergence in boys and girls' reading interests. and to a lesser extent 

their reading habits. was also confirmed. 

2.6.2 Explanatioos for the Effects of Sex on Reading Interests and Habits 

In the light of these findings. many explanations have been proffered 

to account for the variations between the sexes in their reading tastes and 

behaviour. Perera (1986) reasons that the high incidence of fiction reading by 

both boys and girls results from the readability of narratives. children's 

familiarity with story structure and the lesser demand of receptive reading 

associated with fiction compared with the reflective approach required for 

informational works. Moreover. the reading of fiction is usually more 

rewarding personally. While persona1 reward might explain fiction's general 

appeal for children. it still does not adequately address the stronger preference 

demonstrated by girls for this fonn of literature. 

Whitehead et al. (1977). through a detailed analysis of data by sex. 

presents one of the strongest evidence of this phenornenon. The sample 

consisted of three age groups ( IO+. 12+ and 14+) and at each of the three age 

levels four-fifih of the girls' total reading consisted of fiction compared to the 

boys' two-thirds. This pre-disposition of girls toward fiction is not easily 

explained. 

With regards to boys' greater preference for non-fiction. Searfross (1 983) 

posits that this affinity should be interpreted in the light of the types of non- 
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fiction available since a quick perusal of the standard lists and reviewing 

joumals for children's books will show that for informational works topics of 

interest to male far outweigh those for females - so it might seem a logical 

choice for girls to tum to fiction. On the other hand, DeBoer ( 1970) contends 

that the phenornenon of girls reading more than boys and prefemng fiction to 

non-fiction should not be too surprïsing, since it is generally accepted that girls 

are usually superior to boys in reading ability and verbal proficiency, while 

boys excel at science and arithmetic. 

According to Nilsen ( 1987), this same belief that boys were naturally 

inclined towards science led to the publication of science books in the si-aies 

with a strong male bias to develop this "innate" skill. However. although she 

observed that later science books portrayed wornen more positively. girls still 

do not accord hish status to science in their leisure time reading. which raises 

doubts about the availability of non-sesist science books or sexist bias inhibiting 

girls' interest in informational works. 

Childress (1985). after studying the literature interests of very young 

children. concluded that the gravitation of pre-adolescent boys and girls toward 

non-fiction and fiction respectively was due to the children being at Freud's 

"latency period" of developrnent. At this stage boys and girls tend to shun each 

other's Company and interests in order to identiQ with the roles and models of 

their own sex which also affects their interests in books. In accordance with 
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this theory. boys therefore choose informational works to fulfil their inborn 

drive for mastery of the extemal world, whereas girls imately turn to fiction 

to understand the complexities of human relationships. 

Other researchers believe that in the early years boys' and girls' Iiterature 

choices tend to be similar and differentiation determined by sex does not 

become manifest until about age nine or and older (Ford and Koplyay. 1968: 

King, 1967). However. Tibbetts (1974) in discussing research on sex 

differences in reading interests and habits acknowledges the possibility of social 

conditioning being partially responsible for sex-typed behaviour in the choice 

of reading materials. 

She posits that since boys and girls are usually treated differently they 

behave in these socially defined ways which also affect their reading interests 

in that they have been conditioned to like certain types of material. 

Commenting on girls reading boys' books and the outright refusal of boys to 

read girls' books or to admit that they do. Tibbetts (1974) says that such 

behaviour may also be attributed to the greater importance attached to the male 

by society and the association of 'inferior' with the female. Therefore. girls 

will read boys' books to identifi with the 'superior while the reverse will not 

occur due to its association with effeminacy. In a similar vein Bleakley and 

Hopkins (1988) believe that the greater tolerance of girls for stories in which 

the main characters are male may be a function of social adaptation and 
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adjustment to the world of stories which seem to be strongly dorninated by male 

c haracters. 

The habit of girls reading more than boys has sometimes been attributed 

to their different maturation rate and language development, arnong other things 

(Dwyer. 1 973). Stanchfield and Fraim ( 1 979). after many y ears investigating 

reading difficulties among boys. noted certain basic differences in boys' concept 

development patterns which they believe could account for boys' failure to 

equal girls' reading aitainment. However, this line of thinking has been 

strongly countered by Johnson (1974) who maintained that if biology was 

responsible for girls' superior performance to boys in North America then it 

should hold constant in other countries, which proved not to be the case. 

To test his hypothesis. he examined the reading abilities of 1 .O00 

elementary school children in America. Canada. Nigeria and England and found 

that in England and Nigeria boys scored higher than girls while in Canada and 

America girls outperformed boys. This finding. he felt' showed that sex 

differences in reading ability as rneasured by tests might be more related to 

cultural differences rather than biology. 

Downing et al.. (1979) share nearly similar views that cultural 

expectations and sex-role standards, rather than biology, are more likely to 

affect studentso attitudes toward reading. their reading attainment and ultimately 

how much they read. Thus. if boys viewed reading as an inappropriate activity. 
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performance would be impaired. and this would 

within a country reading was considered as an 

inappropriate activity for males. Consequently, they conducted an international 

study of children's perception of reading as an appropriate sex-type activity in 

seven countries - Finland. Denmark, Japan. Canada, United States. Israel and 

England. 

To minimise translation difficulties and to reduce bias. a picture test 

was used showing various objects m d  activities including reading and books. 

A sample of children from grades one. four. eight, and twelve. in addition to 

college students and adults from each country was asked to decide if each of 

the activities and objects was appropriate for either a boy or a sir[. Only in 

Denmark and Japan was reading consistently accepted at al1 ages as a sex- 

appropriate activity for males. while in ail the other countries males. at the early 

stages of schooling. accepted reading as a masculine activity but quickly started 

to perceive it as feminine as they grew older. According to Downing's 

hypothesis. this reaction was culturally imposed and accounts genenlly for 

boys' lower reading performance. If this is true then a concomitant decline in 

voluntary reading by males is to be expected. 

While Downing et al. (1979) advise caution in generalising their results 

because of incomplete samples in some countnes and because of weaknesses in 

the instrument. two replications of the study have confirmed the general trend 
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in North America for boys to start out accepting reading as appropriate to their 

sex but with maturation corne to reject it as inconsistent with being male. May 

and Ollila (1981) surveyed 136 pre-schoolers. the majority of whom saw 

reading as masculine, while Shapiro ( 1980) noticed a signi ficant interaction 

between sex and grade for children fiom kindergarten to grade two. The boys' 

acceptance of reading as an appropriate activity declined behveen grades one 

and two. Shapiro (1980) concluded that this change in perception could lead 

to negative reading performance by boys because of the conflict with the 

masculine role. 

Summary 

In view of the often simplistic approach rnost researchers adopt and the 

man. confounding variables likely to interpose when trying to assess the 

influence of culture or biology on readins interest and habits. caution is 

required in interpreting the findings. It is possible that both nature and nurture 

play a part. but the extent of the effect of each is still uncertain. What is 

beyond dispute, is that there are some clear-cut differences in the reading 

interests and habits of boys and girls. With reference to their preference for 

specific types of books, both sexes share a common interest in animal stories. 

adventure. rnystery and humour and they also enjoy "excitement" as a stylistic 

feature in their books. Their tastes diverge sharply afier this. 

Boys have a predilection far books on sports. science. war. history. 
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machines. science fiction and story features such as physical action. excitement. 

violence. and heroism. They express strong dislike for love stones. 

sentimentalisrn, poetry and stories that focus on farnily and the home. On the 

contrary, girls favour home and farnily stories, fantasy. fairytales. poetry. 

biography, growing up and books that contain social empathy. sentimentality 

and interpersonal relationships. They also show a strong aversion for war and 

violence. 

Further disparities seem to exist in the observed tendency of boys not 

to cross sex-typed boundaries and read what they perceive as "girls" books 

while girls display a greater tolerance for "boys" books and they also tend to 

read a greater number of books over a given time. Finally. while both sexes 

combined read mostly fiction. girls exhibits a stronger preference for this genre 

while boys have a greater liking for non-fiction than do the girls. 

Based on the consistency of research findings over the years. it has been 

accepted that boys and girls do have these noticeable differences in reading 

tastes and behaviour. Furthemore. a childk sex combined with his or her age 

are seen as the bvo major predictors of his or her reading interests. and to a 

lesser extent reading habits. 

2.7 THE AGE OF THE CHILD RELATIVE TO READING 
INTERESTS 

The chronological age of children is often considered as another 
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important variable that exerts strong influence upon their reading interests. 

When building literature collections. librarians and educators rely heavily on 

age as well as the sex of the reader in endeavouring to match children with the 

appropnate books. By combining the main aspects of the cognitive. social and 

moral theories of child development from Piaget. Erikson and Kohlberg along 

with the main ideas fiom Maslow's motivational theory, children's literature 

specialists have created a generalised patteni of the different stages of child 

development and the types of books that are most likely to appeal to young 

people at each stage. 

For example. Tucker ( 198 1 ), drawing on his knowledge of psycholog 

and children's literature and with many years of experience in both fields. 

opines that certain literature themes appeal to children because they reflect the 

young people's general psychological growth and development. For him 

correspondence of child-s psychological state with story content explains the 

strong appeal of fairy tales. along with tales of wish fùlfilment and magic for 

the very young, who find a reflection of themselves and their persona1 fantasies 

disguised in these stories. 

In contrat. he states that older children at Piaget's formal operations 

stage are no longer interested in Fairy tales but in higher order fantasy. 

historical fiction and realism as they begin to grow away fiom earlier idealised 

notions of the world in favour of a more accurate picture of how things really 
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are. Most authors (e.g., Huck 1979; Sutherland and Arbuthnot 1986: Norton, 

1991) of standard texts for college level Children's Literature courses have 

developed their books along these lines. 

Sutherland and Arbuthnot ( l986), writing about book selection for 

children, stress the importance of these theories for guiding this task: 

... a knowledge of child development becomes a tool for book selection 
just as familiarity with the literature is a tool. Information about 
developmental levels can help tell us something about children and also 
something about the types of literature they are likely to enjoy at a 
particular age. (p. 39) 

Barbara Rollock ( l988b). in discussing public library services to 

children, also acknowledges the profession's dependence on these theories to 

create a profile of children's developmental behaviours to assist with library 

progamming, and Sebesta and Iverson (1975) comment that it would seem that 

the more one knows about child developrnent, the better one c m  guide literature 

selection and experiences. 

Also Huck (1979). before going on to provide a chart of children's 

developmental stages and a list of recommended books suited for each stage. 

says: 

Adults who are responsible for children's reading need to be aware of 
the guides fiom child development, learning theory. and children's 
interests. They must recognise the characteristic needs of children at 
different ages and stages of development.. . (p. 30) 

While the librarians' initial decision to look to the field of developmental 
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psychology for guidance in professional practice may have been mainly 

intuitive, this approach has subsequently been validated by empirical research. 

2.7.1 Impact of Child Development on Reading Interests 

Several studies have been conducted to ascertain if there is an association 

between a child's developrnental stage and his or her book choices, the findings 

seem to suggest that they are somehow related. Carlson (1985). curious about 

the value of library pre-school programmes for children, surveyed the literature 

of child developrnent in order to construct an outline of the salient 

characteristics of children from birth to three years. In turn. she reviewed 

information on early childhood literature experiences which was then combined 

with the findings on child development to f o m  a schema that linked the 

different stages of the maturing child with the type of literature experiences 

considered appropriate at each level. 

As the final stage in her research. Carlson ( 1985) then collected data 

from 324 pre-school library programmes in the United States for cornparison 

with her schema. She discovered that her outline also coincided with the 

instinctive behaviour of the children's librarians who were matching library 

activities to what they knew about very young children before there was much 

proof that they (the librarians) were doing the right thing. 

Further support for this approach cornes h m  Schlager (1978). a 

specialist in literature and child development, who insists on the 
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appropriateness of the developmental approach to understanding children's 

choices of literature. She fùrther asserts that since this biological aspect of 

human growth takes precedence over any cross-cultural or geographic 

differences and varies so little From one country to another. it has led to a 

universality among children that creates an enjoyment of the same genres of 

books (e.g. : folktales, rhymes. mysteries) the world over. 

She. therefore, undertook research on the conviction that: 

Children's choices of literature are not made at a conscious Ievel. No 
child can verbalise the reason for his or her selection ... the key to those 
actions lies in the stage of developrnent in which a child c m  be 
found ... Books that reflect the child's perception of the world are the 
books children clamour for. Those books whose main characters reflect 
the complex psychological and emotional aspects of the reader gain wide 
readership. (p. 1 3 7) 

To test her hypothesis. Schlager (1978). like Carlson (1985). compiled 

a list of the behavioral characteristics of the particular age group (approximately 

7- 12 years) drawn from the field of developmental psychology. She then 

checked the frequency of circulation of 52 Newbery award books over a three 

year period and chose a sample of those books with the highest and lowest 

circulation. Content analysis was then applied to determine if there \vas any 

correlation betsveen the most popular books and the characteristics exhibited by 

the 7-12 year olds. 

Schlager (1978) observed the five most popular books to have a high 
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degree of correlation with the developmental characteristics of the group. Also 

the least favoured stot-ies conspicuously lacked these qualities, even though the 

protagonists were within the age range of the readers. In assessing the findings. 

it must be remembered that in using content analysis. it is not possible to 

identify al1 the likely features that might attract a child to a book. However. 

Broderick (1973b) came to much the same conclusion when she examined the 

contents of books popular with children and found that the contents of the 

stories closely matched the readers' stages of moral development based upon 

Kohlberg's theory. 

Adopting a totally different approach From the usual reading interest 

study. Favat (1977) sought to find out the enduring appeal of fairy tales for 

young children (6-8 year olds) by examining the tales they read and the psyche 

of the child because he believed that the precise intersection of the 

characteristics of the book and certain characteristics of the child produced 

"interest". Since his focus was on fairy tales. he first analyzed a selection of 

these to identiQ story characteristics. Then he established the child's 

psychological characteristics based on the theories of Piaget. Jung and 

Bettelheim. 

In comparing the charactenstics of the child and those of the fairy tales. 

Favat ( 1977) observed that the tales embodied an accurate representation of the 

young child's concept of the world with regards to animism. egocentricity. 
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causality and magic. dong with concepts of morality which accounted for the 

childts interest in these stories. From this, he deduced that interest in a 

particular type of story is based generally on the child's developmental stages 

and the coincidence of these features with those found in the stories they read. 

Bettelheim (1977) shares much the same view based on his use of fairy tales 

in the treatrnent of mentally disturbed children. 

Their position strengthened by research findings. librarians continue to 

use their knowledge gleaned from developmental psychology about the 

normative behaviour of children. for identifying and anticipating the reading 

interests of children. This reliance on age (in combination with sex) means 

constant attention to changes in children's abilities. needs and interests which 

signal concomitant fluctuations in reading interests and habits. In order to 

obtain some degree of predictability about the various stages. librarians and 

educaton have closely studied the different age groups and developed some 

basic generalisations to serve as guidelines in materials selection and 

programme planning. Research findings seem largely to support the use of 

children's developmental stages to assist in predicting their likely reading 

interests. 

2.7.2 Reading Interests and Habits of Middle School Children 

Middle school children seem to be the most researched group when it 

cornes to reading interests. maybe because they are at the stage where most are 
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now able to cornmunicate their preferences for one type of book over another. 

Finding an effective method to extract this type of information from younger 

children is extremely difficult (Ford and Koplyay, 1968 and Kirsch, 1975). 

Sutherland and Arbuthnot ( 1986) clearly associate literature choices with 

children's developmental stage when they Say that in the rniddle grades 

children have acquired a better understanding of time and a sense of history and 

so they find biographies appealing. some become addicted to a topic or genre 

and their insatiable curiosity makes informational books of growing 

importance. 

In addition. they maintain that these children's desire for a clearer 

understanding of themselves and their relation to others is evident in their 

interest in fiction that deal with families. interpersonal relationships. sex roles 

and children from other countries and times. From what has been said. these 

developmental charactenstic could. in part. explain middle readers' rnove away 

from anthrornorphic characters of earlier years and the childrenk increasing 

passion for more realistic fiction and series books like Enid Blyton's Secret 

Seven and the Babysitters' Club. 

An examination of studies on primary age children tend to confirm the 

pattern described by Sutherland and Arbuthnot ( 1986) and other children's 

literature experts. In researching the reading interests of 1,127 fi fih, sixth and 

seventh graders living in three different regions in Canada. Summers and 
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Lukasevich ( 1983) created a reading preference inventory using paired 

comparisons based on fourteen reading themes extrapolated from previous 

research. The design of the instrument required the participants to weigh each 

topic against al1 the others in the process of indicating preference and so 

increase the probability of arriving at a fairly accurate representation of each 

child's real interests in relation to al1 the topics presented. 

Although the technique used restricted the number of literature categories 

that could be accommodated. it had the advantage of being able to indicate 

fluctuations of interests for each book type across grades. The analysis of 

variance computations for age (i.e. grade level) revealed sipifkant  differences 

for eight out of the fourteen themes (adventure. children / family. poetry. 

fantasy. travel. romance. nature study. mystery). For example, in the case of 

the girls. romance received very low ranking at the grade five level but steadily 

rose to second place by grade seven in keeping with their adolescent stage of 

development. Books about children and family. biography and sports al1 

achieved higher ratings. and for the boys, poetry declined with age while 

interest in real animals increased. 

Although some of these variations were also due to the interaction of 

community with grade and sex, it would still seem as if their maturation stages 

had some influence on their changing interests. When the preference values 

were calculated and scaled according to location, grade and sex. the differences 
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brought about by age became more obvious. It was generally observed that few 

changes in reading tastes occurred between grades five and six but between 

grades five and seven there were many significant ones. These changes are 

possibly attributable to the wider age span between the two goups. reflective 

of their di fferent stages of maturation. 

A different approach was used by Karrenbrock (1984). who attempted 

to identiQ the characteristics of books that appealed to ten to fourteen year-olds 

by analyzing a sample of prize-winning books chosen by these children over a 

ten year period. This method avoided the restrictions imposed by pre-selected 

lists and the uncertainty of hypothetical responses derived kom their use since 

the books were actually selected by the children. Karrenbrock (1984) 

discovered that younger children seemed to Iike the following features: young 

children as characters. less formal language. humour. possibilities for 

identification with the characters. themes relevant to their lives. coherence in 

action. and books with media tie-in. There also appeared to be a negative 

response to books on historical themes. figurative language. and books that 

portrayed conflict with nature or society and had wildemess settings. 

Karrenbrock (1984) also observed that certain of the stylistic features 

found in the books correlated at grades four to seven, but there were marked 

dissimilarities at grade eight suggesting that interests change as the children 

matured. Whereas the lower grades preferred books with much cover 
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decoration. limited areas or urban settings, books set in contemporary times 

and with first person narration, eighth graders no longer seemed to like them. 

Instead, the older children responded more positively to historical settings. 

literary synbolism. plots that were complex or based on abstract ideas. violence 

and longer books with higher reading levels. 

Some of these changes seem to coincide with the older children's 

entrance into the forma1 operations stage. marked by increased logical. 

hypothetical and reflective thinking which enables them to go beyond the 

present. to formulate theories about the physical and social aspects of life and 

to link parts to the whole. While acceptance of these findings rnust be 

modified by the inability of content analysis to pin-point the exact features that 

might appeal. the fkequency of occurrence of these characteristics in the books 

over the ten year period suggests some degree of reliability. 

Although it is difficult to compare findings based on the use of such 

diverse methodologies. Huus ( 1979), in reviewing the research. still observed 

a general pattern in the reading interests of the middle age readers: early 

primary children Iiked books about animals. home and family and make 

believe: at about nine years of age the interests of boys and girls begin to 

diverge but still they have certain interests in common -mystery. animais. 

adventure and humour - though not in the same order of preference. In 

addition, boys like sports. science, cars. history and histoncal fiction and other 
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Girls prefer fantasy, make believe, people with problems, social themes 

and hobbies. Whitehead's ( 1984) useful tabulation of research findings for this 

age group also shows a comrnonality of interest by both sexes in humour. 

mystery andor adventure, animals and fantasy. There were also some 

differences based on age which concurred with other findings. For example, 

mystery and love stones ranked very low at eight, medium at nine and very 

high at ten plus: biography had medium rank until ages ten and eleven when it 

moved to the top, especially for girls: realistic fiction and books about people 

of other lands had little appeal before age ten while animal and folktales 

remained constant at alrnost every age. 

The sex factor was also evident with girls giving a higher rating to 

romance and biography. and the boys placing greater emphasis on sports. 

science and war. Carter ( 1978) commented that reading interests have remained 

remarkably stable over the past eighty years and her comment seems to hold 

true for sex-linked choices as well as those brought about by maturation as 

validated by the replication of studies conducted many years apart by both 

Feeley ( 1974. 1982) and Stanchfield (1 962. 1979) which showed that children's 

interests rernained substantially the same for most kinds of literature with minor 

variations in order of preference due mostly to societal changes. 

During the middle years, children tend to be voracious readers as their 
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reading interests becorne more pronounced. Many librarians and educators 

believe that this time is crucial to the development of a life-long reading habit. 

The years betsveen ten and tsvelve are described as the "golden age" of reading 

by Kinder (1967) while Carter (1978) opines that the younper the reader the 

oreater the likelihood of him or her becoming a voluntary reader. According * 

to Bloom (1964) a child's reading habits are developed early in life. by the 

si'xth grade the type of reader he or she is going to be has alreüdy been 

established. therefore it is important that interest in a wide variety of books be 

fostered From an early age or else it will be too late to inculcate the reading 

habit when the children reach the teen years. 

Ashïey (1972) seems to share this opinion too. as he posits that the 

crucial stage of reading development cornes at about grade five: prior to this 

point. they have experimented widely with al1 kinds of books and are now 

forming their reading taste which would continue dong narrower channels as 

depth. not width. would characterise their reading after the middle years. The 

consensus seems to be that there is a steady rise in the number and variety of 

books read until about age hveive when voluntary reading decreases (Marshall. 

1975: Whitehead et al.. 1977; Carlsen. 1980; and McKenna. 1986). 

Librarians have long noticed this decline in reading and the use of 

libraries as age increases and they have been constantly seeking ways to 

encourage teenagers to continue the reading habit. A study by Heather ( 198 1) 
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was undertaken partly to investigate the "young adult drift" from libraries. She 

found a marked decline in the number of books read by teens. which led her 

to theorise that the reading habit is usually forrned at an earlier age and pupils 

can be classified as either book readers or non-book readers before they become 

teenagers. These findings - that the pre-teen years are the critical ones for 

acquiring the reading habit - have certain implications for educators and 

librarians whose goal is to create habitua1 readers. 

These professionals need to make sure that early literature experiences 

are not only pleasurable. but also serve as an opportunity to introduce children 

to a wide variety of books that will both satisfir their many interests and 

constantly simulate new ones. As Chambers (1983) astutely comments. adult 

readers are made during childhood because by adolescence the die is cast as to 

whether or not they will become habitua1 readers. Consequently. the formative 

years are the most opportune for adults to motivate children to develop a love 

for reading. 

The evidence seems to be ovewheimingly in favour of the influence of 

developmental stages on the types of books children like to read. but it must be 

remembered that there are several other elements that attract a child to a book 

beside its genre. Stylistic features such as excitement. suspense and humour 

(Stanchfield and Fraim. 1979). the sex of the main characters (Beyard-Tyler and 

Sullivan, 1980), the format of the work (Kirk. 1982). and prior knowledge of 



the author (Ingharn, 1981) are also of importance in creating interest. 

Finally, it would be erroneous to assume that al1 children fit neatly into 

the different developmental stages at a precise moment in time. The warning 

issued by Sebesta (1968) about relying too much on the developmental 

approach for determining reading interests and abilities is still pertinent. His 

concem is that the hierarchical structure of the developrnental stages might give 

the impression that a child must follow this path sequentially. and that it is 

impossible for her or him to be at several stages at one time or to pass through 

a particuiar phase and still not have the identified needs. Moreover. the needs 

rnight be there but the child might not express any desire to have thern fulfilled 

by reading. 

Sebesta (1968) further expresses the belief that many of the needs 

associated with the stages in a child's p w t h  are cyclical and variegated and 

so developmental levels should be viewed only as a tentative indicator of 

children's reading interests. Chambers ( 1983) argues in like mode that it would 

be a mistake to suppose that the broad stages of development correspond 

precisely to clear-cut chronological or reading ages or that the stages are sharply 

defined. Children might be at a mixture of stages. they sometimes relapse - 

returning to a stage they appear to have lefi behind - and some even suffer 

arrested development which leaves them permanently stuck at a particular stage 

of reading (e.g.. addiction to mysteries and romances) al1 their lives. Therefore 
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caution must be exercised that in refemng to these theories librarians and 

cducators neither adhere to them roo rigidly nor overlook the uniqueness of 

each child. 

Summary 

When the findings from past and more recent research are combined 

(Thorndike. 194 1 : Schultze. 196% Norvell, 1973: Whitehead et al.. 1977: Chiu. 

1973: Summers and Lukasevich. 1983: Haynes and Richgels. 1997). a recurrent 

core of interests for middle school readers emerges. which inevitably reflects 

sex differentiation that becomes increasingly dominant as the teen years 

approach. Girls more than boys tend to favour family stories. fairy tales. 

realistic fiction. romance. biography. poetry. On the other hand. boys have a 

oreater preference for science. sports. social studies. travel and exploration. s 

inventions and \var. Both share a common interest in certain topics such as 

adventure, anirnals. mystery and humour. Younger children have a predilection 

for anthromorphic characters. fairy stories and tales of wish fülfilment and 

magic that match their persona1 fantasies, only as they grow do they gravitate 

towards more realistic books that deal with interpersonal relationships. growing 

up and historical events. 

Thus. by constantly exhibiting these generalised patterns of interest in 

certain types of books over the years both younger and middle readers seem 

to be confinning to some extent the influence of their age and developmental 



stages on this aspect of their reading behaviour. 

2.8 ACADEMIC AND READING PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO 
READING INTERESTS AND AMOUNT OF READING DONE 

To a large extent. a child's intelligence determines his or her reading and 

academic performance. both ofwhich are closely linked since being able to read 

is vital for learning. Researchers are also concemed about the relationship 

between intelligence (as reflected by academic achievement) and reading 

interests since the ability to read is a prerequisite to the development of the 

reading habit. I t  is expected that children of lesser intellectual ability who 

perform below standard will experience more reading difficulties. and so are 

less likely to undertake voluntary reading because of the hstrations 

encountered in attempting to decode a text. Conversely. children with average 

or exceptional intellectual ability are expected to experience fewer reading 

difficulties. out-perform their less able peers academically. and are more iikely 

to become habitua1 readers. 

Concomitant with the preceding viewpoint is the assumption that even 

if the weaker students do read voluntarily, because of their deficiency. their 

interests are likely to be different From those of their more talented peers. So 

far. research has not supported any of these suppositions at the expected level 

of certainty, although findings do show some dissimilarities in reading interests 



and habits among children of different academic abilities. 

Studies of young children who read pnor to entering school as well as 

those who read in kindergarten (Durkin, 1966; Clark. 1976: Southgate, Arnold 

and Johnson. 198 1)  showed that most of these children possessed high or above 

average intelligence and performed well academically. This finding gives 

credence to the idea that intellectual ability. reflected here by reading and 

academic performance. does play a part in the making of a comrnitted reader. 

However, while the child must be able to read well to enjoy books 

independently, and no doubt the better the reader the more he or she is likely 

to extract meaning Born a book. it would appear that other factors beside 

intellectual ability and reading cornpetence are also responsible for the types of 

books that children like to read. As discussed previously. age and sex are two 

of the major detenninants of children's reading interests. and to a lesser extent 

their reading habits. because most of the research generally show children of the 

same age sharing similar tastes despite variations in intellectual ability . 

Based on the literature reviewed, the studies on children with mixed 

abilities are more numerous, while a much smaller number focused on gified 

andor slow learners. Some of the research pertaining to each group will be 

discussed. 

2.8.1 Children in Mixed Academic Ability Groups 

In a landmark studies on the topic. Thomdike (1941) discovered that for 
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the 2,89 1 children in grades 4- 13 who were grouped according to age. sex and 

IQ scores, there was a consistent pattern of interests based primarily upon their 

sex, irrespective of their level of intelligence. The major difference was that 

the brighter children tended to read more. Subsequent findings up until the 

present have largely contirmed this early discovery. For example. Norvell 

( 195 8. 1973). based on his accumulated research findings spanning twenty-five 

years. explained that the extensive evidence examined in grades one to twelve 

supported the view that in most areas of interest there were no significant 

differences in the reading preferences of bright or du11 young people. 

In another large scale national study. this time in Britain. Whitehead 

et al.. ( 1977) announced that the best predictor of the amount of reading for ten 

to twelve y ear-olds was their academic ability and attainment. however. neither 

seemed to create any differences in the reading interests of the group who were 

of mixed abilities. Nonetheless. he made it clear that the assurnption that highly 

intelligent children were automatically habituai voluntary readers was not 

necessarily true, because among his sample a sizeable percentage (39%) of the 

boys with above-average academic attainment were non-readers. while many of 

the less able children read avidly. 

Studies that focus specifically on reading or academic ability or 

performance should help to provide a clearer picture of the association 

between intellectual ability and reading interests. In Indiana. Chiu (1973) set 
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out to establish the reading preferences of middle class fourth graders grouped 

according to sex and reading ability - high. average and low - by using paired 

cornparisons with ten categories of children's literature. While the usual 

divergence of interests based on sex was clearly noticeable. no significant main 

effects could be detected fiom the data based on the sample's differing reading 

abilities. 

Although academic ability might not affect reading interests to any g e a t  

extent. it seems to have a larger impact on the quanti- of books read. Lau and 

Cheung (1988). investigated the relationship of the reading interests of  Chinese 

students to their personality type. intellectualism and academic achievements 

and the reading interests of their family and peers. One of the hypotheses was 

that students who valued intellectualism and academic achievement highiy and 

reflected these in their school performance. would read more. A randomly 

chosen sample of 2.1 14 children from forms one to three (i. e.. grades seven 

to nine) was surveyed via questionnaires. 

The portion of the data analyzed under the heading of reading interests 

and academic achievement showed that children of high intellectual ability 

consistently read more and showed a wider range of interests than those of 

moderate or low intellectual ability . Anderson. Wilson and Fielding ( 1988) also 

confirmed this difference between the two ability groups and the fact that above 

average children tend to place a high value on leisure reading. leading in tum 



to greater participation in the activity. 

2.8.2 Gifted Children and Those of Low Academic Ability 

Fewer studies of gifted children seem to exist, perhaps because of the 

greater urgency to find innovative approaches to motivate low ability students 

to read and attain proficiency at their expected grade levels. However. a few 

studies have been done, usually with very small samples, which restrict 

generalisability but still indicate certain commonalities. Carter ( 1982) undertook 

a descriptive study in Texas that sought to compare the quantity and subject 

content of library books borrowed by gifted and regular students in a junior 

high school. Giftedness was determined by scores fiom the California Testing 

Bureau. The circulation of library books was monitored for one semester by 

asking children to note author. title and subject of the book being checked out 

and whether it was to be used for school work or leisure reading. 

Those books borrowed for educational purposes (20%) were excluded. 

Of the remainder @O%), gifted students borrowed more than twice the number 

checked out by the regular group. This high incidence of borrowing was seen 

as an indication that the gifted children read more. With reference to content. 

ei Red students favoured more science fiction and fantasy and overall exhibited 
b 

more sophisticated reading tastes. a comparatively wider range of interests and 

tended to select books that stimulated higher level thinking. These findings 

coincide with Hafner. Palmer and Tullos (1986) discussed later, as well as 



others. 

For example. Chrisman and Bishop (1985) employed the same 

rnethodology with similar objectives to a sample of gifted and regular students 

in a small private high school. With reference to content. the researchers? 

observations were similar to those made by Carter (1982) relative to the 

students' choice of Fmtasy. but di ffered with their citing of humour-oriented 

and series books as favourites- Another area of difference between both 

snidies was the number of books read. Chrisman and Bishop (1985) found that 

there was no appreciable variation in quantity between the two goups which 

conflicts with most other findings elsewhere. The researchers' explanation was 

that this difference in findings might have arisen because the school was an 

esclusive one where most children tended to read a lot normally. 

A much larger sample than the two preceding studies was used by 

Swanton ( 1984) in her survey of 146 gifted students in accelerated programmes 

from third to si'xth grade. She compared their reading interests with another 

100 students in the regular programme. Al1 students rated mysteries first. but 

for the gifted this was followed by science fiction and fantasy while the others 

chose comedy. humour and adventure. History and historical fiction were 

mentioned by the gified only, in cornparison to biogaphy and animal stories 

which were widely read by the regular children. When the former group was 

pressed for an explanation of their preference for science fiction and fantasy 
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they referred to the challenge such books presented. This emphasis on more 

sophisticated types of books Swanton (1984) regarded as reflective of the 

children's superior mental ability which demanded stories that stretched the 

imagination. 

Research into the readinp interests of children of lower academic ability 

appears to confirm that some differences do exist between them and their 

average and above average peers. Moray ( 1978). in summarising research on 

grades four to six. revealed that low achievers. irrespective of their level of 

achievement. preferred the comic book format and al1 children showed a strong 

liking for humour. This result concurs with findings by McKenna ( 1  986) from 

a study of 576 low achieving high school students whose category of strongest 

interest was "cartoons and comic books". Unlike Moray (1978) he did not 

interpret interest in these types of material as being so much an endorsement of 

humour as a general area of interest. but more as a positive response to the 

large amount of space devoted to pictures which proved less demanding for the 

reader than a solid page of print. 

Haher. Palmer and Tullos (1986) added further insight into the reading 

interests of less academically able students when they administered a 

questionnaire to an equal number (40) of good and poor readers in ninth grade. 

They concluded that no difference existed between the two groups in the 

quanti5 and type of books or magazines read, except for variations in the 
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quality of the material. The good readers preferred more abstract, complex and 

imaginative materials like historical fiction, science fiction, adventure. and 

books dealing with persona1 development and insight. 

The poorer readers favoured books that were more concrete in terms of 

making and doing things (how-to-do-it. hobby. art, music). realistic history 

(biography and history ) and adventure. When the readability of their favourite 

magazines was checked. the less able group chose periodicals that were easier 

and rejected the more sophisticated. while the opposite was true for the better 

readers. 

Summary 

Although it seems that intelligence demonstrated by the child's reading 

and academic performance should be strongly associated with the types and 

numbers of books a child read. this does not seem to always be the case. 

Instead. research findings show a moderate to low correlation between the two. 

with the general picture being one of young people of approximately the same 

age sharing common reading interests despite their differing intellectual 

abilities. 

However. there are usually variations in the number and quality of books 

read by the different ability groups. with the above average student reading 

more and prefemng fantasy. science fiction. subtle humour and generally more 

sophisticated books. On the other hand. the academically weaker readen would 
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seem to favour less challenging materials both in format ( e . ~ .  comics) and in 

story content even though the topics might be similar to those liked by their 

more academicall y able peers. 

2.9 RACE OF THE CHILI) RELATIVE TO READING INTERESTS 

Studies on the reading interests of ethnic minorities have been conducted 

mainly in the United States, where those focusing on blacks are the most 

numerous. The general objectives of the majority of these studies tend to be 

IWO-fold: to establish if there are any differences in the literature preferences 

of ethnic minority children vis-à-vis white children. and to identib the level of 

interest ethnic minorities display toward literature that reflects their own racial 

heritage. The need to acquire information in this area has become more urgent 

in the light of the multi-cultural nature of many societies in developed 

countries. which are faced with the challenge of providing equal access for al1 

to education and library resources. 

The paucity of research on the topic was noted by Kirsch (1975) and 

confirmed by the absence of reference to any such studies in reviews of the 

literature by Zimet (1966). King ( 1967). and Moray (1978). with Huus ( 1979) 

recording only bvo such items. A few studies were conducted in the sixties 

although overlooked by most of the reviews of the literature. A greater number 

has appeared since the seventies in the wake of the black power movement 
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and the thnist toward civil rights in the United States. Purves and Beach 

(1972), in their assessrnent of the literature, observed that research on the 

readinz preferences of different ethnic groups is most often devoted to 

cornparisons b e ~ e e n  interests of Caucasian and non-Caucasian students without 

dealing in detail with specific interests of either group of students. 

Other shortcomings and problems are also bound to arise because race 

is a sensitive issue inextricably bound up with maners of social class. history 

and culture. An enquiry into what children of a certain ethnic group like to 

read might elicit responses that convey much more than an interest in books. 

Their choices are likely to be conditioned by underlying factors such as the 

respondents' perception of their social status and their feelings about being 

identified with their own ethnic group and its oubvard cultural expressions. 

Birtha (1972) maintains that the way in which a society views a child's ethnic 

group and other groups will affect the attitudes that the child develops towards 

himself or herself and others. These many confoundinp variables only 

complicate the design and execution of research into race and its impact upon 

children's reading interests and habits. 

Furthemore, problems also arise as to how to avoid the introduction of 

bias through the methodologies or instruments used to conduct the investigation. 

This might be one reason for the conflicting research findings regarding 

differences in the reading tastes of children not from the same race. Some 
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findings suggest that there are no differences while others seem to contradict 

this. Studies reflecting both viewpoints will be examined separately. 

Children's responses to indigenous literature will also be discussed since it is 

believed that this might help to further elucidate the matter of race and reading 

interests. 

2.9.1 Similarities in Children's Reading Interests Across Race 

Peterson (1982) designed a study to discover if there were any 

differences in the preference of white middle class Ametican children and 

Mexican-Americans in California for books that reflected the perceived life- 

style of each group. She chose excerpts from novels which were subsequently 

illustrated by photographs selected as representative of the description of  the 

settings. characters and group interactions found in each passage. The 

illustrations were then paired to reflect the sharp contrasts between the two life- 

styles. For example. those used to demonstrate di fferences in physical setting 

showed two kinds of neighbourhoods - a stark setting characterised by poverty. 

over-crowding and depnvation was juxtaposed with one showing well kept 

lawns and other overt s i p s  of wealth. The latter was indicative of the middle 

class life-style of white Arnericans while the former stood for that of the 

Mexican-Americans who clearly were seen as belonging to a lower socio- 

economic group. 

The children were then asked: which picture and description is more or 
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less like the place where you live? Which neighbourhood would you like to 

live in? If  a story was wrinen about one of these places which would you prefer 

to read? The same pattern was followed for the depiction and choice of 

characters and group interactions presented to the children. With such an 

approach and the kind of instrument ernployed, her finding that there was little 

or no difference in the preferences of the two goups (with most favouring the 

middle class life-style) must be viewed cautiously. nie nature of the questions 

and the illustrations seem likely to produce a bias toward the more favourable 

settings and socially approved characters and interactions. Some of the 

Mexican-American children might also have been offended by the questionnaire 

content in its portrayal of their iife-style, even though this might have been 

based on reality. 

This was a replication of an earlier study by Johns (1975) who came to 

much the same conclusion about black and white students, but realised 

aftenvards that bias might have been introduced by the choice of the literary 

passages and the accompanying illustrations. He therefore added the proviso 

that maybe the conditions chosen to represent the minority group's lifestyle 

were too harsh. Nevertheless. Johns (1975) still insisted that inner city children. 

including those fiom different cultural backgrounds, did not rnerit any special 

consideration when choosing literature for classroom use since their interests 

were basically the same. 
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From both these studies one interesting factor has emerged which has 

recurred several times since, and that being the tendency for minority groups 

to reject a negative portrayal of their life-style as reflected in books whether or 

not this picture coincides with their real life situation (Palmer and Palmer. 

1983). This tendency fùrther complicates attempts to elicit information about 

ethnic minorities' actual reading interests. 

The findings by Johns (1975) and Peterson (1982) that the reading 

interests of children who are culturally different are the same as those who 

belong to the larger national culture run contrary to the views of rnany 

children's literature experts (Broderick. 1973 : Latimer. 1977: MacCann. 1 985: 

Cullinan. 1989) who insist upon the need for culturally relevant literature for 

ethnic minorities. They maintain that even if the child does not express an 

overt desire for this kind of literature. the need is there because of the 

importance of ethnic literature to the development of children's identity as well 

as a positive self-image and pnde in their cultural heritage. 

Cullinan 1 1989) makes clear this position when she says: 

It is important to have multicultural literature in schools and libraries 
because stones do shape readers' views of their world and themselves. 
I f  some children never see themselves in books. then that absence subtly 
tells them that they are not important enough to appear in books. Even 
more harmfül are the negative or stereotype images of ethnic groups in 
children's books . . . Children's literature that accuratel y reflects cultural 
values can be a powerful force in the socialisation. acculturation. and 
persona1 and moral development of children. (p. 575) 
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Support for this view came from some studies conducted in the 1960s 

and 70s which suggested that children's books were important in the child's 

deveiopment of self-concept and world view (Cohen. 1969: Miel and Kiester. 

1967). Such findings strengthened the belief that the absence of ethnic 

minorities from books or stereotype portrayals of their racial group is likely to 

affect their self-image negatively and could subconsciously influence them to 

reject literature about their own experiences. 

Despite the contentions of the advocates for multi-ethnic literature the 

research more often than not supports findings by Johns (1975) and Peterson 

( 1982). although to different degrees. A more balanced study than either Johns 

(1975) or Peterson (1982) was executed by Asher (1979) who also looked at 

similarities in the reading interests of black and white students while 

investigating their reading comprehension. 

Data collected about children's reading preferences were based upon 

pictures and passages from the type of books they cited as most and least 

preferred. Asher ( 1979) con firmed his hypothesis that the correlation of blac k 

and white students' interests with sex would be stronger than the correlation 

of boys' and girlst interests with race. Considerable cross-race similarities were 

found. with rnost of the variations due to sex rather than ethnicity. He 

attributed these results to the stren-gh of the children's similar socialisation 

histories which over-rode their racial di fferences. He there fore caut ioned 
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against over-estimating the uniqueness of black children 's interests when 

selecting materials for their use. 

Kirsch (1975) found that it was not until second grade that there were 

sipificant differences in reading interests caused by race among her sample of 

1.078 white. black and Hispanic first and second grades fkom different socio- 

economic backgrounds and geographic locations across the United States. 

Among the second graders blacks were more interested in "imaginative fiction". 

Hispanics in "realistic fiction", and whites in "information scientific." This 

unusual classification of the literature and the broadness of the terms used make 

it difficult to identiS the exact nature of some of the differences that were 

identified. Other studies were more positive in their identification of distinct 

di fferences behveen racial groups. 

2.9.2 Dissirnilarities in Children's Reading Interests Across Race 

A clear predilection by black children for biographies and sports in 

contrast to white children's stronger liking for mystery and adventure was 

uncovered by Fisher (1988). He used fictitious annotated titles to represent 

eleven literature categories for which a sample of fourth and fifth graders were 

asked to express the degree of their preference for each type of book on a four 

point Likert scale. The study sought to establish the effects of sex. grade and 

race on reading interests. Generally. Fisher (1988) reported that for al1 the 

children reading preferences reflected more similarities than differences 



irrespective of grade, sex and race. 

This echoes findings by Feeley (1982) on race for the same grades. as 

she too noted very few substantive differences in choice of contents between 

these two ethnic groups. The popularity of biography and sports with black 

children could possibly be attributed to the large number of these types of 

books that appeared after the civil rights movernent and the subsequent boom 

in black publications. In addition. the characters were usually presrnted 

positively. and many of the sports personalities were successful and could be 

seen as positive role models by these children. 

A different picture emerged from bvo studies where actual books were 

used instead of an inventory of topics. fictitious annotated Mes or excerpted 

passages with illustrations. This might account. in part. for the diftèrence in the 

results obtained. A very srna11 sample was used by Palmer and Palmer (1983) 

to see if black and white s i s~h  graders from the same socio-economic 

background shared similar reading interests. Participants were asked to select 

books they would like to read from 

interests ascribed to the age group. 

included. 

a display representing various areas of 

Many titles from black literature were 

While fairytales was one of their favourites. there was a high correlation 

behveen blacks choosing books about famous black people (87.5% chose 

Muhammed Ali. 75% Aretha Franklin). however, these same children did not 
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choose those books that dealt with poor blacks. exemplified by their rejection 

of Sounder - a book about a poor black share-cropper and his ill-treatment at 

the hands of whites. Meanwhile, the white children ranked books about blacks 

last, and chose joke books and horse stories as their favourites. In this contes. 

other factors besides the content of the books are likely to affect the children's 

decisions. The range of books available. their attractiveness. the size of the 

type. the presence of illustrations and pior knowledge of a work are al1 known 

to exert some influence on children-s choices (Ingharn. 198 1 ; Heather. 198 1 : 

Kirk, 1982; Bird. 1982). 

The black children's selection of books portraying prominent blacks 

could also be affected by the popularity of these persons which meant the 

students were farniliar with them. The minority group's rejection of Sounder 

might indicate their dissatisfaction with books that depict blacks in a "socially 

undesirable" life-style. even if  it is a realistic representation. This reaction 

might further explain why the minority sample in the studies by Johns (1975) 

and Peterson (1982) identified with the more positive portrayal of the life-style 

of whites. 

Various attempts have been made to explain the rejection by whites of 

books 

(1971) 

whites 

about the black experience observed here and elsewhere. McElwin 

suggests from his research that there might be a basic intolerance of 

for books about the black experience. He too used real books with 
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illustrations of both races in his study of black and white third graders? 

responses to these works. A significantly greater number of white students 

selected materials illustrated with persons fiom their own race than did blacks 

of their own ethnic group. This he ascribed to the possibility that whites have 

a higher intolerance for black books while there was a greater level of 

acceptance by blacks of books with white characters since the latter has been 

the n o m  al1 along. 

Kirsch (1975) also noted the ambivalence of black children in their 

tendency to select books dealing with white as well as black life experiences. 

whereas white children clearly demonstrated a preference for books about their 

own racial group. Another factor which McElwin ( 197 1) acknowledged could 

have influenced black children to choose fewer books reflecting their ethnic 

group was the quality of the illustrations. He a r p e d  that since some of the 

books containing black characters were published before the mid-seventies. the 

portrayal of these persons could have been stereotyped. hence their rejection. 

White ( 1972). using illustrated stories from basal readers. also found 

marked differences in reading interests benveen black and white children. Two 

versions of each story were used, one had illustrations with white characters. 

the other with black. The children were then asked to choose which version of 

the same story they preferred. Unequivocally. they al1 expressed preference for 

stories illustrated with characters From their own race. No information about 
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the quality of the illustrations was given but based on the tendency to reject 

negative images of themselves, maybe it c m  be assumed that the pictures of the 

blacks were non-stereotyped which could account, in part, for their willingness 

to choose them. Whether or not this was the case, this finding lends some 

support to the advocacy of children's literature specialists like Broderick ( 1973) 

and MacCann (1985) for more ethnic literature that positively portrayed the 

life-style of blacks. 

A more detailed depiction of the differences in reading interests of 

minority and non-minority children was made by Wolfson, Manning and 

Manning (1984) by means of a very lengthy self-developed instrument 

consisting of 120 questions about reading preferences. Ten of the items related 

to multi-ethnic literature. A comparison of the responses of the minority and 

majority ethnic goups of fourth grade students showed considerable differences 

in five areas: more of the ethnic majority children seemed interested in 

adventures and animais while persona1 problems. multi-ethnic books. fine and 

applied arts appealed more to minority children. Unfortunately. Wolfson. 

Manning and Manning (1984) faailed to mention the specific ethnic group 

described as "minority" so it could only be deduced from the definition of the 

literature categories used that he was referring to blacks. 

From an examination of the studies discussed so far. it would seem as 

if the findings are nearly balanced between the two views - the absence or the 
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presence of differences in children's reading interests based upon race. A 

slightly different picture may be arrived at when the issue is viewed fiom a 

different perspective - that of children fiom different ethnic groups and their 

interest in indigenous literanire in circumstances where books From another 

racial group (within or outside the country) is the nom.  

2.9.3 Children's Preference for Indigenous Literature 

Not many geographic locations within the United States of America 

afford the opportunity to investigate children's response to indigenous literature 

not belonging to the dominant culture. Hawaii is one of the few places where 

this is possible because for socio-historical reasons the majority of its 

population differ racially and culturally in some ways tiom that of the rest of 

the United States. For this reason. as part of a larger study Bard and Leide 

(1  985) decided to assess the populanty of local literature with students. most 

of whom were Asian-Americans. 

The circulation records in a school library were monitored over a five 

year period to determine circulation patterns according to grade and sex. Since 

most of the children were Asian-Americans the researchers also decided to 

check how well books about Hawaii and Asian-Americms circulated. 35.420 

books were borrowed over the period but only 105 were recorded for Hawaiian 

materials. Reasons proffered for the negative response were: the limited 

quantity of indigenous materials many of which did not match the reading 
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interests of the children; the fact that some of the local material was at a higher 

reading level; and that some of the books were used for curricular purposes. 

From this snidy. it would seem as if literature portraying the rninority's 

racial group and life-style was not very popular with children living in a Society 

where another culture besides their own predominates. Such a finding seems 

to imply that maybe, in general. children of different ethnic heritage within the 

same country tend to have reading interests that are more alike than different. 

This result would support the theory of a common socialisation history being 

responsible for the general sirnilarity in tastes (Asher. 1979) since al1 these 

studies were carried out in one country. 

However. the picture appears to change somewhat when the influence of 

race or ethnicity on children's reading interests is esplored by examining the 

young people's reaction to indigenous literature in countries where the mass of 

the reading materials cornes fiom abroad. Here. developing nations 

imrnediately corne to mind and the problem posed by the scarcity of local 

literature which can S ~ ~ O U S ~ Y  distort the findings. With the continuing "book 

hunger" in these emergent nations. the children might have very few books to 

choose from. and even among the few the majority are foreign titles. 

Under these conditions, even the smallest indication of a preference for 

local books over imported ones should be regarded as important since it might 

reflect an interest in persons and life experiences similar to their own. The 
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findings could also shed some light on the literature interests of ethnic 

minorities living in multi-cultural societies since many of them originally 

migrated from countries like these where library and school collections consist 

mostly of books imported from North Arnerica and Britain. 

It should be noted that such studies are few and not easily traced because 

they often do not appear in the standard publications of developed countries. 

and for those that do. some are poorly designed or lack sufficient background 

information to assist in interpreting the findings. The problems affecting the 

availability of indigenous literature is very acute in developing countries. as 

noted by Ann Pellowski (1986) who, fiom her knowledge as Director of 

UNICEF Information Centre on Children's Culture. said that there was little 

indigenous publishing in Africa. Latin America. the Caribbean and Asia (apart 

€rom Japan) where there many obstacles exist and the majority of their books 

are imported mainly from Europe and North America. The need for and the 

importance of indigenous literature in these countries is unquestionable. 

Osiobe et al.. (1989) conducted a mal1 scale study in Nigeria where 

most of this country's books corne from Britain because the local publishing 

industry is not well developed. They first interviewed 216 children randomly 

selected kom Classes I to 6 (grades seven to twelve equivalent in North 

America) to find out what books - local and foreign - they had read and 

enjoyed. Not surprisingly. foreign titles were more frequently cited which 
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that books tiom abroad most likely 

a wide margin. Next, a random sample 

of 100 titles (50 foreign, 50 local) fiorn the school library were examined for 

fiequency of circulation to see if Nigerian children' s literature preferences were 

affected by local themes and to assess the relationship of the quality of 

illustrations with preference of literary material. 

Sufficient information about the types of books selected was not 

provided and so it is uncertain how the books compared with regards to content. 

format and quantity. However. on the basis of the gross circulation record of 

369 for local books and 230 for foreign ones Osiobe et al. concluded that if 

there was an equal amount of both types of books in the library. Nigerian books 

would be more popular. The smallness of sample size reduces the usefbiness 

of the study. however the raw data seem to suggest that local books were more 

popular despite the smaller quantity available. From this it may be assumed 

that the Nigerians preferred books that portrayed their own people and life- 

style. 

While teaching in Africa. Jordan (1978) carried out hvo studies aimed 

at ascertaining the reading interests of Form 1 (grade 7 equivalent) children in 

certain countries in Asia and Africa. The first study focused on 1.080 children 

10 - 13 years old from Sierra Leone while the second used 1.602 children From 

six countries in Afica and Asia, narnely. India. Iran. Nigeria. Nepal. Pakistan 
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and Sri Lanka, The same instrument with some modifications was used for 

both investigations, consisting of a two part questionnaire. Section One listed 

ten places fiom which the students were to choose their favoux-ite setting for a 

book they would like to read. The locations represented four cities in Sierra 

Leone. three in other parts of Africa and the final three (London. New York 

and Tokyo) on other continents. 

By far the most popular choices were Freetown (Sierra Leone) and 

London (22% each). followed by New York (12%) and Lagos (10%). The 

least liked were the two other cities in Sierra Leone. and Tokyo in Japan. For 

the second study. cities From each country being surveyed were added to Tokyo. 

London and New York. First choice was the town or city (20%) containine or 

nearest the schools taking part in the survey. followed closely by London ( 19%) 

and then New York (12%). Therefore. it could be said that the children's îkst 

interest was in stories set in their immediate locale followed closely by those 

from developed nations like England and the United States. 

The students did not appear as interested in books set in neighbouring 

countries as they were in those located in developed nations. This penchant for 

foreign locales could be the result of many factors at work in their societies. 

such as: the previous colonial links with Bntain; the pervasiveness of American 

culture via movies and the mass media: the appeal of the exotic and the value 

the society places on travel abroad. 
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Section Two of the questionnaire asked both sets of children to select 

frorn ten literature categories their favourite types of books. Although the 

number of book types was too restrictive to adequately reflect the possible 

range of the children's interests. some of the choices were typical of the age 

group elsewhere. For example, al1 children liked adventure first followed by 

books about animals and children (not ciear what this meant). There were the 

usual differences behveen the sexes: the girls ranked children. family and 

folktales much higher than the boys. However. this time it would seem as if 

these children from Asia and AFrica had an almost equal liking for books 

reflecting their own culture as weil as those from developed societies in the 

West. 

With the majority of Jarnaicans being of African descent. any study done 

in this country on children's reading interests should reflect to some extent the 

influence of race on choice of reading materials. Although neither Floyd 

( 1973) nor Jemings-Wray (198 1)  had race as one of the objectives of their 

study. the latter observed that Jamaican teenagers showed an interest in books 

about black Americans. Only one research report on reading interests with a 

focus on race was identified as coming from Jarnaica. This was an 

ethnopphic study conducted by Headlam ( 1989) to discover the cultural 

relevance of a set of indigenous textbooks specifically developed for Jamaican 

children. 
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The study a a s  a part of a project to make the cumculum indigenous and 

al1 of the trxtbooks were written and illustrated by local personnel and reflected 

life in Jarnaica. Through content analysis. questionnaires and interviews with 

the teachers, writers. artists and the students themselves. Headlam ( 1989) found 

that the books had achieved a high level of relevancy. The children were 

pleased to find themselves and other familiar persons. events and settings in the 

stories. illustrations and the language. Teachers also observed that children 

tended to read more and that those From low and middle reading ability groups 

were having greater success with reading than with previous books. It would 

seem as if the relevance of the stories to the children's lives increased their 

appeal. 

Summary 

The findings from these studies suggest that generally the reading 

interests of children from different racial backgrounds seem to be substantially 

the same. with few variations. The common socialisation patterns in North 

American society as well as the smaller number and range of books available 

about their own ethnic group would seem to encourage some of the similarities 

in reading tastes. 

Some of the observed di fferences between racial groups are: black 

children in the United States seem to have a strong preference for biography 

and sports and tended to reject books that portrayed their life-style negatively: 
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when actual books were used instead of hypothetical lists. ethnic minorities 

invariably gravitated toward those that positively reflected their ethnic group 

and life-style. In the case of developing countries, there are too few studies to 

make more than tentative comments. but it would seem as if children are more 

positively inclined toward indigenous literature and the issue of its 

unavailability might be one of the main reasons for the popularity of books 

frorn abroad. 

The impact of race as a deteminant of children's reading interests is not 

easily assessed because of the many factors operating together. The children's 

concept of themselves and their race. the way the materials portray the minority 

groups and the availability of multi-ethnic books ail play a part. Allowances 
C 

must also be made for developmental stages which Schlager (1978) insists are 

universal and so results in children everywhere possessing some reading 

interests in common. Caution must be exercised. however. in interpreting 

minority children's choice that refiect the lifestyle of the majority as being 

indicative of a rejection of their own group. On the contrary. such a response 

could be the result of social conditioning and the type of resources available. 

rather than personal dislike. Also. very ofien the issue does not seem to be so 

much one of the type or genre of a book but its contents which may reflect or 

omit characters and life situations representative of the childos cultural heritage. 

C hildren's literature advocates like Haymon ( 1 979) still believe that even 
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though a child fiom an ethnic rninority group mi@ not overtly express an 

interest in books reflecting his or her culture. the need is still there because they 

are looking for satisQing literary images. sensitive racial insights. help in self- 

identification, new heroes and inspiration for their own creativity. 

The cal1 by Purves and Beach (1972) for more research in this area on 

the different variables that affect minorïty children's reading interests and habits 

is still applicable? especially since the momentum of the civil rights rnovement 

has subsided and there has been a decline in the nurnber of studies on the topic. 

It is hoped that the findings Iiom this study will add to the store of knowledge 

on the subject. 

2.10 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE CHILD RELATIVE TO 
READING INTERESTS AND HABITS 

Several reviews of the literature on reading interests indicate that 

~eog-raphic location. especially within the same country. has little impact on E 

children's reading interests and habits (Purves and Beach. 1972: Carter, 1978: 

Whitehead. 1984). However, a greater degree of variation in book choices have 

sometimes been found between urban and rural groups within the same 

developing country. Where this occurs, it might be theorised that the greater 

unifomity in social infrastructure within the industrialised nations might 

minimise some of the factors that would cause differences. There might also 
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be certain elements operating in the lesser developed societies that are missing 

from or not so prevalent in the more advanced ones. 

In acknowledging that such differences might exist. Greaney (1986) 

stated that the reading interests and habits of children in developing countries 

could be adversely affected by. among other things. a lack of access to books. 

poor social infrastructure and an absence of reading promotion programmes. 

In order to discover whether differences in reading interests and habits exist due 

to geographic location, studies from both types of societies will be exarnined. 

2.10.1 Geographic Location Relative to Reading Interests and 
Habits in Developed Countries 

Ellion and Steinkellner (1979) in the United States conducted a study in 

which they compared the reading interests of 1 .O00 inner city vocational 

students with those of 1.400 fiom a suburban comprehensive school. The 

students from grades ten to hvelve were given a reading inventory with fo re  

items and a six point Likert scale to register their reaction to each topic. The 

researchers found that there was a consistent pattern of interests across grades 

and reading abilities. with sex responsible for the major differences noticed. 

The only minor dissimilarity was in joke books and magazines which were 

slightly more popuiar with suburban students. while the urban ones showed a 

greater tolerance for poetry. 

A greater level of variation was detected by Feeley (1982) when she 
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investigated rniddle grade students fiom urban and suburban schools in America 

for their responses to a fi@ item questionnaire about their topic interests and 

whether they were interested in viewing or reading the items chosen. She 

noted that suburban boys indicated greater preference for reading in the sports 

and historical-adventure area than did urban boys. and suburban girls preferred 

the animaVsocia1 empathy cluster more than their urban counterparts. Feeley 

(1982) ascribed some of these variations to the almost rural environment of the 

suburban sample. and she aiso noted that the urban group had a significantly 

higher preference for watching their selected topics on television rather than 

reading about thern. 

Whitehead ( 1984). in his summary of research spanning 1930- 1970. 

concluded that children fiom urban, suburban and rural areas tend to have 

similar tastes in books. although geopph ic  proximity to a library or other 

sources of books has a minor bearing on the number of books a child reads. 

However. other research has shown that geographic location as it relates to 

cultural or national boundaries sornetirnes influences reading behaviour (Dwyer. 

1973: Johnson, 1974). This was demonstrated by Downing et al.. (1979) in 

their investigation of cultural expectations and sex-role standards in different 

countries. Sarnples of children and adults from Canada. Denmark, England. 

Finland. Israel. Japan and the United States revealed that sex-role standards for 

reading did Vary across culture. 
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The conclusion that geographic location might influence reading 

behaviour was derived from the participants' designation of certain activities 

and objects (including reading and books) as either feminine or masculine. For 

example, in North America and Britain boys quickiy came to perceive reading 

as a feminine activity, while in Denmark and Japan males regarded reading as 

a sex-appropriate activity. Such differences suggest that socialisation might be 

partially responsible for sex-typed reading behaviour: but more importantly it 

should remind librarians and educators about the need to exercise caution tvhen 

they consider transposing research findings from one nation or cultural setting 

to another as a bais  for book selection and programme planning. 

Since these were ail developed countries. the differences seem to have 

arisen chiefly from the cultural expectations of each nation rather than from 

socio-economic factors. Several studies from different regions within the same 

country or even across national borders in the developed world show more 

similarities than differences in reading interests (Robinson and Weintraub. 

1973). Studies by Schofer (198 1)  and Fisher and Ayers (1990) compared the 

reading interests of children in America with those in England at different times 

and had closely matching results. Schofer ( 198 1) presented the bvo samples of 

English and Amencan children ages seven to ten with a reading interest 

inventory developed from categories culled from previous research. The 

responses were compared on the basis of sex, age and nationality and revealed 
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that reading interests were only minimally differentiated by sex, and the five 

most popular categories were similarly ranked by both nationalities. Clear-cut 

differences were only noticeable in two areas - "People" and "Poetr).". 

Arnencans preferred the former while the reverse was true for the English. 

Fisher and Ayres (1990) conducted a sirnilar study with 215 students 

(1 1 1 iiom America. 104 from England) between the ages of eight and eleven 

and from a similar socio-economic background. They were presented with 

forty-four annotated fictitious titles representing eleven literature categories and 

a four point Likert scale was used to indicate their level of interest in a topic. 

The topics were almost identical to those used by Schofer (198 1 )  and while the 

usual sex differences were obvious. only a few categories contributed to country 

di fferences. 

Both studies helped to stren-&en the idea of the universality of 

children's reading interests which are more alike than different. Unfortunately. 

only a small nurnber of interest categories were used in the two studies and so 

only a limited knowledge of the degree to which children-s nurnerous interests 

converge across national boundaries was provided. 

Kirsch. Pehrsson and Robinson (19761, in one of the best known 

international studies. supplied a much more extensive listing of literature 

categories (twenty-four) and a wider cross-section of responses from children 

in Austria. Canada. England. Israel. Italy. Japan. the Netherlands. Panama and 
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the United States. Their study surveyed 2, L 10 students in the first two grades 

of school (excluding kindergarten) to compare their reading interests. inter alia. 

Each child was asked to draw a picture of what she or he would like to 

read about or have read to him or her, then based on the picture drawn, the 

child was interviewed to establish the specific reading interest. Although the 

interpretation of the pictures was likely to be subjective. and in some countries 

convenience samples had to be used. the findings showed common trends in 

reading interests that have been supported by more rigorous research. 

Kirsch. Pehrsson and Robinson (1976) concluded that although there 

were some significant differences, more sirnilarities than differences existed 

among the expressed reading interests of fint and second graders in the ten 

countries. For example. fairy tales and fantasies were the most preferred types 

of books by both grades. while stories about children. animals in stories in 

addition to information about real animals were the top choices of over two- 

thirds of al1 children in Brst grade. Fifty-four percent of the second graders 

ranked these same topics just as high but in a slightly different order. The 

same preponderance of fiction compared to informational books was observed 

as previously mentioned by other researchers. 

Examples of observed variations included the second place accorded to 

"information on space" by Austrians while a11 others placed it at tenth. or 

"chernical or biological information" assigned third place by Dutch children but 
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ranked at sixteenth position by al1 others. Where differences existed, 

explanations as to their source cm only be specuiative since these could be due 

to any number of things such as variations in culture, cumculum or the issue 

of availability, al1 of which were outside the scope of the study. 

Although a11 these studies appear to amve at a high degree of 

congruence with regard to the universality of reading interests, one cannot help 

but wonder if the results would have been different had the investigations taken 

place in less developed countries. For esample, only one developing country, 

Panama. was included in the above survey. It could therefore be assumed that 

many of the similarities in the findings arose from certain social features that 

most of the countries shared. With one exception. they were al1 well 

developed societies characterised by high literacy Ievels where a high value is 

usually attached to reading, library services are readily available and there is 

access to an abondance of reading materials. Quite the contrary obtains in 

emergent nations. an awareness of which Ied Greaney (1986) to raise the issue 

about the likely impact of geographic location on reading interests and habits 

in developing countries. 

He pointed out that in many of these countries people do not have access 

to reading materials. and factors such as family income. local dialects. the 

unavailability of schools, illiterate parents and poor living conditions militate 

against the development of the reading habit. In this context. geographic 
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location is an important variable for consideration in this study as the expressed 

reading interests and habits of the Jarnaican children might be different from 

that of their peers From more affluent countries. At the same time. different 

geographic locations within the same country should also be important due to 
Y 

the sharp differences observed between urban and rural lifestyles. For these 

and other reasons. research reports fiom developing nations should shed some 

light on the topic. 

2.10.2 Geographic Location Relative to Reading lnterests and 
Habits in Developing Countries 

There is a scarcity of research from developing nations and what exists 

is hard to locate. Therefore, although Singapore does not typify a developing 

country. research conducted there would seem to corroborate some aspects of 

Greaneyk ( 1986) argument about the possible effects of geographic location on 

reading interests and habits. The Singapore Institute of Education ( 1980) 

undertook a study that was ambitious in terms of its objectives which were 

either not îùlly realised or else the total findings were not reported in the article 

published. 

The researchers set out to investigate, among other things. the amount 

and quality of reading done by children. the relationship between the medium 

of instruction and the items read, as well as home correlates that affected choice 

of materials. Questionnaires were administered to 1, L 57 primary students. 
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The results were interesting for how they contrasted in some areas with those 

from the major developed countries. They also underscored the importance of 

certain variables identified as essential for fostering the reading habit. 

A moderately low level of reading generally was recorded among the 

children for the month preceding the survey: 33% had read no books, 43% no 

magazines. The main source of materials was the school library and there was 

no difference in the quanti. of materials read by either boys or girls (quite 

unlike developed countries), except for comics which were more popular with 

the males. On the matter of reading interests. both sexes ranked fairy tales 

tirst followed by adventure. mystery and detective. and animal stories. 

The favounte informational works for boys were science and invention 

and sports: for girls - life and people in other lands. and science and invention. 

Here sorne of the interests coincided with those from North America and 

Britain. except for the popularity of faity tales particularly with boys. and the 

high rating of science and invention by the girls. 

Access to reading material was limited mainly to the school library and 

it could be deduced from the data that there were problems with availability 

created in part by the multi-lingual nature of the society which made it difficult 

to produce enough indigenous books for al1 langage groups. Library facilities 

left much to be desired, and encouragement to read from parents was negligible. 

Ten percent of parents encouraged their children to read books and 17% 
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magazines. Teachers (28%) as a source of motivation were ranked much higher 

than they usually are in developed countries, possibly because most of the 

books for reading were available in the schools. 

Surprisingly, fnends as a source of reading guidance ranked low. a mere 

12%. compared to the leading position assigned them in developed countries. 

One can only conjecture that since so few children were committed readers not 

many of them would be knowledgeable about books. and so had few to 

recommend to their fiiends. 

While the di fferences in reading interests between Singaporean children 

and those tiom elsewhere seemed minimal, the variations in reading habits were 

more pronounced and could. in some ways. have resulted f?om geogaphic 

location. as stated by Greaney (1986). Factors considered important for 

developing and maintaining the reading habit were either at a minimum or 

absent. These include: the availability of a wide variety of books for leisure 

lime reading; easy access to books f'i-om a variety of sources: programmes that 

promote recreational reading: and parental encouragement and modelling of 

reading. 

The absence of many of these variables that are known to foster the 

reading habit is even more acute in lesser developed countries which lack some 

of the basic social infrastructure taken for w t e d  in more advanced societies. 

Good roads, access to running water and electricity are confined mostly to the 
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more urban areas. Bookshops and libraries are few, books are scarce- rnoney 

is in short supply and meeting subsistence needs takes priority over book- 

buying. In addition, educationai opportunities are few, literacy Ievels are low 

and the oral tradition is embedded within the culture. Under these 

circumstances. reading for recreational purposes is hardly likely to flourish as 

pointed out by Hamilton ( 1984) earlier in reference to Jamaica. 

3ennings-Wray ( 198 1 ) conducted one of the few Jamaican studies on 

children's reading interests. Among other things. she set out to develop a 

schema for categorising reading interests and to find out whether grade level. 

sex and environmental variables were responsible for differences in reading 

interests. Four hundred and thirty-eight children (2 14 boys. 224 girls) 

representing grades 1 and 4 in the elementary schools were given a reading 

interest schedule. This cons isted of several illustrated passages representing 

seventy-one interest elements for which children were to indicate how well the- 

liked each excerpt by rating it on a scale of 1 to 3. Since one of the objectives 

of the study was to assess the effect ofdifferent stimuli on children's interests. 

the students from grade 1 only heard the passages read while those fiom grade 

4 were aiso given illustrated booklets with the excerpts. 

The curious mix of minute story features and non-fiction topics makes 

it very difficult to compare the interests revealed by this study with others from 

elsewhere. For example. included among the seventy-five interest categories 
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were terms like music, anger, fez ,  insects, people in hostile situations or 

occupational roles, and farniliar institutions. Some of the more traditional 

categories like fairytales, westerns and biographies were also listed. The 

findings showed that the reasons for children story preferences were the moral 

and humorous contents as well as the realities of the children's experiences 

reflected therein. While sex and grade level were mostly responsible for 

differences in reading interests, the impact from geography was not as 

antic ipated. 

Initially, Jennings-Wray ( 198 1) had theonsed that geographic location 

would be an important variable because of the vast difference between life in 

rural and urban Jamaica. This was partially substantiated by the results which 

rcvealed that although urban and rural children had many interests in cornmon. 

there were some noticeable differences too. Grade four children from rural 

areas were more likely to be attracted to books about unfamiliar institutions. 

people engaged in social and recreational activities. school. people in romantic 

situations and biographies. 

Their urban counterparts responded positively to westerns. stories about 

real animals. people in occupational roles, insects and mythological characters. 

First graders exhibited some of the differences too with rural children 

expressing interest in westerns. adventure, local places and people engaged in 

sports and other cornpetitive activities. Their urban peers liked animals and 
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nature. fairytales and people living in a suburban environment. The researcher 

attributed some of these variations to the social conditions within each location, 

for example, urban children might have a greater interest in animais because 

they were not as familiar with them, while rural children might find "People 

(social/recreational)" a more appealing topic because of their limited access to 

television and other foms of entertainment. No information was sought about 

the reading habits of these children and so the effect of geographic location on 

these could not be determined. 

Summary 

I t  would seem that different geographic locations within the same 

country or even across national boundaries within the industrialised world have 

minimal effect upon children's reading interests. This observation. in part. 

affirms what Schlager ( 1978) believrs about children's reading interests. She 

has concliided that children are more alike than different due to the universality 

of the children's developmental stages. and so too were their reading tastes. 

Other reasons for this corgmence in the results could be the common 

socialisation background and a more equitable distribution of goods and services 

in rural and urban areas within more developed countries. The same situation 

does not hold in developinp nations where, in cornparison. some degree of 

differences tend to be found. These variations could arise fiom the social and 

cultural disparities between the two types of societies. Dissirnilarities based on 
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geographic locations within the sarne third world country may also be attributed 
Si 

to the sharp poiarisation frequently manifested in the social conditions that 

distinguish urban Erom rural areas. 

These differences, especially as they relate to social infkastrucnire and 

persona1 income, are likely to have a more pronounced impact on the value 

placed on reading by significant others and the children themselves. the mastery 

of reading skills and the frequency with which reading is practised. mernbership 

in libraries and the overall availability of reading material. So while within 

the developed world geographical location might have very little influence on 

reading interests and habits. elsewhere it might well affect the development of 

a life-long reading habit. 

2. I I  General Summary of Literature Reviewed 

From al1 the literature reviewed for this present study the following 

generalisations have emerged. Sex and age are considered to be the most 

dominant factors affecting the types of books read and the amount of reading 

done. Girls are likely to read more than boys and have a stronger affinity for 

fiction. Boys' interests appear to be more diverse as males tend to gravitate 

more toward non-fiction topics. Sex differentiation in reading interests is very 

pronounced by the sixth grade. and sex-typed reading behaviour might be more 

a resiilt of social conditioning than heredity. Across national boundaries. 

children of the same age tend to share a common core of reading interests. and 
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despite differing academic abilities. youngsters tend to like the same kinds of 

books. The major difference is that less able children tend to choose simpler 

works. 

With reference to reading interests among children of different races. it 

was observed that despite more cross-race similarities than differences in 

reading interests. black children in the United States still displayed some 

specialised interests not exhibited by their white peers. It was also observed 

that children in developing countries exhibited a strong preference for 

indigenous literature. While geographic location appears to have little impact 

on reading interests and habits. the same does not always hold tme in emerpent 

nations. 

Furthemore. while most children might admit that reading is important 

and that they like it. this is not usually borne out by practice. as very few rank 

reading as a favourite pastime or spend much time pursuing the activity. 

When asked why they read. the three cornmonest reasons given are - for 

pleasure. utility and escape. sometimes with a geater stress placed on utility. 

How much and what a child reads is to a large extent conditional on 

what is easily available. Therefore, depending on the proximity. ease of access 

and the quality of the collection. children in general will resort to the sources 

nearest them for their reading material. Although adults in one way or the 

other often act as intermediaries between children and books. young readers do 
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not usually perceive them as a first source of reading guidance. Instead, peen 

hold the distinction of being the persons most frequently consulted for advice 

on what to read. 

Finally, it would appear that the development of comrnitted readers is a 

continuous process affected over the years by a confluence of rnany social and 

persona1 facttors. Some of these variables were exmined with the view that 

libranans. teachers and al1 other adults involved with the various aspects of 

literature selection for children might come to a clearer understanding as to how 

these influence reading interests and habits. With the scarcity of research on 

this topic from developing countries, this study should fil1 a gap in the literature 

as it sheds more light on the reading behaviour of Jamaican sixth grades in 

particular. and children generall y. 

The findings with regard to race - that is. black children's preference for 

Eurocentric or Afiocentric main characters - should be of special interest to 

librarians and educators facing the challenge of providing multi-ethnic literature 

in schools and libraries. In view of the fact that there has been a tapering off 

of general research on children's reading interests and habits since the seventies. 

the findings from this study might also reveal any Fundamental shifi in 

behaviour patterns established over the years. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

3.1 RATIONALE FOR DESIGN OF RESEARCH 

Generally. this study set out to survey Jamaican sixth graders' voluntary 

reading interests and habits. More specifically. it focused on the following 

variabies as predictors of the types and number of books that the children read: 

sex, geographic location. academic performance, the availability of books. the 

sources of reading guidance, the practice of reading as a leisure time activity. 

liking to read, hindrances to reading reasons for reading and the race of book 

characters. 

Over the years. various research methods have been employed in the 

process of identifjjing the reading interests and habits of young people. 

Analyzing the contents of circulation records, reading logs. and favourite or 

award-winning books to identiQ common features or topics as indicative of 

reading interests can be misleading (Osiobe et al., 1989; Bard and Leide, 1985: 

188 
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Schlager, 1978). Borrowing a book does not necessarily ensure that it will be 

read by the child nor that choice was voluntary. Also, the child's selection is 

limited to what is available in a given collection and so may not adequately 

reflect his or her broader interests. Rather, an examination of books known to 

be read, especially the more popular items. might be more accurate in judging 

interests although for generalisations to be made there would have to be a 

common source of books to which al1 children have access. This might only 

obtain in certain situations. 

Unobtrusive observations have also been made of children in a classroom 

or library setting as they browsed or selected books for reading and then the 

books were examined for their subject content (Morrow, 1983: Karrenbrock 

1984). In this case the child's consultation of any book was taken as a sign of 

interest. Clearly. this indicator of interrst is less valid. since looking at a book. 

flipping through the pages. or even reading an occasional 

necessarily constitute interest. 

The availability. ease and convenience of consu. 

paragraph does not 

king administrative 

records or the relevant books must also be considered wlien applying content 

analysis. This approach seems more appropriate in a restricted setting. For 

example. it can be useful in a school or public library system where there is 

some degree of homogeneity in the materials available or where the primary 

objective of the research is to determine reading interests for local collection 



development. 

Case studies, while providing deeper insights. must by design be limited 

to small numbers, and so their findings cannot be applied to a wider population. 

Nevertheless. case studies can be used very effectively by themselves to create 

in-depth reader profiles within the fiarnework of generalisations gained from 

other types of research (Fry. 1985), or in combination with other methods to 

enliven and enrich bare statistics (Ingham. 1981). Since each of these 

approaches have limitations and there is no one "best" approach to the topic. 

consequently. the objectives and circumstances of the research must dictate the 

choice of method. 

A review of the literature shows that surveys are the most popular 

method for studying childrengs reading interests and habits. There are several 

justifications for this choice. It is best suited for studying a large number of 

geographically dispersed cases. It allows the investigator to contact a large 
Ci 

portion of the desired population fairly easily: and. if the research is properly 

planned. time and money can be saved without sacrificing scientific efficiency. 

accuracy or information adequacy . Standardisation and uniformity in data 

collection via questionnaires or interviews are also other strong points. 

Sorne disadvantages of the survey method include loss of details due to 

generalisations. misunderstanding of terrninology or concepts because 

questionnaires are self-reporting, and inaccurate data collected due to a lack of 
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exhaustivity and exclusiveness in forced choice items presented to participants. 

Social desirability might also affect responses to questions which children give 

in order to please the researcher. This can be controlled. to some extent. by the 

way the questions are worded. by stressing anonymity and by including 

additional items that can counter-balance the socially "good" replies given. 

Other weaknesses can be minimised through careful design such as framing 

questions with respondents' educational and social level in mind. The main 

strength of survey research. however. is that it allows the investigator to 

generalise about a whole population from the study of a small sample. 

Therefore. in light of the objectives and scope of this study plus the 

restrictions imposed by time and limited financial resources. a survey was 

chosen as the most appropriate method. From the review of the literature on 

the subject. it was also decided to base this research design broadly on the 

survey done by Whitehead et al., (1977). Despite the number ofyears that have 

elapsed since its undertaking, it appears to be one of the better studies executed 

on a national scale. It is very comprehensive in that the researchers tried to 

examine many of the major social and personal factors associated with 

children's reading interests and habits. 

To ensure generali~ability~ Whitehead et al.. ( 1977) employed very 

rigorous sampling techniques to obtain a fairiy accurate representative of the ten 

to fourteen year-old school population in England and Wales. A stratified hvo- 
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stage random sample of 8,000 children from 38 1 primary and secondary schools 

was surveyed by questionnaire following which 576 of the sample were 

interviewed. Since geographical location was important the schools were 

organised by this and selected first. Then the children within them were chosen 

with no regard given to sex since it was expected that a fair representation of 

boys and girls would emerge. 

Another of the strengths of  Whitehead et al's study was the research 

instruments. especially the one for use with the children. Quantitative and 

qualitative data were collected via questionnaires and follow-up interviews 

which strengthened and enriched the findings as well as improved their overall 

validity. A total of two questionnaires were administered in addition to a 

student assessrnent sheet and an interview schedule. The first questionnaire 

allowed students to report on their reading behaviour relative to amount of 

reading done. preferences among different kinds of reading. source of reading 

materials. use of non-literary media and their attitude to school. Information 

was also sou@ on other family and social differences that were considered 

relevant to the children's engagement with reading. As a result of the many pre- 

tests? it was determined that children from the age of ten were quite capable of 

completing a short. simple and clearly written questionnaire. 

The second questionnaire was intended to gather data on each schoolgs 

demographics, curriculum, approach to English teaching and other such 
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information that would characterise the differences among al1 the schools. These 

data, it was anticipated, would explain some of the variation in the quantity and 

quality of the students book reading. 

In addition to the questionnaires used by Whitehead et al., 

a student assessrnent sheet was also designed for completion by teachers about 

the students' acadernic ability and attainrnent as well as their attitude toward 

school work. Al1 these variables were considered relevant to reading interests 

and habits. An interview schedule was also developed to guide the questioning 

of the 576 students who were chosen to be subsequently interviewed from 

among the original sarnple. 

While there are some sirnilarities between this present study and the one 

by Whitehead et al.. (1977). the major differences must be pointed out in order 

to justify some of the modifications made to the latter's research design. The 

British study was slanted heavily towards the educational sector which is 

understandable given the National School Council's mandate to discover the 

extent and kind of c hildren 's voluntary reading. what satisfactions they seek 

from books, and what environmental factors influence their choice. 

Consequently. gea t  emphasis was placed on the quality and the quantity of the 

actual books read. Each title mentioned by the children was evaluated 

according to the research tearn's concept of "quality" literature and the findings 

related directly to the school cumculum. Also, their survey covered reading 
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materials of every format -books. newspapers, comics and magazines - 

accompanied by a very detailed examination of their contents and characteristics 

as well as the children's response to each type. 

Concem about print formats and the curricular use of book lay outside 

the scope of this study which adopted a rnuch narrower perspective. its 

emphasis was on the general reading interests of sixth graders as they relate to 

the types of books read during their fiee time and their reading habits inciuding 

how much they enjoyed reading and the reasons for participating in this 

activity. Only the more salient variables identified by the literature, dong with 

some considered to be of particular concem in the Iamaican contes. were 

examined. No attempt was made to be comprehensive or to judge the quality 

of their reading material or to relate it to any existing school curriculum. 

For these and other reasons. only the most functional elements of the 

design of Whitehead et al.. (1977) were adopted and can be seen mainly in the 

actual methodology and the use of modified versions of the student and school 

questionnaires and the student assessrnent form. A detailed explmation of these 

changes will be provided as each aspect of the research design is discussed. 

3.2 THE SAMPLE: DESCRIPTION AND SELECTION 

3.2.1 The Schools and Their Students 

Based mainly on information collected by the School Questionnaire (see 
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Appendix 1)' direct observation. and documents such as the Ministry of 

Education publications and research reports, a profile of the participating 

schools and their students was created. A total of 4 18 children (206 boys, 2 12 

eirls) from eleven schools took part in the study with ages ranging ftom 9 to 
C 

13 years for a mean population age of 1 1.1 years. 

Of the eleven schools (six primary and five dl-age) six were rural and 

five urban with the latter tending to have larger enrolments and greater access 

to modem amenities including electricity. regular transportation. libraries. book 

stores and public entertainment. Four schools were located in f m i n g  

communities far removed from any urban centre. For these schools. 

transportation was irregular except for buses that passed in each direction once 

per day. There were no book stores or branch libraries within easy reach. 

Instead. the public library bookmobile from the parish capital visited each area 

once every three weeks and sometimes less frequently due to mechanical 

difficulties and budget cuts. The other two rural schools were rnuch nearer to 

towns or the parish capitals and were fairly well supplied with transportation 

so that visits to the library or book stores were possible. 

Most schools were accommodated within single storey concrete buildings 

with some having self-contained classrooms while others had one large room 

with wooden partitions separating one class from another. Space \vas at a 

premium with no unoccupied room during school hours. except for one urban 



school that had a separate library room large enough to hold a class. 

The total enrolment in these eleven schools stood at 7.902 with the sixth 

grade population totalling 1.1 19 ( 5  14 boys, 605 girls). Most schools had 

between two to four sixth grade classes. The size of each ranged from a low 

of 13 pupils in the smallest to 45 in the largest school. One rural school had 

a double shift in order to accommodate a large population of over 1.000. In the 

urban areas rnany classrooms were overcrowded. a factor which was to later 

affect the administration of the students' questionnaire. Children in the sixth 

grade are unstreamed based on instructions from the Ministry of Education. 

The curriculum includes Language Arts. Mathematics, Science. Social 

Studies. Music. Art and Crafts, Religious and Physical Education (Ministry of 

Education. Jarnaica 1980). The integated approach is used for Language Arts 

which allows the children to be exposed to poetry and short stories and to 

develop their undentanding of drama by active participation. The reading 

programme is designed to continue developing the habits and skills of both 

intensive and extensive reading, and help pupils to become independent readers 

who enjoy and can make use of a wider range of reading materials. At the 

primary level (grades 1 to 6) a set of books covering the core curriculum is 

provided fiee of cost to each child as part of a textbook programme operated 

by the govemment in association with several local private and international 

organisations (Planning Institute of Jamaica, 1992). 
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Sixth grade is crucial to the children's future since this is when they are 

eligible to sit the Common Entrance Examination that detemines who gets into 

secondary schoois and therefore the quality of education they will receive. 

Ranked qualitatively in ascending order there are "new" secondary. 

comprehensive. vocational and the traditional high schools. Due to the severe 

limitations on the number of places available in the traditional hi& schools and 

the importance placed on education as the main means of social mobility. this 

qualiQing examination is highly cornpetitive. Approximately 20% of al1 grade 

six children gain access to high school on the basis of the Common Entrance 

Examination results (Been. Caillods and Leo-Rhynie, 1984). Since only a few 

of the children can be accommodated in these schools. failure to gain a place 

in the traditional high school is not always indicative of poor academic ability. 

For example. of the 51.298 children who sat the Common Entrance 

Examination in 1992 only 12.452 (24.3%) were awarded places in high schools 

(Planning Institute of Jarnaica, 1992) with most of the spaces going to girls. 

In Jarnaica this is not unusual since boys tend to outnurnber girls in the 

early grades but the position is reversed by sixth grade where the ratio of girls 

to boys sitting the exam is close to 2 1  with more girls being successful at 

gaining entry into high schools (Jarnaica: Development of Secondary 
b 

Education, 1983). This should not be surprising since it was found that girls 

tend to start school earlier. attend more regularly. repeat fewer grades. remain 
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in school longer and perform better than boys at the primary level (Miller. 

1992). Among the eleven schools from which the sample came. there were 

more boys than girls in only two classes and overall there was approximately 

9% more girls than boys. 

The superior performance of the girls was also revealed when the class 

teachers were asked to rank the students based on their academic and reading 

performance during the previous year. With regard to academic performance. 

75% of the children considered above average were girls and 55% of the below 

average group were boys. In reading performance. the pattern was almost the 

same - 68% of the best readers were girls and boys constituted 67% of the 

least able. At the time of the administration of the questionnaires the children 

were in preparation for the Cornmon Entrance Examination and by the time of 

the interviews. four months later. al1 eligible sixth graders had taken it already. 

The library facilities were rudiment^, in every school. Although al1 

stated that they had libraries. a closer examination revealed that this was 

interpreted in the narrowest sense to mean basically a collection of books in a 

room somewhere. Of the eleven schools. only five said they had specially 

designated library rooms. and even then only two were dedicated solely to that 

purpose. The others were partially or wholly used for classes. storage or 

administration. In fact. one of the special rooms was so small that the children 

had to select their books and go elsewhere to read them. so that really lef? only 
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one urban school with a place capable of accommodating a class for the most 

basic library activities. 

Of the remaining six schools, one had the books dispersed in the 

classrooms while the other five kept them in boxes. cupboards or the principal's 

office. This arrangement meant that they were only available at prescribed 

times at the discretion of the teacher who had to fetch the books and take them 

to the children in the classroom. Under such conditions. browsing and free 

choice were severely restricted. 

One school in the rural area was in the process of constructing a library 

that in terms of space should meet the minimal requirements established by the 

local library association (Jamaica Library Association. 197 1 ). None of the 

schools had a librarian: teachers were responsible for the collection of books 

and operated mainly as custodians. In al1 the schools. irrespective of 

ueographic location. there was linle difference in the quality of library services. 2 

except for the presence of separate rooms in the hvo already mentioned. 

TABLE 1 shows the approximate size of each school's library collection 

and its student population. 



TABLE 1: Size of Library Collection and Student 
Population for Sarnple Schools 

II SIZE OF 1 NO. OF SCHOOLS & 
COLLECTION STUDENT ENROLMENT 

Table 1 shows the approxirnate sizes of the book collections which are 

provided by the national schools library service during once per term visits 

when the teachers are allowed to select a certain quantity of books based on the 

size of the school population and the number of books being returned. 

Continuous budget cuts over the years have made it extremely difficult for the 

national school library service to provide even the minimum number of books 

as planned. 

Although nine of the eleven schools had enrolments behveen 500 and 

1.500 only three had collections ranging fkom 1,000 to 2,000 books and only 

one had over 3.000. For four schools there was less than one book per child; 

2000 and over 1 
( 1.284) 

* Each school's total student population 
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for the rest, the ratio ranged from approximately 1.5 to 3.5 books per pupil. 

It  is hardly to be expected that such minimal resources c m  effectively satisfj 

the wide variety of reading interests and abilities of these children. 

With regards to library programmes. there were none currently operating 

in any of the schools. Circulation of materials for reading or reference took 

place in the classrooms. except for the one urban school that could 

accommodate the students in the library. There. on Fndays the classes took 

turns going to the Iibrary to borrow books. The other schools had reading 

penods when the teacher would fetch the books from their location and 

distribute them in the classroom for silent reading or for students to borrow to 

take home. 

Surprisingly. four schools insisted that they did not lend books for home 

reading because of the high rate of loss. With such restricted access to reading 

materials. the students' main source of reading in the schools was their 

textbooks and supplementq readers supplied by the Ministry of Education. 

In addition, there was a very popular children's newspaper. The Children's 

Own (Gleaner Company. 1993). published by the leading newspaper Company 

and distributed weekly within the schools at a nominal cost. This publication 

contains stories, poerns, puzzles, letters and general information articles of 

interest to children. Additional exposure to literature came from classroom 

experiences when teachers told stoties or read poems not contained in their texts. 
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The general picture that emerges is one of large classes, limited space 

and inadequate library facilities and resources. 

3.2.2 Sample Selection 

Attempts were made to equalise sex and geographic location and so 4 18 

children (206 boys. 212 girls) €rom the original sample of 420 participated in 

the survey. This rninor difference should not affect the findings since standard 

procedure for the calculation of sample size reveals 397 students to be an 

appropriate sample capable of providing meaningfùl results and allowing for 

statistical inferences to be made about the population (Yamane. 1973). The 

number was increased to 420 to make allowances for children who might 

choose not to participate. In the end. a total of 4 18 srudents were surveyed and 

they came from urban and rural schools because geogaphic location was 

considered to be an important variable in Jamaica due to many social disparities 

bettveen urban and rural communities. 

In further determining the composition of the sample. the researcher 

aimed for an equal representation of each sex because the literature reviewed 

strongly supported the importance of sex differences relative to reading interests 

and habits. Therefore. in order to meet these criteria while ensuring 

representativeness and heterogeneity. a two-stage stratified random sample of 

the total sixth grade population was drawn. 

It was also decided that rather than choosing the required nurnber of 
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participants fi-orn al1 795 public elementary schools scattered across the country. 

it would be more practical to select a limited number of schools to supply the 

required number of students. Such an approach would facilitate data collection 

within the constraints of time and money while allowing the researcher to 

acquire specific information about each school's library provisions which were 

also expected to have an impact on the children's reading interests and habits. 

At the same time, data on the schools would hmish valuable background 

material for understanding and interpreting the findings. 

The Jamaican Ministry of Education records provided the sampling fiame 

for the total number of public elementary schools. their location and student 

populations. Based on the latest available records. the total sixth grade 

population stood at approximately 52.000 (Jamaica. Ministry of Education. 

1990) with an almost equal distribution of boys and girls - 48% and 52% 

respectively . 

In the first sampling stage. stratification was by the geographic location 

of the schools because it was felt that the situation of a school in either the 

rural or urban area would lead to some pronounced differences in reading 

habits, if not interests. At the time of the research there were 795 public 

elementary schools - 95 urban and 700 rural - in Jarnaica (Jamaica. Ministry of 

Education 1990). The designation of an area as rural or urban was based upon 

the zoning method employed by the Planning and Statistical Institutes of 
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Jamaica (1991) which are responsible for the census and other demographic 

statistics used by the govemment for socio-economic planning. Kingston. the 

capital city, and its immediate environs, which extend into three neighbouring 

parishes? make up the Kingston Metropolitan Area. Outside of this area the 

twelve other parish capitals were also deemed to be urban. with the rest of the 

country considered rural. 

Based upon this classification, the 795 schools were categorised as either 

rural or urban and arranged alphabetically by name and sequentially numbered 

within each group. In selecting the sample certain constraints of time, money 

and the availability of persons to carry out the survey had to be taken into 

considention. According to the average class size and the fact that nearly al1 

schools had bvo or more sixth grade classes. it was decided that ten schools 

would be sufficient to fùmish the required 420 students (42 from each). To this 

end 5 urban and 5 rural schools were selected using a table of random numbers. 

An additional 6 schools ( 3  rural. 3 urban) were selected to serve as 

replacements for any that might not wish to participate. Of the fourteen 

parishes in Jamaica. eight were in the main sample which increased the degee 

of representativeness of the population. 

At the second sampling stage? the students were chosen from each school 

on the basis of sex. It was planned that 42 children (2 1 boys, 2 1 girls) would 

be selected fiom each of the ten schools to ensure an equal number of each sex 
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and fiom each geographical area. This strategy was rxpected to produce 420 

children equally matched, or nearly so, by geography and sex so as to permit 

valid comparisons of the data based on these hvo variables. The selection of 

the students was actually done at the school on the day when the data were 

collected. 

The attendance registers for al1 the sixth grade classes were checked and 

the names of the children were arranged by sex into hva alphabetical lists and 

numbered sequentially. The total number of girls (and boys) was then divided 

by the required number of children (2 1) and the result was used as the sampling 

interval for randomly choosing the participants. For example. if there were 69 

boys it was divided by 21 resulting in 3. so every third child would be selected 

from the list. and where a child \vas absent for that day a replacement was 

chosen in the same manner. 

A total sample of 4 18 children (206 boys. 2 17 girls) from 1 1 schools 

participated which meant the number fell short of the 420 originally plamed. 

This shortfall in the number of boys resulted from absences in two schools 

where there were no extra sixth graders. while the excess of girls came about 

€rom the researcher having to use an intact class of 44 in a school that had only 

one sixth grade. An eleventh school was also included because one of the 

other schools had only 13 children in grade six. less than half of the required 

number, and so to supplement the number 27 students were included From one 
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of the replacement schools. Thus the final sample of 4 18 students was arrived 

at with the assumption that the randomness of choice of schools and students 

would ensure an appropriate mix of children with different academic and 

reading performances since the classes were not strearned. 

A sub-sarnple of the participating students was also selected for 

interviewing at the second stage of the research with the objective of creating 

some profiles of Jamaican sixth grade readers. Further insights into the 

children's reading behaviour was sought by esploring in greater depth the 

nature of their reading interests and habits and how these might be affected by 

persona1 and family characteristics. Therefore. the semi-structured interviews. 

while few in number. were considered an integral part of the study since they 

would provide a deeper understanding of the Jarnaican readers and so enrich the 

findings fiom the research. Although there was no intention to analyze the 

interview data statistically or to make generalisations from iis findings, the sub- 

sample was still stratified by sex and geography and selected randomly to 

Owing to the constraints placed on the study by time and the lack of 

resources to hire and train a team of interviewers? it was only possible to 

interview a very small number of the students fiom the sample. Too. bearing 

in mind that the objective of this phase of the research was not to make 

inferences to the wider population, eight students were considered sufficient to 
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provide a more detailed picture of their lives - their attitude, interests. 

aspirations. farnily situations. and expenences - relative to books and reading. 

These chiidren were selected by using the list of names on the coding 

sheet created for the questionnaires and arranging al1 children by geography and 

sex into four groups (rural boys' rural girls. urban boys and urban girls). Al1 

the children fiom the original saniple were there fore numbered sequentially 

across the groups. Since only eight children were required. it was decided to 

select two frorn each of the four groups (rural boys. rural girls. urban boys. 

urban girls) giving equal representation to sex as well as location. 

Random numbers were chosen from a table and whenever there was a 

match. irrespective of the group that penon was in. he or she was selected until 

there were two representatives from each of the four groups. Consequently. the 

sub-sample consisted of eight children - four girls and four boys - drawn fiom 

eight of the eleven participating schools in both rural and urban locations. 

It was anticipated that each interview would last from 30-45 minutes and 

would take place in the school at a convenient date some months after the 

questionnaire had been administered and the data analyzed in order to supply 

the background information on which to base the interviews. It was also 

decided to record the interviews on tape in order to aid recall of the 

information. 



3.3 THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 

The following instruments were used to collecr the data: a school 

questionnaire, a student assessrnent record, a student questionnaire and an 

interview schedule. Al1 were loosely based on those used by Whitehead et al.. 

(1977) in their study. Each item will be discussed separately. 

3.3.1 The School Questionnaire 

The idea of a questionnaire for the schools to gain background 

information was considered useful. and a modified version of the one used by 

Whitehead et al.. (1977) was designed. with several modifications for the 

purpose of this present study. In light of their objectives, the British research 

team sought information on the teaching of English. access to literature in the 

schools. available library facilities and general facts about the school itself. 

This information was deemed important as a rneans of arriving at differences 

that characterised each school with the hope that this would explain some of the 

differences in the quantity and quality of the pupils' reading. 

Since the objectives of the present investigation were different. the 

school questionnaire (see Appendix 1) was developed mainly to collect data on 

the library. Hence. the items focused on the physical facilities provided for the 

library - its resources, administration and use. especially as it related to the 

sixth graders. This information was considered relevant to the research topic 

since the availability of books is a serious problem in Jamaica. and school 
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libraries c m  play a crucial role in whether or not children read and what they 

read. 

This questionnaire was to be completed by the principals or their 

designated representatives. 

3.3.2 The Student Assessrnent Record 

This record (see Appendix 2) was designed to collect data from teachers 

about each student's academic and reading performance since these variables 

were known to impact on reading interests and habits. In contrast to the one 

used for the British study. information on ability streaming or attitude toward 

school was omitted. The teachers were asked to use the children's Eifih grade 

end of year reports to supply this information because the research was 

conducted between October-November 1993. too early in the new academic 

year for a proper assessrnent to be made from their performance in sixth grade. 

Instead of asking for the actual grades which would Vary across schools 

in the absence of a national standardised test for al1 sixth p d e r s .  the teachers 

were asked to rank each child's academic performance on a scale of 1-3 ( 1  = 

70% and over. above average: 2 = 50 - 69%. average: and 3 = 49 and less. 

below average) within the class based on the child's overall score as recorded 

on the report. Their reading performance was similarly judged on the basis of 

their individual score for the subject "Reading". The use of their school records 

was intended to reduce subjectivity on the part of the teachers and bring some 



level of consistency in ranking the students. 

3.3.3 The Interview Schedule 

The interview schedule (see Appendix 3) was intended only as a guide. 

since each interview was based on the individual child's responses to the 

questionnaire items; the purpose of the interchange was not to gather additional 

facts for analysis but rather to obtain a general impression of the child's social 

world and how it relates to her or his reading behaviour. Therefore. the 

interviewer was fiee to adapt and supplement the questions where appropriate. 

so long as they remained meaningful and relevant within the context of the 

research objectives. So. while al1 children were asked some of the sarne basic 

questions. the line of conversation took different tums as the children were 

allowed to express themselves fieely . 

The interviews covered a rnuch narrower range of topics than those 

conducted by Whitehead et al.. (1977) because of the modifications done to the 

questionnaire. which led to the omission of references to specific titles of books 

read and other such information. Furthemore, after talking about their 

responses to items on the questionnaires. the Jamaican children were fùrther 

questioned about aspects of their reading behaviour that were not covered by 

the initial survey. So while the children were asked to clari@ answers given 

on the earlier instrument, additional information was sought about their 

families, leisure time activities including television viewing, the place of books 



and reading in the home, and career aspirations. among other thing. 

3.3.4 The Student Questionnaire 

The student questionnaire used by Whitehead and his team sought 

information on the formats and titles of items read. quantity of reading done 

over a given period. degree of liking for the books read. source of reading 

material. ownership of books, favourite writers, membership in libraries, family 

reading, television viewing habits. attitude towards English tessons. and 

persona1 family data. Since the purpose and circumstances of both studies 

differed in many ways. certain modifications were made. 

Many of the above features were excluded since the focus of this study 

was somewhat different. As this study was limited to books. information on 

the reading of magazines or comics. formats not easily available to Jamaican 

children. was left out. Family reading habits and socio-economic status were 

omitted on the grounds that the usual indices used to determine status were 

diMicult to apply in Jamaica. and while these variables do seem to influence 

reading interests. teachers and librarians have little control over them. 

Children's attitudes toward the curriculum and the age when they planned to 

leave school were marginal within a Jamaican context. and so both were 

excluded. 

A major departure from the instrument employed by Whitehead et al.. 

(1977) was the decision to use a reading inventory with specific literature 
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categones for which children were asked to indicate their degree of interest. 

Various approaches have been adopted to elicit children's reading interests. 

Surnrner and Lukasevich (1983) created an interest matrix based on fourteen 

topics from which children were to indicate their preference for each topic 

compared to al1 the others. Thorndike (1911) was one of the fist to use 

annotated fictitious titles to reduce bias created by the naming of specific topics. 

For the same reason, Whitehead et al.. (1977) asked children to name the books 

read From which he cornpiled a list indicative of their interests. 

In order to use an interest matrix or fictitious annotated titles lists 

effectively. only a limited number of literature categories can be used since 

each type must be repeated several times within the instrument to ascertain the 

child's interest in the particular topic. For example, Summer and Lukasevic 

(1983) could accommodate only fourteen. while Fisher and Ayers (1990) had 

forty-four items representing only eleven categories. 

The creation of self-genrrated lists by children poses difficulties for them 

as well as the researchers. In the case of the former. recalling the specifics of 

books read can be extremely difficult, especially if a long time frame is 

involved. For the investigators. identification and classification of book 

contents based only on title require a fairly intimate knowledge of the <works 

cited and the process of sorting can prove to be very time consuming. as 

Whitehead et al., ( 1977) discovered. 
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Mainly for these reasons. an inventory of pre-determined categories 

based on previous findings was used. Additionally, since one of the objectives 

of the study was to provide guidelines for collection development. some idea 

of the broad categories of books the Jamaican children were interested in 

reading was needed. Nevertheless. the children were still asked to speciQ the 

number of books they had read over the last four weeks. and to list their 

authors and titles as a way of verifjing their answers. 

Nevertheless. given the length of the questionnaire that the children had 

to respond to and the quantity of data that would have to be analyzed. a shorter 

instrument was designed. What resulted was an 18 item questionnaire 

incorporating some of the relevant elements From the British instrument used 

by Whitehead et al.. (1977). The questionnaire was then pilot-tested. 

3.4 THE PILOT-TESTS 

The student questionnaire was pilot-tested with 80 sisth graders in three 

schools - one in Jamaica and hvo in Canada. The main purpose served by the 

pilot-test and subsequent discussion of the instrument was to find out if the 

questionnaire actually measured what it set out to do: whether the children were 

able to comprehend and respond appropriately to the different items; whether 

any other aspect of their reading behaviour should be included; and whether the 

children understood the different categories assigned the literature and if any 
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The preliminary questionnaire was administered during June 1993 in 

the form of a 12 page booklet to two intact sixth grade classes in Canada and 

one in Jamaica. Each administration was followed by a general discussion of 

the contents and the exercise with the participants. It should be noted that there 

was one minor difference between the questionnaire used in Canada and the one 

in Jamaica. The researcher was advised to omit the question about children's 

preference for the race of the heroes in their books. it was considered 

inappropriate in the Canadian society. Othenvise. the questionnaire items were 

similar. 

While most of the children in Canada had little difficulty understanding 

the questions or following the instructions. several Jamaican children did 

experience problems. Since this was the country where the research was to be 

conducted. remedial action was taken to simplify the instructions even more. 

and the decision was also made to have the final questionnaire read aloud for 

clarity and to increase understanding. Writing on the part of the students was 

reduced to a minimum. with only one open-ended question requiring one or nvo 

sentences. Al1 other questions needed only a simple check mark or the circling 

or writing of a number at a prescribed location. 

Another area where weaknesses surfaced was when children were asked 

to recall and Iist the number of books they had read in a four week period. The 
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first part seemed easy enough for rnost, but more than half of the children did 

not complete the section requiring them to list the authors and/or titles of the 

books. Space was provided for as many as seven titles to cater for the most 

avid reader. but only a small number of children provided full details on the 

author and title, fewer still listed one or the other, while othen ignored the 

section completely even though they admitted to having read some books over 

the period of time. A close scrutiny of the titles listed as read also revealed 

many unfamiliar to the researcher. In some instances several of the titles did 

not sound authentic and were hard to veri-. 

Failure to give a satisfactory response could be ascribed to the usual 

problem posed by identification and recall as well as the children's reluctance 

to spend too much effort and time compiling such a list. One of the drawbacks 

Whitehead et al.. (1977) mentioned about the listing of specitic titles was the 

tirne-consuming task the research team faced in trying to veri@ and categorise 

them. It was decided to eliminate this particular question since the problerns 

far outweighed any benefits. and also because unlike Whitehead et al.. (1977). 

the objective was not to evaluate the quality of the books or to create a master 

list of the children's reading. 

As this question was intended only as a means of ascertaining the amount 

of reading the children did rather than the types of books they were reading. the 

researcher decided that trust would have to be exercised in accepting the 
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children's responses to the question about number of books read. To aid 

memory it was also decided to reduce the penod of recall for the number of 

books read fiom tour to two weeks. 

Children quened the meaning of some of the categories for the 

literature: so short qualiQing statements were added to those categories that 

were identified as unclear. For example, "Growing Up" had in parenthesis 

"Becoming a man/womanfl and "Historyl' -"Stories and events from long ago." 

Many children also drew attention to the absence of "Science Fiction" and 

"Humorous Stories" tiom the literature categories. and so these were 

subsequently added. 

For al1 the children. especially in Jamaica, completing the questionnaire 

took up too much time - eighteen items were too many to 

be completed within a 30-45 minute period. Administratively. there were 

problems too. It was observed that during the completion of the instrument the 

children shared information freely with each other and copied the names of 

books on their desks in the space provided for filling in the books read. This 

observation confirmed the earlier decision not to ask the children to provide the 

titles of books read. 

In light of these discoveries. additional guidelines for administering the 

questionnaire were adopted. The children were not allowed to talk to each 

other during the exercise and ail school books were to be removed from their 



desks. The final instrument that emerged from the pilot-test was simpler and 

shorter. having fourteen items rather than the original eighteen (See Appendix 

4). 

3.5 VARLABLES USED IN EXAMINING READING 
INTERESTS AND HABITS 

The following variables were chosen for investigation because of their 

known influence on the reading interests and habits of children. It was therefore 

believed that an examination of these variables within the Jamaican context 

would make a meaningful contribution to reading interests studies. They are 

divided into three categories - persona1 variables. variables relative to reading 

interests. and variables relative to reading habits. 

3.5.1 Persona1 Variables 

3.5.1.1 The Sex of the Child: the sex of the reader has been identified as the 

single rnost important factor governing the type of material read by children as 

well as the amount of reading done and the choice of reading as a recreational 

activity. This has been the case in almost every major study conducted in 

different parts of the world from the early years until at present (Jordan. 192 1 : 

Terman and Lima, 193 1: Thomdike. 1941: Carsley. 1957: Schultze. 1969: 

Whitehead et al.. 1977 and Maxwell. 1977). 

Sex, in combination with age, was therefore expected to play an 

important role in this study. However, although children were asked to give 
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their age in years, this information was only used to ver@ that they belonged 

to the age group under study. As a variable. age and its influence on reading 

interests was not exarnined since only a restricted age group (10 - 12) were 

being investigated. The children were asked to indicate their sex by placing a 

tick undemeath a picture of either a boy or a girl. 

3.5.1.2 Academic and Reading Performance: Moray (1978), Chrisman and 

Bishop (1985) and McKenna (1986) found that children within the same age 

oroup. but of different academic abilities. share cornmon reading interests s 

although the quantity and quality of the books they read tend to Vary. 

Whitehead et al.. (1977) also reported that there was a hisher percentage of 

non-book readers among pupils graded average or below average for ability and 

attainrnent. and conversely there was a much higher percentage of moderate to 

heavy book readers among those graded above average. 

In lamaica. because IQ tests are not normally used to evaluate children's 

mental ability and there are no national standardised examinations for grade six 

students. academic and reading performance were therefore assessed by 

reference to the students' academic report from the previous year. It was felt 

that this data would give a general picture of the child's reading and academic 

abilities. This approach was adopted in order to maintain a certain arnount of 

consistency in arriving at the grading of the students and to reduce subjectivity 

on the part of the teachers. They were asked to rank each child as above 
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average (70% or more), average (50-69%) or below average (49% or less). 

3.5.1.3 The Geographic Location of the Child: In most of the studies 

reviewed, geographic location did not appear to strongly affect reading interests 

and habits, however it was anticipated that this variable would have a greater 

impact in this study because of the many disparities that exist behveen urban 

and rural areas in the Jamaican society. Urban life provides greater access to 

libraries, book stores and other social amenities. Al1 these advantages. 

combined with a higher literacy level. tend to create an atmosphere conducive 

to leisure time reading. Therefore. reading habits and interests were expected 

to differ. 

The country was divided into urban and rural areas based on the 

~eograpaphical boundaries used by the National Planning and Statistical Institutes s 

of Jamaica. the hvo central agencies responsible for the national census and 

socio-economic planning. Coding for each area was added by the researcher 

to each student's questionnaire afler the completion of the survey. 

3.5.2 Variables Relative to Reading Interests 

3.5.2.1 Interest in Different Types of Books: This variable was among the 

most important in the study since al1 of the foregoing variables were expected 

to affect. to some extent, the reading interests of the children and in turn the 

types of books they chose to read. "Type" or "category" refen to the broad 

classification of books based on genre for fiction (e-g.: adventure and mystery 
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stories ) and subject content for informational works (e.g.: history and music). 

In determining the literature categories to be represented, a close scrutiny was 

made of the studies reviewed in an attempt to arrive at a fairly balanced 

representation of the world of childrenos books. 

Clarity and uniformity of expression were sought by reference to the 

Dewey Decimal Classification Scheme when classifying infonnational works 

and to standard children's literature texts (e.g.. Huck, 1979: Sutherland and 

Arbuthnot. 1986; and Norton. 199 1 ) and review journals (e.g.: The Horn Book 

magazine. SchooI Library Journal) for fictional works. A deliberate effort 

was made to balance the number of non-fiction and fiction categories which has 

not always been the case in other research where fiction types tend to 

predominate. This required an expansion of the non-fiction categories in order 

to accommodate more subjects that mieht appeal to girls because almost al1 

studies show that boys read more non-fiction than girls. 

While this observation might be true. an esamination of the categories 

represented in the reading inventories in the studies showed a tendency to 

include topics considered to be favoured more by boys. For example. science 

and invention. exploration and machines were popular topics on inventories. 

It was felt that a wider selection fi-om informational works should provide an 

opportunity to see if Jamaican girls would broaden their books choices to 

include more non-fiction. So additional non-fiction categories such as Growing 
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Up. Things to Make and Do and Understanding Myself and Others were also 

included. 

The body of children's literature is so vast and varied that no single 

inventory can daim to be totally representative or exhaustive; therefore the 

findings cannot be taken to represent the al1 the possible areas of interests of the 

Jamaican sixth graders. Rather. they should be seen only as their response to 

the specific categories of literature presented, and it should be understood that 

the children's interests might be more extensive and varied given a different 

combination of book types. 

Twenty-four literature categories, divided equally benveen Fiction and 

non-fiction, were arrived at after a careful review of the many lists and options 

available. Fiction was represented bu: Adventure Stories. Animal Stories. Fairy 

Tales. Family Stories. Fantasy. Horror Stories. Humorous Stories. Love Stories. 

Mystery Stories. Poetry. Science Fiction and War Stories. The following non- 

fiction categories were used: Dancing. Growing Up. History. Lives of Famous 

People. Machines. Music. People in Other Lands, Riddles and lokes. Science. 

Sports. Things to Make and Do, and Understanding Myself and Others. Where 

necessary. each category was accompanied by a brief definition or an 

explanatory phrase to clarifi its meaning. 

The students were asked to respond to each category by indicating on a 

scale of 1 to 3 (1 = very much. 2 = maybe and 3 = not at all) the extent to 
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which they would like to read each type of book. In the sixties. Coleman and 

Jungeblut ( 196 1 ) have established ihat children between eight and twelve years 

old were able to make discriminating judgements based on such a scale. 

Therefore? this procedure was adopted in order to obtain a more meaningfùl 

response than would be arrived at by asking them to respond in the negative 

or the positive. 

By rating their answers, the sixth graders would not only display their 

particular interests but also the degree to which they were attracted to a given 

category. thereby making it easier to distinguish those book types of most 

interest to the students tiom the less interesting ones. The average score for 

each category would be calculated to arrive at the degree of interest in that 

particular type in comparison to al1 the other hventy-three categories. 

In order to identify their favourite types of books from among the 

twenty-four categories. the children were also asked to identiQ the three types 

of books. in rank order. that they most enjoyed reading. The popularity of each 

type was then based on the Frequency with which it was chosen as one of the 

top three favourites. 

3.5.2.2 The Race of Main Characters in Books: In this context, race refers 

to the ethnic origins of persons living in Africa. the Caribbean, North America 

and Britain. The children's preference for book characters that re flect their 

ethnic group was explored. Children's literature experts, such as Haymon 
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(1979) and MacCann ( 1985), insist that rthnic minorities in Euro-centric 

countries need literature that reflects their cultural heritage in order that their 

children can develop self-esteem. a sense of their own identity and pride in their 

ethnic heritage. 

Although Afro-Jamaicans are not an ethnic minority within their own 

country. nevertheless for centuries the country was under colonial rule and 

Bntain remained the chief source for reading matenal for a long time. even 

after independence. While a few indigenous books - 85 between 1976- 1980 

(Hamilton. 1984) - are being püblished annually for children. the bulk of 

Jamaican children's books, films and videotapes still cornes From North 

America and Britain. The question therefore arises as to the need for 

indigenous material reflecting the Jamaican children's ethnicity even as for 

those minority groups living in countries with predominantly white populations. 

From a generic list of Afrocentric and Eurocentric book characters from 

Africa, the Caribbean, North America and Britain the children were asked to 

rank three types of book characters they would most like to play the leading 

roles in their books (1 = the most favourite. 2 = second favourite. and 3 = third 

favourite). The objective \vas to find out if Jamaican sixth graders displayed 

any greater preference for Afrocentric characters than for Eurocentric ones. 

For the socio-historical reasons already stated. al1 of these children 

would have been exposed to books featuring mainly Eurocentric characters but 
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the same cannot be said for Afiocentric characters. The children were therefore 

asked if they could recollect having read any books with black characters cast 

in the major roles. Such information could provide a useful contefi within 

which to evaluate their responses to the previous question. 

The choice of countries to be represented was based on the following 

factors. Britain was the colonising power in Jamaica for over three hundred 

years and its influence still dominates the social institutions. especially the 

educational system including the materials used at al1 levrls of the curriculum. 

Africa looms large in Jamaica's history because the majority of the population 

is descended fiom Africans brou@t forcibly to the Caribbean to work on the 

sugar plantations. Strong vestiges of the Akican heritage are to be found in the 

society and most of the people regard themselves as part of the African 

diaspora. 

Finally. North Amenca. especially the United States. has become a major 

force in Jamaican society because of its world dominance. its proximity to the 

Caribbean region and the heavy two-way 80w of people primarily as migrants 

and tourists. North Arnerica is also the primary source for movies. television 

programmes and reading material for Jamaica. 

A choice between black and white main characters from each of these 

regions - North America, Britain. Africa and the Caribbean - was presented to 

the children who were asked to indicate their three favourite types of 
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protagonists. It was felt that the strength of their choices would be better 

expressed by using a ranking system than by a single choice. 

3.5.3 Variables Relative to Reading Habits 

3.5.3.1 Liking to Read: In surveys of this type it is often assumed that al1 

children like to read and will read once they become proficient at it and are 

given the opportunity. However. this assumption is called into question by 

those children who claim to like to read but never pursue the activity 

voluntarily, while others show a definite dislike for reading even though they 

are highly competent readers (Landy. 1977a; Whitehead et al., 1977). How a 

child feels about reading is one of the attitudinal components identified by 

Lewis and Teale (1980) as contributine towards a child's interest in and 

voluntary participation in reading. 

To find out how much the children in this study liked to read. they were 

presented with a hvo-part open-ended question. the first of which is applicable 

to this variable. The students were required to select one of the following 

staternents that came closest to how they felt about reading: "1 like to read a 

lot". "1 like to read", "1 like to read a little but not too much". and "1 do not 

like to read at d l" .  Responses to this statement would fümish information on 

their degree of liking for reading and so indicate the affective dimension of 

their attitude toward this activity. 

3.5.3.2 Reasons for Reading: Children tend to engage in reading for several 
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reasons. which along with other persona1 and social factors, govem the extent 

to which they will seek to undertake the activity. It is believed that, arnong 

other things. children read to satisfy curiosity. for exploration. self-actualization 

or for the sake of activity. It was felt that the combined knowledge of how 

much they like to read and the fùnctions that readinp serves in their lives 

would give some indication of the children's motivation to read. 

For this reason. the second part of the same question discussed in section 

3.5.3.1 asked students to provide an explanation as to why they like/do not like 

to read. By formulating their own replies it was hoped that the data would also 

provide some insight into what they think about reading. The nature of this 

question was in keeping with the cognitive dimension of readins attitude as 

identified by Lewis and Teale ( 1980). Since research shows that the three most 

frequently cited reasons for reading are for pleasure. utility and escape. it was 

decided to goup and analyze the responses under these broad headings. 

3.5.3.3 Reading as a Leisure Tirne Activity: Time is finite. and according 

to Medrich et a1 ( 1982) children have approximately seven hours free time each 

school day into which to squeeze al1 their obligatory and favourite activities. 

Although children seem to place a high value on reading. and many claim to 

read for pleasure. very few rank it as their main recreational activity (Greaney 

and Hegarty. 1987: Long and Henderson, 1973: Moffitt and Wartella. 1992). 

tnstead. among their many pastimes television usually takes the lead followed 
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by more active and gregarious leisure pursuits such as outdoor pames. going out 

and being with fiends. 

To more directly assess the value placed on reading as a leisure time 

activity by the students, they were asked to select and rank their three favourite 

pastimes from a list of social activities. including reading. Their responses were 

expected to indicate their actual level of engagement in leisure time reading and 

so fimish information on behavioral component of reading attitude. 

This question was also included to serve as an item with which to 

counterbalance answers to the question of how much they like to read since the 

children might be tempted to exaggerate about the latter. If both sets of replies 

show that the majority of children like to read very much and also give a hi@ 

rank to reading as a leisure time activity. one might be more inclined to 

consider their responses to be fairly accurate. 

3.5.3.4 Hindrances to Reading More: Children are known to proffer a 

variety of excuses for not reading as much as they ought. These excuses range 

from personal ones such as poor reading ability to environmental factors like 

not having a cornfortable place to read. Answers to this and the preceding 

question were expected to supply information about the sample's reading habits. 

For this reason. students were asked to rank order fiom a list of several 

personal and environmental factors the three that would encourage them to read 

more. They were also asked to rank these in order of importance (1 - the one 
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that most prevented him/her from reading, 2 - the second most important and 

3 - the third rnost important hindrance factor). 

3.5.3.5 Sources of Reading Guidance: In order to gain access to books 

children ordinarily have to resort to adult intermediaries. usually parents. 

teachers or librarians. Peers are also known to exercise a strong influence on 

reading choices (Watson, 1978; Biagini. 1980; Hepler and Hickman. 1982). 

However. Whitehead et al.. ( 1977) and Ingham ( 198 1 ) both emphasise that the 

presence of a well stocked library does not in itself parantee that children will 

be motivated to read. unless it is complemented by the presence of enthusiastic 

teachers or Iibrarians who enjoy reading and communicate this to their charges. 

Librarians invest a considerable amount of time and e n e r g  in promoting 

themselves as experts in recreational reading and the library as the ideal place 

for satisQing reading needs. How successtÙ1 they have been in communicating 

this image c m  be judged partly on how oflen children visit the libraries and 

seek their advice when selecting books. The students were asked to indicate 

fiom a List of adults (parents. relatives and professionals) and children (peers 

and siblings) the three persons from whom they sought help most often when 

deciding what books to read voluntarily. 

3.5.3.6 The Availability of Books: Ready access to a source of reading 

materials can serve as a strong incentive for reading as shown by the "book 

flood" experiments conducted with children (Fader and McNeil. 1968; Elley and 
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Tolley, 1972; and Ingham, 198 1). Library membership, ownership of books 

through purchase or receiving books as @fis frorn others are some of the ways 

that children acquire their reading matenal. 

Membership in libraries suggests at least one regular source of reading 

materials and guidance by a knowledgeable adult. Gifts From relatives and 

fnends can supplement materials received through more formal channels: in 

fact. the ownership of books can be a s i p  of a child's own interest in reading 

or reflect the desire of parents or relatives that the child engage in reading. 

Whatever the reason, owning books provides another means of access to reading 

material. 

The children were asked to indicate their membership in different types 

of libraries. the three main sources From which they received the books they 

read and the approximate number of books (excluding texts) personally owned. 

A precise number was not requested because the books were not at hand and 

too an estimate was considered sufficient to suggest the likely level of book 

ownership and availability. The usual method of giving the children a range 

of numbers from which to choose was avoided so as to reduce the temptation 

for them to choose the higher numbers so as to look "good". 

3.5.3.7 The Nurnber of Books Read by the Child: This variable and the 

types of books the children liked to read were the two dependent variables in 

the study. While a favourable attitude is a precursor to reading. one of the best 
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proofs that a child really likes to read is the act of reading itself. Therefore. 

one good indicator of a cornmitment to reading is the number of books read 

over a given period of time, although disniptions in regular reading patterns 

may result fkom the unavailability of reading materials or fiom the occurrence 

of espected or unforeseen events. 

The students were asked to state the number of books read during the 

past two weeks immediately preceding the survey. This period of recall was 

considered to be within the children's ability as established by Whitehead et 

al.. (1977) who found that up to four weeks was a reasonable period of recall 

for ten to fourteen year olds. 

The questionnaires were adrninistered toward the middle of the school 

term which rneant that in the two weeks immediatrly preceding the survey the 

children were engaged in their regular schooVhome routines. The- would not 

have been subjected to examination pressures and no holiday period was a part 

of that time. Therefore, a more realistic picture of their reading habits was 

expected to emerge. 

3.6 PROCEDURES FOR DATA COLLECTION 

3.6.1 The General Approach to Data Collection 

Data collection was done in two stages. At the first stage the Student 

Questionnaire, the School Questionnaire and the Student Assessrnent Record 

were administered simultaneously. and the interviews were conducted four 
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months later. Pnor to carrying out the investigation. permission was sought 

from the Jamaica Ministry of Education, the goveming authority for elementary 

education. for entry into the schools (see Appendix 5).  

Once permission was granted it was up to the individual principals to 

decide if their school would participate. and their agreement to do so was also 

considered as consent for the children themselves to take part. thereby waiving 

the need for individual parental permission (see letter to principals and release 

statement in Appendix 7). 

Letters were sent to the principals of the ten randomly selected schools 

in June 1993 requesting their participation in the study during the fa11 t e m .  

The nature and objective of the research were outlined dong with the fünctions 

to be performed by the principal. teachers and students. The confidentiality and 

voluntary nature of participation were stressed (See Appendix 6) .  

A stamped self-addressed envelope was included with each letter as well 

as a form to be filled and returned immediately to the researcher indicating the 

school's decision to participate or not. A11 ten schools agreed to take part 

although some schools required follow up letters. telephone calls and personal 

visits. 

Once agreement was reached. the schools were subsequently contacted 

to set a mutually convenient date to administer the survey (See Appendix 7). 

Much later an eleventh school was added because one of  the other schools did 
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needed. During a three week period from October 
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provide the extra students 

26 to November 15. 1993 

the researcher visited the eleven schools and administered the Student 

Questionnaire, the School Questionnaire and ensured that the Student 

Assessrnent Record was completed. 

3.6.2 The Suwey 

The foliowiniz ~rocedure kvas a ~ ~ l i e d  at each schooi: 
U L A A 

On amval at the school the principal was contacted. He or she then 

directed the researcher to the sixth grade teacher assigned to assist with 

the research activities. Before leaving the principal. the researcher gave 

him or her the School Questionnaire to be completed. 

The attendance registers for al1 sixth grades within the school were 

collrcted and the children arranged alphabetically by surname into two 

moups according to their sex since the sample was stratified in this 
C 

Since a sample of forty-two children ( 2 1 boys and 2 1 girls) was needed 

from each school. the total number of sixth graders present for each ses  

was divided by the number of children required from each group and the 

result determined the sampling interval for randomly choosing the 

students. For example. if there were 69 girls every third girl would be 

chosen. Thus an equal number of boys and girls was selected. If any 
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of the students were not present. a replacement was chosen in like 

marner. 

In only two schools did this approach have to be modified because one 

had a total of only thirteen children in the sixth grade and so a 

replacement school was added to supply the remaining twenty-seven 

students. At the second school an intact class was used since there was 

only one sixth grade class and it was decided not to embarrass the few 

extra students by asking them to leave. 

4. The names of the children were then written on the Student Assessrnent 

Record - one for boys. one for girls - in columns bearing identity 

numbers similar to those on the questionnaires. These numbers would 

be later used to identify the students chosen for intewiews while 

permitting the transfer of the correct reading and academic performance 

scores to the right questionnaire. 

5. A copy of the two lists (boys and girls) of students chosen was then 

qiven to the teacher who used it to assemble the children at the 
C 

appointed place. In most schools this proved to be a lergghy process 

because none of them had an extra room that was not in use. What this 

meant was that al1 the sixth grade population had to be re-distributed for 

the duration of the survey so that one classroom could be devoted to this 

activity. 
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Sometimes the non-participating children had to be taken outdoors. 

While the sorting of the children was taking place. the 

researcher assigned identity numbers to the children on the Iist and 

transferred this number to the questionnaires in order to link the 

responses to the correct students so that those for interviewing could be 

properl y identified later. 

6 .  Once the students were settied in their places, the researcher went to the 

classroom where after being introduced she explained the purposes of the 

research and what each child was expected to do. Again the voluntary 

nature of the exercise and the confidentiality of their replies were 

stressed and the children were given one final oppominity to withdraw. 

Three children (two From one school and one from another) chose not 

to participate and replacements were found based on the earlier selection 

procedure. 

7. Using the list with the names and identity numbers to ensure that the 

right child received the correct questionnaire. the researcher. with the 

assistance of the teacher. distributed the questionnaires. 

8. M e r  everyone had received the instrument. the procedure for answering 

the different types of questions was illustrated on the chalkboard. The 

children were s h o w  how to place a checkrnark within a box, circle the 

correct number fiom among several. and how to answer a branched 
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9. Each item on the questionnaire was read aloud. with long enough pauses 

to allow the children time to respond. Such a measure was considered 

necessary because during the pilot-testing some of the Jamaican children 

had difficulties reading and following the instructions in the 

questionnaire. 

10. While the children completed the questionnaire. one of the teachers 

cornpleted the Student Assessment Record by filling in the academic 

and reading performance data for each participant based on his or her 

tifth grade year end report. In only one instance were grades 

unavailable as the child in question had recently transferred fkorn another 

school. Her class teacher was then asked to apply her individual 

judgement in determining her rank. 

1 1. Afier the children were finished and al1 the questionnaires collected. free 

pens were handed out as a surprise token of appreciation for their 

participation. Each school was also presented with a book on science 

experiments for the library/classroom collection. 

12. The School Questionnaire, handed out earlier. was then collected from 

the principal prior to the researcher's departure. 

3.6.3 The Interviews 

For the interviews the following procedure was followed: 
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1. After the sub-sample was appropriately identified, three letters were sent 

to each school involved a month before the anticipated time of the 

interviews . The first letter (see Appendix 8) was addressed to the 

principal reminding him of the cornmitment to allow for follow-up 

interviews at the school and informing him of the narne/s of the students 

chosen and a proposed date for the meeting. 

The other hvo letters were addressed to the parenilguardian of the child 

and to the child. respectively. The parent/guardian's letter (see 

Appendix 9) informed himl her of the selection of his/her child for 

interview. what would be involved and the need to gan t  permission for 

the child to participate. A section was included that could be cut off and 

returned with the parent/_miardian.s response. 

The ehild's letter (see Appendix 10) reminded him/her of the 

questionnaire he/she had previously completed and informed hirnher 6 

being selected for the Interview. and the purpose of the meeting. No 

response \vas requested since the parent was expected to reply on behalf 

of the student. 

2. Once a positive response was received about the child's participation (no 

parent refused)? the date was confirrned with the principal since the child 

would be interviewed at school. In preparation for the interviews which 

were to be recorded. a separate cassette tape was assigned to each child 
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and appropriately labelled with his or her identity number (taken from 

the questionnaire), the geographic location of the school (urban/rural) 

and the school code. 

3. The school was asked to rnake a private and quiet place available for the 

interviews where the researcher met with each child. The student was 

warmly greeted and asked if he or she remembered the previous visit 

when the questionnaires were filled in. Every effort was made to put hie 

student at ease while the researcher again explained what the interview 

was about and what was expected of the child. 

In order to make children feel more relaxed. the children were told to 

speak just as they would to a fi-iend and they were encouraged to use the 

Jamaican dialect with which many of them Felt more comfortable than 

having to struggle with standard English. 

The researcher also began the interview with what were considered non- 

threatening questions about themselves and what they liked to do. The 

remainder of the meeting was guided by the items found on the 

Interview Schedule and the answers given by each student to the items 

on the Student Questionnaire. 

4. Each interview lasted for approximately 30 minutes. The children were 

thanked and as a surprise each was presented with a story book in the 

category that they had indicated as their favourite on the questionnaire. 



3.7 ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

The information fkom the School Questionnaire was used to provide 

descriptive statistics in background information on the schools and their l i b r q  

provisions. The interviews were intended to provide insights into the reading 

interests and habits of the children, and as a result 

they were not analyzed quantitatively, but presented in narrative form to create 

profiles of the Jamaican si.& grader readers. The data collected from the 

Student Questionnaire were coded and processed using the Statistical Analysis 

System (SAS). 

Since most of the data was ranked and thus not normally distributed. 

non-parametric analyses were used to test the hypotheses. First the data were 

subjected to Kruskal- Wallis Tests to indicate whether there were any signi ficant 

differences among the four subgroups of the sample. These tests would show 

if there was at least one group that was sipificantly different From the others. 

although it would not be able to identify which one. For this reason. analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) was applied to any sipificant results from the Kruskal- 

Wallis Tests to examine the main effects and interactions. 

In only one instance. the case of the second part of Question 14. due to 

the categorical nature of the data, it was considered more appropriate to use 

Chi-square tests. In addition. the first three questions on the Student 

Questionnaire that were intended to furnish demographic details about the 



sample were presented using descriptive statistics. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

What follows in this chapter is the description and analysis of the data 

coliected via the Student Questionnaire (See Appendix 4) and the Student 

Assessrnent Record (See Appendix 2). The results are reported in relation to 

the objectives of the study which were to identiQ the voluntary reading 

interests of Jamaican sixth graders in terms of the types of books they like to 

read and their preference for Eurocentric or Afrocentric book characters: and 

to discover some of their reading habits including how much they like to read 

and why. 

A total of 418 student questionnaires were circulated and ail were 

returned. Therefore. any discrepancy between the actual sample size and the 

number of responses to any given question was due to some students ignoring 

individual items or giving inappropriate answers that were not useable. 



The following approach was used for analyzing the data. Dernographic 

and other general information about the sample are reported by the use of 

frequency scores and means, where considered appropriate. The sarnple was 

stratified by sex (male/female) and geography (ruravurban) for a total of four 

groups. Since the data were ranks and not normally distributed. non-parametric 

analyses were employed for the purpose of hypothesis testing. First. Kniskal- 

Wallis Tests were used to compare the four groups since these tests would 

indicate if there were any significant differences between the groups. The 

Kniskal-Wallis tests would show if there was at least one group that was 

significantly different from the others although it would not be able to identify 

which one. For this reason. analysis of variance (ANOVA). which is a robust 

test. was also applied to any results from the Kmskal-Wallis Tests which were 

significant in order to examine the main effects and interaction between sex 

and geography (and academic performance. where necessary). 

In the few instances where the data were categorïcal and not inherently 

ordered, chi-square tests were used. 

The data gleaned dunng the interviews are not presented here but 

separately in the Chapter 5 in a narrative form since the intention was not to 

analyze this information quantitatively but rather to use it to add a qualitative 

dimension to the study. 



4.2 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

Questions 1 - 3 on the Student Questionnaire and the data from the 

Student Assessrnent Record provided the demogaphic information about the 

sample and furnished a context within which to view the rest of the findings. 

Only descriptive statistics are discussed in this section because the making of 

inferences was not the objective. 

4.2.1 Sex and Geographic Location of Sample 

Question 1: 1 am a : Boy ( ) Girl ( ) 

TABLE 2: Distribution of Sample by 
Geography and Ser 

1 1 Rural 1 Urban 1 Total 

Boys 

The sample \vas stratified by sex and geography because previous studies 

suggested that these two variables would have a pronounced impact on the 

reading interests and habits of the sixth graders. Attempts were therefore made 

to obtain an equal representation of chiidren from both sexes and the bvo 

geographic locations. This was not fully realised, however. due to unforeseen 

Girls 1 107 1 105 
5 1.4?6 50.0% 

101 
48.6% 

2 12 
50.7?/0 

105 
50.0% 

206 
49.396 
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circumstances. In some instances the sixth grade classes did not have enough 

children or the required number of boys, which accounts for the slight 

imbalance between the four groups in the sample. There were shortfalls in the 

expected numbers for sex (206 boys, 212 girls) as well as for geographic 

location (rural 208? urban 2 10). This also explains why the sample consisted 

only of 418 instead of the intended 420. Nevertheless. it was felt that such a 

minor variation was unlikely to have any serious impact on the power of the 

tests (Le.. their ability to detect significant differences. where they exist). 

4.2.2 Acadernic and Reading Performance 

On the Student Assessrnent Record class teachers were asked to assign 

each child a number fiom a scale of I - 3 ( 1 = above average. a score of 70 

and over. 7 = average. a score of 50-69 and 3 = below average. scores below 

49) for both their academic and reading performance. This evaluation was 

based on the children's annual school report for the previous year (Grade 5) 

which was done in July 1993. The use of this record was considered necessary 

because the survey was conducted near the beginning of the 1993/4 academic 

year which was too early to assess the students' performance since entrance into 

the sixth grade in September. 1993. Tables 3 and 4 show the findings. 



Overall. seventy-eight (18.7%) of the children were assessed as above 

average. but this figure obscures the large differences by groups. Among the 

boys. 19.8% of the rural but only 3.8% of the urban were assessed as above 

average. The corresponding percentage for the girls are 36.4% rural and 14.3% 

urban. The remainder of the sample was split almost equally between average 

(40.1 %) and below average performance (4 1.1 %). For the average performance 

oroup, urban girls (56.2%) constituted the majority. Forty-one percent (4 1.1%) 3 

is a large proportion of the children to be regarded as performing below the 

required grade level and among the four groups. urban boys (63.8%) were the 

most numerous into this category. 

From the data. it would appear that the girls are being assessed higher 
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than boys. However, caution should be applied when interpreting these data 

since standardised tests were not used in assessing the children. 

TABLE 4: Teacher Evaluation of Children's Reading 
Performance Based on Grade 5 Standing 

Reading 
Performance 

With regards to the 93 (22.3%) of the sample rated above average. 63 

or 67.7% were girls and the rural children were more numerous. Urban boys 

were clearly in the minority (8.6%). A more equitable distribution was found 

for geographic location and sex at the average performance level. with urban 

girls having a slight edge over the others. Once more. at the below average 
C 

level. boys (98 or 67.1%) greatly outnumbered girls (48 or 32.9%) and urban 

(86 or 58.9%) rural (60 or 41.1%). It was also very noticeable that urban boys 

(59.0%) comprised the largest group. 

Since the scores for both academic and reading performance seemed to 

be closely matched a Spearman correlation was performed on both sets of data. 

The result showed a high positive correlation between the two (r = 3 6 ) .  It was 

Above Average 

Average 

Below Average 

TOTAL 

I GiFUS 
Total 

Rural 

2 1 
20.8% 

44 
43.6% 

36 
35.6% 

10 1 

Urban 

9 
8.6% 

34 
32.4% 

62 
59.0% 

1 05 

93 
32.3% 

179 
42.8% 

146 
34.9% 

418 
t 00% 

Rural 

42 
39.3% 

4 1 
38.3% 

24 
22.4% 

107 

Urban 

2 1 
20.0% 

60 
57.1% 

24 
22.9% 

105 
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therefore felt that the results would be alrnost the sarne whether academic or 

reading performance was studied. For this reason, wherever there were similar 

hypotheses with the only difference being references to academic and reading 

performance. they were combined and tested using only the data for academic 

performance. 

4.2.3 Age of Child 

Question 2: 1 am - years old. 

The children were asked to indicate their age in order to confirm that 

they fell within the age range of those described in the literature as "middle 

readers", that is. children 10 to 12 years old. Children belonging to this age 

group are thought to be at the peak of their recreational reading. have a 
c. 

reasonably clear idea of the types of books they like to read and are able to 

cornmunicatr this by means of a questionnaire (Kinder. 1967: Meek. 1982). 

Table 5 reflects the age range of the children involved. 

TABLE 5: Age Range of the Sample 

Years 

9 

1 O 

1 1  

12 

Boys Girls 

3 

418 

O 

2 12 

13 

TOTAL 

0.5 

100.0 

Total 

1 

27 

123 

53 

- 7 
206 

YO 

3 

47 

273 

93 

- 7 
20 

150 

40 

0.7 

11.3 

65.3 

22.3 
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The children's ages ranged tkom 9 to 13 with the majority (87.5%) being 

within the eleven to hveive age group. Very few children were either 9 or 13 

years old ( 1.2% combined) which rneant that the mean age of the sample was 

1 1.1 years. Therefore, the sample could be identified as belonging to those 

designated as "middle readers" by the literature. 

4.2.4 Library Membership Among the Sample 

Question 3: 1 am a member of the (you rnay tick more than one): 

School library, Public library (the bookmobile or a 

branch), No library at al], Other (please name). 

Membership in a library implies access to reading materials as well as an 

interest in reading on the part of the child or adult. In Jamaica. the children 

usually need to apply formally for membership at the school library. with the 

approval of their parents. just as they would do for the public one. Membership 

is therefore not automatic due to attendance at the school. Beside the public 

and school libraries. some children may also have access to the national library 

or to those run by churches or other private groups within the community. The 

distribution of their membership among the available libraries is shown in 

Table 6. 



TABLE 6: The Sixth Graders' Membership in Libraries 

BOYS 
Type of Library 

School Library 

Rural 1 Urban 

Public Library 

Other 

*Total number of responses adds up to more than sample size because the 

Rural 1 Urban 

16 

No Library At AI1 

TOTAL 

children could choose more than one type of library 

14.5% 
42 
38.2% 
O 

The total in each row reflects the number of times that the membership 

1 
20 1 37 

0.0% 
5 2  
47.3% 

in a given type of library was chosen. The total number (461) of responses 

17.2% 
-- 3 7 

19.0% 
3 

exceeds the sample size because the children were allowed to report 

19 

2.6% 
7 1 
61 2% 

membership in more than one type of l i b r q .  However. the percentages in the 

92 
30.8% 
47 
39.2% 
- 3 

final column represent the number of children from the total sample of 4 18 who 

1.796 
34 
28.3% 

chose a given category. The most outstanding fact to emerge From an 

16.5% 
23 
20.0% 
6 

examination of the data was that more than half (53.6%) the total number of 

22.0% 
134 
32.1% 
I I  

5.2% 
67 
58.3% 

children were not rnembers of any kind of library. More boys (123 or j4.9%) 

2.6% 
234 
53.6% 
46I* 

than girls ( 10 1 or 45.1 %) were numbered among the non-members and more 

urban (6 1.6%) than rural (3 8.4%). 

For the rest of the children who held membership in any type of library. 

the public library was much more comrnon (32.1%) than school library 
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membership (22%). For both these types of libraries, rural children tended to 

cite them more oflen, and girls were in the rnajority on both occasions. The 

eleven (7.6%) children who stated "Other" named either the National Library 

of Jarnaica or church libraries. 

From the data, it would therefore seem that most of the children were not 

mcmbers of any library. and when they took out rnembership it was more likely 

to be the public library rather than the school. Also. on the whole. girls were 

more likely to be members of libraries. and rural children more than urban 

ones. 

4.3 READING INTERESTS 

4.3.1 Degree of Interest in Different Types of Books 

Question 4: Carefully go through ALL the different types of 

books listed below and beside each one show how much you 

would like to read it by CIRCLING the Number under one of 

the following phrases: 

1 = Very Much, 2 = Maybe, 3 = Not at All. 

This question was in keeping with one of the main objectives of the 

study which was to find out the voluntary reading interests of Jamaican si.xth 

graders. The children were presented with twenty-four types of books 

identified from the research as corresponding generaily to some of the expected 

topic interests of ten to bvelve years old. There was an equal number of fiction 



and informational book types. 

The children's level of interest in the different types of books listed was 

indicated by the assignment of the numbers 1 (1 would like to read this very 

much), 2 (Maybe 1 would like to read this) or 3 (1 would not like to read this 

at all) to each type of book presented. To make the results easier to understand 

the scores were reversed so that 3 now meant "1 would like to read this very 

rnuch". 2 " Maybe 1 would like to read this" and 1 "1 would not like to read 

this at all". Therefore. the higher the mean score (maximum 3)  the more 

interested the children would be in reading the type of book. 

The simplest way to present the results for this question was to calculate 

a mean score for each type of book (obtained by summing ail scores assigned 

to a given book type and then dividing by 418 - the sample size). These are 

presented in Table 7. Higher means indicate greater interest. The maximum 

possible score of 3 would mean that al1 of the children had said they would like 

to read this type of book very much. Basrd on this method of calculation. the 

following interest level scale was devised so as to allow the mean scores to be 

used to reflect the different levels of interest displayed by the total sample as 

well as across the four sub-groups toward each type of book when compared 

with al1 the other types listed. This way too. it was easier to identify the more 

interesting book types and the less appealing ones. For the purpose of the 

discussion, the scale values will be referred to as: 1 - 2.34 = low interest (LI). 



2.35 - 2.44 = moderate interest (MI). 2.45 - 3 = high interest (HI). 

TABLE 7: Reading Interests of RurailUrban 
Boys and Girls (Based on Mean Scores) 

TYPES OF BOOKS 

MEANS SCORES 

A L L  
SCORES 

BOYS 
1 +p value 

GIRLS 
1 

Rural 1 Urban 1 Rural 1 Urban 

Il Riddles 
& Jokes (Hl) 

Fairy Tales 

Make & Do 

II Science 

II 
- - - - -  

People in 
Other Lands 

II Adventure Stories 

II ~urnorous çtories 

II Farnily Stories 

Lives of Famous II People 

11 Animal Stories (MI) 

1-PGry - -  -- 

Love Stories 

II Understanding 
Myself and Others 

History (LI) I l 7  
.. - - -- - 

Continued ... 
+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference 
among the four sub-groups 
*Significant at the 0.002 level after the Bonferroni adjustment 
HI = High Interest (2.45-3), MI = Moderate Interest (2.35-2.44), LI: = Low 

Interest (1-2.34) 



Continued ... TABLE 7 

TABLE 7: Reading Interests of RuraVUrban 
Boys and Girls {Based on Mean Scores) 

1 MEAN SCORES 

TYPES OF BOOKS 

Machines 

Dancing 

ALL 
''ORES 

2.28 1 

Horror Stones 

2.25 1 

Mystery Stories 

Science Fiction 

Fantasy 1 2.035 1 2.021 1 1.085 1 2.077 1 1.96 1 -0694 

2.186 

War Stories 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nui1 hypotbesis of no difference 
among the four sub-groups 
*Significant at the 0.002 level after the Bonferroni adjustrnent 
HI = High Interest (2.45-3), MI = Moderate Interest (2.35-2.44), 
LI: = Low Interest (1-2.34) 

BOYS 

2.020 

S. 185 

2.177 

From the overall mean scores it was observed that the children displayed 

Rural 

2.577 

3.170 

2.1 14 

very high interest in Riddles and Jokes (2.793) . Their high interests were: 

+P 
"'lue 

O.OOOlf  

Urban 

2.340 

C IRLS 

2.103 

3.164 

3.135 

Riddles and Jokes. Fairy Tales. Things to Make and Do. Science. People in 

Rural 

2.300 

2.3 16 

2.298 

Other Lands. Adventure Stories, Humorous Stories, Family Stories. Sports and 

Urban 

1.920 

2.336 

2.063 

3.336 

Lives of Famous People. Their interest tapered off becoming moderate (2.35 - 

2.078 

2.460 

3.44) for Animal Stories. Growing Up. Poetry. Love Stones and Understanding 

2.539 

2.174 

3.173 

Myself and Others. The low interest ( 1.45 - 2.34) book types were History. 

O.0O0lC 

2.178 

i.778 

Music. Machines. Dancing, Horror Stories, Mystery Stories. Science Fiction, 

0.267 

2.330 

2.069 

0.165 

0.061 

1.941 0.000 1 * 



War Stones and Fantasy. in that order. 

None of the 24 categories received a rnean score of less than 1.7 which 

would indicate that the sixth graders have a broad range of interests. On the 

other hand. it could also mean that they were reluctant to express an outright 

dislike for any category and so they veered toward the middle choice of "May 

be". Also noticeable was the strong interest in traditional literature (Le.. 

Riddles and Jokes and Fairy Tales). Informational topics (with the exception of 

History. Music. Machines and Dancing, which attracted a low level of interest) 

were ranked as being either of high or moderate interest. 

The childrenYs reaction to the hvelve fiction categories (including Fairy 

Tales and Poetry) was mixed. While seven featured at the high or  rnoderate 

Ievels of interest, five (Horror Stories. Mystery Stories. Science Fiction. War 

Stories and Fantasy) could be ranked as the least appealing with mean scores 

lower than that of any of the non-fiction categories. 

With reference to the breadth of interests displayed by the four groups 

in the hventy-four categories of books presented, the girls (urban = 14. rural = 

12) on a whole expressed high interest in a wider variety of book types than the 

boys (rural = 10. urban = 7). The following table gives a clearer picture of 

each group's ranking of each book type based on its mean score when 

compared with the others. 



TABLE 8: Ranking of Reading Interests 
by the Four RuraWrban Boys and Girls 

RANK ASSIGlWD BY EACH OF 
THE FOUR GROUPS 

BOOK TYPE 

BOYS 

Riddles & Jokes 
Science 
Sports 
Hurnorous Stones 
Machines 
Growing Up 
Animal Stories 
People in Other Lands 
Farnily S tories 
Fairy Taies 
Love Stories 
Lives of Farnous People 
Things to Make and Do 
History 
Adventure Stories 
War Stories 
Understanding Myself and 
Others 
Poetry 
Horror S tories 
Mystery S tories 
Science Fiction 
Music 
Fantasy 
Dancing 

Rural Urban 

GIRLS 

Rural Urban 

From the above table. similarities and differences in book choice among the 

four groups are much more obvious. For example. observable differences can 

be seen immediately in the girls greater interest in Dancing, Things to Make 
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and Do, Fairy Tales. Poetry. Understanding Myself and Others and Music in 

cornparison to the boys' interest in Science, Sports, Machines. History. Love 

Stories and War Stories. There also serms to be a remarkable geographic effect 

in the case of Humorous Stories, with rural children showing a stronger interest 

in contrast to the low rank given by the urban students. Rural boys' strong 

interest in books on Growing Up when compared to urban boys. is also a little 

unexpected. 

In order to determine if these and other differences detected among the four 

sarnple groups were statistically significant, the following hypothesis was tested. 

Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference between urban and rural 

boys and girls in their preference for certain types of books 

When the data were subjected to the Kruskal-Wallis Test. significant 

differences in the reading interests of the four groups of children were found 

for thirteen of the twenty-four book categories - Adventure Stories. Fairy Tales. 

Dancing Growing Up. Humorous Stories. Love Stories. Machines. Music. 

Poetry, Sports. Things to Make and Do. Understanding Myself and Others. and 

War Stories. However. we would expect a certain number of sipificant results 

to occur by chance alone given the large number of tests done: however. if the 

34 tests are performed at the 0.002 significance level. the overall probability of 

identiQing at Ieast one sipificant result by chance alone is 0.05. the desired 

sipificance level for the study. Therefore afier the Bonferroni correction for 
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multiple tests, the signi ficant findings fiom the Kniskal- Wallis tests were 

reduced by four categories - Adventure, Fairy Tales, Growing Up and Poetry - 

because they had p values above 0.002 which could have occurred by chance. 

For the remaining nine categories. ANOVA was used to determine the source 

of the significant differences. The results of these tests are discussed below. 

In each case, the dependent variable was the score students assigned a particular 

type of book; the independent variables were sex and geogaphy. So as not to 

interrupt the flow of the presentation the details of the ANOVA results for each 

of the different book categories are to be found in Appendix I l .  Therefore. 

only the summary for each book type showing significant differences will be 

presented here. 

Dancing: (F value = 8.40, Df = 3. 398. p value = 0.0001: p values: 

Geography = 0.0842, Sex = 0.0001. Interaction = 0.4903). Only the main 

effect of sex was significant. with girls espressing a higher level of interest in 

this type of book than boys. Therefore. it can be said that no matter where they 

lived. girls tended to show greater interest in this type of story. 

Humorous Stories: (F value = 5.37. Df = 3. 391. p value = 0.0012: p 

values: Geography = 0.0002. Sex = 0.2756. Interaction = 0.49 14). The main 

effect was produced by geography with rural boys and girls showing strong 

interest in these books unlike the moderate and low interest of urban girls and 

boys respectively. 
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Love Stories: (F value = 6.32. Df = 3,390. p value = 0.0003: p values: 

Geography = 0.0004- Sex = 0.0439, Interaction = 0.194 1). The interaction was 

not significant. The main factors responsible for the significant diftèrence was 

geography and sex. Both urban boys (2.58) and girls (2.52) had scores at the 

high interest level thus indicating a stronger preference for Love Stories than 

exhibited by rural children (boys 2.4 1. girls 2.17). Sex also had an effect. in 

that the boys tended to prefer love stories a little more than the girls. 

Machines: (F value 44 .00.  Df = 3. 394. p value = O .0001: p values: 

Geography = 0.000 1. Sex = 0.0001. Interaction = 0.325 1). Both sex and 

aeography were significant in predicting the children's expression of interest in 5 

this type of informational book. Boys were more interested in this than girls. 

Rural children tended to rank it higher than their urban peers. 

Music: (F value = 5.5 1. Df = 3. 394. p value = 0.0010: p values: 

G e o p p h y  = 0.003 1. Sex = 0.0051. Interaction = 0.8656). There was no 

significant interaction. There were significant main effects brought about by 

geography and sex. Those children who lived in the city tended to show a 

ueater preference for Music, while girls were inclined to prefer this type of 
C 

book more. 

Sports: (F value = 5.60. Df = 3. 398. p value = 0.0009:p values: 

Grography = 0.8542. Sex = 0.000 1, Interaction = 0.7858). Geography was not 

significant and there was no interaction. Both sets of boys registered the same 
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level of hi& interest in Sports (2.63. 2.59) while rural and urban girls (2.32. 

2.33) had a low level of interest in the subject. Sex was therefore responsible 

for the main effect with boys prefemng these books more. 

Things to Make and Do: (F value = 5.86, Df = 3. 399. p value = 0.0006: 

Geography = 0.1788. Sex = 0.000 1. Interaction = 0.6844). The interaction was 

not significant, neither was geography. Sex produced the significant 

difference. The girls (urban 2.71. rural 2.65) seemed to be very interested in 

the topic. while the boys' responded with much more restraint. 

Understanding Myself and Others: (F value = 6.01. Df = 3, 395- p value 

= 0.0005: p values: Geography = 0.0909. Sex = 0.0012. Interaction = 0.0346). 

There was a significant interaction between sex and geogaphy. Urban girls 

(2.64) were by far the most interested group in this type of book. with urban 

boys the least interested group. 

War Stories: (F value = 15.00. Df = 3. 399. p value = 0.0001: p values: 

Geography = 0.0471. Sex = 0.0001. Interaction = 0.9936). There was no 

significant interaction. but sex and geogaphy did make a significant difference 

to the children's responses. War stories attracted a very negative response frorn 

girls ( 1 -94 urban. 1.78 rural). wherever they lived. Conversely. the boys ranked 

it rnuch higher on both counts (2.46 urban. 2.23 rural). Geography also 

impacted on their choices too. as urban children ranked these books somewhat 

higher than their rural peers. 
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A summary of the findings based on the hypothesis related to Question 4 is 

presented in the following table. 

TABLE 9: Summary Of Significant Findings From ANOVA 
For Reading Interests 

In conclusion. sex rather than geography was more frequently responsible 

for determining the kinds of books the Jamaican sixth graders were interested 

in reading. Among the nine book categories, sex was signiticant for al1 but one 

for which geography was solely responsible for the children's book choices. For 

the single significant interaction. urban girls were more attracted to books about 

Understanding Myself and Others than any of the other groups. 

Overall, the boys clearly indicated their greater interest in Love Stories. 

Machines, Sports and War Stories. On the other hand. the girls were more 

BOOK TYPE 

i . Dancing 

2. Hurnorous Stories 

3. Love Stories 

4. Machines 

5. Music 

6 .  Sports 

7. Things to Make and Do 

8. Understanding Myself and 
Others 

9. War Stories 

Interaction 

Geog/Sex 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Y es 

No 

Main Effects 

Geography 

No 

Y es 

Y es 

Y es 

Yes 

No 

No 

- 

Yes 

Sex 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Y es 

Yes 

Y es 

- 

Yes 
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interested in Dancing, Music and Things to Make and Do. To a lesser extent 

geography influenced book choice. Urban children were more interested in 
C 

Love Stories. Music and War Stories. Rural boys and girls favoured Humorous 

Stories and books about Machines more than urban children. 

The following hypothesis was subsequently tested. 

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference behveen rural and 

urban boys and girls of above average, average and below 

average academic performance in their preference for 

certain types of books 

The following approach was used when analyzing the data. First. a 

series of Kruskal-Wallis tests were conducted to identify those reading interests 

that were significant statistically when academic performance was added to 

oeography and ses. ANOVA was then performed on any significant results to 2 

detect the actual source of differences. 

In this case. the nuIl hypothesis was retained for thirteen of the twenty- 

four book types: but when the Bonferroni correction (0.002) was applied. the 

number was further reduced to six. The six types of statistical interest were: 

Dancing. Humorous Stories. Machines. Sports. Things to Make and Do and War 

Stories. ANOVA was subsequently applied to these categories. 

For easy access to the data and to enhance clarity. the results of both 

tests for each type of book will be presented in bvo consecutive tables and 
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commented on together. Only those findings that have direct bearing on 

academic performance will be discussed in any detail since sex and geography 

have been dealt with previously. 

Books on Dancing: 

TABLE 10: Mean Scores arranged by Sex, Geography and 
Academic Performance to Show Level of Children's Interest 

in Books on DANCING (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference among the 
twelve su b-grou ps. 

* Significant at the 0.05 level 

+P 
Value 

0.00 1 1 * 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

TABLE 11: ANOVA Summary for Books on DANCING 

Groups By 
Geo/Sex 
Rural Boys 
Urban Boys 
Rural Girls 
Urban Girls 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 11 21.0393 1.9127 3 .O0 0.0007* 
Within Groups 390 248,5851 0.6374 
Total 401 269.6244 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
ACP 
GEO*SEX 
GEO*ACP 
SEX*ACP 
GEO*SEX*ACP 

Above Average 

2.12 
1.40 
2.23 
2.26 

DF Type III SS 
1 O. 0116 
1 10.4545 
2 2.1992 
I O. 7598 
2 S. 2031 
2 0.3235 
2 1.6131 

F Value 
O. O3 

16.40 
1.73 
1.19 
1.73 
0.26 
1.27 

Average 

1.89 
2.2 1 
2.44 
2-59 

* Significant at the 0.05 level 

Below Average 

2.1 1 
2.08 
2.32 
2.54 



Neither geography nor academic performance were significant and there was 

no interaction. Sex was responsible for the difference as girls in generai had 

greater interest in books on Dancing. 

Humorous Stories: 

TABLE 12: Mean Scores arranged by Sex, Geography and 
Academic Performance to show Level of Children's 

Interest in HUMOROUS STORIES 
(Kruskal-Wallis Test) 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis. testing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference among the twelve 
su b-groups. 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

+p Value 
for Al1 

0.00 14* 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

TABLE 13: ANOVA Summary for HUMOROUS STORIES 

1 Urban Girls 1 1.45 1 2.24 1 2.73 1 

Groups By 
Geo/Sex 

Rural Boys 

Urban Boys 

Rural Girls 

Source DF 
Between Groups 11 
Within groups 383 
T o t a l  3 94 

F Value Pr > F 
2.81 0.0015* 

Above 
Average 

3.84 

-.- î 75 

2.74 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
ACP 
GEO*SEX 
GEOfACP 
SEXfACP 
GEO*SEX*ACP 

T y p e  III SS 
3.6482 
0.2833 
2.0434 
O. 7841 
1.5435 
1.1559 
O. 9930 

Average 

2.5 I 

2.27 

2.53 

F V a l u e  P r  s F 
7.69 0.0058* 
1.15 0.2833 
2.15 0.1175 
1.65 0.1994 
1.63 0.1980 
1.22 0,2970 
1-05 0.3522 

Below 
Average 

2.93 

2.28 

2.57 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 



Sex and academic performance were not significant and there was no 

interaction. Geography was responsible for the main effects as rural children 

liked Humorous Stories more than urban children. 

Books on Machines: 

TABLE 14: Mean Scores arranged by Sex, Geography and 
Academic Performance to show Level of 

Children's Interest in Books on MACHINES 

+p value for Kruskal-WalIis, testing the nuIl hypothesis o f  no difference among the twelve 
su b-grou ps. 

"Significant at the 0.05 level 

TABLE 15: ANOVA Summary for Books on MACHINES 

+P 
Value 
for Al1 

0.0001 * 

1 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
ACP 
GEO*SEX 
GEO*ACP 
SEX*ACP 
GEO*SEX*ACP 

Groups By 
Geo/Sex 

Rural Boys 

Urban Boys 

Rural Girls 

L'rban Girls 

DF S S  MS F Value Pr>F 
11 31.6796 2.8799 5 - 6 5  O ,  OOOl* 

386 196.8028 O. 5099 
397 228.4824 

Above Average 

2.6 1 

3.24 

1.47 

2.45 

Average 

2.63 

2.44 

2.40 

1.98 

DF Type I I I S S  MS F Value Pr >F 
1 8.5428 8.5428 16.76 O. OOOl* 
1 8.4341 8.4341 16.54 0.0001* 
2 2.6011 1.3005 2.55 0.0793 
1 O. 8495 0.8495 1.67 0.1975 
2 O. 1999 O. 0999 0.20 0.8220 
2 3.9122 1.4561 2.86 0.0587 
2 0.0329 . 0.0164 0.03 0.9682 

Below Average 

2.5 1 

2.28 

2.55 

1-03 



Geography and sex were significant but not academic performance, and there 

were no significant interactions for books about Machines. 

Books on Sports: 

TABLE 16: Mean Scores arranged by Sex, Geography and 
Academic Performance to show Level of 
Children's Interest in Books on SPORTS 

CROUPS 
BY 

GEOISEX 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

0.000 1 * 

Rural Boys 

Urban Boys 

Rural Girls 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nuIl hypothesis of no différence 
arnong the twelve subgroups. 
* Significant at the 0.05 level 

+p Value for 
Al1 

Below 
Average 

Above 
Average 

Urban Ciirls 

TABLE 17: ANOVA Summary for Books on SPORTS 

Average 

2.75 

2.75 

1.62 

Source Di? SS MS F Value Pr >F 
Between Groups 11 22.6743 2.0613 4.38 0.0001* 
WithinGroups 390 183.4053 0 -4703 
Total 401 206.0796 

1.87 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
ACP 
GEO* SEX 
GEO'ACP 
SEX*ACP 
GEO+SEX*ACP 

2.46 

3.48 

2.37 

DI? Type III SS 
1 O. 5915 
1 9.3695 
2 0.3034 
1 0 -4253 
2 2.9216 
2 7.1443 
2 1.7654 

2-73 

2.65 

2.39 

3.6 1 

- -  - - - -  

"Significant at 0.05 level 

There were two interactions - academic performance/geography and 

1.96 



academic performance/sex. A doser examination of how sex and academic 

performance interacted shows that while above average boys liked Sports the 

most, their female counterparts liked it the least of al1 groups. With regard to 

academic performance and geography. it is of borderline sipificance and much 

more difficult to explain. Rural children of a below average academic 

performance seerned to like these books the most. 

Books on Things to Make and Do: 

TABLE 18: Mean Scores arranged by Ser, Geography and 
Academic Performance to show Level of 

Children's Interest in Books on THLNGS TO 
MAKE and DO 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

Groups 

Rural Boys 

Urban Boys 

Rural Girls 

for All 

2.4 1 

Above Average 

2.24 

2.00 

2.85 

Urban Girls 7.40 

twelve su b-groups. *Significant at the 0.05 Icvel 
+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, tes 

2.4 1 

TABLE 19: ANOVA Summary for Books On THINCS T O  MAKE and DO 

2.78 1 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr >F 
Between Groups 11 13.8570 1.2597 3.25 O. 0003* 
Within groups 391 151.5226 0.3875 
Total 402 165.3796 
Source Di? Type 111 SS MS F Value Pr >F 
GE0 1 0.0061 0.0061 0.02 O. 8996 
SEX 1 4.8334 4.8334 12.47 O. OOOS* 
ACP 2 0.9145 O. 9572 2.47 O. 0859 
GEO*SEX 1 0.0013 0.0013 0.00 O. 9538 
GEO*ACP 2 2 . 4 5 4 8  1.2274 3.17 O. 0432* 
SEX*ACP 2 1.9496 0 -4748 1.23 O. 2948 
GEO*SEXfACP 2 1.0190 O. 5095 1.31 0.2697 

:ing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference among the 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 
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Sex was significant as girls tended to like these books more. An 

interaction was also observed for geography/academic performance as rural 

above average and urban below average children rated books on Things to make 

and Do higher. 

War Stories: 

TABLE 20: Mean Scores arranged by Sex, Geography and 
Academic Performance to Show Levei of 
Children's Interest in WAR STORIES 

ACADEMIC PERFOFtMANCE 

Groups By 
Geo/Sex 

Above Average Below Average 
Average 1 1 

Urban Boys 1 2.75 1 2.52 1 2 -40 

Rural Boys 

Rural Girls 1 1.74 1 1.54 1 3-14 

2.05 

- - .  

+P 
Value 
for Ail 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nuIl hypothesis of no differenee 

2.33 

2.10 Urban Girls 

among the twelve sub-groups. *Significant at 0.05 Ievel 

2.38 

TABLE 21: ANOVA Summary for WAR STORIES 

1.39 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr >F 
Between Groups 11 43.4250 3 -9477 6.14 O. 0001* 
Within groups 391 251.3243 O. 6427 
Total 402 294.7493 

2.00 

Source 
GE0 
S EX 
ACP 
GEO*SEX 
GEOfACP 
SEX*ACP 
GEO*SEX+ACP 

Type III SS MS 
1.6326 1.6326 

20.3436 20.3436 
3.1532 1.5766 
1.1493 1.1493 
2.1063 1.0531 
4.0533 2.0266 
3.4453 1.7226 

F Value Pr > F 
2.54 0.1118 
31-65 0. OOOl* 
2.45 0.0874 
1.79 O. 1819 
1.64 O. 1956 
3.15 0.0438* 
2.68 0.0698 

"Significant at the 0.05 level 
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The was a significant interaction between academic performance and sex. 

Although boys in the above average group showed a greater predilection for 

these types of books, girls in this group liked it the least and this pattern ran 

through al1 the performance groups. Attention should be drawn to the smallness 

of the above average urban boys as a goup, (only 4 according to Table 3) 

which might in part explain their high mean score of2.75. 

A summary of the hypotheses findings indicates that the impact of 

academic performance on children's reading interests was s ip i fkant  for only 

three of the six book types and always in interaction with either geography or 

sex. Therefore no clear picture emerged of one type of book being of hishest 

appeal to any academic level. 

There was no signifiant difference among the academic groups in their 

interest in Humorous Stones and books about Machines and Dancing. Only for 

War Stories. Things to Make and Do and Sports did academic performance 

produce a sipificant effect. War Stones appealed most to above average urban 

boys and to a lesser extent. al1 othrr males. Girls of al1 academic levels were 

much less in favour of these books. but above average girls liked them the least. 

For books on Things to Make and Do. girls were more interested 

however the interaction between geography and academic performance was less 

clear cut: above average mral and below average urban were the most 

interested. For Sports books, academic performance and sex interacted with 
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boys of above average ability liked it most while their female counterparts liked 

it the least. Academic performance and geogaphy also affected interest. as rural 

children of below average ability liked Sports stories the most. 

4.3.2 Favourite Types of Books 

Question 5: From the list above select the THREE types of books you like 

to read the MOST and write them in the spaces below (1 = 

the type you like the most, 2 = your second favourite type and 

3 = your third favourite type) 

Previously the children were presented with a list of 24 types of books 

and asked to indicate their general levei of interest in each one. However. in 

responding to Question 4. the children could be expressing interest that is 

hypothetical or based on actual encounters with the types of books listed. 

Similarly. there are no guarantees that interest in a subject will lead to its 

enjoyment. So while the earlier question tried to establish the sort of books the 

children were generally interested in. Question 5 went a step hrther in trying 

to identify more precisely the types of books the children had found pleasure 

in reading. This was done by asking each child to indicate his or her three 

favourite book types fiom among the tsventy-four categories given. 

It was anticipated that the likelihood was greater in this instance that the 

children would base their choices on prior encounters with actual books and that 

their responses would provide a more accurate picture of what the children were 



currently interested in reading. The results could also help to confirm some of 

the interests already identified in Question 4. It should also be borne in mind. 

however. that their responses are likely to be conditioned by the supply of 

reading materials available as well as the number of book categories presented 

by the list. 

Three hundred and eighty-six (386 or 76%) of the four hundred and 

eighteen (418) students responded to this question. Table 22 sumrnarizes and 

ranks the data on the basis of the overall tally for the number of tirnes each 

type of book was chosen as fàvourite 1. 2 or 3.  By this method the overall 

popularity of each type with the sample was determined. 

TABLE 22: Ranking of Favourite Types of Books Based on 
the Frequency with which Each Type Was Chosen as 

Favourites 1, 2, and 3 

Type of Book 1st 
FAV 

2nd 
FAV 

Fairy Tales 

Animal Stories ! 41 1 37 

Love Stories 

8 3 36 

44 

Riddles & Jokes 

Adventure Stories 44 1 26 
i 

45 

Family Stories 

21 

Horror Stories 1 3 0 1  18 

28 

31 

Dancing 

28 

* Perceotages represent the proportion of the 386 children who 
responded. 

3rd 
FAV 

3 1 

33 

29 

39  

27 

1 I 

23 

25 

28 

Continued ... 1 

29 

Total 

159 

122 

107 

88 

86 

81 

80 

73 

%* 

41.2 

28.5 

27.7 

22.7 

22.3 

21.0 

20.7 

18.9 



TABLE 22 Continued ... 
TABLE 22: Ranking of Favourite Types of  Books Based on 

the Frequency with which Each Type Was Chosen as 
Favourites 1, 2, and 3 

* Percentages represent the proportion of the 386 children who 
responded. 

l 
Type of Book 

Sports 

War Stories 

Growing Up 

Fantasy 

Music 

Poetry 

Mystery Stories 

People in other Lands 

Science Fiction 

Machines 

Things to blake Sr Do 

Lives of Famous 
People 

H istory 

Humorous Stories 

Science 

Understanding Mysel f 
& Others 

Based on the range of the Frequency scores (9 - 159), only the first seven 

of the nventy-four book types were found to be favourites for 20% or more of 

the children. After this, the scores were widely dispersed among the remaining 

1st 
FAV 

14 

14 

7 

I 

4 

4 

1 

9 

3 

5 

6 

8 

3 

4 

3 

O 

2nd 
FAV 

18 

10 

13 

14 

15 

9 

12 

5 

1 O 

1 O 

7 

9 

10 

4 

4 

3 

3rd 
FAV 

15 

14 

14 

18 

I I  

17 

16 

14 

1 1  

8 

1 O 

6 

6 

S 

9 

7 

Total 

47 

38 

34 

33 

30 

30 

29 

28 

25 

23 

23 

23 

19 

16 

15 

9 

O h *  

12.2 

9.8 

8.8 

8.5 

7.7 

7.7 

7.5 

7.3 

6.5 

5.9 

5.9 

5.9 

4.9 

4.1 

3.9 

2.3 
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seventeen categories which resulted in each type being chosen as a favourite by 

a miich smaller number of children, Thus it would seem that the children had 

only a few favourite book types in common. and that their tastes in general 

were very diverse. When asked to choose the kind of books they really enjoyed 

reading (and presumably had available), the children made it clear that they 

greatly favoured tictional works over informational ones. 

Of the nvelve fictional types (including Fairy Tales and Poetry) on the 

inventory. six were ranked at the very top where each reflected the choice of 

18.9% or more of the children who responded. These were: Fairy Tales. Love 

Stories. Animal Stones. Family Stories. Adventure Stories and Horror Stories. 

Although the scores could be considered low for al1 the other book types since 

they attracted less than 10% of the children (except for Sports 12.2%). four of 

the other fiction types -War Stories, Mystery Stories. Fantasy. and Poetry - 

clustered near the top of the remaining categories. Only three - Fantasy 

(8.9%). Science Fiction (6.5%) and Humorous Stories (4.1%) - were found near 

the end of the inventory. Dancing (24.4%) and Riddles and Jokes (22.8%)) 

were the only non-narrative type of books to get a very high ranking as a 

favouri te. 

Except for Sports ( 12.2%), the remaining fifieen book categories counted 

less ofien as favourites in that they each gained less than 10% of the children's 

votes. Six of these were fiction - War Stories, Fantasy. Mystery Stories. 



Poetry. Science Fiction 

fiction - Sports. Music, 
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and Humorous Stories. The remaining nine were non- 

People in Other Lands. Machines, Things to Make and 

Do. Lives of Famous People, History. Science and Understanding Myself and 

Others. Most of these were ranked near the end of the list, indicating that they 

were not popular with many children. 

When these general tïndings were compared with the responses to 

Question 4. they confirmed the strong interest in Fairy Tales. Riddles and Jokes 

and Adventure Stories. Similarly. a low interest in Science Fiction. Machines 

and History was reflected in both instances. For the other categories. there 

were many disparities in the two sets of rankings. A possible reason for these 

dissimilarities may be the matter of social desirability mentioned earlier. The 

children might have been motivated to espress strong interest in certain types 

of books like Science and other informational works in order to please or 

impress their teachers and/or the researcher. The choice of several non-fiction 

categories as areas of interest could also result from the children's belief that 

reading is primarily for utility as shown by their more fkequent citing of this 

reason for reading (Question 14). Perhaps. too. some of these differences 

reflect the unavailability of books in general. as well as the absence of specific 

genres. The variation in the two sets of findings also helps to reveal some of 

the problems relating to reading interests research. 



4.4 READING HABITS 

4.4.1 Number of Books Read in Two Weeks 

Question 6: Did you read any books in the last TWO weeks? 

(Do not count the books you read for school work) 

Table 23 summaries the findings for this question. 

TABLE 23: Number of Books Read by Sixth Graders 
Two Weeks Prior to the Survey 

(n= 418) 

BOYS GIRLS Total 1 Row 

Rural 
n=101 

Urban Rural 
11405 11407 

Urban 
n=105 

This question was asked to find out the current state of the children's 

leisure time reading in order to judge more accurately their level of 

cornmitment to reading. Two weeks was regarded as a short enough period 

of time over which children could be expected to recall what they had read, 
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and a reasonable penod for children who are habitua1 readers to be expected 

to engage in recreational reading, given resources and time. Table 23 shows 

their responses. 

The column percentage is included in each cell. while the percentage 

appearing after the total in each row refen to that row. both sets of percentages 

will be used in discussing the findings. Nearly a third (32.8%) of the students 

had read no books during the two week period pnor to the survey. while IWO 

thirds (67.2%) said they had read between 1 and 14 books. Within the latter 

~ o u p ,  the majority (54.7%) had read between 1 and 3 books with 2 being the 5 

mode. There was little variation in the number of children belonging to each 

of the four groups who had read only one book. however this changed rnarkedly 

with the reading of two books where rural girls (34.6%) and urban boys 

(25.7%) led the way. As the number of books read increased to 3 and beyond 

the number of children decreased considerably. Thus. it was observed that only 

12.3% children read in excess of three books. The majority of were urban 

girls. 

A minute number (19 Le.. I l  girls. 8 boys) or 6.8% of the sample stated 

that they read between six and fourteen books for the hvo week period. 

Overall, 281 students who read one or more books read a total of 721 books 

which worked out to approximately 2.6 books per student. The remaining 

32.8% of the sample. who had not read any books over the period of time. 



consisted primarily of urban boys and rural children. 

Table 24 shows the mean scores for number of books read by each 

moup as well as the overall sample during the two week penod prior to the 
L. 

administration of' the questionnaire. 

Table 24: Number of Books Read by RuraWrban Boys and Girls 
During the Two Weeks Preceding the Survey (Based on Mean Scores) 

(n= 4 18) 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the hypothesis of no difference among 
the four sub-groups 
"Significant at the 0.05 level 

l+ 

Based on the group mean. the results show that. on average. girls did the 

most reading during the hvo weeks. Urban girls took the lead. followed by 

rural girls and urban boys. respectively. Rural boys accounted for the fewest 

No of Books 
Read 

number of books read. To find out if any of the observed differences among 

the groups was significant. the following hypothesis was tested. 

Hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference between urban and rural 

Mean 
for All 

1.72 

boys and girls in the number of books they read voluntarily 

The results tiorn the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that there was at least one 

s o u p  that was significantly different fiom the others (p = 0.008) among the 
CI 

four groups. however, the ANOVA (Table 25) was not able to pinpoint the 

BOYS 

Rural 

1.4 I 

+p value 

0.0088* 

Urban 

1.69 

GIRLS 

Rural 

1.70 

Urban 

3.07 



source of the difference, as sometimes happens when the data are skewed. 

TABLE 25: ANOVA Summary for Number of Books Read 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr >F 
Between Groups 3 22.7586 7.5862 1.83 O. 1407 
Within Groups 414 1714,6026 4.1416 
Total 417 1737.3612 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type lllSS MS F Value Pr >F 
1 11.1914 11.9114 2. 70 O. 1010 
1 11.5843 1 1 . 5 8 4 3  2.80 O. 0952 
1 0.2399 0.2399 O. 06 O. 8099 

Consequently, each group was compared to each other using the 

Wilcoxon S i g  Rank Test to identifj the source of the significant difference 

identified by the Kmskal-Wallis test. Table 26 indicates the results. 

TABLE 26: Results of the Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test Comparing 
the Groups on the Basis of Geography and Ses 

for the Number o f  Books Read 

II Urban Girl and Urban Boy 1 0.099 II 

GROUPS BEING COMPARED 

Urban Girl and  Rural Boy 

Urban Girl and Rural Girl 

+p value 

0.0009* 

O. 1252 

+p value for Wilcoxon Sign Rank test 
*Significant at the 0.05 level 

L 

-- - - - - - - - - 

R u n l  Boy and  Rural Girl 

Rural Boy and  Urban Boy 

Rural Girl and  Urban Boy 

The results showed that urban boys and rural and urban girls were 

0.04 15* 

0.0774 

0.75 19 

closely alike. but there was a significant difference behveen urban girls and 

rural boys (p value = 0.0009) and rural girls and boys (p = 0.0415). The urban 

were likely to read the most (2.07). while their rural counterparts. noticeably 
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the rural boys ( 1.4 1). tended to read the least nurnber of books. Rural girls 

(1.70) also read sipificantly more than their male counterparts ( 1.4 1). From 

the mean scores. it was observed that being urban and fernale meant that such 

children were likely to read more books. 

In keeping with the theory that the higher the academic anainment andor  

reading ability of the children. the more books they were likely to read, the 

following hypothesis was also tested in relation to this question. 

Hypothesis 4: There is no significant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls of above average, average and below average 

academic performance in the nurnber of books they read 

voluntarily 

Table 27 shows the relevant data. 

TABLE 27: Mean Scores for Number of Books Read According to 
the Sample's Academic Performance, Geography and Sex 

Number of Books Read 

Urban Boys 1 4.25 1 1.82 

Groups 

Rural Boys 

Rural Girls 1 2.5 7 1 1.26 

Urban Girls 1 2.07 1 2.09 

Above Average 

1.42 

Below Average Average 

1.89 

+P 
Value 
for All 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference 
among the four sub-groups. 

"Significant at the 0.05 level 



The Kniskal- Wallis test showed that there were signi ficant di fferences 

(p = 0.0006) among the twelve groups of children. When ANOVA was applied 

the following results emerged: 

TABLE 28: ANOVA Summary for Number of Books Read 
Based on Geography, Sex and Academic Performance 

Source Dl? 
Between Groups Il  
Within Groups 406 
Total 417 

Source 
GE0 
S EX 
ACP 
GEO* SEX 
GEO*ACP 
SEX*ACP 
GEO*SEX*ACP 

SS MS F Value Pr > F 
114 .6308  10 .4209  2 . 6 1  O .  0032* 

1622 - 7 3 0 6  3 .9969 
1737 .3612  

Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
33 - 4 8 5 6  33.4856 8 .38  O .  0040* 

O .  8625  0 .8625 0 . 2 2  O .  6425 
44 .6957  22 .3479 5 - 5 9  O .  0040* 

6 - 4 1 3 7  6 .4137 1 . 6 0  0 .2060  
5 .5174  2 .7587 0 . 6 9  O .  5021  
9 -2789 4.6395 1 .16  0 .3143  

36 .5674 18 .SB37 4 . 5 7  0 .0108* 

- -- 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

There was a significant interaction among sex. geography and academic 

performance (p = 0.0 108). The high mean score (4.25) for above average urban 

boys was noted which led to the raw data being re-checked for possible coding 

or entry errors. None was found. but close scrutiny of the data revealed that 

only four urban boys were graded as above average in academic performance 

by their teachers (see Table 3) and together these students reported reading a 

total of seventeen books which accounts for the very high mean score. and the 

significant interaction of geography, sex and academic performance. 
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Because of the nature of the interaction, it is usehl in this case to look 

at the significant main effects: urban children and the higher academically 

performing students tended to have read more. From these observations. it 

could be seen that while academic performance was in some way related to the 

quanti. of books read. but its contribution was not clear. 

4.4.2 Sources o f  Books 

Question 7: From the list below tick the THREE sources from which you 

get the most o f  your books. Then place the number 1, 2 o r  3 

beside each of the three you choose. (1 = where you get the 

most; 2 = where you get the second largest number and 3 = 

where you get the third largest amount) 

Since availability and access to reading materials play a key role in the 

development and maintenance of reading interests and habits the children were 

asked to indicate the most cornmon sources for the books they read during their 

leisure hours. As observed by the researcher and reported earlier. n~ost  of the 

schools did not have a Functional library and whatever make shift arrangements 

existed rarely ailowed browsing or the self-selection of books by the children. 

At some locations the children had access to public libraries or bookshops. but 

generally books were not readily available. Therefore. the source of the 
b 

children's books was considered an important variable that would likely affect 

their reading interests and habits. 
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The data for this question were processed in the following manner. The 

children were asked to rank their three choices (1 = source of most books; 2 = 

second largest source of books: and 3 = third largest source of books). In 

computing the data, the values assigned to these three items were reversed so 

that 3 = the source of most books. 2 = the second most common source. 1 = the 

third most common source. This was done for two reasons: to make it easier 

to understand so that the nearer the mean to 3 the more positive the response: 

and to maintain unifomity with Question 4 and the other questions that used 

ranks. Therefore. the same approach was used for analyzing responses to 

Questions 9, 10, 11 and 12. 

For al1 these questions. in computing the mean score for each item. since 

the children were asked to make three choices from a Iist of several items. the 

remaining items that were not chosen were assigned a zero score. This approach 

allowed the cornparison of al1 items in the question to show the average 

response of the total sample. which explains the small mean scores obtained in 

some instances. 

In Table 29 the mean scores were used to rank each source in order to 

show the overall pattern of access to books for each of the four groups. 



TABLE 29: Ranking of Sources of Books by RuraWrban 

SOURCE OF 
BOOKS 

Home 
Relatives 
Public Library 
School Library 
Class Library 
r BUY ~t 

Boys and Girls (Based on Mean Scores) 

MEAN SCORES 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference among 
the four sub-groups 
"Significant at 0.007 after the Bonferroni correction 

Al1 Sample 

1 - 3 5  
1.33 
0.70 
0.68 
0.67 
0.33 
0.42 

The overall mean score show-ed Friends. Home and Relatives to be the 

top three sources of reading materials for the majority of the sample. The three 

types of libraries came next. and. interestingly. the public library preceded both 

the school and class libraries. Self-purchasing was the least common source 

BOYS 

Rural 1 Urban 
1 .O3 1.43 I 

used for gaining access to reading material. 

1.33 
0.66 
0.76 
0.73 
0.63 
0.46 

When the overall mean was broken down into groups for cornparisons 

+P 
Value 

0.004" 
0.93 
0.54 
0.03 
0.54 
0.19 
0.6 1 

G l R t S  

I .35 
0.64 
O -46 
0.64 
0.65 
0.33 

on the basis of geography and sex. Friends proved to be the main source of 

Rural 
1.37 
1.27 
0.68 
0.87 
0.73 
O .42 
0.35 

reading matenals for al1 groups except the rural boys who cited Home first. 

Urban 
1.62 
1.36 
0.82 
0.60 
0.57 
0.43 
0.35 

instead of second Iike al1 the rest. Libraries of  one sort or another fell 

somewhere in the middle except for Class Library. it was positioned second to 

last by al1 but urban boys, who ranked it as high as third. 



The School Library held a steady fourth throughout for everyone except 

urban girls who placed the Public Library in this slot followed by the School 

Library. In general the order of the different sources cited by rural boys and 

girls was similar except for the placement of Home and Friends. which 
C 

alternated between first and second for each group respectively. For both rural 

o-roups. the Public Library held third place while urban girls named it as fourth 2 

and the boys at a low sixth. Urban girls were the only group giving a high 

ranking (third) to Relatives. With al1 others. Relatives fell low (fifth) on the 

list. For most children, self-purchasing of books was the least cornmon source 

of reading materials. 

For greater clarity a summary of the comparative listing of the four 

groups' ranking of the various sources based on their mean scores is presented 

TABLE 30: Ranked Listing of Sources of Books For 
Each Croup (Based on Mean Scores) 

The following hypothesis was formulated with the understanding that 
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while sex was unlikely to have much of an influence on the source from which 

the children obtained their books, geography rnight make a difference due to the 

vast dit'terences between urban and rural Iife in Jamaica. 

Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls relative to the sources from which they 

obtain their books 

The nul1 hypothesis was rejected for only two sources - Friends and the 

Public Library but when the Bonferroni correction (0.007) was applied to 

reduce the possibility of the effect of chance on the results. significant 

differences were found only for Friends. 

Friends: (F value 4.26. Df = 3. 395. p value = 0.0056. Geography = 0.0063. 

Sex = 0.0296. Interaction = 0.5 166). Table 31 gives the drtails. 

TABLE 31: ANOVA Summary for Friends as a Source of Books 

Source D F  
Between Groups 3 
Within Groups 395 
Total 398 

Source D F  
GE0 1 
SEX 1 
GEO*SEX 1 

SS M S  F Value Pr > F 
18.0487 6.0162 4.26 0.0056* 
558,2569 1.4133 
576,3056 

T y p e I I I S S  M S  F Value P r  > F 
10.6440 10.6440 7.53 O. 0065* 
6.7352 6.7375 4.77 0.0282* 
0.5956 0.5956 0.42 O. 5166 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

There was no interaction and both geography and sex were significant. 

Urban children relied more heavily on Friends than did the rural sixth 
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graders with girls more likely to do so than boys. Generally. it would seem 

that geography, slightly more than sex. affected the source from which the 

children received their reading matenals. Urban children tended to rely 

more on tiiends, with the girls showing a greater inclination toward this 

source. Othenvise there would seem to be little difference among the groups 

as to the main sources they turned to for books. 

4.4.3 Book Ownership Among the Sample 

QUESTION 8: Do You Own Any Books Yourseïf? If yes, how many? 

(Give as close a number as you can remember) 

Book ownership can be seen either as an indication of a child's own 

interest in reading and a cornmitment to the habit or as an atternpt on the 

part of well meaning adults to foster the reading habit in young people by 

giving them books. By whatever means children might obtain books for 

themselves. book ownership should provide ready access to reading materials 

when required, although other factors such as the genre and the 

appropriateness of the books for the particular age group will affect their 

usage. 

In Jamaica, books for recreational reading are scarce partly because of 

their high cost which puts them out of the reach of the average family. It is 

hardly likely that the inadequately stocked libraries are in a position to 

supplement the meagre collections in the home. This overall scarcity of 
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reading matenal would certainly impact upon the development and practice 

of the readins habit. This question therefore sought to establish the level of 

book ownership across the sarnple to further indicate the availability of 

books and the children's access to them. 

Table 32 indicates the state of book ownership among the children. 

"Percentages in the cells refer to the columns 

The most outstanding feature of the data was that nearly a third (29.8%) 

of the children owned no books at al1 while a further 49.3% had behveen 1 and 

5. Although the number of books ranged from 1 to 89, the data were grouped 

for more convenient study. Only 7.8% possessed in excess of ten books each. 
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and before the data were collapsed the most frequently cited number was one 

(1)  owned by 15.6%. Another 10.6% had two books each and a further 9.6% 

owned three. For the three highest figures (89, 60 and 50) cited for books 

owned only one person in each case had that given number of books. The 294 

(70.2%) sixth graders who said they owned books had a total of 1.697 among 

themselves and this reflected a ratio of approximately 5.8 books per student. 

When the data were examined on the basis of sex and geography. the 

following pattern was observed. Of the 29.8% who owned no books overall the 

boys outnurnbered the girls. and many more rural children possessed books 

than their peers in the city. A larger number of girls, both urban (15%) and 

rural (14.3%). than boys owned between 1 and 5 books. Nevertheless. as the 

number of books owned by each child increased beyond 5. the boys on an 

average tended to outstrip the girls in ownership. So while more boys than girls 

had no books. they were also the owners of larger individual collections. The 

tendency for urban children to own larger persona1 collections than their rural 

counterparts was also noted. 

From the above data, it would seern that the opportunities for 

recreational reading provided by book ownership were very limited for most 

Jamaican sixth graders. 

4.4.4 Sources of Reading Guidance 

Question 9: Which THREE of the following do you ask for help 
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MOST of the times when you are trying to deeide what books 

to read? Place the number 1, 2 or 3 beside each of the 

THREE you choose. (1 = those you ask most often, 2 = those 

you ask second most often and 3 = those you ask third most 

often) 

Guidance is crucial in the life of children as they pursue their reading 

interests. and very often they rely upon significant others for assistance. This 

person might be the librarian who sees the provision of reading guidance as one 

of the major aspects of her work as an intermediary behveen children and 

books. Teachers. primarily through the literature programme. can also offer help 

and encouragement in the cultivation of the reading habit. or children might 

tum to other adults as well as their peers for assistance. 

I t  should be noted that in Jamaican elementary schools there are no 

librarv professionals: and school libraries. where they exist. are usually staffed 

by teachers. Nevertheless. it was expected that at least some of the children 

would have encountered librarians on thrir visits to the public library to which 

32.1% of the sample said they belonged (see Table 6). 

For all these reasons, this item on the questionnaire focused on the 

persons children resorted to most frequently on the average for reading 

guidance. Table 33 provides the rnean scores for cornparison of the four 

groups with regard to the possible impact of geography and sex on this variable. 



TABLE 33: RuraWrban Boys' and Girls' Reliance on Others 
for Reading Guidance (Based on Mean Scores) 

Parents 1 1.40 

PERSONS 

Friends 1.23 

Teachers 

ALL MEAN 

Relatives 0.56 

Librarians 

No One 0.46 
. - . .  

Other 1 0.0 1 

BOYS GIRLS 

+P 
Value 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference 
amoog the four sub-groups 

"Significant nt the 0.007 level after the Bonferroni correction 

After the application of the Bonferroni correction it was observed that 

the significance level arrived at meant that none of the above sources were 

significantly di fferent across the four groups. The discussion will therefore be 

confined to the overail order of the findings. The data showed the top three 

categories to be. in order, Parents. Friends and Teachers in that order. The only 

group that diverted from this was the urban boys who chose Friends first 
C 

followed by Parents and Teachers. A clearer picture of the children's ranking 

of the different persons as sources of reading guidance. especially librarians. can 

be seen in Table 34. 

Rural Urban Rural Urban 



TABLE 34: Ranking of Persoos RuraVUrban Boys and Girls 
Rely on For Reading Guidance (Based on Mean Scores) 

The highest position attained by Librarians was fourth place ascribed to 

them by urban boys. The other groups placed these professionals fifth (urban 

sirls) and sixth (rural boys and girls). For these hvo groups this place is 

technically last since only "Others" (consisting mostly of other relatives besides 

those listed) with a very small score came aftenvards. Although three of the 

oroups gave Relatives equal billing in fifth place. in al1 but one instance they a 

obtained a higher place than Librarians. Both rural boys and girls rated "No 

One" fourth before either Relatives or Librarians. while for urban children there 

was less reliance on seIf. 

In short. it seems clear fiom the data that for al1 groups librarians were 

displaced by parents, teachers and Friends as a source of reading guidance and 
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that a small core of children relied mostly on themselves. for whatever reason. 

The hypothesis relative to this variable was then tested. 

Hypothesis 6: There is no significant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls in their reliance on others for reading 

guidance 

There seemed to be a significant difference among the four groups with 

reference to Parents but when the Bonferroni correction (0.007) was applied 

to the data to minimise the effects of chance producing a significant result. the 

nul1 hypothesis was not rejected. (See Appendix 11 for ANOVA results). 

4.4.5 Reading as a Leisure Tirne Activity 

QUESTION 10: From the list of activities below choose the THREE 

that you like to do the MOST. Then put Nurnber 1, 2, 

o r  3 beside each of the three you choose. (1 = the one 

you like the most, 2 = your second favourite activity, 3 

= your third favourite activity) 

The literature has shown that while most children tend to recoqise the 

importance of reading very few practise it as a leisure time activity. What 

children do or plan to do about reading is seen as comprisinç the behaviourial 

component of reading attitude. Therefore. active involvement in reading during 

their free time would help to substantiate statements made by the children about 
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liking to read and also help to confirm whether they have a positive attitude 

toward reading. 

To find out if this were so, the children were presented with an array of 

leisure time activities considered fairly standard for this particular age group. 

Reading was included. not only because it was seen as one of their possible 

pastimes, but also to establish its status as a recreational activity among 

Jamaican sixth graders. it was hoped that their responses would help to provide 

hrther answes to questions regarding how much they like to read and their 

motivation for doing so. which were also among the objectives of the present 

study. 

The list contained a mi.unire of solitary and greparious. active and 

passive. pastimes likely to appeal to these children and the items were 

alphabetically arranged so that Reading came near the end. This was to reduce 

the chance of the children realising the main objective of the question was to 

find out how highly they ranked readinp as a leisure time activity. 

The pattern of the chiidren's responses indicated a fairly wide range of 

leisure time activities with the sexes showing a predilection for certain types of 

activities, while some pastimes were favourites of both sexes. When the mean 

scores for the total sample and the four goups were exarnined. several of these 

differences were thrown in sharp relief as seen in Table 35. 



TABLE 35: The Ranking of Certain Leisure Time Activities (Including 
Reading) by Rural/Urban Boys and Girls (Based on Mean Scores) 

i Watching TV 1 1.127 

ACTIVITlES I 

Reading 1 1.014 

ALL 
MEAN 

- - - - - - - 

Outdoor Games & 
Sports 

Being With Friends 1 0.584 

Listeninp to Music 1 0.478 

Art & Crafi 1 0.461 

sports 

Going Out 0.230 

Listening to Radio 0.225 

BOYS GIRLS +p Value 

Rur. = rural Urb. = urban 
+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nuIl hypothesis of no difference 
among the four sub-groups 
*Significant at 0.005 after the Bonferroni adjustment 

Rur. 

An examination of the children's overall mean scores for choice of 

Urb. Rur. 

leisure time activities shows that Watching Television and Reading. both of 

Urb. 

which might be regarded as sedentary and somewhat solitary activities. were the 

hvo most favoured pastimes recording very high mean scores. The next bvo 

activities - Outdoor Games and Sports and Being with Fnends - are greegarious 

and while the former is definitely active. the latter can be either active or 

passive depending on what the fnends do together. Indoor Games and Sports. 
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Going Out and Listening to Radio were the least popular of al1 ten recreational 

activities. 

To facilitate intergroup cornparisons of the children's ranking of their 

leisure time activities (including Reading) the following table was created based 

on the mean scores. 

TABLE 36: Ranked Listing of Recreational Activities for 
RuraWrban Boys and Girls (Based on Mean Scores) 

RANK ASSIGNED BY GROZTPS 

Rural and urban girls had Reading in the number one position. while for 

ACTNITY 

Outdoor Games & Sports 

Watching TV 

Reading 

Video Garnes 

Being with Friends 

Listening to Music 

Art & Craft 

Indoor Games & Sports 

Listening to Radio 

Going Out 

both sets of boys this position was occupied by Outdoor Games and Sports. 

For al1 four groups Watching Television took second place on their lists. Rural 

Rural 
Boys 

I 

3 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 O 

boys placed Reading third followed by Video Games. while their urban peers 

assigned it fourth place preceded by Playing Video Games. Rural and Urban 

Urban 
Boys 

1 

2 

4 

3 

Rural 
Girls 

3 

- 1 

1 

8 

Urban 
Girls 

4 

3 

1 

7 

3 

5 

6 

9 

8 

1 O 

7 J 

9 

6 

5 

10 

5 

6 

7 

9 

8 1 O 
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girls have much in common. Thrir first six activities were closely matched 

except for Being with Friends and Outdoor Games and Sports which altemately 

placed third for the rural group and fourth for the urban one. Both groups of 

girls ranked Indoor Sports and Garnes. Video Games, Listening to the Radio 

and Goin; Out at the bottom of their lists. 

The boys' most favoured pastirnes were closely matched. with a few 

variations. Both groups agreed on Outdoor Games and Sports and Watching 

Television as their top choices along with Reading and Video Games. 

altemately taking third and fourth place for rural and urban boys respectively. 

They differed in their liking for Indoor Sports and Games. Being With Friends 

and Listening to Music. Urban boys ranked the last two much lower than rural 

boys who, in turn, responded more positively to Indoor Sports and Games. 

They both shared with girls a dislike for Listening to the Radio and Going Out. 

The pertinent hypothesis !vas then tested. 

Hypothesis 7: There is no significant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls in their ranking of reading as a leisure time 

activity 

The nul1 hypothesis was rejected for reading as a leisure time activity. 

Since the other recreational activities did not relate directly to the hypothesis. 

the results of their ANOVA were not included for discussion. Even after the 

Bon ferroni correction (0.005) was applied the findings for Reading still showed 



statistical significance. 

Reading: (F value 9.78, Df = 3, 412, p value = 0.0001; p values: 

Geography = 0.4297. Sex = 0.0001. Interaction = 0.7891). This summary of 

the ANOVA results indicates that there was no interaction and geography was 

not significant. Therefore sex was responsible for the difference in the choice 

of reading as a recreational activity. Wherever girls lived. they seemed to 

prefer to read more during their leisure time than the boys. who appeared a 

little less enthusiastic about the activity. 

The details of the ANOVA presented in Table 37 confirm that although 

reading C was ranked high as a pastime for a11 groups. sex was the variable that 

brought about the main effects. 

TABLE 37: ANOVA Summary for Reading as a Leisure Time Activity 

Source DE' 
Between Groups 3 
Within Groups 412 
Total 415 

Source DF 
GE0 1 
SEX 1 
GEO*SEX 1 

SS MS F Value Pr > F 
40.2735 13 -4245 9.78 0.0001* 

565.6399 1.3729 
605-9134 

Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
0.8577 O -8577 0.67 0.4297 
39.2121 39.2121 28.56 0.0001* 
0.0983 O. 0983 0.07 0.7891 

- 

*Sigoifkant at 0.05 

4.4.6 Hindrances to Children Reading More 

Question 11: From the list below ehoose the THREE MOST important 

things that would help you to read more right now. (1 = 
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the most important one, 2 = the second most important 

one, 3 = the third most important one) 

Although most children seem to regard reading as being of intrinsic 

value, research has shown that sometimes their reading behaviour is inconsistent 

with this belief as children tend to read less than expected. When pressed for 

an explanation for this. children usually offer a variety of personal and social 

reasons. These include the demands made on their time by school work. 

domestic chores and other recreational activities; a lack of access to books that 

interest them; and sometimes they will even admit to poor reading ability. In 

anticipation that Jamaican sisqh graders would not be different frorn children 

elsewhere. the researcher posed this question about some of the factors that 

were seen as hindrances to reading more. 

The identification of the activities or conditions that presently detract 

frorn the amount of reading they do should throw some light on why children 

do not read as much as they would like. The nature of their responses could 

also suggest some of the strategies that librarians. teachers and parents could 

adopt to facilitate the pursuit of leisure time reading. When the mean score for 

each factor was calculated for the total sample and for each of the four groups 

the following picture emerged. 



TABLE 38: Factors That Would Help RuraVUrban Boys 
and Girls Read More (Based on Mean Scores) 

Total 1 BOYS GIRLS +p Value 
Sample IF Urb 

0.86 

Rur 1 Urb 

11 F h i n ;  Lers 

II Less School Work 

Library with 
rnany Books 
nearby 

Being Good at 11 Reading 

Having My Own II Books 

II A Place of My 
Own to Read 

II Spending Less 
Time with Friends 

Liking to Read 

Someone to Help 
Me Know What 
Books to Read 

II Fewer Chores to 
Do at Home 

Parents Who 
Encourage Me to 
Read 

II Other 

Rur = rural Urb = urban 
+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nul1 hypothesis of no difference 
among the four sub-groups 
*Significant at 0.004 after the Bonferroni adjustment 
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From the total mean score for the number of children who responded 

from the four groups, Watching Television was the prime detractor from 

reading more. Too much School Work, not having access to A Library with 

Many Books Nearby and not Being Good at Reading were also considered to 

be senous obstacles in the way of leisure time reading. Besides television. 

which could be seen as a social activity. and the demands of academic work. 

the most frequently cited hindrances had to do with access to resources. 

physical facilities and reading ability. It did not seem as if liking to read. fewer 

domestic chores. parental encouragement or some other source of reading 

guidance would necessarily make these children read much more than they 
C 

were doing at the time. This can be observed from the low rank given to these 

items on the list. Table 39 shows the ranking of the hindrances by the four 

TABLE 39: Ranking of Factors that would Make RuraVUrban Boys and Girls 
Read More (Based on Mean Scores) 

FACTORS 

1 Rural 
I 

BOYS 
1 

Being Good at Reading 

Less School Work 3 1 5 1 I I  
I I I 

Urban 

Watching Less TV 

GIRLS 
1 

I 

Continued .-. 

I 
Rural 

2 

Having My Own Books 

2 

Urban 

7 

1 

4 

1 
5 

7 

Library With Books Nearby 4 5 

2 5 

3 2 



Table 39 Continued ... 

TABLE 39: Ranking of Factors that would Make RuraWrban Boys and Girls 
Read More (Based on Mean Scores) 

FACTORS 

Being Good at Reading 

Watching Less TV 

Less School Work 

BOYS 

Rural 1 Urban 

Having My Own Books 

Library With Books Nearby 

GIRLS 

Rural 1 Urban 

1 

- 3 

3 

- 

Liking to Read 

Spending Less Tirne With Friends 

A Place of My Own to Read 

4 

5 

-- - - - - - - 

Someone to Help Me Know What Books 
to Read 

Parents Who Encourage Me to Read 

When the mean scores for the four groups o f  children were compared. 

the following discoveries were made. For urban children. Watching Less 

Television was the most important factor that would allow them to read more. 

this placed second for rural boys who cited Being Good at Reading first. The 

number one spot for rural girls was taken by Less School Work. while 

Watching Less Television appeared fifth on their list. For all. Having a Library 

- 7 
I 

5 

- - 

Fewer Chores to Do at Home 

Other 

7 

4 
- 

6 

7 

8 

7 

5 

I 

f 

1 O 

3 

4 

6 

8 

4 
- 

9 

10 

I I  

13 

1 1  

1 

4 

2 

3 
- -- 

1 O 

3 

6 

6 

9 

I I  

1 O 

5 

2 

- 

7 

9 

8 

11 

9 

11 

-- 

S 

12 
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with Many Books Nearby ranked fairly high. Encounters with fiends seemed 

to consume a lot of time for urban children (3rd place for both), and rural girls 

placed much emphasis on having ready access to books and a place of their 

own to read. 

For the boys. it would seem as if fewer domestic chores. parental 

encouragement and a place of their own to read would not contribute markedly 

to their reading more since a11 of these fell among the last four items on their 

list. Among other things. they were very concemed about not being able to read 

well. Girls did not feel that Parents Encouraging Them to Read or Fewer 

Chores at Home would result in any more reading on their part. Rural girls 

also relegated Spending Less Time with Friends. Someone to Help Me Know 

What Books to Read to the bonom of their invento.. while their urban 

counterparts had Liking to Read and Being Good at Reading as least concerns. 

To determine if these and other differences were statistically significant 

the pertinent hypothesis was tested. 

Hypothesis 8: There is no significant difference between rural and 

urban boys and girls in the various factors they cite as 

hindrances to readiog more 

For the eleven factors cited as hindrances to the children reading more 

during their leisure time. the nul1 hypothesis was rejected for only five. but 

when the Bonferroni correction was applied to make adjustments for the many 
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tests, it was found that p values of more than 0.004 could have occurred by 

chance and so hvo of these factors were omitted From further analysis and 

discussion. The rernaining ones that showed significant differences were: 

Being Good at Reading. Liking to Read and Someone to Help Me Know What 

Books to Read. A sumrnary of the ANOVAs is presented below and the details 

can be seen in Appendix II. 

Being Good at Reading: (F value 8.43. D I  = 3, 4 12. p value = 0.000 1 : 

p values: Geography = 0.1765, Sex = 0.000 1. Interaction = 0.9126). There was 

no interaction and geography was not significant. Sex made a sipificant 

difference relative to which children cited poor reading ability as a hindrance 

to reading more. Boys. more ofien than girls. said that this factor would help 

them improve the quantity of their reading. 

Liking to Read: (F value 4.44. D f =  3.112. p value = 0.0044: p values: 

Geography = 0.00 1 1. Sex = 0.1890. Interaction = 0.3969). Geography was 

responsible for the significant difference among the four groups since sex was 

not significant and there was no interaction. More rural children said they 

would increase their reading if they had a greater liking for the activity. 

Conversely. urban children were less likely to see this as a contributory factor 

to their reading more. 

Someone to Help Me Know What Books to Read: (F value 5.56. Df 

= 3. 412. p value = 0.0009; p values: Geography = 0.0008. Sex = 0.0978. 
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Interaction = 0.1392). Geography was significant but not sex and there was 

no interaction. Urban children expressed a greater need for reading guidance. 

In summary, geography was the predominant variable affecting the many 

factors the sample stated would facilitate their reading more. For rural children, 

a geater liking for reading would motivate them to carry out the activity. while 

the urban children stressed having someone to guide them in their reading. On 

a lesser scale the sex of the child also affected the nature of the factors cited. 

Boys admitted they would spend more time reading if they were good at it. 

For girls in gneral. this seemed to be of minimal concem. 

4.4.7 Race of the Main Characters in Books 

Question 12: From the list below select THREE kinds o f  persons 

you would like the most to play the main parts in the 

books you read. Then place the Number 1, 2 or 3 beside 

each of the THREE you choose. ( 1  = the kind of persons 

you like most, 2 = your second favourite kind of persons, 

3 = your third favourite kind of persons) 

For Jamaican children this was an important question because from birth 

they have been brought up on a steady diet of books that usually feature white 

characters in the leading roles. In book selection children are rarely canvassed 

for the types of books they like to read. In addition. selection is carried out 

based mainly on generalised findings from research that takes little cognisance 



of the particular needs of the predominantly black population in Jamaica. 

This question represented an important objective of the study - that is. 

to find out whether Jamaican sixth graders favoured Eurocentric or Akocentric 

main characters in their books. Any inclination toward Afkocentric characters 

would lend support to the strong demand being made by several children's 

literature experts for books reflective of the readers' ethnic group and culture. 

Due to the importance of the findings on this question to the objectives of the 

research. the frequency scores (Table 40) as well as the mean scores (Table 41) 

will both be examined. 

TABLE 40: Ranking of Eurocentric/Afrocentric Main Characters Based 
on Frequency with which each was chosen as Favourites 1, 2 and 3 

II Main Characters 1 NO. 1 % + - I I  
II Black Jamaicans 8r Caribbean Persons 1 h3-6 II 
1 
II Black North Americans 1 157 1 

I 

1 
II Black English 1 148 1 

I 

White Jamaicans & Caribbean Persons 

II White North Arnericans 1 125 1 
I 

Black Africans 

II  White English 1 

182 

166 1 

"Percentage of total sample of 418 

I I 

When the frequency scores were examined for the total sample it was 

43.5 

noted that the type of main characters about which they most wanted to read 

" 1  

was black Jamaicadcaribbean penons. This category netted nearly two-thirds 

(63.6%) of the responses. White characters (43.5%) from the same geographic 
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location were in second place. This interest in Eurocentric charxters from the 

Jamaica and the wider Caribbean meant that many of the children wanted to 

read about penons (black or white) from the Caribbean. 

There was a rnarked difference in the Jamaican sixth graders' response 

to black and white characters fiom different countries. Black Afncans (39.7%) 

elicited almost the same high level of interest as white characters tiom the 

Carîbbean and the former would seem to be the most favoured group of the 

non-Caribbean characters. On the whole. it would appear that blac k nationals 

from eveyvhere were stronger favourites as white boys and girls from other 

countries outside the Caribbean were al1 ranked lower than black children fiom 

these same locations. North Arnericans. black and white. preceded the English 

in both instances and white Africans were the least preferred of al1 the eight 

types of main characters. Thus. From the Frequency scores it was observed that 

Jamaican sixth graders seemed to prefer leading characters firom the Caribbean. 

rspecially if they were black. Their most popular choices after that were black 

book heroes fiom other countries, 

Table 41 reflects the cornparison of the average ranking of each type of 

main character when compared to al1 others by the four different groups in the 

sample. In this case, there were very few variations from the order produced 

when they were ranked by the frequency scores. 



TABLE 41: Ranking of the Preferences of RuraVUrban Boys and Girls 
for Eurocentric/Afrocentric Main Characters in Books (Based on Mean 

Scores) 

1 1 BOYS 1 GIRLS 1 +P 

MAIN 
CHARACTERS 

MEAN SCORES 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis, testing the nu11 hypothesis of no difference 
among the sub-groups 

*Significant at 0.006 after the Bonferroni adjustment 

Black Jamaicans & 
Caribbean Persons 

White Jarnaicans & 
Caribbean Persons 

Black Africans 

Black English 

Black North 
Americans 

White North 
Americans 

White English 

White Africans 

From the overall mean scores for the total sample. it could be seen that 

black Jamaican/Caribbean heroes were the top favourites of the Jamaican sixth 

oraders. The appearance of white JamaicadCaribbean persons in second place 5 

also suggests that the children were definitely interested in Caribbean 

Sample 

1.53 

0.92 

0.82 

0.63 

0.62 

0.54 

0.5 1 

0.33 

Rural 

1.96 

0.75 

0.73 

0.76 

0.5 1 

0.4 1 

0.55 

0.37 

Urban 

1.2 1 

1 .O2 

1.12 

0.6 I 

0.8 1 

0.36 

0.34 

0.33 

Value 

0.000 I *  

0.21 

0.005" 

O. 17 

0.04 

0.0007* 

0.001 * 

0.65 

Rural 

1.34 

0.87 

0.59 

0.69 

0.47 

0.84 

O. 79 

0.36 

Urban 

1-64 

1.06 

0.85 

0.48 

0.71 

0.55 

0.36 

0.33 
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personages. irrespective of their colour. AAenvards. the children were more 

interested in black characters no matter where they lived. Among the blacks 

from outside the Caribbean region, Africans were ranked before either the 

English or North Americans. The placement of the characters contrasted with 

the ordering of the white characters. Here. white North Americans preceded 

both the English and the Aficans. For ease of cornparison Table 42 

summarises the individual rankings of each of the four groups of the sampie. 

TABLE 42: Ranking of Eurocentric/Afrocentric 
&Vain Characters by RuraUUrban Boys and Girls 

(Based on Mean Scores) 

Once again. the majonty of four groups of children showed a distinct 

preference for Black Caribbean Persons as their first choice and a very strong 

interest in those who were white. Urban children had an inclination to assign 

MAIN CHARACTERS 

Black Jarnaicrin & Caribbean 
Persons 

Black English 

White lamaican Sr Caribbean 
Persons 

Black Africans 

White English 

BIack North Americans 

White North Americans 

White Africans 

BOYS 

Rural 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GIRLS 

Urban 

1 

5 

3 

3 

7 

4 

6 

8 

Rural 

I 

5 

2 

6 

4 

7 

3 

8 

Urban 

1 

6 

- 3 

3 

7 

4 

5 

8 
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high rank to Black Afncans and North Arnencans while rural children veered 

more toward White English. although rural boys also gave a hieh C rank to Black 

English main characters. The girls seemed to favour White North Americans 

much more than the boys. and al1 four groups gave a very low rating to White 

Afncans. 

The relevant hypothesis was then tested. 

Hypothesis 9: Tbere is no sigoificant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls in their expressed preference for books with 

Eurocentric or Afrocentric main characters 

By using the Bonferroni correction for the many tests being done. 0.006 

was established as an acceptable level of significance at which the differences 

were not likely to occur by chance. Therefore. the nul1 hypothesis was rejccted 

for four of the eight categories. namely. Black Africans. White English. Black 

Jamaican 1 Caribbean Persons and White North Americans. See Appendix 11 

for details of ANOVAs. 

Black Africans: (F value 4.28. Df = 3. 414. p value = 0.0053: p 

values: Geography = 0.0034. Sex = 0.0572. Interaction = 0.5485). Geography 

was responsible for the differences among the groups as urban children 

appeared to prefer these characters more than rural youngsters. Sex was not 

significant and there \vas no interaction. 

White English: (F value 5.33. Df = 3.4 14. p value = 0.00 13: p values: 
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Geography = 0.0005, Sex = 0.1591, Interaction = 0.2296). A significant 

difference betsveen urban and rural children was detected. Those fiom the 

rural areas preferred books featuring White English characters more than 

children living in the cities. Sex was not significant and there was no 

interaction. 

Black JamaicanKaribbean Persons: (F value 7.16. Df = 3. 414. p 

value = 0.0001: p values: Geography = 0.0717. Sex = 0.4328. Interaction = 

0.000 1).  There was a very strong interaction between sex and geography 

regarding the Jamaican sixth graders' response to books that featured Black 

JamaicanKaribbean characters as heroes. While rural boys liked them the most. 

their urban counterparts displayed the lowest Ievel of interest among the four 

groups. On the other hand. urban girls preferred them much more than their 

rural peers. although somewhat less than the rural boys. 

White North Americans: (F value 5.91. Df = 3. 414. p value = 

0.0006: p values: Geography = 0.0639. Sex = 0.0005. Interaction = 0.1726). 

There was no interaction, geography was not significant and so the main effects 

were due to sex. Girls. irrespective of geographic location. tended to favour 

White North Americans more than boys. 

Geographic location somewhat more than the sex of the child was the 

variable that appeared to affect the children's choices of the kind of main 

characters they would like to see in their books. Urban children preferred 



Black Africans 

English heroes 
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more than their rural peers who were inclined to favour White 

instead. Only once did sex play a major role by itself in that 

girls, wherever they lived, tended to prefer White North Americans. When sex 
C 

was significant another time it was interacting with geography in that case. 

Black Jarnaican / Caribbean heroes drew mixed reaction from boys and girls at 

both geogaphic locations. While most children gave them top ranking. rural 

boys and urban girls seemed to prefer these characters more than did the other 

goups. 

4.4.8 Exposure to Books with Black Main Characters 

Question 13: Have you read any books in which black persons 

(children or adults) played the leading parts? 

Y es No I don? remember 

This question sought to establish the exposure of Jarnaican sixth graders 

to books with black characters as heroes in order to deterrnine whether their 

response to the previous question might have been conditioned by actual 

exposure to books with Afrocentric main characters. Their replies are tabulated 

below. 



Nearly half the students (46.7%) could recall encountering books with 

black characters in the leading role. but an almost equal number (4 1.1%) could 

not remember ever having this experience. Rural children (boys - 44.6%. girls 

56.1%) were less likely to remernber having read such books. Since failure to 

recall does not necessarily mean the event never occurred. it rnight be that a 

meater number actually read such books but simply failed to remember. From 
C 

the percentage of those who had read them (46.7% of the total sample). urban 

children (boys 60.9%. girls 47.6%) were more numerous. There was little 

difference between the scores of the small number (12.2%) of the children who 

were able to state categorically that they had never read such books. It should 

be pointed out that "No" reply does not necessarily mean that a child has never 

read a book with black characters. but rather that he or she had never 

Table 43: Jamaican Sixth Graders' Encounter with BIack Main 
Characters in Books (Based on Frequency Scores) 

RESPONSE 

Yes  

No 

Don't 
remern ber 

TOTAL 

BOYS 

Rural Urban 

GIRLS 
TOTAL 

45 
44.5% 

1 1  

1 0.9% 

45 

44.6Oh 

101 

Rural 

% of 
Total 

195 

5 1 

172 

418 

Urban 

46.7 

12.2 

41.1 

100.0 

50 
47.6% 

16 

15.3% 

39 

37.1% 

1 O5 

64 
60.9% 

13 
12.4% 

28 
26.7% 

1 05 

36 
33.6% 

! 1 

10.3% 

60 

56.1% 

1 07 
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encountered a book with these characters in the leading role or did not 

remember doing so. 

From the above data. one may infer that Jarnaican sixth graders' desire 

to see Jamaican/Caribbean heroes in their books was based, for some part. on 

actual exposure to such books as well as on a hypothetical stance. 

4.4.9 Liking to Read 

Question 14: Read each of the following unfinished sentences then 

choose the ONE that cornes closest to saying how you feel 

about reading and complete the sentence: 

a) I like to read A LITTLE because ... 
b) 1 like to read (MORE than a little, but not TOO 

MUCH) because ... 

C) I like to read A WHOLE LOT because.. . 

d) 1 do NOT like to read because ... 

This question consisted basically of two parts. The first part only 

required students to select the statement that came closest to describing how 

much they liked to read. while the second part asked them to complete the 

statement for the option selected by giving their reason for liking or not liking 

to read. The two sections of the question will be looked at separately as they 

reflect different dimensions of reading attitude (that is. the affective and the 



cognitive as defined by Lewis and Teale ( 1980)). 

The children were asked to Say how much they like to read with the 

view that their response to this could be used to gauge how they felt (the 

affective component for reading attitude) about reading. as it is generally 

accepted that a positive attitude is a precursor to a child's willingness to read 

voluntarily. The data gleaned from this part of the question could also be 

compared with that for Question 10 as a means of determining if there was any 

discrepancy. as reported by other studies. between the children's stated affection 

for reading and their actual practice of it. Table 44 shows the data for this part 

of the question. 

TABLE 44: Degree to Which RuraWrban Boys and Girls Like 
to Read (Based on Frequency Distribution) 

LIKE TO READ 

Very Much 

More than a little but not 
too much 

A Little 

None at all 

TOTAL 

*Percentages in cells refer to rows 

A staggering 94.7% of the sample admitted to liking to read to some 

~ 
TOTAL 

Row 
O h  

BOYS 

Rural 

GIRLS 

Urban 

48 
*47.5% 

12 
1 1.9% 

3 2 
3 1.7% 

9 
8.9% 

IO1 

RuraI Urban 

76 
72.4% 

9 
8.606 

16 
1 5.2% 

4 
3.8% 

1 OS 

54 
5 t .4% 

13 
12.4% 

34 
32.4% 

4 
3.8% 

105 

8 7 
8 1.3% 

4 
3.7% 

I l  
I0.3?/0 

5 
4.7% 

1 O7 
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degree compared to the remaining (5.3%) who clearly said they did not favour 

the activity. 63.4% of the total sample said they liked to read very much and 

the 265 children were almost evenly split between the two geographic locations 

- urban (50.9% rural. 49.1% urban). The figures differed sharply when it came 

to sex as girls were in the majority (61 3%) of liking to read very much. 

The percentage of boys was higher at the other three response levels 

where the children said they liked to read. For example. of the 93 children who 

said they liked to read "A Little" the percentage of rural boys was nearly iwo 

and three times as hi& as that of the girls (boys: rural - 3 1.7%. urban -32.4%: 

girls : rural - 10.3%. urban - 1 5.2%). With reference to geographical location. 

only once ("1 Do Not Like to Read at All" - rural boys - 8.9%. girls - 4.7%: 

urban boys -3.8%. girls - 3.8%) did a higher percentage of rural children 

emerge. 

These responses must be viewed with some caution. however. since there 

is the Iikelihood that the children's ovenvhelming choice of the superlative 

category might have been conditioned by their desire to please the adults 

present andor a tendency to exaggerate so as to look "good". 

When the rnean scores were computed for the total sample and for each 

of the four groups. 

calculating the mean 

much they said they 1 

the following results in Table 45 were obtained. In 

scores the children's responses were graded based on how 

iked to read. The following calculations were used for the 
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four possible responses: Vrry Much = 4: More than a Little. but not Too Much 

= 3; A M e  = 2; and None at Al1 = 1. Thus the nearer the mean score to 4. the 

more the children like to read. 

+p value for Kniskal-Wallis, testing the nul1 hypothesis of 
no difference among the four sub- groups 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

TABLE 45: Degree to which RuraUUrban Boys and 
Girls Like to Read (Based on Mean Scores) 

It was observed that girls in general showed the strongest liking for 

reading. Rural girls attained the highest score followed by urban girls. then 

urban boys. Rural males trailed al1 the other groups. but not too far behind. 

The following hypothesis was subsequently tested. 

Hypothesis 10: There is no significant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls in how much they like to read as a 

voluntary activity 

The nul1 hypothesis was rejected. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed that 

there were significant differences among the groups as to how much they liked 

to read. When ANOVA was applied Table 46 gives the results. 

VARIABLE 

Likes to 
Read 

+P 
Value 

0.0001* 

BOYS GIRLS 

Rural 

2.98 

Rural 

3 .62 

Urban 

3.1 

Urban 

3.49 



TABLE 46: ANOVA Summary for Liking to Read 
by Sex and Geography 

Source DF 
Between Groups 3 
Within Groups 414 
Total 417 

Source DF 
GE0 1 
SEX 1 
GEO*SEX 1 

SS MS F Value Pr >F 
28.6775 9.5591 10 -47 O. OOOl* 
378,1263 O. 9133 
406-0038 

Type 111 SS MS F Value Pr >F 
O. 0040 O. 0040 0.00 0.9750 

26.9696 26.9696 29-60 O. OOOl* 
1.7069 1.7069 1.87 0.1723 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

There was no interaction and geography was not significant. so sex 

accounted for the significant difference as to how much the children liked to 

read. Although most children gave liking to read a high score (2.98 and over 

out of a possible 4). girls. no matter where they lived. appeared as liking to 

read more than boys. Mean scores for the girls (rural 3.62. urban 3.49) were 

nearer to 4 (1 like to Read Very Much) in cornparison with the boys (rural 2.98. 

urban 3.1 ) who leaned closer to moderate 3 (1 like to Read More than a Little. 

But Not Too Much). 

Research findings have consistently shown that if brighter children tend 

to read more. they are likely to display a greater liking for reading. Therefore. 

the following hypothesis was also tested. 

Hypothesis I l :  There is no significant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls of above average, average and below 

average academic performance in how much they like to 

read as a voluntary activity 
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First, the Kniskal-Wallis tests were carried out on the data (Table 47) 

to see if any of the groups was significantly different from the others. 

TABLE 47: Degree to Which RurallOrban Boys and Girls Like to Read 
According to Geography, Sex and Acadernic Performance (Based on 

Mean Scores) 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

+p value for Kruskal-Wallis , testing the null hypothesis of no difference 
among the twelve groups. 

GROUPS BY 
GEO/SEX 

R u n l  Boys 

Urban Boys 

Rural Girls 

Urban Giris 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

The null hypothesis was rejected as the Kniskal-Wallis test indicated 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

3.2 

3-5 

3-8 

3 -6 

that there was one or more significant differences among the groups. From 

looking at the means scores. it cm be seen that children (whether girls or 

AVERAGE 

3.1 

3 -4 

3.7 

3.7 

boys) at the higher academic levels tend to like to read a little more than 

those lower down. When ANOVA was applied, the source of the significant 

differences was identified (Table 48). 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

3.8 

2.9 

3 2 

3. l 

0.000 1 * 



TABLE 48: ANOVA Summary for Liking to Read Geography, 
Sex and Academic Performance 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr >F 
B e r w e e n  Groups 11 5 3 . 7 8 7 3  4 .8897  5 .62  1). 0 0 0 1 f  
Within Groups 4 0 6  3 5 3 . 0 1 6 5  O .  8694 
T o t a l  4 1 7  4 0 6 . 8 0 3 8  

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
AC0 
GEO*SEX 
GEO*ACP 
SEX*ACP 
GEO*SEX*ACP 

DF Type 111 
1 O .  2 5 8 2  
1 7 . 9 3 7 7  
2 2 2 . 9 9 7 7  
1 2 . 3 7 0 7  
2 O .  5 3 0 7  
2 O .  6 5 9 5  
2 O .  1 6 9 7  

SS MS F Value 
O .  2582 O .  3 0  
7 .9377  9.13 

1 0 . 9 9 8 8  1 2 . 6 5  
2 . 3 7 0 7  2 . 7 3  
O .  2653 0 . 3 1  
O .  3297  0.38 
O .  0848 0 . 1 0  

. . - -. - - - - .- 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

Sex and academic performance were responsible for the main effects. 

The girls in general had a greater liking for reading than the boys. and so did 

the children at the higher performance levels. 

4.4.10 Reasons for Reading 

The second part of Question 14 required the children to write a brief 

statement explaining their reasons for reading. The responses to this section of 

the question were expected to reflect what the children thought about reading 

from which could be deduced the value they ascribed to the activity. This 

would in tum provide information on the cognitive aspect of their reading 

attitude. Its was the only open-ended question that allowed the children to 

express themselves freely. As no limit was set on the number of their replies. 

many children furnished more than one reason for reading. A variety of 

reasons were given which were grouped for analysis under three broad headings 
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- utility, pleasure and escape - as identified from the literature reviewed. The 

definitions used by Greaney and Hegarty (1987.10) were applied in trying to 

decide where to place each answer. Reading for pleasure was done because it 

was considered exciting interesting, enjoyable: reading for utility - was carried 

out on account of its usefulness in school and with later careers: and reading for 

escape - was undertaken when there was nothing else to do. to pass time or as 

a distraction fiom persona1 womes. 

The following sample of expressions made by the children exempli fies 

how the answers were categorised. Statements about liking to read such as: 

"It is good". "it helps me to leam or with my les son"^ 1 want to know more". 

"It will help me to get a job". "1 do not want to be a dunce" and such like. were 

classified under Utility. Comments like: "1 enjoy it". "itgs fun". "it makes me 

feel good" and it is "nice" or "interesting" were equated with Pleasure. 

Reading because "there was nothing else to do". "1 want to get away" and "1 am 

bored" qualified as Escape. 

A total of 361 (86.4%) children responded to this question and the 

missing 13.4% is comprised of the 5.3% of children who said they did not like 

to read at al1 (Table 44) and another 8.3% of them whose replies were not 

usable. Reasons and/or excuses given for not liking to read included: "it is 

boring". "1 like to play". "1 can't read so good". "1 don? have the time". "1 have 

too many other things to do". and "the classroom is too noisy". Unused 
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responses consisted of spaces lefi blank. illegible answers and replies that had 

to be discarded because they did not make sense. For example, sorne children 

said they read a little because: "my eyes hurt"? "1 like to play" or "it is too 

noisy". These responses were interpreted more as excuses rather than reasons. 

and so they too were omitted fiom the tally. 

TABLE 49: Reasons Given by RuralNrban Boys and Girls 
for Reading (Based on Frequency Scores) 

REASONS 
FOR 

READING 

BOYS 

Utility 56 53 
55.4% 50.5% 

-LA TOTAL 
Rural Urban 
n=107 n=105 

% of Sample 

The majority of the children (60.2%) indicated that they read primarily 

for Utility, exemplified by such statements as: "to get a job". "to be bright". "so 

I c m  pass my examinations". and "to find out what is going on in the world". 

Reading for its practical purpose was more oflen cited by girls. especially the 

urban ones. Pleasure (32.5%), mentioned nearly fi@-percent less fiequently 



than utilitv, was the second most common reason given for reading. Here 

again, girls led the way but with the rural ones naming this slightly more often 

than their urban peers. Very few of the reasons given could be categorised as 

Escape, and even so, it was urban boys who gave most of the replies that fell 

under this heading. 

The following hypothesis was tested to estabiish if any of these 

differences were statistically significant. 

Hypothesis 12: There is no significant difference between rural and urban 

boys and girls regarding the reasons given for voluntary 

reading 

Because the data were categorical and not inherently ordered. chi-square 

tests. instead of Kmskal-Wallis. were used to test the hypothesis. Only the data 

for reading for Utility and Pleasure were done and reported on because the 

numbers for Escape were considered too small (a total of 18 responses among 

the four groups) to produce any meaningful results. 

Tables 50 and 51 indicate the findings for Pleasure and Utility. 

respectively. 



TABLE 50: Chi-square Test Results for Reading for 

PLEASURE by RuraVUrban Boys and Girls 

GROUP 

Rural Boys 
Observed 
Expected 

X' 

Urban Boys 
O bserved 
Expected 

x' 
Rural Girls 

Observed 
Expected 

x2 
Urban Girls 

O bserved 
Expected 

X' 

TOTAL 

YES ROW 
TOTAL 

Overall x2 = 2.046 df = 3 p Value = 0.563 Cramer's V = 0.075 

The nul1 hypothesis was not rejected for Pleasure, which 

meant that the four groups were more alike than different in stating this reason 

for reading. However, a different picture emerged for reading for utility. 



TABLE 51: Chi-square Test Results for Reading For 

UTILITY by RuraWrban Boys and Girls 

YES ROW 

TOTAL 

Rural Boys 
O bserved 
Expected 

X' 

Urban Boys 
Observed 
Expected 

x' 
- - 

Rural Girls 
Observed 
Expected 

x- 
Urban Girls 

Observed 
Expected 

x2 
TOTAL 1 109 1 252 ( 361 

Overall X2 = 11.891 df = 3 p Value = 0.008 Cramer's V = 0.181 

Significant differences were found among the four goups. Overall. urban 

boys differed significantly different fiom the other three groups in that they 

were the least likely to read for utilitarian purposes. Girls, especially the urban 

ones, dernonstrated a greater tendency to give this as their main reason for 

reading. Thus, it would seem that being urban and female, there was a strong 
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likelihood that the child would be reading mainly for this purpose. Although 

there were s ip i fkant  differences arnong the four groups, Cramer's V (0.18 1) 

indicates the level of association between sex and geography to be relatively 

low in their impact on reading for utility. 

Summary 

This study was guided by tsvelve hypotheses which were tested. one of which 

was not retained (i.e.. that pertaining to reading guidance). The remaining 

eleven were supported to varying degrees as shown by the summary of the 

results in Table 52. 

TABLE 52: Summary of Results from Hypotheses 
Tested for Significant Main Effectsnnteractions 

Dependen t Variables 

Interest in Book Types 

Number of Books Read 

Sources of Books 

Sources of Reading Guidance 

Reading as a Leisure Time Activity 

Hindrances to Reading More 

Preference for Race of Book Heroes 

Liking to Read 

Reasons for Reading 

Independent Variables 

Geo. Sex ACP 

Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes NT 

No No NT 

No Yes NT 

Yes Yes NT 

Yes Yes NT 

No Yes Yes 

Yes Yes NT 

Geo. = Geography ACP = Academic Performance NT = Not Tested 
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From the preceding table. it c m  be observed that sex was the most dominant 

factor influencing Jarnaican sixth graders' reading interests and habits. 

Geography had a somewhat lesser impact. n i e  examination of the impact of 

academic performance on reading interests and habits was confined to the types 

of books the sixth graden were interested in reading, the number of books read. 

and their degree of liking for reading. In the few instances that academic 

performance was included. it also had a much smaller effect. 

These findings are in many respects similar to previous findings by other 

researchers. The more interesting new findings realte to: race and childrengs 

preference for main book characters. girls? greater interest in certain types of 

informational works and boys' strong interest in love stories. 
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CWAPTER FIVE 

INTERVIEWS WITH JAMAICAN SIXTH GRADE READERS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The interviews were undertaken for the purpose of providing a glimpse 

into the lives of a small group of the Jamaican sixth graders to see how their 

persona1 circumstances might affect their reading interest and habits. By so 

doing. the researcher hoped to bring a human side to the data which might 

reveal general trends and patterns but tell us little about the persons behind the 

statistics. These short vignettes, therefore. should provide a further context for 

understanding and interpreting the findings of the study. 

The interviews were semi-structured and based in part upon the 

children's answers to the items on the Student Questionnaire. The children 

were allowed to talk freely about their reading behaviour and at times 

clarifications were sought about responses given on the questionnaire. Each 
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interview is presented separately so as to give a more complete profile of the 

individual child and the factors operating concurrently in his or her life that 

rnight influence his or her response to books and reading. Where patterns of 

individual reading behaviour seem to conform to or differ £iom accepted 

theones and practice, bnef commentaries are made. 

In reporting interviews. it is customary to include excerpts from the 

direct speech of the interviewees to lend authenticity to the assessments being 

made. In this case. very few instances of this have been given. primarily 

because many of the children spoke in non-standard English or the Jamaican 

dialect. which would not be easily read if reported verbatim. The children were 

encouraged to speak informally since the researcher felt this would make them 

tèel more comfortable. 

What follows is a summary of the contents of the eight interviews 

along with additional information gleaned From the children's earlier response 

to the Student Questionnaire. The students were randomly chosen and 

consisted of four boys and four girls of different academic abilities From both 

the rural and urban areas of Jamaica. Each interview lasted approxirnately 30 - 

45 minutes. The boys are presented first. and participants are numbered to 

indicate sex and geographic location. 



5.2 THE INTERVIEWS 

5.2.1 Rural Boy 1 

From the data collected via the student questionnaire. Rural Boy 1 was 

a member of the public library, had read no books two weeks prior to the 

survey, and got most of the books he read fiom home, the public library and 

tiiends. in that order. He personally owned eleven books and resorted most 

often to fiiends and parents for advice as to what to read. Art. craft outdoor 

cames and watching television were named as his favourites pastimes. and when 
h 

asked how much he liked to read he said that he "hated" reading for which he 

offered no explmation. He further stated that his two major distractions from 

reading more were being with fiiends and not being good at reading. Questions 

about his reading interests showed that his favourite types of books. when he 

did read. were Fairy Tales. Machines and Animals Stories. 

The general picture arrived at fiom the preceding data shows an active 

child who in addition to liking to play outdoors also had an artistic streak. He 

strongly disliked reading, perhaps because he was not too good at it. although 

occasionally he did read. However. this initial profile proved to be superficial. 

and somewhat misleading as he turned out to be a bright. fascinating. and 

obviously talented ten year old who read avidly. Such a discovery justified 

the decision to conduct follow-up interviews. even with such a small sub- 
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sarnple, because of the valuable insights they provided into the world of these 

Jamaicm readers. 

He was the only student who no longer attended the sarne school at 

which he had been surveyed earlier. His parents had transferred him to a 

private elementary school in the parish capital about twenty miles away. Rural 

Boy 1, a ten year old from a rural school, came across as an intelligent, 

creative. articulate and a multi-faceted individual with whom it was a pleasure 

to talk. The maturity of thought displayed at times far exceeded his age. and 

although he was ranked as an average achiever by his teacher on the basis of 

his grades. in conversation he showed signs of being above average in 

intelligence. Several times throughout the interview he interrupted the 

conversation to elaborate. clariQ or provide a rationale for his comments in 

order to ensure that the interviewer clearly understood what was being 

communicated. Due to his willingness to talk and his level of understanding 

the interview covered most of the items from the questionnaire and even went 

beyond. 

The older of hvo children. Run l  Boy 1 's mother was an aerobic g m  

instructor at a nearby hi& school, while his father was a graphic artist whose 

creative ability his son seerned to have inherited. The child also wanted to 

become an artist although he made it clear that he did not want to do 

commercial art but to draw scenery, cars and animals. The family seemed to 
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be closely knit, spending a lot of tirne together - going out. exercising, and 

communicating with one another. His parents encourage him to read and they 

themselves read magazines, books and newspapers. 

The books he read were monitored by his parents to make sure they 

met with family guidelines for suitability. Time spent watching television and 

reading cornic books was also controlled because his parents felt that the former 

did not help with his reading and the latter had too many pictures which could 

negatively affect his language development. 

His socio-economic background seemed to fit the type described by 

Whitehead et al. (1977) as "non-manual" and more likely to produce habitua1 

readers because of the likely presence of more sources for literary stimulation. 

His home setting also reflected some of the qualities obsented by Ingham 

( 198 1 )  and Durkin ( 1966) as contributory to children becoming early readers 

and developing a positive attitude towards reading. Actually. Rural Boy 1 said 

he recalled being able to read from the time he was about three years old. 

His self-confessed aversion to reading ("1 hate it!") given on the 

questionnaire concealed a voracious appetite for information that was sated 

mainly by reading. Thus. the motivation to read did not spring fiom a love of 

the activity but rather from a recognition of the power and value of the 

information contained between the covers of a book. In his own words. he 

said: "1 read so that 1 can be bright ... to know more than rny Fnends, and just 
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to know about what is going on in life around me ... but 1 still do not like to 

read." He was adamant on this Iast point, explaining how even his 

teachers refùsed to believe this fact because he read so rnuch. But his 

explmation was that since he wanted so badly to be superior to his peers in 

knowledge and at the moment the only way to achieve this goal was through 

the pnnt medium. he was prepared to put aside his dislike for the activity and 

read as much as he needed to. 

Such a buming desire to read. despite not liking the activity. says much 

for the power of motivation in geîting a child to read, and would seem to 

concur with Mathewson's ( 1976) view that a favourable attitude toward reading 

is not the sole factor in encouraging a child to read. There also must be an 

appropriate motivation to serve as an energising force to propei the chiid toward 

reading. in this instance. whether or not Rural Boy 1 had a favourable attitude 

toward reading, he certainly had a strong incentive to undertake the activity. 

As Mathewson (1976) fùrther notes. such motivation is directly related to an 

anticipated extrinsic or intrînsic reward. For this child. both types of rewards 

operated - satisfying his thirst for knowledge and at the same time gaining 

superior status among his peers by knowing more than they did. 

Perhaps, in an environment with free access to a wide variety of 

multimedia formats, this child would become an "aliterate", because he could 

satisQ his information needs through non-book sources. A query about his 
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preference for viewing or reading the sarne story elicited a definite response in 

favour of viewing because, he says," ... I like to see the movements and the 

images on the screen". On the other hand, with the book he was forced to do 

his own "imagining". 

Although she did not give the reasons why children preferred viewing 

to reading, Feeley's (1982) research on fourth and fifth graders in New Jersey 

revealed that rnost preferred viewing the stories to reading them. Given the 

proliferation of the electronic media. such a finding should not corne as a 

surprise. Rural Boy 1's aversion to print could also have spmng kom his 

artistic approach to life. He tended to think in pictures and see the world from 

that perspective. and to spend most of his free time drawing wild animals and 

reading some of the books (e.g.? adventure stories. fairy tales and history) that 

interested him. 

His creativity extended to making up stories for himself and he 

reported that he had already written and illustrated a "real" book based on a 

documentary on seals that he had watched on television. He copied the 

drawings based on what he had seen and added a few lines of text to produce 

a twenty page book that he duplicated with his parents help and sold to hmily 

friends. For a child of this age, this could be seen as a major accomplishrnent 

and fùrther proof of his above average intelligence which for various reasons 

might not be reflected in his classwork. 
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In an effort to gain fkther insight into why certain book types appeal 

to children or do not attract them. the researcher questioned Rural Boy 1 about 

some of the book types he had selected in the questionnaire. The following 

were some of his responses: He enjoyed Fairy Tales, because of the illustrations 

and the magic (although his exarnples were more descriptive of fantasy - e.g.. 

Pinocchio, Peter Pan, Donald Duck: Riddles and Jokes - because they were 

like puzzles and he liked sharing them with his peers. especially when they did 

not know the answers; books about Things to Make and Do were one of his top 

favourites because he liked to make things out of paper. paint them and use 

them to decorate the walls at home; and War Stories had strong appeal 

especially when the soldiers use powerful weapons. When asked if he were not 

bothered by the fact that in real life people were killed by these missiles. he 

said in books it was not real so he was not disturbed in any way. 

He disliked Science Fiction and Horror Stories because many of the 

creatures in them temfied him to the extent that he had nightmares. Books 

about Growing Up did not interest him but since they did have essential 

information he would read them. Love Stories. so popular with Jamaican boys. 

did not attract him. neither did mystery stories although he enjoyed watching 

detective shows on television. His enjoyrnent of the latter came from helping 

to solve the mystery. 

While a ten year old boy would not be expected to formulate any real 
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theories about the perceived sex differences in children's reading interests and 

habits, Rural Boy 1 was asked if he noticed any difference between the two 

sexes when it came to reading and doing school work. His reply was that 

because girls were not rough, liked to sit and play with dolls. they read more 

and faster than boys who liked to play a lot more. 

He also expressed the belief that boys liked war stories because of the 

shooting while girls seemed to prefer books with pictures of girls. and he had 

noticed that his sister liked to read family stories and watch family shows on 

television. He also observed that at school boys tended to tease the girls a lot 

because they were better readers. and he thought that girls were brighter 

because they behaved themselves in class so they learned more. 

From these comments. Rural Boy 1's perception of the differences 

behveen the sexes as they relate to academic performance and reading behaviour 

is not so far removed from some of the usual arguments found in the literature 

that ascribe some of the differences to the stereotyped view of girls being more 

passive and preferring books relating to the affective domain. 

Finally. he was asked to comment on his preference for Eurocentric or 

Afiocentric main characters in the books he read. Black characters. no matter 

what their nationality. was his first choice because he himself was black and 

lived in Jamaica. He did add however, that in most of the books he read the 

main characters were white and it made him wonder if "white people were the 
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only people to write books". He also made it clear that the colour of the 

characters did not affect his enjoyment of the story, for example. in a mystery 

his main concern was to find out what happened. 

This 1 s t  statement would seem to emphasise ùiat when discussing book 

choices for children of different races - the matter of content does not seem to 

be the main issue as their tastes tend to be nearly similar. It seems to be more 

a matter of how another ethnic group is portrayed and its likely psychological 

effect on the reader that should be cause for concem, as stated by MacCann 

( 1 985 )  and other advocates for more non-stereotyped multicultural chi ldren ' s 

1 iterature. 

Without doubt. this was not a typical ten year-old with respect to his 

creativity. thinking and ability to articulate what he thought and felt. He was 

very perceptive. self-confident and an avid reader. who. although he read 

primarily for utilitarian reasons. also seemed to get some pleasure from it. 

despite claiming a dislike for the activity. 

5.2.2 Rural Boy 2 

Rural Boy 2 was a quiet and soft spoken boy who appeared reserved 

at first. but once started he warmed up and shared experiences without needing 

much encouragement from the interviewer. This child lived with an extended 

family headed by his mother since his father resided in the United States of 

America. His mother and gandmother worked in a grocery shop at home 
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adjacent to their house. The adults (including aunts and cousins) in his farnily 

read the daily paper, "The Children's Own?" a weekly newspaper from his 

school, and sometimes the books he borrowed frorn the library. This last fact 

was taken into consideration when he was taking out materials fiorn the library. 

The questionnaire data showed that Rural Boy 2 was assessed by his 

teachers as being above average in both reading and academic performance. 

He reported that he liked to read only a little and also said that not liking to 

read enough and not being a good reader were hindrances to his reading more. 

Yet in the two weeks prior to the interview he had read five books. The picture 

seem contradictory. but Lampert and Saunders (1976) also observed that 

children's perception of thernselves as recreational readers did not rest so much 

on their reading or academic ability as on their attitude towards books and 

reading. In other words, many proficient readers do not consider themselves 

as "recreational readers" because they were not favourably disposed towards the 

activity; the opposite is sometirnes the case for less able readers. 

Rural Boy 2 owned a few books received from his father and although 

he could not recall being read to as a child. currently. family members 

sometimes read to hirn to improve his skill. and he in turn read to them for the 

same purpose. He was an active member of both the public and school libraries 

and he did not hesitate to ask adults for help when trying to find something to 

read. The persons usually resorted to for reading guidance were the teachers 
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at schooi and the library staff at the public library where he enjoyed going with 

his friends to sit and read together. 

For this boy, at least, reading seemed to meet with the approval of his 

peers with whom he had last visited the library the day before the interview and 

borrowed hvo books on animal stories. When asked specifically for the titles 

of books read, he could not recall them although he gave summaries of the 

stories. This failure to pay close attention to book titles and authors would 

seem to justiS the researcher's earlier decision to exclude such a section from 

the final questionnaire. 

Reading was only one of his hobbies as he spent a good deal of his 

leisure time playing cricket or baseball. This love for active outdoor games 

conforms to the pattern of the data For ranking of reading as a leisure time 

activity. For many boys outdoor games and sports seemed more attractive than 

reading. His main reasons for reading were to improve his ability and because 

he found it interesting. His recreational reading was carried out at home. 

school or on his trips to a nearby bnnch of the public library of which he was 

a member. 

When choosing books for reading, he liked long stories but with 

language simple enough for him to manage. Illustrations were very important 

to him so he would not choose books without them even if the story seemed 

interesting. Large pnnt made the books seem too babyish so he preferred a 
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smaller type size, and sometimes he sampled portions of the story to see if it 

appealed to him. From these cornments, it would seem that the decision to 

select a book for reading involves much more than a response to the genre or 

subject of the work. This observation corresponds with Kirk ( 1985), who found 

out that the physical format of a book had as much to do with creating interest 

as its contents. 

Rural Boy 2's reading interests included Fairy Tales. War Stories. 

Horror (he liked being scared) and Animais Stones because he had them as 

pets. Love stories were more suited for girls as he did not like to read about 

people kissing. Fiction was preferred more than non-fiction. Favourite 

television shows were cartoons, detective stories and a local sitcom katuring 

every day life in Jamaica. Most nights he watched television for about an hour 

and his viewing hours increased to about three on the weekends. 

When questioned about his preference for Eurocentric main characters. 

his response was; "...because 1 am white ... I d o i t  see myself as black ..." Rural 

Boy 2 \vas of an olive complexion, and it would seem to him that being black 

meant literally having a black skin. His response touches upon one of the 

dilemmas facing children of mixed heritage in a country like Jamaica where 

racism as known in North Anleriça and elsewhere is not the n o m  and children 

are sometimes baffled by the sociological definitions of "blackness" or 

"whiteness". As Nettleford ( 1982), one of lamaica3 leading social scientists. 
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observed that Jamaicans and other Caribbean peoples must forever wrestle with 

the issue of identity by reason of history which makes them neither white nor 

black in the true sense of either terms. Therefore. self-identity posed a serious 

problem for Jamaican children and adults alike. 

Rural Boy 2 appears to be a recreational reader. although he does not 

seem to recognise the fact. and he does not fit the usual stereotype that boys 

prefer informational books to fiction and consider reading to be more 

appropriate for girls. His response about Afiocentric heroes brought to light a 

new dimension on the issue of race and book selection as it revealed another 

of the underlying factors that might also influence some children-s book choices 

in the Jamaican society. 

5.2.3 Urban Boy 1 

A very talkative and open cliild. it was not very difficult to start a 

conversation with Urban Boy 1 and to allow him to freely expressed his ideas 

about his reading habits with little guidance from the researcher. At the time 

of the interview he was living with his parents. although his father worked as 

a soldier nearly forty miles away and was not always at home. He was the 

older of two boys in a family that read magazines, the newspaper and 

sometimes his literature texts. He owned no books for recreational reading. 

could not recall ever having received any as gifts. admitted to not being able 

to read well and so did not enjoy reading. His poor reading ability was 
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confirrned by the teachers who ranked him as being below average in both 

reading and academic performance. 

Perhaps. because of his limited reading ability. he found great 

enjoyment in the stories his teachers read to him. and they seemed to help boost 

his self-esteem with his peers as he said hearing those storïes gave him 

something to talk about with his fnends; when they meet they talk about the 

books they have read and the parts they liked. It would seem that reading 

books or watching television for social reasons is also a common reason why 

some children read. According to von Feilitzen (1976). this is one of the social 

purposes for reading and for many children - it is one aspect of shared 

relationships - as it gives them something in common to talk about which in 

turn imparts a sense of belonging to the group. 

His poor reading ability might tùrther explain this Urb,m Boy I 's heavy 

reliance on television for entertainment. He watched television nightly and 

liked many of the family type sitcoms like Getting By and Hanging Out 

With M r  Cooper. Cartoons also appealed as well as some of the North 

American soap operas such as Generations and Geoeral Hospital. McGyver 

had a particularly strong appeal because of the hero's clevemess. One might 

wonder at the viewing fare of this eleven year old boy. but in Jamaica there are 

very few children's programmes on replar television. especially for this age 

group. so it is not surpnsing to find them watching adult soap operas and 
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sitcoms which are more readily available. Urban Boy 1 could not recall 

watching a television show and then wanting to read the book, but he had 

experienced reading a book and wanting to see the movie because the story was 

so exciting. 

Over the past two weeks prior to the interview. he had read two books. 

both fiction, which he said he preferred over informational works. Such a 

preference could be the result of his poor reading ability. as Perera ( 1986) has 

noted that children's choices ofien veer toward fiction because it is much 

simpler than non-narrative materials. Queries about reading interests showed 

that he liked books on Dancing because ihey helped to improve one's posture 

and he would have liked to l e m  to ballet. 

Horror stories. War Stories. Animal Stories. Fairy Tales. and Riddles 

and Jokes were other favourites. Fairy tales for him. meant Anancy stories 

which he found funny: Riddles and Jokes were easy to read: and while he liked 

reading about war he hoped not to see it in real life. The only book type he 

cited as disliking was Poetry. for which he gave no explanation. Seeing 

Afiocentric main characters in his books was not too important to him. 

although he still preferred them as heroes. 

His main source of reading material was the school library, and when 

selecting a book he looked at the title first, then read a part of the book to see 

if he liked the story. The size of the print was not a deterrent if the topic was 
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of interest. He did not like too many pictures in the books chosen (maybe 

because the books would look too much like ones for a younger child), and he 

would read a book whether or not it had pictures. Friends were sometimes 

consulted for reading guidance and once they endorsed a book. he usually 

borrowed it. This reliance on fi-iends confirms research findings that show 

peer approval to be very influential in children's book choices. 

Urban Boy 1 displayed many of the characteristics identified with non- 

readers: male. below average academically. not finding satisfaction in reading 

and a preference for the eiectronic media over reading. He also conforms 

somewhat to the general pattern of urban boys arising fiom this study. These 

boys stood out clearly as a group that requires serious intervention strategies 

because so rnany of them were performing below the expected academic level 

with the attendant reading difficulties. They also displayed little interest in 

reading and would seem to have a less than positive attitude toward the activity. 

5.2.4 Urban Boy 2 

Urban Boy 2 was rated as below average academically. did not belong to 

any library. possessed oniy one book. and relied on friends and home for his 

reading material. His favourite types of books listed on the questionnaire were: 

Fairy Tales. Love and Mystery Stories. and his recreational interests included 

indoor. outdoor and video games. He liked to read " a little" in order to 

irnprove his reading skills and his major hindrances to reading more were 
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watching television. not having his own books and not being good at reading. 

This boy seemed to be a quiet child who enjoyed outdoor sports and 

video games during his Free time. Watching television also consumed about 

three of his waking hours each day and many more on weekends. He said he 

liked to read comics and newspapers and sometimes his parents encouraged him 

to read by bringing home books for him. Although the public library was less 

than one kilometre away From the school. he was not a member because he 

lived in another town and so did not have the time to visit. 

His reading tastes included fairy tales. which he liked because the 

prince always ended up getting his bride and they usually mamed and lived 

happily ever afier. When asked further why this was so appealing to him. he 

said he hoped to get married one day and live happily ever after. Marshall 

( 1982) expressed the idea that part of a child's enjoyment from reading cornes 

from wish-fulfilment as a child sees his own dream or longing being 

experienced by the characters in his books. Huck ( 1979) also adds that children 

win a feeling of satisfaction ftom their reading when the stories allow them to 2 

try on new roles. In this boy's case. some of the pleasure he feels seems to 

corne fiom anticipating his future role as a husband. 

His interest in the romantic aspects of life was further confirmed by his 

strong preference for love stories. which he borrowed from his sisters. Again 

he liked them because they gave him insights into romance. and of course. there 
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was the happily ever afier ending as with the fairy tales. This penchant for 

books of this nature mns contrary to much of the research findings that show 

boys disliking books that dealt with the affective domain. It only points out 

one of the limitations of trying to determine children's reading tastes solely on 

the basis of generalised research findings. 

The suspense of mystery stories aroused his curiosity and made him 

want to find out what happens next: riddles and jokes were huinorous and could 

be shared with others and animal stories were also liked. He was fond of 

animals and he could vividly recall being very touched by the story of Bambi. 

a young deer who lived in the forest. He was very sad when Bambi's mother 

died. but happy when he eventually triumphed over his enemies and became 

king of the forest. Family stones were not among his favourites as he felt they 

were more suitable to girls although he could not say why. Also. when asked 

for his preference. he chose Eurocentric book heroes but did not offer an 

explanation. His unwillingness to comment on his choice might be caused from 

feelings of discomfiture with openly espressing such a position and the feeling 

that maybe he was expected to prefer people like hirnself more. 

Ranked as below average academically. Urban Boy 2 admitted that he 

was not good at reading and disliked being asked to read aloud in class. He 

cited the embarrassrnent it caused him when he could not pronounce the words 

properly. For him. reading was mainly for educational purposes and was 
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undertaken less frequently for enjoyment. Watching television kept him from 

reading more. If there were no television he still would not choose to read. a 

view his fiiends also shared, he said. 

Although this urban boy's profile closely matches Urban Boy 

left the interview with the impression that although Urban Boy 2 had 

1. one 

limited 

reading ability and said he did not like reading - he did read and seemed to 

enjoy the activity. This seeming discrepancy suggests that if he were exposed 

to some more pleasurable reading experiences. he might become a committed 

reader. A well planned literature programme specially geared to his reading 

ability and interests. and administered under the guidance of a knowledgeable 

and sensitive Iibrarian or teacher might well contribute to his reading 

development. 

5.2.5 Rural Girl 1 

Rural Girl 1. assessed as below average in academic performance. did 

not indicate membership in any library. owned no books and had not read any 

in the hvo weeks prior to the survey. She relied inostly on fiiends for reading 

guidance as well as material to read. although libraries were also another 

source. Reading was her favounte pastime followed by watching television 'and 

being with friends. She reported that she liked to read very much but 

excessive school work, not being good at reading and. oddly. not liking to read 

were the main hindrances to reading more. This seeming contradiction might 
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be indicative OF the desire on her part either to give the "right" answers she 

thinks adults expect or to exaggerate in order to look "good". 

She is the ninth oFtwelve children and lives at home with both parents 

who themselves never read but encourage her to do so for educational purposes. 

Her career aspiration is to become a lawyer because she likes how they conduct 

themselves in the movies on television. This girl did not own any books at 

al1 although there were a few at home. and she did not consider herself a good 

reader. i.e. having a good grasp of the mechanics (she was rated as below 

average for academic performance). Her parents did not read anything at all. 

except for her weekly children's newspaper that she received at school. This 

fact emphasises the non-literary environment existing in many homes in 

Jamaica. especially in rural areas rvhere books are extrernely scarce. 

Althouzh she had not responded to this que. on the questionnaire. she 

stated that she was a member of the public library and received her books from 

the bookrnobile that visits her area once per month. She had never gone to a 

public library building although she would do so if one were nearby so she 

could have access to a wider variety of books and have the time sit down or 

browse. The nearest library was about ten miles away in the parish capital. 

She had not read any books for the previous three weeks. but liked to 

read because that was one of the ways she learned new things. Asked to recall 

some of the things she had learnt. she mentioned first aid. and the message 
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kom a story about a boy and a runaway car, which to her meant that if one 

interferes with other people's property trouble will result. 

Like the other interviewees, other aspects of the book besides its 

content contributed to the child making a decision to read a book. When 

selecting books she usually sampled short portions of the story, mostly the 

begiming, to see if it was humorous. She looked for the number of pictures 

because she preferred the books to have several. This might indicate her 

atternpts to find books within her reading level since she was judged as a low 

achieving student. Moray ( 1978) observed that less academically able students 

preferred books with many pictures because they had fewer words and were 

usually easier to read. 

Her hobbies included reading playing outdoor games and watching 

television which consumed a great deal of her time. Favourite television 

programmes were The Fresh Prince of Belair, Head of the Class and 

cartoons. Sometimes. there were stories on television for which she would have 

liked to read the corresponding book, but since these were not in the Iibrary she 

gave up trying to find them. From what she said, it can be inferred that while 

the media can be used to promote reading. this must be complemented by quick 

and easy access to the books or else interest will soon be lost. 

The types of books she counted among her favourites and reasons for 

liking them were: family stones - she could learn something fiom these stories 
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since she planned to have a farnily of her own; biographies - to find people 

whom she might want to be like: love stones - because they tell about marriage 

and what it could be like: fairy tales - because " .. .they are fbmy. .." (humorous. 

one may assume): horror stoties - "1 like being made to feel afraid ..." : growing 

up - " I like to know what it is to be a woman". Although she was inclined 

toward Afrocentric book heroes, the colour of the characters did not matter too 

meatly to her. She disliked war stories because she did not like to see people 
C 

fight. and even when watching television she tumed off such programmes. Her 

statement echoes research findings that indicate that girls tend to have a strong 

aversion to violence in their books. 

Although a Iow achieving student and a non-reader. this girl still 

showed a certain degree of interest in reading and would seem inclined to do 

more if there was greater access to reading material. Her home environment 

was not one to stimulate interest in books or reading and this too could have 

played a role in her not being a more committed reader. 

5.2.6 Rural Girl 2 

Assessed as above average in academic performance. Rural Girl 2 had 

a moderate liking for reading. ranked it as her second favourite pastime and 

pursued the activity because it was "funny and calms me down." Being with 

Fnends. watching television and playing video games kept her from reading as 

much as she would like to do. As a member of the public library she received 
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most of the books from this source and resorted to librarians more often than 

any other person for reading guidance. Her favourite kind of books were: Fairy 

Tales, Riddles and Jokes and Poetry. In the two weeks pnor to the survey. she 

had read four books. 

Rural Girl 2 was not very communicative. appeared shy and when she 

expressed an idea hardly elaborated on it. This reticence could be natural as 

well as resulting fiom her living in a deeply rural area and not being used to 

talking about herself to strangers. 

She was an only child and her father was a fanner and her mother 

worked in a non-professional capacity at a branch of the public library nearly 

five miles away. Her parents read magazines and newspapers which she 

sometimes read too. but did not like too much. She preferred reading comics 

and books borrowed from her friends. She had no recollection of her parents 

reading to her. but she liked it when teachers told her stories. 

Rated as above average in academic performance. she saw herself as a 

eood reader who could read well but prefered not to read. Although her mother 
Y 

worked at the library. Rural girl 2 said she herself had not gone there for a long 

time. When pressed for a reason she stated that she was too lazy to go even 

though she had read through al1 the books at home. She owned quite a 

number of books, sorne received as gifts and other purchased from book shops 

in the parish capital. However. she stated that she much preferred watching 



television to reading. She still believed that reading was important and she 

enjoyed talking about her reading with friends since it gave thern an opportunity 

to share and recommend books to each other. 

The repetition of this reason for reading by so many of the 

interviewees suggests that chiidren derive some measure of satisfaction from 

sharing their reading with ffiends. This fact has some implications for practice. 

Teachers and Iibrarians need to provide more oppominities for chiidren to share 

their reading experiences with each other to encourage more leisure time 

reading. For Chambers ( 1993. 7) the sharing of reading experiences even go 

beyond that because "...taIking about books is the best reheanal for talkinp 

well about other things. So in helping children to talk about their reading. we 

help them to be articulate about the rest of their lives ..." 

Her favourite story types included Fairy Tales. Horror Stories. Riddles 

and Jokes and Biographies. War Stories and Animal Stories were not well 

liked and she had no particular preference for Afrocentric characters in her 

books since the colour of their skins did not affect her enjoyment of the work. 

In Rural Girl 2's case. access and available did not seem to be too 

ueat a problem to keep her from reading as she had books at home and her 
C 

mother worked at a library. This child also acknowledged the value of reading. 

but preferred viewing to reading, and it would appear that she lacked a strong 

enough motivation (like that or Rural Boy 1) to propel her to actively seek out 



the kind of books she was interested in reading. 

From al1 appearances, this child is a capable reader but one who does 

not enjoy reading despite her ability. She seems to bear close to resemblance 

to the aliterate children Landy (1977a) and Whitehead et al.. ( 1977) discovered 

among their sample. For such children, there seems to be little guarantee that 

any literature programme will succeed in making them habitua1 readers. 

Further research rnight uncover some of the factors leading to this condition. 

and so provide some suggested strategies for handling the matter. 

5.2.7 Urban Girl 1 

Urban Girl 1. evaluated as above average in academic performance. 

liked to read very rnuch because it was the key to education. In the hvo weeks 

immediately preceding the survey. she had read three books and her favourite 

ones were: Fairy Tales. Growing Up. Riddles and Jokes. Her main sources for 

books were relatives. the public iibrary (of which she was a member) and 

fiiends. Her preferred pastimes in rank order were: dancing, reading and 

listening to music: and she found that being with friends. watching teievision 

and too many chores at home were among her chief distractions from reading. 

The youngest of eight children. Urban Girl 1 lived at home with 

grandmother. a retired elementary school teacher. who used to read her bedtime 
Cr 

stories. She liked being read to because her grandmother made the stories 

sound so real. This child, of above average ability, described herself as a 
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"bookworm" who liked to read a lot "... because I find it interesting ... it gives 

me understanding of the world ... and it makes me wise." 

When asked for an example of the wisdom she had gained, she referred 

to reading The Berenstein Bears Go to the Dentist. The story dealt with a 

little bear who was afraid to go to the dentist because everyone told him it was 

going to be unpleasant. but on going he discovered that it was not as bad as 

everyone had said. Urban Girl 1 drew the following meaning from the story: 

"... we mustn't always listen to al1 that people say. but should try and find out 

h r  ourselves. " 

Urban Girl 1 led a very active life - she belonged to the Red Cross. 

Scouts and sang with a group at church. Most of her spare time was spent 

reading comics. books and newspapers. In addition. her hobbies included 

playing baseball. tag and being with her Friends. If she had a whole day to 

spend as she pleased she would first of al1 read. then play games and watch 

television al1 night. Her television viewing was monitored by her pmdmother 

who discouraged her from watching cartoons because they were silly and her 

cousins always tried to imitate the foolish actions of the characters. Her 

mandrnother also felt books with love stories were inappropriate for her age. 
L 

This grandrnother, who seemed so vigilant about Urban Girl 1's 

pastimes. also provided guidance and positive encouragement for reading by 

buying her pranddaughter books. talking about them with her and by modelling 
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reading herself. It would seem then, that this child's home environment 

contained some of the positive elements repeatedly identified as contributing to 

the making of a committed reader. Staiger (1979) stated that the models of 

reading in the family, the reading material available and the family's own 

attitude toward ieaming generally forrned the foundation of the reading habit. 

Durkin (1966). who studied the home setting of young fluent readers. 

also stressed the importance of the home in developing early literacy and the 

reading habit. The faamily's socio-economic status should not be overlooked: 

the gandrnother's professional status could have made it easier financially to 

buy books and her level of education could have influenced her own reading 

behaviour and consequently the granddaughter's. 

In order to sustain hcr reading habit. Urban Girl 1 was a member of 

a mobile branch of the public library which allowed her to borrow only one 

book every two or three weeks. She lamented this restriction which left her 

little to read for such a long period. Fortunately for her. she had recourse to 

books purchased by her gandrnother and those borrowed from friends. 

Her enjoyment in reading came primarily from how the characters 

behaved and imagining that the story actually did take place. Sometimes For her 

this had negative effects in real life: ghost stones made her really scared to 

sleep by herself aftenvards. Many types of books interested her and she was 

eager to talk about her reading, and unlike some of the other interviewees. she 



was able to comment on books she had read. 

Fairy tales were among her top favourites and she elaborated on some 

of her recent readings. Cinderella - she did not like how Cinderella was 

treated by her family? they worked her too hard. Pinocchio she did not like 

because he told too many lies and was very disobedient. She fùrther added that 

Pinocchio rerninded her of a close friend. However. she iiked how the puppet's 

father loved him and went looking for Pinocchio whenever he was lost. She 

found Alice in Wonderland boring although she was not able to say why. she 

just knew it was. 

Her main source of reading guidance was friends because when she 

actually visited the library. since the staff member - who might not be a 

Iibrarian - was always too busy checking out books. This observation about 

librarians echoes the complaints of other cliildren in the studies reviewed and 

the seeming busyness of library staff might be one of the reasons why children 

tend not to consult them for reading guidance. 

Urban Girl 1 closely resembles the profile of the typical committed 

reader compiled by Landy ( 1977a) during her study of Canadian seventh grade 

students. She described the typical reader as: female who tends to possess a 

higher level of reading and intellectual ability. reads more for pleasure. owns 

more books, engages in a wide range of spare time activities and has parents 

who read a lot. 



5.2.8 Urban Girls 2 

Described as above average by her teachers. Urban Girl 2 liked to read 

"a little" in order to learn, and did not include reading among her three 

favourite leisure time activities. Instead she enjoyed playing indoor games- 

watching television and going out with Friends. These last two activities along 

with too rnany chores at home kept her from reading more. She belonged to the 

school library which provided the majority of the books she read and most 

times she resorted to no one for guidance in book choices. During the two 

weeks before the survey she had read one book, and her most preferred types 

of books were: Family. Animal and Adventure Stories. 

Urban Girl 2 came fkom a family of  five headed by her mother who 

works as a domestic helper. There were no books at home and she could not 

recall having received one as a gifi. Her mother encouraged her to read 

because it was "good for her" and she would learn something worthwhile. Not 

having any one at home to turn to for reading guidance. she relied on her older 

cousin who sometimes borrowed books £tom her school library. Her older 

brother was of little help because "...he is not bright enough? and does even 

know the words 1 do!" Sometimes she would go next door and talk with 

Friends about whatever they were reading, which sometimes was only their 

textbooks, and they would wonder about the authenticity of some of the things 

in those books, especially if they had never seen or experienced them. 
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Reading was not her favourite activity as she preferred to play outdoor 

games and be with her &ends. She also watched television a great deal and 

liked the adult soap operas and detective stories. On weekends she did not have 

much spare time as she had to assist her aunt in a grocery shop. At the time 

of the interview, she was not a rnernber o f  any library and, pnor to this. the 

only library she had ever visited was the one at school to which she had access 

until Grade four, but not since then. 

Her experiences with that library were not very encouraging as she 

comrnented on not being allowed to handle certain books. the need to be quiet 

and having to pay for materials damaged. These cornments raise questions 

about library policies and practices which might seem legitimate to 

administraton but which children often find puvling and discouraging. In the 

Jamaican situation, the teachers in charge of the school libraries sometimes 

adopt a custodial attitude toward the material. which might explain the 

reluctance to have children touch certain books. 

When this child was asked why she had not tried to join a branch of the 

public library since she lived in the capital city. her response was that she did 

not live near any. Since she could no longer use the school library. for 

whatever reason, her only source of reading material at that time was the 

literature text used for language arts. Therefore, it was not surprising to 

discover that she read primarily for utility. She said: ".. because it helped me 
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to speli ... to know a lot of big words ... and I like it too." The last statement 

sounded almost like an afterthought. 

Although she had limited access to reading material and did not like 

reading as a pastime. she could recall the types of stories she had read and 

enjoyed. .4mong these were: fairy tales - she iiked how the characters behaved 

and the way they lived in the end; family s t o k  -they were sometimes 

humorous: animal stories - dogs had strong appeal. especially Lassie because 

he "...had sense": Riddles and Jokes - they were Funny: People fiom other lands 

- "... they made you sad or happy and you want to be like them sometimes ... 

1 mean the happy ones ..." Afrocentric main characters were her first choice of 

book heroes - "... because they are Our people ... 1 feel sad when they are treated 

bad in shows (movies) and I feel like crying ... and f feel happy when someone 

treat them like real somebody ...". 

Urban Girl 2 was ranked as above average. but she did not see herself 

as a good recreational reader which is understandable given her limited 

exposure to literature. Her situation at home and at school appears almost 

opposite to that of Urban Girl 1. Both were academically bright but the other 

girl seemed to have had the advantage of a literary environment and a good role 

mode1 in her gandmother. which Urban Girl 2 lacked. 

Her reading environment appears in stark contrast to what usually 

obtains in more developed societies; and this childos situation would seem to 
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justiQ Greaney's (1986) belief that geographic location. in terms of socio- 

economic conditions, cm severely affect children's reading behaviour. He 

writes that factors such as lack of access to reading materials, subsistence 

economies, poor living conditions and the low educational level of parents wrre 

likely to impact negatively on the development of the reading habit. 

Sumrnary 

Although confined to a small group of children. these interviews 

proved to be usefbl and informative as they helped to validate some of the 

responses given on the questionnaire as well as add depth and rneaning to the 

information provided through the questionnaire. Valuable insights into the lives 

of children and their reading attitudes. interests and habits were obtained. Sorne 

of the theories about children's reading factors influencing reading behaviour 

also appeared to be at work arnong these Jamaican sixth graders: the type of 

home environment. easy access to books, encouragement or lack of it from 

sigificant others. the child's own interests and abilities as well as the physical 

format of the book. 

In addition. these interviews give the impression that each child is a 

unique individual who does not fit exactly into any pre-determined mould as. 

inter alia, it was observed that boys c m  and do have an interest in Love 

Stones for the very same reasons that it is believed that girls usually do - to 

vicariously project themselves in Future roles as adults. Some children 
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struggled to maintain the reading habit despite the limitations imposed upon 

them by their environment, while others made little effort to read even though 

the opportunities are present. I t  was also noticed that children's perception of 

thernselves as readers (and non-readers) was not always an accurate reflection 

of the reality. This misperception, the researcher felt. could have arisen from 

poor reading ability which made some children not see themselves as readers. 

Conversely. others had the abiiity but did not like to read. Yet. in both 

instances. the children regularly engaged in reading and as such would be 

c fassi fied as habitua1 readers. 

The implications are that while generalisations about children's reading 

interests and habits are useful. they should not be applied without giving due 

consideration to the idiosyncrasies of each child and his or her social 

environment. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This snidy set out to discover Jamaican sixth graders' voluntary reading 

inierests and habits focusing on the types of books they like to read; whether 

they prefer Eurocentric or Afrocentric main characters: and how much and why 

they like to read. The survey method was used. complemented by a small 

number of semi-structured interviews. The investigation was developed on the 

assumption that for Jamaican sixth graders. the types and quantities of books 

read would be affected by the following variables: geographical location. sex. 

academic performance. the availability of reading matenals (based upon 

membership in libraries, other sources of supply and the number of books 

owned), the persons they relied on for reading guidance, their ranking of 

reading as a recreational activity. the social and persona1 hindrances to reading. 



how much they liked to read and their reasons for doing so. 

It was also believed that the race of the Jamaican readers would 

influence the types of heroes they would like to see in their books. 

Additionally, it was felt that since Jamaica was a developing country with social 

conditions and culture so disparate from what obtained in developed countries. 

there was a likelihood that the children's reading habits and interests might 

differ from those of children in more socially advanced countries in North 

America and Britain. 

A survey was conducted using a fourteen item Student Questionnaire. 

pre-tested and refined, to gather data about the sixth graders' reading interests 

and habits; a Scbooï Questionnaire seeking background information on each 

school and its library facilities: and a Student Assessrnent Record that 

collected data on the chi1dren.s academic and reading performance. Four 

hundred and eighteen (4 1 8) sixth graders from eleven public elementary schools 

in Jamaica participated in the survey, and eight children from the sample were 

subsequently interviewed to provide further insights into the reading interests 

and habits of the Jamaican middle readers. The analysis of the data for this 

study was performed through fiequencies. means and the application of the 

Kruskal-Wallis and Chi-square tests and ANOVA. where appropriate. 

6.2 SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS 

Following is a surnmarization of the major findings of the study based 
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upon the twelve hypotheses that were tested. Table 53 links the hypotheses with 

the relevant findings and provides a quick overview of the findings. 

TABLE 53: Summary of Results from Hypotheses Tested 

Dependent Variables Independent Variables 

Hypotheses 

Interest in Book Types 

Number of Books Read 

Sources of Books 

Sources of Reading Guidance 

Reading as a Leisure Time Activity 

Hindrances to Reading More 

Preference for Race of Book Heroes 

Liking to Read 

Rasons  for Reading 

Geo. 

Y es 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Sex 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

ACP 

Yes 

Yes 

NT 

NT 

NT 

NT 

NT 

Yes  

NT 

Geo. = Geography ACP = Academic Performance NT = Not Tested 
* Nul1 hypothesis was not rejected 

In general. the results show that of the twelve hypotheses tested only one 

was not supported in any way: - no significant difference was established 

among the four groups with reference to the persons they consulted for reading 
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guidance. Al1 other hypotheses prove to be supported to some extent. The 

highlights of these finding are grouped under reading interests and habits - the 

two areas of concern of the study. 

READING INTERESTS: 

Reading Interests of Jamaican Sixth Graders: With few exceptions. 

the reading interests of Jamaican sixth graders conformed generally to 

that of their peers in developed countnes. 

Impact of Sex and Geography on Reading Interests: With reference 

to the impact of sex and geography on the children's reading interests. 

as in other countries, it was found that sex was more dominant than 

aeography in determining what the Jamaican children were interested z 

in reading. 

Impact of Academic/Reading Performance on Reading Interests: 

Academic performance (and by implication reading performance) had 

little effect by itself on the types of books the sample was interested in 

reading. 

Only occasionally was it associated with eithrr sex or geography as a 

determinant of reading interests. 

Preference for Race of Main Characters in Books: Jamaican children 

indicated a very strong preference for Afkocentric main characters. in the 

following order: JamaicanCaribbean, Africans. North Americans and 
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Britons. White Jamaican / Caribbean heroes were the only Eurocentric 

aoup  given hi& rank. 
C 

READING HABITS: 

Children Liking to Read: The majorîty of the children said they liked 

to read very much, especially the girls, who seem to have a much 

stronger liking for the activity than their male peers. 

Impact of Academic Performance on Liking to Read: Children of 

higher acadernic achievement expressed a greater liking for reading than 

their Iess academically able peers. 

Reasons For Reading: The majority of Jarnaican children stated that 

they read for utilitarian purposes much more frequently than for either 

pleasure or escape. Being urban and female meant there was a greater 

probability that the child would read for utility. 

Reading as a Leisure Time Activity: Girls ranked reading as their 

number one leisure time activity. while mral and urban boys placed it 

third and fourth. respectively. 

Number of Books Read by RuraVUrban Boys and Girls: Geography. 

sex and academic performance al1 seemed to be associated with the 

number of books read. Urban children. especially fernales. at the higher 

performance levels were likely to read more books voluntarily. 

Hindrances to Reading More: Watching television was the most 
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fiequently cited obstacle to reading more. Lack of access to and lack of 

availability of books also featured high on the list of deterrents to 

reading, and for some children (mostly boys), poor reading ability was 

a further impediment. 

11. Sources of Books: The children tended to resort mostly to non-library 

sources (friends, home and relatives) for their reading material. 

12. Sources of Reading 

friends and teachers 

choices. 

Guidance: The children relied more on parents. 

than on librarians for assistance with their book 

6.3 DETAILS OF FIND'INGS AND DISCUSSION 

The findings will now be presented in fulier details and discussed relative 

to the objectives of the study. Wherever appropriate. references will be made 

to the qualitative data collected via the interviews in order to chri@ 

understanding and to add more meaning to the information gleaned fiom the 

questionnaires. 

6.3.1 Reading Interests Generally 

The twenty-four categories included in the inventory for the Student 

Questionnaire were derîved mainly From the core of book types that research 

findings showed were typically of interest to middle readers of both sexes. As 

most of the research literature came fiom the developed countries. it was 
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anticipated that the discussion of the findings fkom Jamaica against such a 

background would provide some interesting insights into the reading interests 

and habits of children in different kinds of society. 

Summaries of research findings (for example. the one by Whitehead. 

1984) about the reading interests of middle grade children reveal that they 

were primarily interested in: Adventure Stories, Animal Stories, Biographies. 

Fantasy. Fairy Tales. History. Humorous Stories. Love Stories. Mystery Stories. 

Poetry. Science, Sports- Family Stories. and Social Studies. Carter ( 1986) 

commented on the remarkable stability of children's reading interests over the 

last eighty years as there have been only minor variations reflective of societal 

changes. This would suggest that the listings arrived at from several studies 

should be a fairly good indication of the interests of this age group. 

Like children 10 to 12 years old from elsewhere. Jamaican sixth graders 

showed definite interest in Riddles and Jokes. Fairy Tales. Science. People in 

Other Lands. Adventure Stories, Humorous Stories. Family Stories. Sports. 

Lives of Famous People. Animal Stones and Poetry. Other interests. not found 

in keeping with the standard lists were books on : Things to Make and Do. 

Growing Up and Understanding Myself and Others. Although the last two were 

not among those normally found interesting to intermediate children elsewhere. 

these book types may be considered as belonging to the general category of 

books dealing with social empathy and persona1 relationships. These types 
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Feeley (1982) and Mckema ( 1986) found were of particular interest to girls. 

Things to Make and Do. a distinctive Jarnaican favourite, could be related to 

their strong liking for Art and Craft which ranked fairly hi& on their list of 

leisure time activities. 

The high degree of congruence bebveen the interests of Jamaican 

children and their counterparts in developed countries wouid seem to confirm 

Schlager's ( 1978) statement that children's developmental stages greatiy affect 

what they read and that there is a core of reading interests common to children 

within a similar age group no matter where in the world they live. 

Other factors operating in the Jamaican society and culture mi& also 

contribute to their positive response to some of these book types. For example. 

their high interest in traditional literature (Riddles and Jokes and Fairy Tales) 

could also be partly influenced by the strong oral culture in Jamaica where 

telling stories preceded by the asking of riddles is still common practice at 

certain social functions. especially in the rural areas. Most of the children 

interviewed liked Fairy Tales - some for the magic or the happily ever af3er 

endings, others for the humour. Rural Boy 1 said he enjoyed Riddles and 

Jokes because they were h n n y  and he could also share them with his friends. 

Noticeable absences from the Jamaican children's list of high interests 

were History? Fantasy and Mystery Stories, which are usually regarded as being 

of strong interest to children in North Amerka and Brîtain. Their low level of 
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only conjecture as 
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Mystery Stones and Fantasy is hard to explain and one cm 

to the reasons. Given that Mystery Stories tend to have a 

strong combination of action, suspense and wish fùlfilment. which are known 

to make them very appealing to young readers, one wonders if lack of access 

might be the problem. Or. perhaps. it might be as one boy said during the 

interviews:" 1 do not like to read mysteries, but 1 like to watch detective stones 

on television because 1 like trying to solve the problem and to find out what 

happens in the end". 

Low interest in historical works might be due to the children's inability 

to relate to or identie with most of the historical books they are likely to 

encounter. While in school they study Caribbean history and they are also 

exposed to a great deal of British history. The historical adventures or accounts 

that they meet in their books are likely to deal mainly with European or 

American experiences. and so lack relevance. On the other hand. very few 

indigenous histoncal stories have been written in a Form attractive to children. 

AI1 this might help to create a lack of interest in historical works. As for the 

negative response to Fantasy. it could be that the children did not understand 

the term, as seen by one boy's response to a question about Fairy Tales at the 

intenriew. In the discussion. he cited Pinocchio and Peter Pan as examples. 

when to the children's literature experts these would be classified as Fantasy. 

There are several possible explanations as to why children are interested 



in certain book types, and in this instance the differences between developed 

and developing countries could be a factor. In Jamaica access to books for 

leisure time reading is not easy because school libraries hardly exist at the 

primary level and books are very expensive. This could mean the children have 

limited exposure and access to the wide variety of books published abroad. 

A factor of interest relating to the children's choices was the mis  of 

fiction and non-fiction types selected. Research findings show that children in 

general tend to prefer narrative book types to informational ones. According 

to Hildick (1971) one good story is worth more than a hundred non-fiction 

books no matter how well they are illustrated or laid out. Perera (1986) also 

believes that children tend to prefer fiction because of their familiarity with 

story structure. the readability of narratives and the greater rase with which 

such books can be read. From al1 indications a similar pattern was to be 

expected from Jamaican sixth graders. but their responses differed. 

Before discussing the children's replies. however. reference should be 

made to the fact that the researcher made a deliberate effort to equalise the 

number of fiction and non- fiction book categories included on the questionnaire. 

This was considered necessary because an examination of rnany of the reading 

interests inventories used during research showed that fictional book types 

usually predominated and this over-representation could contribute to their 

being chosen more fiequently. For this reason, the Jamaican students were 
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presented with an equal number of fiction and non-fiction categories. Balancing 

the two groups provided a better chance of seeing whether the children 

preferred informational works to narrative ones. or vice versa. based on the 

number of each kind that were assigned high/moderate or low interest level 

scores. 

The results showed that there was an almost equal distribution of fiction 

(7) and non-fiction (8) among the fifteen book types that were of high or 

moderate interest. This could have resulted fiom the deliberate inclusion of 

more non-fiction types on the inventory as well as the strong emphasis the 

Jamaicans placed on reading for utilitarian purposes (60.2%) which might also 

cause them to be very interested in informational works. Because research 

often shows that girls prefer fiction and boys non-fiction. the balancing of the 

hvo in the Jamaican's choices suggests that children. especially eirls. might 

show greater interest in informational works if they are given a wider variety 

of book choices in that area. However. this was not sustained when the 

children selected their favourite book types in response to the nest question. 

Despite the children's earlier expression of interest in an almost equal 

number of non- fiction and fictional works. the picture changed immensely 

when they were later asked to select their favourite types of books from among 

the same twenty-four categories. This request for favourites differed somewhat 

from the one for interests, in that it was anticipated that the choice of a 
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favourite book type would be based on empirical knowledge made possible 

through access, while interest could be based on expectation or a guess. 

In answering the question. the children selected only seven of the twenty- 

four categories for top billing (Le.. chosen by 20% and over) al1 the other book 

types had much smaller scores which suggest that the children's interests are 

diverse. The most popular choices in rank order were: Fairy Tales, Love 

Stories. Animal Stones. Riddles and Jokes. Family Stories. Adventure Stories 

and Dancing. The supremacy of place given to fiction by both sexes could be 

taken to mean that interest is not necessady synonymous with enjoyment. and 

that children are more inclined to opt for the pleasure offered by fiction even 

though they might be more interested in non-fiction for its utilitarian value. If 

this is the case. it would also lend further support to the view expressed by 

Hildick (1971) that children will always choose fiction over informational 

works because narrative types provide greater persona1 satisfaction than non- 

fiction. 

6.3.2 Reading Interests Relative to the Children's Sex, Geographic 

Location and Academic Performance 

When the interests of the four groups in the sample were compared based 

on their sex and geographic location! the discovery that sex affected their 

choices more than geography was not surprising as the literature repeatedly 

showed this to be so. With regard to geographic location. urban children were 
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more interested in Love Stories. Music. and War Stones while their rural peers 

favoured Humorous Stories and Machines. Some of these differences are hard 

to explain due to the problem of availability and access which means that even 

within the same location children rnight not have access to the same types of 

books. Library services are uneven and sporadic depending on where the child 

lives or attends school. and there are very few other means of zaining access 

to books. 

Rural children's stronger preference for Humorous Stones could arise 

from their greater exposure to storytelling and the oral folk culture. while their 

interest in Machines could spring fiom the agarian setting in which they live. 

The appeal of Music. Love Stories and W u  Stones for the urban children could 

be partly the result of proximity to bookstores. theatres and cinemas. 

Bookstores. situated mostly in the cities. stock several of the romance series 

that are nonr being published in paperback format for young people. Urban 

children are also more likely to have a better chance of visiting music stores. 

hearing the latest recordings and attending musical concerts. These children's 

appetite for War Stones could also be fuelled by the many films that focus on 

the topic. 

The sex of children has always played a major role in their reading 

choices. Female middle grade readers are known to have a penchant for family 

stories, fairy tales. realistic fiction. romance. biography and poetry while boys 
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have an afinity for science, sports. social studies. travel and exploration, 

inventions and war. With regard to sex, research repeatedly dernonstrates that 

boys have a p a t e r  predilection for informational works and books full of 

action, excitement and violence. They dislike love stories, sentimentalism. 

poetry and stories focusing on home and family. On the other hand. girls 

prefer fiction and books that contain social empathy. sentimentality and 

interpersonal relationships. Books about war or containing much violence are 

not usually counted among their favourites. 

In Jamaica. sixth grade boys did prefer War Stories. Machines. Sports 

and Love Stories al1 of which. except for the last named, closely adhere to some 

of the items on the List for their age group elsewhere. The girls liked books on 

Dancing, Music. Things to Make and Do and Understanding Myself and Others. 

Like their peers from the developed countries. Jamaican girls were less tolerant 

of violence as exemplified by the extremely low mean scores (rural girls 1.77. 

urban _girls 1.94 out of 3) given to War stories. and generally they were not too 

interested in Sports or Machines. Most of the sex differences relate to the 

informational book types, with the girls in this study showing greater interest 

than the boys in non-fiction. In other studies. the opposite is usually the case. 

This fnding is unexpected since it is generally observed that boys have 

a greater propensity for choosing informational topics. The reason for this 

reversal could be due in part to the researcher's decision to include more 
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informational topics known to appeal to girls in order to gauge the girls' 

response to these. It should be noted that the girl3 choices of non-fiction 

topics veered toward the expressive arts and the affective domain. both of 

which have been identified as being attractive to girls. 

The boys' strong interest in Love Stories was quite uncharacteristic of 

intermediate male readers from elsewhere who tended to shun these books. A 

hint as to the reason for this unexpected interest could be found in one of the 

comments made during the interviews. Urban Boy 2 said he loved to read them 

to find out what love was about since he planned to get married some day. and 

just like in fairy tales, he loved the " happily ever alier" endings. Such a 

response should gratify advocates of a non-sexist approach to children's 

literature as it shows that boys too can be just as interested as girls in reading 

romantic fiction. 

Academic performance was the other variable linked to book choices. but 

here it produced mixed results so that it was hard to identim a specific trend. 

Hafner, Palmer and Tullos (1986) and others maintain that in general children 

of different intellectual abilities tend to share the same reading tastes. Moray 

(1978) in his summary of research findings confirmed this in part. but also 

observed that lower achieving students showed a stronger liking for humour as 

weli as the comic book format. He interpreted this to mean that they liked less 

complicated and more concrete books. Therefore. it would seem that less 
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acadernically able children tend to prefer comics, humorous and realistic stories 

than their more able peers who more fkequently reached for fantasy. science and 

historical fiction. 

For four book types (Machines, Sports, Things to Make and Do. and War 

Stories) it did seem as if academic performance played a part in the differences 

expressed among the groups. Since most times this variable interacted with 

either sex or geography the pattern is not very clear. This made it difficult to 

compare the findings with those from elsewhere. However. with so few of the 

twenty-four book types being affected by academic performance. it would seem 

to susgest that the children of diffenng intellectual abilities had almost the same 

taste in books. as revealed by previous research. 

Esamples of the mixed reaction to the same types of books by al1 four 

groups can be seen with reference to Sports and War Stories. Among the above 

averase groups. boys showed strong interest in Sports and War Stories. 

Actually for urban boys the higher their academic rating the more they were 

interested in War Stories while al1 the other children. including rural boys. gave 

them a low interest score. But what held true for above average boys was not 

so for the girls who disliked Sports the most. and felt almost the same way 

about War Stories. This type of interaction between academic performance. sex 

and geography indicates the complicated association between this variable and 

book choices. 
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It was observed that although research findings elsewhere tend to indicate 

that Humorous Stones was often more favoured by low achieving students, this 

was not exactly the case for the Jarnaicans. With them this category did enjoy 

hi& appeal among the below average students? but it was also held in almost 

the same regard by many of the above average and average groups. If one 

recalls the immense popularity of Riddles and Jokes among Jamaican children. 

and the statement fiom one of the interviewees that he found these books funny. 

then maybe this might be a partial explanation for the appeal of humorous 

books across the boundaries of sex and academic ability. 

Because academic performance always acted in combination with either 

sex or geogaphic location. it is obvious that academic performance by itself is 

not a major factor influencing lamaican sisth graders' choice of reading 

materials. 

So. it may be concluded that while there are some differences in the 

reading interests of Jamaican sixth graders when compared to research findings 

about children from elsewhere. in geeneral the interests are more alike than 

different. There does seem to be a common core of reading interests that 

children share based on their age and sex. Where differences occur. the reasons 

are not always clear, but some of them might well be rooted in the culture and 

social context of the children's daily lives. 



6.3.3 Preference for Race of Main Characters in Books 

The Bndings arising from this issue of race and children's book choices 

merit a detailed discussion because of its importance locally and abroad. The 

matter \vas one of the major concems of the study since it had not been 

explored previously in Jarnaica where librarians in selecting reading materials 

rely heavily on research findings kom countries with predominantly white 

populations. It was also important because many of these developed countries 

are still grappling with the problem of how best to cater to the literature needs 

of children in pluralistic societies. 

Most Jarnaican sixth graders displayed a strong preference for Black 

JamaicadCanbbean pesons as heroes in their books and this c m  be assumed 

to result korn the majority of Jamaicans being of African descent and so their 

desire to see their images refiected in their books. Headlam (1989) also 

discovered. in studying the contents of indigenous texts and their effects on 

children in Jamaica. that these children showed a stronger interest in these 

books because they portrayed people and lifestyles tàmiliar to them. In a 

much earlier investigation. Floyd (1973) had also uncovered a strong interest 

in Afkocentric books among Jamaican teenagers. Information gleaned from the 

interviews showed that most children preferred Afiocentric main characters. 

According to Rural Boy 1 and Urban girl 4 "...because they are people like 

us " or "... because they look like us." 
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The children's general expression of preference for Afrocentric book 

heroes seems to support the demands of children's literature experts (for 

example, Broderick, 1973a and MacCann, 1985) for books that positively reflect 

the images and lifestyles of ethnic minorities in multicultural societies. 

Cullinan ( 1989) insists that children fiom minority ethnie groups need literature 

representing their culture in order to develop a positive self-image and an 

appreciation for their ethnic heritage. 

Although with a much lower mean score. the children's ranking of white 

JamaicanlCaribbean persons in second place be fore blacks fiom elsewhere 

indicates that they are also interested in main characters, black and white. from 

their own region. The inclusion of white persons fiom the Caribbean suggests 

that in this instance not only race was at work but also the sharing of a 

common socialisation experience. According to Asher ( 1979)' this sometimes 

accounts for children from different ethnic groups choosing the same types of 

books. 

The ordering of the children's choices of book characters might seem to 

indicate certain amount of ambivalence becuase of the high rank assigned to 

white Jamaican i Caribbean persons. But by selecting al1 the remaining 

Afrocentric groups before any of the other Eurocentnc ones. the sixth graders 

indicated that of foremost interest to them were Atiocentric books. 

Hildick ( 197 1)  expresses the opinion that the chief reason why children 
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read fiction is for identification and that vicarious experïence is one of the most 

important sources of pleasure in reading. If this is so. then it would seem that 

for minority groups this pleasure might be further enhanced when they are not 

only able to identifi with the characters in thought and action, but also through 

ethnicity and lifestyle. 

The ranking of the choices for black characters could also be indicative 

of certain socio-cultural factors at work. Blacks fiom Africa were more 

favoured than those fi-om North Arnerica or England which seems logical with 

over 90% of Jamaicans descended from black Africans. The Jamaican sixth 

graders seemed to have very definite ideas about which types of black 

characters were of interest and in the process of ranking rhem. the children 

seem to have been influenced first by their ancestry and then by their prosimity 

to the other Afrocentric groups. So the choice of black North Americans over 

Britons might be explained in tems of the extensive exposure of Jamaicans to 

people and things American through trade. immigration. tourism and the mass 

media. It would seem as if the influence of Britain over the Jamaican psyche 

has weakened somewhat as it relates to the matter of persona1 identity. 

The rank order for the placement of the different white nationals. most 

of whom appear low on the list, differed from that of the black characters. 

Although the North Americans still preceded the Britons. the Africans were 

placed last. Once more, proximity and familiarity seem to be at work here. it 
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should be pointed out that the most likely reason for white Afncans being 

assigned last place while their black counterparts were ranked close to the top 

could be that Jamaican children are taught that Afiica is the black man's 

country. Therefore, for them, it might be dificuit to conceive of any Afncans 

as white. 

The differences emerging Born the cornparison of the four groups based 

on geographic location and sex are not easily explained as some degree of 

ambivalence was identified. This same kind of uncertainty was also noticed by 

Kirsch (1975) as the black children in her study tended to choose books with 

black as well as white characters. while white children choose books with only 

white characters. McElwin (1 97 1)  had earlier observed this same trend and 

explained the black children's response in terms of their acceptmce of white 

characters being in most of the books as the nom.  This kind of reasoning 

might also colour the responses of the Jarnaican children since the mass of their 

reading material features Eurocentric heroes. 

Before attempting to proffer explmations for the findings. it should be 

borne in mind that the variable race or ethnicity was but one aspect of this 

larger study on reading interests and habits, and so it could not be explored 

fully. Therefore, any conclusion arrived at about the differences found on the 

basis of the data must be tentative, since no doubt many other unexamined 

factors were likely to be of influence. 
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Geography more ofien than sex tended to determine which of the 

cliaracters were preferred. Urban children's stronger preference for Black 

Aficans could be linked to their living in urban centres which would give them 

aeater  exposure to books and movies feahiring more black persons in leading 
C 

roles. This is partially supported by the data which showed that urban children 

comprised 27.3% of the 46.7% who said they had read books with black heroes. 

Rural children-s affinity for white English heroes might be explained in the 

same manner. as only 19.4% had read books with Afrocentric heroes. The 

possibility esists that less fiequent exposure to black heroes makes the rural 

children more willing to tolerate books with only white main characters while 

the reverse could obtain for their urban peers. 

The greater interest expressed by rural children for white English 

characters could also result fiorn the steady diet of books peopled with them as 

heroes that has been the main fare for most of these Jamaicans from birth. One 

of the interviewees fiom the rural area commented on this phenornenon by 

saying that for a while he thought only white people could wrire books because 

they were the only characters he met when reading. Other remarks from sorne 

of the children who were interviewed might shed further light on the situation. 

At least four of the children inteniewed stated that while they preferred 

Afrocentnc heroes, the colour of the main character did not affect their 

enjoyment of the story. It would seem then, that the story content was of more 



concern to the children than the race of the characters. 

The matter of the reader's sex influenchg his or her choice of main 

characters is not very clear as girls revealed a stronger inclination toward white 

North Americans while boys inclined more toward black Afncans. Perhaps. 

some of the findings by Miller (1967) in his investigation (though dated) of 

body image arnong Jamaican teenagers might help to explain. When he asked 

teenage boys and girls to indicate which race they would like their different 

body parts to look like. the composite picture amved at for boys differed fiom 

that for C girls. The boys appeared to be more satisfied with their African 

features. while the girls mainly wanted to look like Europeans. 

Although the majority of the children wanted to read books with black 

Jamaican/Caribbean heroes. rural boys and urban girls liked them the most. 

which could be due to a variety of factors. including their ability to recall 

having: LI read books with black characters as heroes and whether or not the 

colour of the characters mattered to them. The esplanations for several of these 

choices of one race over the other could do with fùrther investigation. 

READING HABITS 

6.3.4 Liking to Read 

Nearly sixty-four percent (63.4%) of the children chose "1 Like to Read 

Very Much" and this huge response might have been affected by their own 

perception of reading as something very important and of intrinsic worth. No 
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doubt social desirability had a role in this high score. The canying out of  the 

survey within the classroom context could also have contnbuted to the 

magnitude of the response because teachen frequently stress the value of 

reading for academic success, if for nothing else. In Jamaica. this assumes even 

greater importance because education is seen as a scarce benefit and the main 
C 

avenue for upward social mobility. Therefore, from an early age Jarnaican 

children corne to realise the importance of education and by association reading. 

the foundation of most leaming. 

The discovery that girls liked to read much more than boys corroborates 

the earlier findings where girls assigned a higher rank to reading as a 

recreational activity. and they also read more books than did the boys over the 

two week period prier to the survey. On al1 these points the Jamaican s i x ~ h  

graders appear to behave very much like their counterparts in other countries. 

The survey of research reports on reading interests show that the typical 

profile of the child who does not like to read is usually that of a male. 

performing below average academically and experiencing reading difficulties. 

Although groups of aliterates. (that is. bright. reading proficient children who 

dislike reading), have been among some of the samples. they are usually in the 

minority. Again, the Jamaican profile appears to closely match the stereotype 

of non-readers since more boys than girls fell in the lower academic levels. 

Further justification for this view becomes evident when the children were 
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asked to indicate the degree to which they liked to read. More girls chose "1 

Like to Read Very Much " (girls 39%, boys 24.5%), and as the degree of liking 

moved from moderate to very littlehone at all. the percentage of boys 

responding was always larger than that of the girls. When academic ability was 

also considered. the data showed that brighter children, mostly the girls. had 

a greater liking for reading. Therefore, the Jamaican sixth graders would seem 

to have replicated the pattern of children from developed countries. 

While the trend of girls liking to read more than boys has been 

confinned by the findings of this study. the reasons for this are still not clear 

as the debate about the cause. which hinges mainly on the role of nature and/or 

numire. has not been resolved. For those who uphold the view that nature is 

mainly responsible for girls outperforming boys academically and having a 

greater predisposition for reading. then the geographic location (for example - 

Jamaica) of children would make little difference to this pattern of behaviour. 

On the other hand. the proponents (Johnson. 1974: Downing et al.. 1979) 

of the socialisation theory base their position on cross-cultural research which 

shows cultural expectations and sex-role standards were more likely to affect 

attitude toward reading. This would. in tum. affect how much either boys or 

girls liked to read. Since these and other studies have shown that in the United 

States and many other western societies reading is usually perceived as an 

activity more appropriate for fernales, and since Jamaica falls within this 
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hemisphere. it can be assumed that these children would also be affected by 

such a perception. 

Johnson (1974) also links this perception of reading as a mostly feminine 

activity to children's reading levels. He argues that if boys view reading 

negatively, then their reading ability will also be impaired and this might be 

one reason why girls. at least in western societies, tend to out-perform boys in 

this sphere. If this is so. then it might also explain why the Iamaican girls 

preferred reading more than did the boys. However, with the level of 

uncertainty that still exists behveen these bvo schools of thought. it would seem 

that more research is needed to dari@ the issue. 

6.3.5 Reasons For Reading: 

The majority (60.3%) of the responses fkom the children indicated that 

they read primarily for utilitarian purposes with nearly a third of the answers 

were for Pleasure (32.5%). with a much smaller percentages falling under 

Escape (4.3%). The observations made here do not differ much fkom those 

originating in more developed countries. although occasionally reading for 

pleasure is ranked first. Greaney and Neuman (1990) concluded From their 

international study that reading to learn appeared to be an important function 

of reading in al1 of the countnes surveyed. 

The open-ended nature of the question allowed the children to supply 

their own reasons for their choices. and their prime motivation was education. 
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E m p l e s  of their replies were: "1 want to be bright," "1 do not want to be a 

dunce", "It will help me get a job." "... so that I cm pass my exms". or "...that 

1 will become somebody". As stated earlier. education is the key to persona1 

advancement in Jamaica. and while this might also be a truism in developed 

countries. for Jamaicans it becomes even more crucial because of the iimited 

opportunities for schooling. 

In developed countries. one of the major reasons offered for the 

children's emphasis on the practical relates to the methods of reading instruction 

employed in schools. As Cullinan (1989) states. in teaching reading. too ofien 

the emphasis is on reading to gain information or simply to decode the text 

which leaves children believing that reading is to be undertaken mainly to 

estract information. Bettelheim (1982) also cnticises the use of bonng class 

tests that deny the child a entrance into the exciting world of knowledge. 

understanding and pleasurable experiences to be found in real literature. 

Hopefùlly. the introduction of the whole language approach to reading 

education will change this. 

In Jamaica. reading instruction is still mostly skill-oriented and taught 

usine class texts. This could rnean that some of these same factors could also 

be in operation. In addition. 41.1% of the sample were rated as performing 

below average academically and it has been found that children of limited 

reading ability are less likely to find reading a pleasurable activity. Therefore, 
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any reading undertaken by them would be primarily to meet academic demands. 

Reading for pleasure included references to engaging in the habit because 

it was fun, interesting, nice, fumy or made the readers feel good. Its 

placement at second may be the result of some of the factors already stated and 

this could be hrther compounded by the lack of attractive and interesting 

reading material at home or in the libraries. Books are expensive and scarce. 

libraries are under-stocked, and access to book shops limited. Under these 

conditions, even if a child enjoys reading, his or her opportunities for 

encountering a wide enough variety of books to satisfy his or her reading tastes 

are greatly reduced. Therefore. reading for pleasure could be a sporadic 

activity. not from choice. but from circumstances. The Iow score amved at for 

Escape (4.3%) might have resulted from the children finding it difficult to 

distinguish between this and reading for pleasure and so they used the same 

terrns to describe both. 

The observation that only in reading for utility was there any significant 

differences among the four groups indicated that the children were more alike 

than different in their reading for pleasure and escape. It was noticed that the 

urban girls were the most likely group to read for utilitarian purposes. and even 

then the weak interaction between sex and geography indicated these two 

variables did not make a great difference in the childrenTs reasons for reading. 

The finding that the urban girls were more likely than al1 other groups 
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to read for utility should not be totally unexpected. as this same set had read the 

most books during the two weeks prior to the survey. It is usually accepted that 

oirls tend to read more than boys. and living in the cities should give the 2 

former an edge over their rural peers when it cornes to access to books. 

Mention should be made of the fact that quite unlike the girls. urban 

boys appeared to be the least likely to read for utility? and they cited escape 

more frequently than al1 other groups. This is in keeping with the general 

pattern of differentness established by this group throughout the study. From the 

information collected, it was observed that they had the largest percentage of 

students among those assessed as below average in academic (63.8%) and 

reading performance (59.4%). Furthemore. frorn their responses to 

questionnaire items. it appeared that: they did not like to read v e q  much. had 

few reading interests. gave the lowest ranking to reading as a recreational 

activity. listed not beins good at reading as one of their major hindrances to 

reading more. and 32.4% of the 105 included in the sample admitted that they 

only liked to read "A Little". 

The most positive discovery was that above average urban boys were 

avid readers. Only four fell into this category, but among them they had read 

4.25 books each during the two week period before the survey. Apart Frorn 

this. the overall picture is not a positive one and would seem to suggest several 

underlying variables at work beyond the scope of this study. Whatever the 
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nature of the personal and social factors involved. they are likely to have had 

some effect on the reading interest and habits of urban boys. As a group. they 

merit fiirther research. 

However. on the whole. Jamaican siAuth graders would seem to read 

ptimarily for utility which related mainly to education. career and future 

advancement in the world. Reading for pleasure was not the n o m  for most and 

this might be understandable given the shortage of books and the yeater 

significance anached to education - z very scarce benefit. 

6.3.6 Reading As a Leisure Time Activity 

jamaican children ranked reading in second place after watching 

television as their favounte leisure time activity. This would suggest not only 

a favourable attitude toward reading. but also some degree of active 

participation by the children. When the four groups were compared rural and 

urban girls placed it first while rural boys had it at third and the urban ones at 

fourth place. For the boys. outdoor sports and games was the favourite along 

with watching television and for the urban boys. playing video games. Only 

after these did they consider reading. 

These sixth grade boys would appear to favour more active outdoor 

engagements like cricket and football. and this would be in keeping with the 

very high level of interest they demonstrated earlier in books on sports. The 

urban boys choice of video games above reading might have been influenced 



by the greater access afforded them by virtue of living in the urban areas. 

Girls' greater predilection for reading as a pastime has sometimes been 

ascribed to gender, which it is felt makes them inclined toward more passive 

activities like reading. However, this theory has been hotly disputed by both 

Johnson (1974) and Downing et al.. ( 1  979) who established through research 

that cultural expectations and sex-role standards were more likely to affect 

students' attitudes towards reading reading attainment and ultimately how much 

they read. 

From surveys conducted in North Amenca and other western and non- 

western nations around the world. these researchers observed that wherever boys 

or girls viewed reading as an appropriate activity for their sex. they tend to 

develop a positive attitude toward it. have a higher level of reading attainrnent 

and concomitantly their participation in voluntary reading tend also to increase. 

In most of the Western societies studied, reading was perceived as rnainly a 

female activity' which might account for Jamaican boys. as well as others in the 

western world, prefemng it Iess fiequently as a pastime than did the girls. 

When compared to the research findings from developed countries. 

Jamaican sixth grade boys' lower ranking of reading conforms more closely to 

the usual trend in studies conducted by McEady-Gilead ( 1989). Anderson. 

Wilson and Fielding ( 1988) and Moffitt and Wartella ( 1992) where the highest 

rank accorded reading was third place. Even though girls were seen as 
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favouring reading more as a recreation activity, they still rarely placed it as 

number one. The high priority assigned to recreational reading by Jamaican 

girls is in keeping with their tendency to read more and to express a greater 

liking for the activity. The dissimilarity between the lower ranking of reading 

by children fkom developed countries and the Jamaican girls' high placement 

might be further attributed to some of the differences between the hvo types of 

societies from which they corne. 

In heavily industrialised countries there is likely to be a wider variety 

of recreational activities and more opportunities to participate in thern due to. 

among other things, a better social infrastructure. which is either lacking or 

rudimentary in lesser developed countries like Jamaica. While this certainly 

does not explain girls' greater proclivity for reading as a pastirne. the absence 

of certain basic social amenities coupled with limited financial resources could 

restrict the variety and number of leisure time pursuits available. 

Even within the same country. Heathington ( 1979) noticed that there was 

a difference in how children of different socio-economic status in the United 

States spent their leisure time. While they had many interests in comrnon. those 

at the Iower end of the social ladder were restricted from participating due to 

the location. cost and logistics of attending. 

The overwhelming popularity of televiewing as a recreational activity 

among Jamaican sixth graders shows that it is not only children in developed 
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countries who are captivated by this medium. It would seem as if some of the 

sarne features appeal - the attraction of the combination of sight. sound and 

motion as well as the variety of programmes. In addition. those who 

experience difficulty with reading usually find it easier to access the 

information provided via this medium. 

While there might not be a television in every Jamaican household, it is 

accessible to a large number of the population, and it is not unusual. especially 

in the rural areas, to see neighbours congregating at each others houses to 

watch television. In this technological age. television seems to be rivalling 

reading as the fàvourite pastime among children and. as Whitehead et al.. 

( 1977) maintain. there seems to be an inverse relationship between the number 

of books read and the amount of time children spend watching television. 

Such a claim seems justified when research findings show that children 

in North Amerka on average spend approximately hvo hours per day watching 

television and about thirty minutes doing voluntary reading (Wagner. 1980). 

Given this reality, she recommended that adults accept this medium as being 

complementary to reading and also see it as a potential source for motivating 

children to read. 

When the findings on children's ranking of reading as a leisure time 

activity are looked at in combination with those on liking to read and reasons 

for reading, it is possible to arrive at a general picture of the sixth graders' 
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reading attitude. This assessrnent can be made on the basis of Lewis and Teale's 

(1980) description of reading attitude as being tri-dimensional - possessing 

affective. cognitive and behavioral components. If this definition is applied. 

then each of these variables fumishes information on each of the three 

elements. 

From the responses given, it can therefore be deduced that rnost of the 

Jarnaicans (63.4% like to read very rnuch) are favourably inclined toward 

reading; many of them also know that reading has persona1 value (60.2% read 

for utilitarian purposes); and behaviourally. they ranked reading as their second 

favourite leisure time activity. which suggests that they actively engage in it 

with some amount of regularity.. 

With this being the case. many of these children are positively disposed 

toward reading, despite their limiting social and persona1 circumstances. It 

would therefore seem to suggest that fertile ground exists among Jamaican 

sixth graders for parents, teachers and librarians to work together to cultivate 

a crop of habitua1 leisure time readers. 

6.3.7 Nurnber of Books Read Over Two Weeks 

It was expected that girls would read more books than boys since this 

seems to be one of the recurrent sex-linked findings that keep researchers 

perennially searching for plausible explanations. For this sample of sixth 

aaders. it was found that more boys (1 9.2%) than girls (1 3.6%) had not read 
C 
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any books during the period studied and that on average, the girls read between 

1 J O  and 2.07 books (rural and urban girls respectively) while the boys read 

between 1.4 1 and 1.72. The urban girls were inclined to read the largest 

number of books. Living in the urban areas should permit greater access to 

books so that these girls who are already favourably disposed toward reading 

would be in a better position than their rural peers to pursue their reading 

interests. 

I f  reading ski11 and girls' stronger inclination toward reading are in any 

way contributory to their reading more. then Iamaican girls might be little 

different from those in the developed countrks. As Miller (199 1 ) reported. 

these girls were and still are out-performing boys at al1 levels of the educational 

system. A greater liking for reading expressed by the girls and their choice of 

it as their favourite pastime only substantiate the picture gleaned From the data. 

When academic performance was taken into consideration. it seemed to 

support. to a lesser extent, the established results from other studies. Sincr al1 

three variables interacted this meant that they were each in some way associated 

with the amount of reading done. Al1 the above average groups. except for 

rural boys. more or less conformed to the expected by reading more on average 

(i.e. approximately 2.5 compared to 1.7 average and 1.6 below average) during 

the two week period. Urban girls were consistent across al1 performance levels 

by reading approximately two books each. Even more remarkable was the 
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above average set of urban boys who had a mean score of 4.25. This was 

unusual since al1 other groups, especially the boys. had a much more modest 

score. The srnaIl number of urban boys (4) classified as above average and the 

large number of books they read accounted for this distortion. 

It would therefore appear that in general sex was the most important 

predictor variable while geographical location was not independent of academic 

performance in deterrnining how much children read. The anticipation that the 

disparity between the standard of living in the urban and rural areas of Jamaica 

mi& impact on the amount of reading done appears to have some validity. 

This seems to be reflected in the data where more rural than urban children had 

not read any books during the period studied and later when they stated that 

having their own books and a library nearby would help them to read more. 

Although the tendency was for rural children and the less academically 

able to read fewer books. this was not always the case as seen by closer 

examination of the data in relation to geography and academic performance. 

It would seem that some of the below average or rural children who wanted to 

read (e.g., below average urban girls and average rural boys) were able to 

circumvent whatever obstacles the environment or a lack of reading ability 

placed in their way. Perhaps. some of the less able ones were so strongly 

motivated by the contents of the book that they were challenged to extend 

themseives beyond their reading level in order to master the text. Pauk (1  973) 
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foond that this occurred when low achieving students were exposed to high 

interest material above their reading level. 

It should also be remembered that the number of books read does not 

necessarily demonstrate a lack of interest in reading or a dislike for the activity. 

Greaney and Hegarty (1987) stated that the amount of reading a child does in 

his or her leisure time is subject to a variety of things. including the availability 

of suitable material. current interests and fnendships. the time of the year. the 

amount of hornework and altemate attractions. 

Mednch et al.. (1982) in commenting on the way children spent their 

leisure time. also stressed that children are not autonomous so how they 

apportion their time might not be within their control. Therefore. the arnount 

of reading they do would most likely be affected by al1 these other factors. 

These observations give rise to questions about the nature of the obstacles 

children identiQ as keeping them from reading more when they wanted to. 

6.3.8 Hindrances to Reading More 

Concomitant with the high rank they assigned to watching television as 

a leisure time activity. the boys and girls also named it as the prime detractor 

from reading as much as they would iike to at the time of the survey. Another 

major hindrance to their reading was too much school work which could corne 

about partly because of the cramming that occurs during preparation for the 

highly cornpetitive Common Entrance Examination. This takes place while the 
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children are in sixth grade because the results are used to decide who will be 

awarded the few coveted spaces to the traditional high schools. 

Even without this added pressure, Whitehead et al., ( 1977) also expressed 

concem about the quantity of homework 10 - 14 year-olds were being asked 

to do in British schools. The excessive demands of this activity. he felt. left 

them little time for anything else, including recreational reading. Heather ( 198 1 ) 

also reported a similar cornplaint by teenagers who gave this as one reason for 

not spending more time reading. 

Some of the other factors that were at the top of the sixth graders' list 

of impediments to reading more included the absence of a library with many 

books nearby. not having their own books nor a special place at home to read. 

A confluence of factors seem to be at work in the Jamaican society to 

discourage the reading habit. Chief among them must be the poor state of the 

school libraries where books are kept in boxes. cupboards or any other space 

found and facilities allocated for libraries are sometimes converted into offices 

or classrooms to accommodate large student populations. 

There are few set tirnes to borrow books and some schools do not lend 

materials for home reading. In addition to this, the library collections are 

sparse and students own very few books for thernselves. Some children. 

especially those in the lower socio-economic strata, might also lack adequate 

individual space at home due to poor living conditions. From the hindrances 
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identified, it would seem as if better access to resources and improved physical 

facilities, at home and at school, would allow these children to read more. 

When the four groups were compared. geographical location was more 

ofien responsible for the significant differences. Urban children expressed a 

greater need for reading guidance relative to being told what books to read. 

This concurs with their earlier response to Question 9 that asked whom they 

tumed to most fiequently for such assistance. At that time, among the children 

who said they relied on no one. fewer were from the urban areas. This 

suggestrd that urban children. more than their niral counterparts. showed a 

greater likelihood of relying on others for assistance with their book choices. 

The need to depend on others might arise from the availability of more 

resources fiom which to choose since the city dwellers would be nearer to 

bookshops and better stocked libraries. Under these circumstances. guidance 

from parents and fiiends. the hvo groups most children said they consult with 

greatest frequency. might prove inadequate and since a large number (33.1 %) 

of urban children were not members of any type of library and so their 

exposure to librarians would also be limited. 

Not being good at reading was cited more often by boys as an obstacle 

to greater involvernent in voluntary readinp. This again supports the point made 

by Whitehead et al.. (1977) that the best predictor of the amount of voluntary 

reading for ten to twelve year-olds was their academic ability. This finding 
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also concurs with the academickeading performance data that showed more 

boys than girls M i n g  into the below average groups. There appears to be little 

doubt that Jamaican sixth grade boys are experiencing reading difficulties which 

would seem to affect their interest in and involvement with recreational reading. 

It is much harder to interpret the rural children's statement that a 

stronger liking for reading was required in order for them to read more. The 

problem is compounded by their response to Question 14 which showed them 

having a high mean score for liking to read although arnong the small g o u p  

who admitted to not liking to read at all. more rural children were present. The 

question might therefore mise as to what they considered to be a normal degree 

of liking to read. or what constituted sufficient reading, which would guide 

their judgement. 

One mi@ also be tempted to posit that low academic or reading ability 

could also be responsible for the rural children not liking to read enough. 

However. when assigned by their teachen to the three levels (above average. 

average and below average) used to assess the students' reading/academic 

performance. the rural groups were found to be a little more numerous at the 

higher levels. In addition to this, Landy (1977a) and Whitehead et al.. (1977) 

both discovered that among their samples there were a moderate number of 

aliterate children. that is. those who were very proficient in reading but lacked 

interest in doing so. Perhaps, some of these non-readers were among the sample 



fiom rural Jarnaica, and so contnbuted to this kind of a response. 

Since geographic location appears to be the variable affecting their 

response, living in the rural areas could pose some peculiar problems that 

militate against the fostering of a love for reading. In Jarnaica, life in many 

rural areas differs greatly From that in the city, standards of living are lower. 

books are harder to corne by, some parents are barely Iiterate and the home 

environrnent might not be conducive to reading. These are only a few of the 

possibilities that could affect children's desire to read and how much they do 

read. 

6.3.9 Sources of Books 

From the research reports on the availability of books no consensus 

emerged as to the order of the sources from which children obtained their 

books. Instead. it was found that wherever interesting books were readily 

available the children were likely to resort to that source. whether it be the 

school or public library or fi-iends. In general. the Jamaican children relied 

more heavily on fnends, home and relatives than on any institutional or 

commercial source for their reading materials. Among the four groups of boys 

and girls there was little difîerence based on geographic location and sex. 

Urban children, girls more than boys. were more inclined to depend on fnends 

to supply the books they read. 

That neither the school nor public libraries were the major source of 
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reading matenals for the majority of the chiidren might be understandable given 

the data on the children's library membership and l i b r q  provisions in 

Jarnaica. A little over fi@ percent (53.6%) of the sarnple said they did not 

belong to any library, and only 32.1% and 22% claimed membership in the 

public and school libraries, respectively. This low level of membership could 

be due to the prevailing conditions in the libraries. In most of the schools 

surveyed, proper library facilities were either lacking or inadequate and the 

book stocks were sparse and access to them very restricted. Public libraries are 

a little better as their collections are larger and more diversified. although for 

children in the rural areas getting to the nearest branch might prove difficult. 

even with the existence of a book mobile service. 

Shrinking budgets and mechanical difficulties have greatly reduced the 

frequency of bookmobile visits to schools. thereby limiting one more avenue 

of access to books for the children. Class libraries are not the nom. and only 

one school mentioned having books in the classroom and so would not be a 

popular source of books. 

With the prevailing econornic conditions in Jamaica. self-purchasing 

would not be a comrnon means of acquiring books. especially in rural areas 

where many parents live at subsistence level, very few bookshops are to be 

found, and the oral culture is more entrenched. Even in the urban areas. 

children are still not likely to buy their own books because they are usually 
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expensive, whether published locally or abroad. Urban Girl 2 who was 

interviewed seems like a good example of a child who has the potential for 

becoming a committed reader but lacked the financial means and received very 

linle support from either home or school in finding what to read. 

Perhaps this also explains. in part, urban children's greater dependence 

on fnends when other sources failed. On the other hand, this could also be 

attributed to the fact that these children were the owners of larger persona1 

collections than their rural peers. and being nearer to book outlets could mean 

that other members of the family also bought books which the sixth graders not 

only read but also lent to their friends. The fact that girls showed a greater 

likelihood of tuming to fiiends for reading material could be a result of their 

penchant for reading which also made them give higher priority to it as a 

pastime. 

In general. it appears that access to books poses a serious problem in 

Jamaica as the data on book ownership showed a paucity of books in the home. 

A third of the students owned no books and a further 49.3% had behveen 1 and 

5. When questioned about hindrances to reading. many of the highly ranked 

items such as having a library with books nearby. also pertained to access and 

availability. Indeed, from the data gathered, it would seem that there was a 

"book hunger" in the homes as well as in the schools. 

6.3.10 Sources of Reading Guidance 
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This was the only variable for which the nul1 hypothesis was not 

rejected, which means that there was little difference among the groups as to 

from whom or where they obtained reading guidance. Therefore, only the 

overall finding based on the mean scores for the total sarnple will be discussed. 

The fact that children tumed to &ends as their chief source for reading 

guidance, might be due not only to peer influence. but also to the inadequacies 

of their libraries. This could also be one of the reasons why on average they 

looked more to Parents, Friends and Teachers as the main sources of guidance 

and not to Librarians. A large percentage of the children (53.6%) were not 

members of any library and almost al1 of the schools lacked proper resources 

and qualified personnel. It is therefore not surprising that the children tend to 

tum to others - parents, Giends and teachers - and not librarians. for reading 

guidance. 

While the reasons might differ. children from developed countries also 

tend to rank librarians low on the scale for overt helpfulness. For them. friends 

are usually their main avenue of advice and very often teachers corne before 

librarians. For the Jamaicans, out of seven possible choices of persons to 

consult. two groups of children ranked librarians sixth and the others groups 

placed them fourth and fiW. This happened even though 32.1 % of the sarnple 

were members of the public library where it could be assumed that they would 

meet librarians. 
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One c m  only conjecture that, if and when such encounters occurred, they 

rnight have been ail too bief  or infiequent to communicate the concept of the 

librarian as someone specially trained and available to help these youngsters 

with their selection of books. On the other hand. some of these encounters 

could have been unpleasant. Some of Landy's (1977a) seventh grade sample 

reported that the librarians they met eitier looked too busy to be disturbed or 

were annoyed when asked for help. Urban Girl 3 also commented that on her 

visits to the bookmobile the library staff was always too busy checking out 

books to be of any help to her. Urban Girl 2 reported negative experiences with 

libraries where she had to be quiet, was not pexmitted to handle certain books 

and had to pay for damaged books. 

The chances of a Jamaican child in a public elementary school meeting 

a librarian. especially one trained to work with young people. are few. First. 

because there are very few children's librarians and. second. as with Iibraries 

evexyvhere. very often the person at the circulation desk is not a professional. 

The only opportunity some children might have of meeting a "real" librarian is 

during class visits or special programmes. Othenvise. the professional is 

usually hidden from the public's view where he or she is occupied with 

administrative responsibilities. 

The reliance upon parents for advice about what to read could spring 

logically From the children's limited encounter with professionals and the 
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proximity of parents compared to other adults. Tuming toward home would 

also seem in keeping with the essential role usually ascribed to it in fostenng 

literacy and recreational reading. Greaney ( 1 980). Whitehead et al.. ( 1 977) 

Maxrveil(1977) and Lewis and Teale (1982) al1 insist on the importance of the 

home in the child's reading development. In the ideal setting parents mode1 

reading, read to their children and provide them with books. By so doing 

parents create a literary environment that fosters the reading habit. Durkin 

( 1966) and Clark (1976) found that early tluent readen tend to come from such 

environments. although Ingharn (198 1) and Whitehead et al.. (1977) also 

observed that this was not always the case as some children were avid readers 

even though they grew up in less advantageous social circumstances where the 

environment did not provide for much reading stimulation. 

Although this study of Jamaicans did not include their socio-economic 

status as a variable. the randomness of the sample should have allowed a 

mixture of children fiom al1 social levels. Therefore. it was to be expected that 

there would be homes that provided a good literary environment. and some that 

did not. For example. Urban Girl 1 lived with a gandparent who bought her 

books, discussed them with her, told her stories and generally monitored her 

reading. Rural Boy 1 also had parents who encouraged and guided his reading. 

However, background information on the country indicated a scarcity of 

books. a non-reading population generally, and a much lower standard of living 
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in the rural areas. In some areas literacy levels were also low and in general 

parents might not have much knowledge of children's books. For these reasons. 

some parents? ability to guide their children's reading might be limited. Urban 

Girl 2 seem to fa11 into the latter category. She lived in a book-less home 

environment and her only parental encouragement to read was based on their 

desire for her to learn but they were not in a position to tell her what to read 

or to provide the necessary resources. 

Resorting to peers was the second choice for the whole sample and this 

tinding differs slightly from other studies in North Amerka and Britain where 

children tend to rank their cornpanions in first place due. it is believed. to the 

stren-@h of peer group influence. Hepler and Hickman (1982) concluded that 

the stamp of several Friends' approval on a book assures the others that there 

is pleasure to be had fiom it. Also. children tend to rely on this more than 

advice from others because it helps to make the act of choosing a book less 

risky and more efficient. 

Gjengset (1986) also found that the majority of the 10- 1 1 year-old 

sample she interviewed about their reading habits said they relied upon their 

fnends because parents seldom made recommendations and sometimes their 

teachers were not able to help them. Almost a11 the children interviewed 

mentioned talking about their reading with their friends and trusted their 

recommendation of a book when choosing books for reading. 
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Teachers ranked a high third out of the six categories of persons chosen. 

Despite the poor state of the librxies, the teachers are usually the ones to 

provide whatever limited access there is to the resources by taking the children 

to the collection or altemately bringing it to the classroom at prescribed tirnes. 

In addition, the language arts cumculum provides further opportunities for 

reading guidance. As Ingham (1981) and Landy (1977a) stated. teachers can 

be a vaiuable source for reading guidance if they are themseives enthusiastic 

readers and knowledgeable about children's literature. In the absence of 

librarians or in conjunction with them. teachers cm play an important role in 

fostering a love for reading. 

The small core of children who relied on no one couid have reached this 

position as a result of many things. Some of these could be the disorganised 

state of the school libraries. the lack of library mernbership and the absence of 

any knowledgeable adults. including teachers and librarians. They might also 

belong to that group of children who did not like to read or were not good at 

it and so they rarely felt the need to seek help fkom peers or others. 

Not to be overlooked are the many other factors that might also inhibit 

them fiom asking anyone for assistance. This could include librarians who are 

unfriendly and unapproachable (as recounted by the children studied by Landy 

(1977a)) or a more persona1 reason given by one of the interviewees who stated 

that he chose his books himself because he did not want to make a mistake (i.e.. 



get the wrong type of book). 

6.4 CONCLUSIONS, lMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.4.1 Childrea's Reading Interests 

The Jarnaican sixth graders share many reading interests in common with 

their counterparts from more developed countries. The theory about the 

universality of some reading interests brought about by children's common 

developmental stages is strengthened by such a finding. This means that. to a 

certain extent, librarians anywhere can be guided by research findings fi-om 

developed as well as developing countries. However, that does not obviate the 

need for local research to detect hidden or specialised needs created by certain 

socio-historical factors that rnight be peculiar to each society. Such findings. 

Iike that relating to Jamaican children's strong interest in indigenous literature 

and Afkocentric books from elsewhere. should also inform selection policies. 

This discovery that Jamaicans were very interested in seeing themselves 

portrayed in the leading roles in the books they read should be of particular 

interest to librarians in countries that have multicultural populations. It would 

seem that even though there is a certain amount of universality in children's 

reading interests at specific stages OF development, if these youngsters corne 

from different racial groups there will also be  the desire to see themselves and 

their ethnic groups positively portrayed in some of the books they read. The 

issue is not so much about the genre of the work. but rather that of the 



characters and their lifestyle delineated within the book. 

For Jarnaican librarians to act on the basis of this finding about the 

preference for indigenous and Afiocentric heroes, these professionals would 

have to develop ways to exercise greater bibliographic control over local and 

regional publications so that they are easier to identiQ and acquire. They 

would also need to tap into the pool of Afrocentric literature currently availabie 

mostly in the United States and Britain. Budgetary allocations would also have 

to be made to accommodate spending for these special needs and definite 

policies initiated to accelente the building of this collection. 

Since local publications are few. librarians would also need to becorne 

pro-active and lobby local publishing houses to produce more indigenous 

works. They might even go tùrther by working through organisations like the 

National Book Development Council, in which librarians now play a key role. 

to have it offer training courses and book awards as incentives for writers and 

other perçons involved in the book industry. 

The children's wide interest in a varie. of book types was indicated by 

the range of their choices for books they were interested in reading as well as 

those considered as favourites. The middle years are regarded as the best timr 

to develop the habit of life-long reading because the children have so rnany 

interests. Teachers or librarians, intent on meeting sixth graders 'reading 

interests in libraries or in the classroom should expose these children to a wide 
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varïety of reading materials, not only to rneet their known needs. but also to 

broaden their tastes. Book collections should be also be developed with as 

much attention paid to informational works as to fiction since the children 

showed almost equal interest in both types of books. 

The same principle should prevail with regard to sex-linked choices. 

While it has been established repeatedly that girls and boys have divergent 

tastes, while these differences should not be overlooked, Librarians should avoid 

any action that seems to suggest that one type of book is more appropriate for 

one sex than the other. In the social shift from gender stereotyping, librarians 

too should try to include books that are non-sexist and avoid sexist materials. 

For example, in preparing bibliographies or displays. care should be taken to 

avoid arranging material by themes that suggest sex bias. and in planning 

literature programme books should be chosen with male as well as femalr 

protagonists. 

The academic ability of less able students should not be ignored in book 

selection even though they share most of the interests of their brighter peers. 

Books of high interest and low vocabulary, but dealing with the same topics 

or types of stories considered suitable for the a given age group should be in 

the collections. Remedial measures can also be adopted to help low achievers 

enjoy literary espenences even though they experience difficulty with reading. 

Story-telling, stories on audio-tapes and librarians or teachers reading aloud are 
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some of the cornpensatory measures that can be adopted. The children's strong 

interest in traditional literature should also be considered during the selection 

process. 

If any library. including those in Jamaica. is to meet the varied reading 

needs of these sixth graders. who are supposed to be at the peak of their 

reading, then they would need to provide a wider variety of books - fiction and 

non-fiction - at different reading levels. Finally. it should also be borne in 

mind that generalised findings about children's reading tastes should not be 

adhered to so strictly that allowances are not made for the individuality of each 

reader or for the broadening of reading iastes. 

6.4.2 CHILDREN'S READING HABITS 

6.4.2.1 Liking to Read 

Girls exhibit a greater Iiking for the act of reading than boys. even in 

developing countrîes. and while the reasons for this are not hliy understood. 

librarians and teachers should act in accordance with this knowledge. In 

planning literature experiences for children, librarians and teachers need to 

deliberately include aspects that will appeal to boys and activities that pit boys 

against girls should be minimised in case these programmes fùrther alienate 

boys fiom reading and using the library. For collection development purposes. 

the specific needs and interests of boys must be given due consideration as well 

as the fact that they tend not to have as great an affinity for reading as do girls. 
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The larger number of books read by girls seems to be a Iogical result of 

their greater degree of liking for reading. Since sixth graders are believed to 

be at the golden age of reading and are\very susceptible to reading guidance, 

this would be a good time to introduce the girls to as wide a variety of book 

types as possible so as to broaden their tastes, increase their pleasure in reading 

and strengthen their love for reading. 

6.4.2.2 Reasons for Reading 

The satisfying of utilitarian needs is the main reason why Jamaican sixth 

graders read. which differs only slightly in more developed countries where 

occasionally reading for pleasure appears in first place. For librarians this must 

be disappointing news indeed when so many of their programmes and services 

are predicated on the idea that for children reading should be primarily a 

pleasurable experience. This discrepancy between what children say and what 

librarians believe mi& spring from a lack of knowledge on the part of the 

latter as to what motivates children to read. 

In order to plan effective programmes or to act as a successFul 

intermediary between books and children. librarians rnust be knowledgeable 

about both. These professionals have been fairly successful at pinpointing the 

social factors that make children want to read and using the findings to inforrn 

library policy and practice. Now librarians are faced with a much more 

challenging task of finding out why young people do not read for pleasure as 
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The answer to such a question is complex since it goes beyond the mere 

social and involves psychological factors such as attitude, motivation and needs 

fulfilment. A more cross-disciplinq approach to research might have to be 

adopted, incorporating theories and methodologies from psychology as well as 

other related fields. Studies by Landy (1977a) and Morrow (1  983) are good 

examples of this kind of research as they adopted multi-disciplina y approach 

to investigating the topic. Also, in seeking for more profound explanations for 

why children read, Greaney and Neuman (1990) experimented with the "uses 

and gratification" theory from mass communications. 

Further research needs to be undertaken into the case of the aliterates in 

order to uncover some of the factors that contribute to this condition. Such 

knowledge could prove very usefil for a better understanding of these children 

and for suggesting possible intervention strategies that might motivate them and 

other reluctant readers to undertake the activity for pleasure. 

6.4.2.3 Reading As a Leisure Time Activity 

For most children today, especially boys. reading does not appear to be 

the first choice of leisure time activity as other pastimes such as television. 

electronic games. sports and being with friends often take precedence over 

reading. Whenever it is chosen as a pastirne, reading is usually ranked much 

higher by girls than boys. This was exemplified by the Jamaican girls who. 
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however, diverge a little from their international peers by assigning first place 

to this activity. The boys' relegating reading to a much lower position was 

more in accord with what was expected. In the light of this finding. librarians 

are challenged to develop new çtrategies for promoting reading and in this 

technological age any such plans must take cognisance of the electronic media. 

especially television. which is one of the chief rivals of reading. 

6.4.2.4 Hindrances to Reading More 

Whether the children live elsewhere or in Jamaica. it is usually reported 

that watching television is one of the main detractors frorn the amount of time 

spent in voluntary reading. Too much homework. hanging out with fkiends 

and a variety of other social activities were also cited by children fiom 

developed societies. In Jamaica. access to and availability of books. proper 

physical facilities conducive to reading at home and at school and poor reading 

ability were some of the other obstacles. While some of' these factors can be 

remedied and others are outside the control of librarians and educators. it would 

seem that a much more serious issue is at stake here - that of the role of 

reading in the lives of children today. 

Programming is one of the major library services to children. and one of 

its guiding principles for planning is to capitalise on the leisure time activities 

and other known interests of children in order to encourage them to become 

life-long readers. With reading being assigned increasingly lower priority by 
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children. especially in cornpetition with other media formats, then the move 

toward the multimedia approach to literature which has already been adopted 

by libraries must continue. Also. with more emphasis now being placed on the 

content of an information resource rather than the format and on the acquisition 

of different types of literacy. it is to be expected that these concepts will also 

affect the way literature experiences are mediated to children. 

In short. this implies that there continues to be a paradiLgnatic shifi from 

pnnt orientation to a multimedia approach in libraries. and the concept of 

reading as it is known will have to change in order to embrace the variety of 

ways that experience can now be accessed. This does not suggest that children 

will not be encouraged to read print. but it will become one of the many ways 

(instead of the only one) that children can obtain knowledge. insights and 

understanding about people, places and things. This might also explain why 

children read prirnarily for utilitarian purposes: because they can now turn to 

other forrns of media, besides books for entertainment. 

WhiIe emergent nations might lag far behind the industrialised world in 

terms of overall development. the same re-thinking about reading is sti1l 

necessary because technology, by its very nature. has crossed geographic and 

political boundaries and changed the way people think and behave worldwide. 

Children in countries like Iamaica have also been affected by the many 

alternatives offered by technology and so they too prefer to view than to read. 
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Therefore efforts to make them committed readers are likely to meet with some 

resistance. For local librarians and teachers this would suggest. where possible. 

they should apply modem technology in its many forrns to irnprove reading 

skills as well as to expose the children to a variety of literature experiences. 

In light of the finding that none of the schools had an adequate library 

service, it must be concluded that the children are denied ready access to 

reading resources and literature programmes that would foster a love of books 

and reading. Within this contes. children are forced to rely on private sources 

for their reading materials and committed readers, especially those in the rural 

areas. are likely to experience some degree of frustration due to the paucity of 

reading resources. In order to sustain their reading habit they would need to 

possess a great deal of creativity and resourcefulness. 

6.4.2.5 Sources of Books 

Availability of reading material is one of the prerequisites for children 

to develop and maintain the reading habit. It has also been observed that 

children will readily resort to any source from which books are easily available. 

and the Jamaican children confirmed this when they turned to private sources 

instead of to existing libraries. most of which were non-fùnctional. However. 

such an action is weighed against the fact that many children from the sample 

owned no books. the majority of them did not have membership in libraries and 

purchasing their own books was an option for only a small minority. 
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It would seem that one of the recumng problems affecting reading 

interests and habits was the availability of reading material. Therefore. if 

librarians and teachers plan to create a love of literature and reading in 

children then they will have to provide books in easily accessible places like 

classrooms and libraries. 

As this relates to Jamaica. specifically, it means that serious thought must 

be given to book provision in elementary schools via the language arts 

curriculum as well as the Iibrary programme to ensure that a varie. of books 

reflecting the interests and reading abilities of the children is easily available. 

6.4.2.6 Sources of Reading Guidance 

Although librarians pride themselves on being helpful. friendly and 

knowledgeable intermediaries between children and their books. they are not 

often consulted as the first point of reference by Young readers when searching 

for a book. While the reasons for this rnight be different in developing 

countries, the same pattern was observed. It would therefore appear that despite 

the emphasis on reading guidance being one of the most important tasks carried 

out by the children's librarian, the execution of this Function. especially at the 

level of the individual child, rnight need re-examination. 

Librarians need to be visible. easily accessible. appear not too busy so 

as to deter requests for assistance. and try to make their encounters with 

children pleasant and rneaningfbl. In public libraries. the practice of using 
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non-professionals to serve the public while the professionals carry out 

managerial tasks elsewhere might have to be weighed against any possible 

contribution it may make to the children's negative perception of librarians and 

how this might influence the youngsters' reading behaviour. 

In Jarnaica. there are no librarians in elementary schools. which should 

largely explain the children's failure to consult them. In the absence of 

librarians (as well as proper libraries), the responsibility for fostering a love of 

reading will devolve unto the classroom teachers who now need to be properly 

equipped with a good knowledge of the children-s literature and the appropriate 

cornpetencies for promoting its use. In order for this to become a reality. the 

curriculum for teacher training would have to be modified to include courses 

in children's literature. 

6.4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the findings fkom the study. recomrnendations are made with 

regards - to the Jamaican situation speci fically. library practice generally and 

areas for further research. They are as follows: 

6.4.3.1 Library Provisions in Elementary Schools in Jamaica 

Considering the important role libraries can play in maintaining literacy 

and fostering a love of reading, al1 aspects of the library service presently being 

offered in schools in Jamaica need to be evaluated to see how more efficient 

use c m  be made of the limited resources. 
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Efforts should be made to enforce whatever policies already exist for the 

provision of libraries within these schools, and where physical facilities have 

been provided, the authorities should see to it that they are used exclusively for 

that purpose. The facilities should be equipped to comfortably accommodate 

at least a class of students. 

Services by professional librarians should be a part of a long-term plan 

for these libraries. given the financial constraints operating within the country. 

Teachers with special training in childrenws literature should always be a part 

of every elementary classroom. and where necessary they could assume 

responsibility for the libraries until library staff are employed. In order to make 

books readily available. some classroom collections could be established fkom 

the present collection of books. many of which are locked away. 

6.4.3.2 Collection Development in Public and School Libraries 

One of the most tùndamental needs of the Jamaican sixth graders is for 

more books to be made available and more easily acccessible to them. The 

findings From this study can be used by teachers and librarians to guide the 

selecting and use of books in the literature programme. The variety of books 

chosen should be wide and represent a good balance behveen fictional and 

informational book types as the children displayed almost equal interest in both. 

Special efforts should be made to develop collections of Caribbean 

literature and other Afiocentric books. Particular consideration need to be 
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given to the reading needs of Jamaican sixth grade boys. many of whom are 

below average academically, have limited reading interests and would need 

material simpler in content and format when compared to their more able peers. 

6.4.3.3 The Use of Television to Prornote Reading 

Since educational broadcasting already exists in a limited way in the 

schools. it is recomrnended that the possibilities be explored for its use to 

promote reading since the children indicate a strong interest in watching 

television. Programmes could be specially developed to focus on themes or 

speci fic books which would be made available through the school library 

service or the Ministry of Education programme that provides supplementary 

reading material. 

The special needs of urban boys should be considered because as group 

they seem to require special intervention strategies to stimulate a greater interest 

in reading. 

6.4.3.4 The Production of Indigenous Books 

Local publishers should use these findings about Jarnaican chi ldren 

preference for Afrocentric main characters to guide their selection of story 

rxcerpts for inclusion in literature anthologies for classroom use. They should 

also see this as an incentive to publish more indigenous trade books for the 

children's recreational reading. Co-publication rights could also be sought for 

Afrocentric books fiom North America, Britain and Africa, where possible. 



6.4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LIBRARY PRACTICE GENERALLY 

6.4.4.1 Reading Guidance 

While the concept of librarians as intermedianes between books and 

children is theoretically sound. this seems too often to fail to translate weil into 

practice according to the children's ranking of librarians for overt helpfulness 

in providing reading guidance. Individual library policies for professional 

interaction with children need to be exarnined in terms of availability. access. 

and specialised training for the task. Where necessary. adjustments should be 

made to improve on these. Children need to see and interact with real 

librarians. with the prerequisite knowledge and cornpetence to guide their 

reading development. Too often they encounter para-professionals or clerks 

white the professionals are hidden away perfonning administrative tasks. 

Furthermore. close attention also need to be paid to the nature of the 

children's contact with whatever level of staff that they meet on their visit to 

the Iibrary. The individual's attitude. body language and other aspects of 

interpersonal communication should convey a positive message that will 

encourage the child to approach and seek assistance when needed. Present 

institutional policies. although administratively convenient, might need to be re- 

esamined from the users' perspective to ensure that they are not having a 

negative effect on the children's pursuit of the reading habit. 



6.4.4.2 Reading Promotion 

Since this is one of the major objectives of children's library services. 

then the knowledge that children place such a high value on their peers' advice 

as to what to read can be used to generate more interest in reading. Many 

oppominities should be provided for children to share book experiences with 

each other through discussion groups, peer reviews displayed on notice boards 

or issued in a journal. Time should also br  allowed in class for oral 

presentations on their reading. With many interesting and attractive books 

available for persona1 reading. the children themselves can become role models 

for their peers and by so doing effectively promote leisure time reading. 

6.4.4.3 Collection Developmen t 

Library coliections for sixth graders' should contain a wide variety of 

book types - tiction and non-fiction. and where funding allows. some of these 

resources should be in other media besides print. Although boys Iike certain 

books as opposed to girls and vice versa, there should a definite move away 

from any practice within the library that would emphasise the sex-typing of 

materials. Collection development policies and programming activities that 

perpetuate sex stereotyping of readers should be avoided. The trend in society 

is toward the equalisation of gender and one of the ways that librarians can 

contribute to this by buying more non-sexist books even though still catering 

for the specialised interests of each sex. 



6.4.4.4 Resource Provision for Multicultural Cornmunities 

it would seem as if children in general have a desire to see themselves 

and their racial groups positively portrayed in the books they read. and this 

desire is no less in children Eom ethnic rninorities. Even though they share 

similar interests in book types with the children from the majority culture. this 

need for ethnic literature still exists. Therefore. in multicultural societies. 

collection development policies should be put in place that make allowance for 

the acquisition of books reflective of the life-styles of ethnic minorities. 

Children receive much pleasure from identiQing with the characters they read 

about. and it would seem as if this enjoyment could be increased when they see 

physical images of themselves in their books. In addition. many children's 

literature specialists believe that such books positively affect the children's 

self-esteern and create pt-ide in their ethnic heritage. 

6.4.5 RECOMlMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

6.4.5.1 Race and Reading Interests 

Since this study could only examine one aspect of race. fùrther research 

needs to be conducted that kvould go beyond whether children from different 

ethnic groups are interested in the same kinds of books. More investigation 

should be conducted to identiQ the reading interests of rninority groups and the 

specific satisfaction gained from reading about themselves. Sorne of these 

studies should focus exclusively on the ethnic minonties rather adopting the 
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usual approach of comparing two or more racial groups. Intensive case studies 

like those done by Fry (1985) or Sims (1983) might better help to explain 

some of the satisfaction children get Born seeing their ethnic group in books as 

well as the ambivalence black children display when faced with books about 

their own goup and those from the dominant culture. 

6.4.5.2 Home Correlates and Reading Habits 

In this study many of the children were forced to rely on parents, fkiends, 

relatives for reading materials and guidance. The literature surveyed also 

stressed the important role of the home environment in shaping childrengs 

reading attitudes and habits. It therefore seems as if further research into the 

home correlates affecting Jamaican children-s reading behaviour would prove 

worthwhile. 

6.4.5.3 Sex and its Influence on Reading Behaviour 

So tàr. the majority of the studies in the field has been confined to 

discovering the differences in the reading interests of the two sexes. Very few 

have attempted to find out the reasons for these sex-linked choices that have 

persisted throughout the years. Further cross-cultural research in the mode of 

Johnson ( 1974) and Downing et al.. ( 1979) are needed with deliberate attempts 

being made to discover the reason behind the differences expressed by boys and 

girls relative to their reading interests and habits. 



6.4.5.4 Reading Instruction 

From the literature reviewed. many children's literature experts maintain 

that the skills-oriented approach to reading instruction and the use of du11 class 

readers have been to a large extent responsible for children developing a 

negative attitude towards reading for pleasure. With much emphasis being 

placed on the whole language approach to instruction, research should be 

undertaken to find out if this fairly recent method has produced children who 

are any more favourably inclined toward books and leisure time reading. 

6.4.5.5 Reading Interests of Jamaican Young People 

While this study has established some of the reading interests of a sixth 

graders in public elementary schools. there still exists the need for each age 

group to be studied to be able to arrive at a more comprehensive knowledge of 

the reading interests of Jamaican children and teenagers so that local librarians 

can use these findings to provide more culture specific guidelines for collection 

development. 

6.4.5.6 Reading Interests and Habits: Theoretical Considerations 

Theoretically, this study has confirmed some of the generally 

accepted ideas and concepts about children's reading interests and 

habits established by previous research. At the same time. it has also raised 

several questions about some of these commonly held beliefs. 

In the first instance, the findings have helped to strengthen the belief in 
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the predominance of sex as an important, if not the major. predictor of the types 

of books children are interested in reading. the amount they are likely to read 

over a given period of time, as well as their preference for reading as a pastirne. 

Although there seems to be a core of different book types that appeal to each 

of the sexes and the seeming stability of children's reading interests over the 

ases. some of these ideas might need to be re-considered. For example. the 

validity of the idea that boys Favour non-fiction more than fiction must be 

raised in light of the fact that close scrutiny of many of the reading inventories 

previously used indicates a bias towards informational topics known to be 

preferred by boys. One rnight therefore conjecture that the results might have 

been different. as was found in this study. if greater care had been used to 

select non-fiction topics likely to appeal to girls. 

The possibility might also exist to alter some of these sex-linked interests 

if children were consistently exposed to more non-sexist literature as this study 

showed boys having a greater liking than girls for romantic stories. although the 

reason why is not clear. This discovery creates uncertainty about nature being 

the main reason for differences of choices behveen the sexes. 

The effect of the universality of children's developmental stages on book 

choices is hard to contravene. yet the findings from this study suggest that 

geographical and cultural factors can. and do. play a contributory role in 
c. 

determining reading interests. So, while a common core of interests may esist 
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and can be used to guide material selection, allowances must be made for 

variations based upon where children live and their socio-cultural milieu. 

Although there is linle consensus about the impact of race on children's 

reading interests. and by and large children of different ethnic groups seem to 

like the same kind of books, the issue extends beyond that of preference for 

specific genres to that of content. The majority of Jamaican children preferred 

books that had Afrocentric heroes, first from the region. With a much smaller 

score, those books featuring Eurocentric Caribbean persons were their second 

favourites. What this implies is that ethnically diverse children are interested in 

seeing themselves and their life styles portrayed in the books they read. Based 

on other studies in the field. it would seem as if e h i c  minority children were 

also more inclined to gravitate toward books that positively depicted themselves 

and their group. 

The strong focus on reading for utility found among the Jamaicans and 

the indication from other investigations that chi ldren from developed countries 

seem to be becoming more inclined to read for this same purpose appears to run 

contrary to some of the common tenets of the library profession. Librarians 

firmly believe in the importance of reading and its worth as a source of 

pleasure, therefore one of the library's chief role has always been to foster in 

children a love of recreational reading. Library services, especially for children, 

are predicated on these principles. But if there really is a paradigrnatic shifl 
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towards the concept of the library as an information centre and a greater 

dependence on other sources in the society for entertainment, then one must 

ask. in the light + of this, what role should the library now play or where should 

its emphasis be placed. 

With so many other avenues and media existing in society to meet 

entertainment needs. and with some children clearl y identi fied as aliterate. the 

question is : c m  the library continue to develop its policies for service on the 

belief that al1 children are latent readers and given the right conditions and 

resources young people c m  be motivated to become leisure time readers? 

These were some of the major concems arising fiom this study of 

Jamaican middle grade readers. and an awareness of these finding and future 

investigations of the issues they raise should e?«end even fürther the theoretical 

foundations upon which are based reading instruction and library services to 

children the world over. 
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APPENDICES 



APPENDIX 1: SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE 

SCHOOL QUESTIOh'NAIRIE 

The infornation required here will be used to complement data supplied by the 
children as a part of the study of their reading interests and habits. Kindly fill 
in the details as accurately as possible and when you are finished please retum 
the questionnaire to the researcher. 

POSITION OF PERSON COMPLETING QUESTIONNAlRE 

1. Type of school: 

2. Current Schooi Population ........................ .. 

3. Current Sixth Grade Population. 

...... BOYS G m .  ....... 

4. Do Grade Six students have scheduled times for quiet 
unintempted reading in the classroom? 

5. Does the school have a library? 

Go on to Ques 6. If there is no libmy the rest 
of the questions wiU not apply 
to you. school, could you kindly 
retum the questionnaire to the 
researcher. 



(2) 
Which of the following statements best desaibes the 
arrangement of the school library? 

A room designed specially for the purpose ( ) 

Books distributed in classr'ooms, no central 
collection ( ) 

Books kept in boxes, cupboards, bookcases all around 
the school ( ) 

Other arrangement, please Say.. ...................... 

What is the approximate number of books in the school 
library ? 

Who is responsible for the day-to-day ninning of the 
school library? 

A teacher ( ) A librarian ( ) 

A teacherAibrah ( ) No one ( ) 

How many hours per day is the library opened for 
student use? 

Do Grade Six students have scheduled weekly periods 
for visiting the libfafy? 

Are Grade Six children allowed to bomow books to take home? 
yes ( 1 No( 1 

K h d y  r e m  the questionnaire to the Researcher. 
Than. you for your cooperation 



APPENDIX 2: STUDENT ASSESSMENT RECORD 

SURVEY OF TEE VOLUNTARY READING INTERESTS AND 
HABITS OF JAlMAlCAN SIXTH: GRADERS 1993 

STUDENT ASSESSMENT RECORD 

You are being asked to rate each child based on hisher academic 
and reading performance using the following scale: 1= 70 or over 
(above average); 2 = 50-69 (average) and 3= 49 or less (below 
average). The assessrnent should be based on the child's school 
report for the 1992/3 academic year. 

ACADEMIC READING 
PERFORMANCE PERFORMWCE 
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW GUIDE 

The midents were asked to expand on some of the answen they gave on 
the Student Questionnaire and then additional areas relative to their 
readiig interests and habits were explored usiig the guide as weil as theû 
own responses during the interview. The semi-stmctured nature of the 
i n t e ~ e w s  meant that the researcher was able to mod% the questions to 
suit each situation. 

MAJOR AREAS TO BE COVERED 

A. PERSONAL DATA 

1 .  Favounte subjectk in school 
2. What do you want to be when you grow up? 
3.  How do you usually spend your t h e  d e r  school each d3y? 
f - How do you usually spend your free time? 

B. FAMTLY SITUATION: 

1. With whom do you live? What kind of work do your parentslguardians 
do? 

2. How big is your family? 
3. What are some of the fun activities your family does togcther? 
4. Does anyone in your family Iike to r a d ?  If yes, what do they read? 
5 .  Do you remember being read to as a child? 
6. Were you ever taken to the library by your parent or guardian? 
7. Are there books in your home? If yes, what types? Who r a d s  them? 
8. Do you parents encourage you to rad? If yes, how? 
9. Does your f d y  have a TV set? Ifyes, about how rnany houn do you 

watch on week days, weekends? What are your favourite programmes? 

C .  READING HABITS: 

1.  What are some of your favourite books you have rad? 
2. Did you read any books recently? If yes, tel me about them. 
3. When choosing a book to rad ,  what are some of the t b g s  you look a? 

to help you make up your mind about borrowing it? 
4.1s there anythg you would iike to teii me about your rading? 



APPENDIX 4:  STUDENT'S QUESTIONNAIRE 

I This quesüonnairz-. iç mainly.about the raading you do because .youl 
want to - it iç NOT asking abaut.the rsading you must da for your school 
work. This i'ç not a test, aie&. ars no r i i h t  answen and yuur kach&& wili 
not know what you writs. Pleake answer every question as tmthfuliy :as 
ou c m  foi by & doing you'wiil heb us Io Rnow howyou go about your 

reading and the kinds of books..yoCi iike to rsad. IY 
To answer most ai the questions yor: need to place û tick in the  box 

lik&this , or circle a kurnbei oi,write a nurnber on a lke beside' ihe 
answer you cnoose. When you ars açkt.' to w r i k  anyrhing, nâkê Ï t  short 
and you need not pay too much attmticn to t h e  spellinç.. 

1. 1 am: 

1. a boy 0 2. a girl O 
2.1 am years old. 

3. 1 am 2 mernber of tne: (you may tick mors than one) 

1. School library 0 
n 



Carsfully g~ thnugh ALL the diii'ersnt types of books list& below 
and beside EACH ONE show how much you would liks to rzad it by 
CIRCUNG the NUbEEF? under one of tne rbllowing phnsss: 

VERY MUCH MAY BE 
I 2 

TYFE OF BOOK 

TYPE OF BOOK 

NOT AT ALL 
3 

I WOULD LIKE TO READ THIS: 

V ~ N  Much Mav Be Not At All 

Adventure stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . , . 3 
Animal Stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 7 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

Dancing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 
Fairy Tales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

Faniiy Stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

Fanksy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 ' 
&+ 

Growing Up (Becoming a rnan/wonan, . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

History (Stories and events from lcng ago) 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 
Horror Stories (Ghcsis, Vampirss) . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 
Huncrous stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

Lives of famous people . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

Love stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

Machines (planes, cars, etc.) . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . .  2 . . . . . . . .  3 
Mystery stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

Music (Pop, folk, etc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 

People in other l tncs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 



Mav Be Not At AI1 

. . . . . .  . . . . . .  Poetry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 2 . .  3 

. . . . . . . .  Riddles and Jokes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . .  2 3 

. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Science (plants, mimals, ear't) 1 2 3 

. . . . . . . .  Sciene Fiction . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . .  2 . 3  

Sports . . . . . . . . a - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 a . . . . .  2 . . . . . . .  . 3  

Tnings to rnaks and do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
UnderstanQing rnyself and othen . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . .  2 . . . . . . . .  3 

1 = the type you Iike mos: 

2 = your sacond favourite type 

3 = your third favourite type. 



6. Did you reed any books in the 12s: T'vVO weeks? 
(Do nof count the books you rsad for schocl wor'x) 

b. Yes [ 1 

l 1 How mtny? , 

7 From the list below tick the W R E t  scurces h m  which you get MOST 
of the books you rsad. Then pisce the nunber 1, 2 or 3 beside each of 
the threo you choose. 

d = where  you get t h e  most 

2 = where you get t he  second largesi number 

3 = where you get the third largest number 

a- - Class library 

b- - Friends 

C. - Horne 

Cf. - Public Library 

e- - Rdatives 

f- - School Library 

gb - I buy them myseif 



8. Do you own any books yoursslf? 

No P 
Number 9 

w 
How Many? 

Give as dose a nurnber as 
you can remember 1 

9. Which T H R E  ofthefoliowing d o y o u a ~ k f o r h e / ~  MOST ofthe fimes 
when fsling to decide what books to read? Place the number 7 2 or 3 
beside eacn of the THREF you choose. 

1 = those you ask most often 

2 = those you ask the second most often 

3 = those you açk t h e  third most often 

Cg - Parents 

d .  - Relatives 

es - Teachers 

.. 
g. - Any other person not named above 



10. Fmm the Iistoiactiviües below chcose the TSREE thaiyou / i ~ s  to GO MOST: 
c. 

I nen put fie NUMBE.3 1, 2, or 3 beside eech of Lhe fifre you chocse. 

1 = the one you like .the mas: 

2 = your second favourite activw 

3 = your third favourite activity 

c. - Going out (t .~.  ciub meeiinc etc.) 

d -  - Listsninc to mcsic 

e- - Ustsninc to the ndio 

- - 
k a  - Pkyinç incoor ganes & s ~ o r i s  

G - PIayinc cuidoor sames & s3or's 

ho - Playinc videc games 

1- - Rtading 

WatchinçÏV I- - 
k - Anything e!se yoci enjoy dchg that is noi IisSd hers 

Give f 2 nunDer i; it is one of your M R E Z  %vocrits acijvities. 



ezcn of fhe rdR&= you chouse. 

1 = the most important one 

2 = tfiose second mas: important 

3 = the third mcst irnpofant one 

one 

D- - A l i irrry wiih nany books nearby 

C- - Sonesne ta heip n e  k m w  what bcoks tc read 

C a. rewor chorzs io Co aï home 

- * 
1. - Wstchinc less Television 

h- - ParsnIs who encourage me to read 

[- - Hâvinç my own books 

j. SpenOing less üme wfth inends 

k- - Liiiinç to rsad 

, 
If none of the ihings wrkten above ksqs ycr! f ~ o m  rosdinc mors, and thers 
is something e!se thai dces please writz it h e r s  and give it a ncnber if it is 
one of the t h e  that is inpor'ani 



12. From the lisf b&w select THREE kinds OERSONS you would l i k~  
the most fo play the main paes in the books you raad. Then place 
the NUiMBER 7, 2 or 3 beside each of the THREE you choose. 

1 = the kind of perçons you woold like the most to play 
the main parts in the books you read 

2 = your second favourite kind of persons 

3 = your third favourite kind of persons 

a- - White boys and girls from Afrïca 

b. - Black boys and girls from Mica 

boys and girls from 

d. - Black boys and oirls irom England . 
d 

e- - White boys and girls from Jamaica and the res: o f  t h e  
Caribbem 

P 

r- - Black boys ar;d girls irom Jamaica and the rest of the 
Caribbean 

0. - White boys and girls irom the United States and Canâda 

h-  - Blâck boys and girls from t he  United States and Canada 



13. Have you ever r t a i  any books in which black penons (childwn or adultç) 
played the leading parts? 

a. Yes [ 1 

PLEASE TURN OVER THE PAGE FOR THE LAST 
QUESTION 



!4. Read each of the following unmished sentences then choose the ONE 
fhat cornes cios& to ssying how yau feel about reading and complets 
the sêntence 

a) I Iike to read A LJÏTLE because . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

b)  I iike to read (MORE #an a LINLE, but not TOO MUCH) becôuss 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

c) I likz to read A WKOLE LOT besause . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

d)  I do NOÏ like to rsad because . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  



Please check al1 t h e  questions to makc sure you have 
answered al1 of them. 
Thank you very much for helping me with my research. 



'APPENDIX 5 :  LETTER OF CONSENT FROM THE JAMAICAN MINISTRY 
OF EDUCATION GRANTING PERMISSION FOR THE 
CONDUCTING OF THE SURVEY LN THE: SêtlLlQLS. . . .- : 

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION FND CüLTURE 

2 NATIONAL WEROES CIRCLE 

P.O. BOX 498. 

KINGSTON, JAMAICA 

March 5, 3 1 9 L  

Mrs. Cherrell V. Robinson 
Faculty of Library and Information Science 
University of Toronto 
Claude T. B i s s e l 1  Building 
140 St, George Street 
Toronto, Ontario MSS 1 A l  
Canada. 

Dear Mrs. Robinson, 

1 acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 
February 16, 1993 seeking  permission to conduct research in 
both preparatory and elementary schools in Jamaica. 

The M i n i s t r y  is willing t o  a s s i s t  you where 
possible. The matter has been referred to the Chief Education 
Officer, Mr. Wesley Barrett for . f u r t h e r  action. 

Yours sincerely , 

Rae A.  Davis 
Permanent Secretary 



APPENDIX 6: FlRST LEïTER TO PIUNCIPAL, RE 
PARTICIPATION IN THE SURVEY 

Department of Library Studies 
University of the West Indies 
P.O. Box 181, Kingston 7, Mona. 

June 15, 1993. 

REI: RIESEARCH INTO CHILDREN'S READING IKTERESTS 

In Jamaica we are aware that some of children of Our elementary age 
children ofien fail to master basic readiig skills, and even when they do very often 
they undertake little voluntary reading. This has long been a concem of educators 
who know that reading is the foundation of learning and this makcs it essential for 
the child not only to master the mechanics but to keep on rcading since diis 
improves performance and personal knowledge. Research has show that certain 
personal and social factors affixt children's attitude to and interest in reading, and 
so a knowledge of how some of these variables operate should help in the search 
for answers to the problem of motivating children to read. 

With this in mind 1 have decided, as part of my doctoral midies at the University of 
Toronto, to conduct a national survey into some of the relevant variables for my 
dissertation which wiiI focus on the Voluntary Reading Interests and Habits of 
Jnmaican Sixth Graders. I am therefore writing to 6nd out if you would be 
wiiling Tor your school to participate in this study since it was one of the ten 
schools randomly chosen out of the 795 primary / aii-age schools in Jamaica. 
Please note that your participation would be voluntary, although I would appreciate 
it very much if you agreed to do so. 

Participation will involve the foiiowing: 

a Making avdable a randomly selected sample of 42 sixth graden, 
dependiig on the size of your sixth grade population, on a set date in late 
September or early October 1993 to complete a questionnaire about their reading 
interests and habits. The completion of the instrument should not take more than 
45-60 minutes and either a representatiie or myself will be responsible for 
administering the instrument, with assistance from the class teachers. 



b. Providing access to the names of al1 regktered sixth graders registered in 
September 1993 so that the students c m  be selected at random in keeping with 
p~c ip l e s  of scient& research. 

c. Fumishing information on the academic and readiig performance of the 
sample of students selected. 

d. Complethg a very bnef questionnaire about the school and its library 
facifities. 

e. Facilitating contact with children chosen for in-depth inte~ews as a 
follow-up to the larger survey. If'any child fiom your school is relected 1 would 
need your assistance as a point of contact for the child, and to provide facilities for 
conducting the interview, if school is the most convenient place. 

The participation of your school is vital to making the sample tmly representative 
of the sixth grade population in Iarnaica and to the success of this study. It is the 
first of iis kind for this ase group in Jamaica, and hopefùlly, it will provide some 
useful insights into children's reading behaviour and so help educators and librarians 
to develop better strategies for motivating children to r a d .  

1 have already obtained permission from the Minidry of Education to conduct this 
investigation subject to the approval of individual principals witliin the schools. 
Please note that the participation of individual students will be voluntary and the 
data supplied by the children and the school wdl be treated with strictest 
confidentiality by the researcher and her assistants. 

Neither the children nor the school will be named in the study, and identification 
numbers will be used mainly to facilitate tracing the children who vd be needed for 
the follow-up interviews. 

A copy of the cornpleted dissertation will be made available to the Ministry of 
Education and a sumrnary of the findings d be sent to al1 the participating 
schools. 

Whatever your response kindly let me know as won as possible by cornpleting the 
enclosed form and returning it in the stamped self-addressed envelope. 



If you need any further information please feel fie to contact me at the above 
address or telephone me at 92-72944 d u ~ g  work hours. 

Thank you for your kind assistance. 

Youn sincerely, 

......................................... 

Cherreii V. Robinson (Mis.) 
Lecturer W.W.1.) 
and Doctoral Student (University of Toronto) 



APPEIYDfX 6. .. Continued 

RESPONSE FORM FOR REQUEST FOR SCHOOL TO 
PARTICIPATE IN READING INTEREST SURVEY 1993 

Please complete and retum this form at your earliest convenience. 

PART A: 

Name of School: 

ADDRESS: 

PAEUSH: 

1 am WILLNG / NOT WILLTNG (Cross out whichever does not apply) 
for my school to participate in the study on The Voliintary Reading 
Interests and Habits of Jamaican Sixth Graders during the Christmas 
Term 1993. 

Name of Principal: 

Signature: 

PART B: 

If you decide to take part could you kindly provide the following 
additional information: 

Current School Population: 

Number of sixth grade classes: 

Sire of Current sixth grade population: 

Boys: Girls: 

(June 1993) 



APPENDIX 7 : SECOND LETTER TO PRINCIPAL IRE 
PARTICIPATION IN SURVEY 

Department of Library Studies, 
University of the West Indies, 
P.O. Box 181, Kingston 7, Mona. 

October 12, 1993 

RE: RESEARCH INTO CEIEDIREN'S READING 
INTERESTS 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in the above 
study. 1 am now writing to set a date and t h e  for the administration of the 
questionnaires and the collection of the additionai data rc the school and 
each participant's acadernic record. 

1 will need access to the narnes of al current sixth graders for this 
academic year so that 1 cm randomly select 42 children (2 1 girls. 2 1 boys) 
to participate. 1 would therefore Wce to know if it wili be convenient for me 
to visit the school one day during the week of October 25 - November 5, 
1993 at a tirne convenient to you so that I can select the students and 
administer the questionnaires. 

Having obtained permission f?om the Ministry of Education to 
conduct the survey in the schools, 1 \vas further informed that it would not 
he necessary to get parental permission for each chiid to participate in the 
survey once the local principal had consented to the school's participation 1 
\vil1 therefore need you to sign a statement to this effect for the purpose of 
my Ethics Cornmittee and so 1 am enclosing a release fomi for you to sign 
and return to me. 

KUidly let me know as soon as possible which of the dates is 
suitable, as well as the t h e  of day, so i can confimi both with you. 

Once again, thank you veq much for ageeing to participate, and I 
look fonvard to meeting with you soon. 

Yours sincerely, 

................................ 
Cherreil V. Robinson (MrsJ 
Lecturer (U. W-L) 
and Doctoral Student (University of Toronto) 



Form to be Signed by Principals Releasing the Researcher from the 
need to Obtain Parental Consent for Each Child to Participate in the 
Research 

TO W O M  IT MAY CONCERN 

lhis is to state that in my capaciv as Pincipal of the 

.......-.-...-.-.......-...-......*........-..*.*....... 
(Name of School) 

I have given pemksion for the sixth grade midents to participate in the 
READING INTERESTS SURVEY being conduded by Mrs. Cherrell 
Robinson from the University of the West indies and the University of 
Toronto, and as such she has no further need to seek parental permission 
for each child to participate. 

Signed by: 
Name of Principal 

Signature: 
Date: 



APPENDIX 8:THIR.D L E m R  TO PRINCIPAL RE 1NTERVIEWS 

Department of Library S tudies, 
University of the West hdies, 
P.O. Box 181, Kingston 7, Mona. 

March I l ,  1994. 

RE: RESEARCH INTO CHIILDREN'S READING 
INTERESTS 

1 am now writing to you about the second stage of my 
research following upon the administration of questiomires to some of 
the s h h  graders at your school last tem. As mentioned in my first letter, a 
part of the study include foliow-up inte~ews  with a s m d  number of the 
original sarnple. I am at this stage now where 1 need iû contact these 
students for interviewing. 

The following studentls have been chosen from your 
school: ........................ .... .............................................................................. 
1 therefore need your promised assistance in informing t5e student/s and 
obtaininç parental consent to interview them. For this reason, 1 am 
enclosing two letters for each child - one addressed to the student and the 
other for hifier parent/guardian. The child should retum to you a 
completed fom from the parent indicating whether or not helshe consents 
to the interview. I wil then telephone you in the next few days for the 
response. 

As we had agreed previously, 1 will be conducting the intemiews 
at the school and in order to ensure some degree of privacy, it wodd be 
helpfùl if you could make available a fàirly quiet place ahere I can meet 
with the studentk when the time cornes. 

Please let me know as soon as possible what is the answer fiom 
both parents and students so that I can find replacements, if needed, and so 
ive can set a def i te  date for the h t e ~ e w s .  

Let me also take this opportunity to thank you for your assistance 
with my research so far. 

Youn sincerely, 

..................................... 
Cherrell V. Robinson (hirs.) 
Lecturer (U. W.I.) and 
Doctoral Student (University of Toronto) 
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APPENDIX 9: LETTER REQUESTING PARENTAL CONSENT 
FOR INTERVEWG OF CHILD 

Department of Library Studies, 
University of the West Indies. 
P.O. Box 18 1, Kingston 7, Mona. 

March 1 1, 1 994. 

RE: PERMISSION FOR YOUR CHILD TC) BE 
CNTERVIEWED AS PART OF A READING INTEREST SURVEY 

D u ~ g  the Christmas Term last year, your child ............... , with the 
permission of the Principal of the schooi, took part in a suivey of children's 
reading interests that I am conductinç as part of my doctoral studies at the 
University of Toronto. At that time .......... completed a questionnaire, and 
now she has been selected as one of the handfûi of snidents that 1 would 
like to talk to some more about her reading interest and habits. 

I am therefore requesting your permission for me to 
h t e ~ e w  ............ at school at a date to be agreed on by the Principal and 
myself. 1 would like to let you know that participation is cornpleteiy 
voluntary, and please be assured that in reporting the research, 1 wili not 
identi& your child or the school by name. No one, but myse& will know 
what your child said, and this dl be held in strictest confidtnce. 

1 do hope you will allow me to talk to your chiid as whar I l e m  
from her can assist educators and librarians in the search for answers about 
how to develop and maintain a love of reading among children. 

Kindly complete the enclosed fom and retum it to the school at 
your earliest convenience so that 1 can h o w  whether or not you wili allow 
me to interview your child. 

Yours sincerely, 

...................... 
Cherreil V. Robinson @Ars.) 
Lecturer (U.W.1.) and 
Doctoral Student (üniversity of Toronto) 



FORM TO BE SIGNED FOR BY PARENT FOR CONSENT TO . !  
INTERVIEW FIIS/RERamD 

I Give / Do Not Give (cross out whichever does not apply) permission for 

to be hte~ewed by Mrs. Cherreii Robinson as a part of her study being . 

conducted on Children's Reading Interests. 

Signed: 
Parentls/Guardian's Name 

Signature: 

Date: 



APPEM)I[X 10: LETTER TO CHILD INFOFtMiNG HIMABR 
ABOUT THE INTERVIEW 

Department of Library Studies, 
University of the West Indies, 
P.O. Box 18 1, Kingston 7, Mona. 

March 11, 1994. 

1 hope you can remember t a h g  part in a study 1 was doing 1st 
term and how you answered some questions about your readinç interests 
and habits. Let me ihank you for helping me witli my research then. At 
that time. 1 also rnentioned that 1 would be choosing a few of p u  to talk to 
at a iater time. Well. 1 am now writing to let you know thnt you have been 
chosen as one of the very few chiidren that 1 would L e  to tak to some 
more about the kinds of books you read and horv you go about your 
r eadi ng . 

Please do not be shy or afiaid, this wül not h m  you in any way, 
and if you do not feel like do% it you can Say no. If you agree to take part, 
no one else but me will know what you say as your namc or that of your 
school will not be told to anyone. 

1 would like to talk to you at school, but first [ inust get your 
parent's/guardiants permission and so 1 have sent the principal a letter to 
Qve you to take home. Please talk about it with your parent/pardian, and 
ask hirnher to sign the form and return it to the p ~ c i p d  as soon as 
possible. 

1 do hope you wiil want to tak to me and that your parent/yardian 
will also agree. Please let me hear fiom you, whatever you and your 
parent/guardian decide. 

Your sincerely, 

.................................... 
CherreU V. Robinson (Mis.) 
Lecturer (U.W.I.) and 
Doctoral Student (University of Toronto) 



APPENorx II: AKOVA SUMMARIES FOR QUESTIONS 
4 ,  7, 9, 10, 11 and 12 

. ! 
QUESTION 4: INTEREST IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF BOOKS 

ANOVA Summary for Adventure Stories 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 4.2477 1.4159 3.20 0.0233 
Within Groups 399 176,3974 0.4421 
Total 402 180.6451 

Source DF Type I I I S S  MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 O - 5 5 3 5  0.5535 1.25 O . 2638 
SEX 1 1.8369 1.8369 4.16 O .  0422 
GEO*SEX 1 1.9877 1.9877 4.50 0,0346 

ANOVA Summary for Animal  tories 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 2.8763 O . 9587 1.95 O. 1203 
Within Groups 403 197.7379 O . 4906 
Total 406 200.6142 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 1 , 0961 1.0961 2.23 O. 1358 
1 O. 4202 O, 4202 0.86 O. 3553 
1 1.4251 1.4251 2.90 0. 0891 

ANOVA Summary f o r  Books on Dancing 

Source  DF SS MS FValue P r > F  . 

Between Groups 3 16.0627 5.3542 8.40 O. 0001 
WithinGroups  398 253.5616 O, 6370 
Total 401 269.6243 

Source DF Type 111 SS MS F Value P r  > F 
GE0 1 1.9092 1.9092 3.00 0.0842 
SEX 1 13 . 8474 13.8474 21.74 0.0001 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 3036 0.30369 0.48 0.4903 

ANOVA Summary for Fairy Tales 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
3 5.4010 1 , 8003 3.60 O. 0137 

392 196.0207 O. 5000 
395 201,4217 

DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
1 1.5170 1.5170 3.03 0.0823 
1 3 A 8 2 2  3.6822 7.36 O .  0069 
1 O. 1562 O. 1562 0.31 0.5764 



ANOVA Summary for Family Stories 

Source DF SS MS 
Between Groups 3 3 ~ 3 7 9 7  1 1265 
Within Groups 397 164.4806 O. 4143 
Total 400 167.8603 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS 
1 O .  4772 0 . 4772 
1 1.2803 1 . 2803 
1 1,6472 1.6472 

ANOVA Sllmmary for Fantasy 

Source DF SS MS 
Between groups 3 1.0043 0.3347 
Within Groups 388 270.4957 O .  6971 
Total 391 271.5000 

Source DF Type III SS MS 
GE0 1 0.0703 O. 0703 
SEX 1 O. 1147 0.1147 
GEO*SEX 1 0.8079 O. 8079 

ANOVA Summary for Books on Growing Up 

Source DF SS MS 
Between Groups 3 6.5636 2.1878 
Within Groups 399 220.4438 O. 5524 
Total 402 227.0074 

Source DF Type III SS MS 
GE0 1 2 7131 2.7131 
SEX 1 1.5415 1.5415 
GEO*SEX 1 2.3987 2,3987 

ANOVA Summary for Books on History 

Source DF SS MS 
Between Groups 3 O, 2573 O. 0857 
Within Groups 401 222,3994 0,5546 
Total 404 222.6567 

Source DF Type III SS MS 
GE0 1 0.1051 O. 1051 
SEX 1 O. 0166 O, 0166 
GEO*SEX 1 0. 1313 O 1313 

F Value 
2.72 

F Value 
1.15 
3.09 
3.98 

F Value 
0.48 

F Value 
0.10 
O. 16 
1-16 

F Value 
3.96 

F Value 
4.91 
2.79 
4.34 

F Value 
0.15 

F Value 
0.19 
0.03 
0.24 



ANOVA Summary for Horror Stories 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 2.9386 O . 9795 1.31 
Within Groups 394 295.3026 0 O 7494 
Total 397 298,2412 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value 
1 1.5086 1,5086 2.01 
1 123189 1.3189 1.76 
1 0 , 0544  O. 0544 O. 07 

ANOVA Summary for Humorous Stories 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 7 . 7762 2.5920 5.37 
Within Groups 391 188.6389 O .  4824 
Total 394 196,4151 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value 
1 6 29721 6.9721 14.45 
1 O. 5749 0. 5749 1.19 
1 O. 2288 O. 2288 0.47 

ANOVA Summary for Books on Lives of Famous People 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 2.0762 O. 6920 1-39 
Within Groups 398 197.9362 O. 4973 
Total 401 200.0124 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value 
1 O. 1304 O. 1304 0.26 
1 1.3664 1.3664 2.75 
1 O. 5857 O. 5857 1.18 

ANOVA Summary for Love Stories 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 9.9148 3.3049 6.32 
Within Groups 390 203.9863 0 ,  5230 
Total 393 213 90101 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value 
GE0 1 6.7368 6.7368 12.88 
SEX 1 2.1382 2 , 1382 4.09 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 8849 O . 8849 1869 



ANOVA Summary for Books on Machines 

Source DF SS MS 
Between Groups 3 22 .O029 7.3342 
Within Groups 394 206,4795 O. 5240 
Total 397 228,4824 

Source DF Type III SS MS 
GE0 1 9.4721 9.4721 
SEX 1 12.0334 12.0334 
GEO*SEX 1 O . 5087 0.5087 

ANOVA S u m a r y  for Mystery Stories 

Source DF SS MS 
Between Groups 3 3 5607 1.1868 
Within Groups 385 219.1128 O .  5691 
Total 388 222.6735 

Source DF Type III SS MS 
GE0 1 O .  0696 O .  0696 
SEX I 1.8581 1.8581 
GEO*SEX 1 1.6011 1.6011 

ANOVA Siumnazy for Books on Music 

F Value 
14 .00  

F Value 
18 . O 7  
22.96 
0.97 

F Value 
2-09 

F Value 
O . 1 2  
3 . 2 6  
2.81 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 IO. 3988 3,4662 5.51 
Within Groups 394 247.7921 O. 6289 
Total 397 258.1909 

Source DF Type 111 SS MS F Value 
GE0 1 5 , 5 7 2 0  5.5720 8.86 
SEX 1 4 .9939  4 . 9 9 3 9  7.94 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 0180 O. 0180 0.03 

ANOVA Summary for B o o k s  on People in O t h e r  Lands 

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  
Between Groups 3 1.2285 O 4095 O ,  93 
Wuithin Groups 397 174.9460 0 . 4406 
T o t a l  400 176.1745 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value 
1 0,5050 0.5050 1-15 
1 O. 6438 0.6438 1.46 
1 O .  0581 0.0581 0.13 



ANOVA Summary for Poetry 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 5.9722 1.990 4.45 
Within Groups 400 179.0872 0 . 447 
Total 403 185.0594 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value 
GE0 1 1.9563 1.9563 4.37 
SEX 1 4.0195 4.0195 8.98 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 1381 0.1381 0.31 

ANOVA S m m a r y  for Books on Riddles and Jokes 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 1.3550 0.4516 1.80 
Within Groups 403 101.3083 O. 2513 
Total 406 102.6633 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value 
1 O .  9319 O. 9319 3.71 
1 O. 3920 O. 3920 1.56 
1 O. 0416 O. 0416 O . 17 

ANOVA Summary for Books on Science 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 2.8198 O. 9399 2.24 
Within Groups 400 167.8237 O. 4195 
Total 403 170.6435 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value 
GE0 1 0. 8934 O ,8934 2.13 
SEX 1 1.8650 1,8650 4.45 
GEO*SEX 1 O .  0892 O. 0892 0.21 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 3.8391 1 . 2797 2.47 
Within Groups 395 204.5268 0. 5177 
Total 398 208.3659 

Source DF Type 1x1 SS MS F Value 
GE0 1 0.2370 0,2370 0 . 46 
SEX 1 1,3153 1,3153 2.54 
GEO*SEX 1 2.3190 2,3190 4.48 
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ANOVA Summary for Books on Sports 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F ' 
Between Groups 3 8.3495 2.7831 5.60 O. O009 
Within Groups 398 197.7300 0.4968 
Total 401 206,0796 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF T y p e I I f S S  MS F Value Pr > F 
1 0.0168 O. 0168 0.03 0.8542 
1 8 2751 8.2751 16-66 O. 0001 
1 O. 0367 O. 0367 O, 07 0.7858 

MOVA Summary for Books on Things to M a k e  and Do 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 6.9770 2.3256 5.86 O. 0006 
Within Groups 399 158.4026 O. 3969 
Total 402 165.3796 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 7202 0.7202 1.81 O. 1788 
1 6.3090 6.3090 15.89 0,0001 
1 0.0656 O. 0656 0.17 O. 6844 

ANOVA Summary for Understanding Myself and O t h e r s  

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
Between Groups 3 9.1392 3.0463 6.01 O. 0005 
Within Groups 395 200.0838 O. 5065 
Total 398 209.2230 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 1.4553 1.4553 2.87 O. 0909 
SEX 1 5 . 3741 5.3741 10.61 0.0012 
GEO*SEX 1 2.2769 2.2769 4.50 
O. O346 

ANOVA Summary for War Stories 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

Source 
G E 0  
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
3 30-0189 10 10063 15 -08 O 0001 

399 264,7304 0.6634 
402 294.7493 

DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
1 2 -6312 2.6319 3.97 O. 0471 
1 27.1695 27,1695 40.95 Oe0001 
1 0.00004 0.00004 0,OO 0.9936 



QUESTION 7 :  SOURCES OF BOOKS 

MOVA Summary for CLass Library 

Source DF SS 
Between Groups 3 4 . 4846 
Within Groups 395 411.0392 
Total 398 415.5238 

MS F Value 
1.4948 1.44 
1.0406 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS 
1 O. 0680 
1 4.4262 
1 O. 0096 

MS F Value 
O. 0680 0.07 
4.4262 4.25 
0. 0096 0.01 

ANOVA Summary for Friends 

MS F Value 
6,0162 4.26 
1.4133 

Source Dl? SS 
Between Groups 3 18.0488 
Within Groups 395 558.2569 
Total 398 576.3057 

MS F Value 
10.6440 7.53 
6.7375 4.77 
0.5956 0.42 

Source DF Type III SS 
GE0 1 10. 6440 
SEX 1 6.7375 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 59563 

ANOVA Summary for Home 

MS F Value 
O. 1586 O. 12 
1,3304 

Source DF SS 
Between Groups 3 O. 4759 
Within Groups 395  525 . 5140 
Total 398 525.9899 

MS F Value 
O. 2672 0.20 
O. 0499 O .  04 
O. 1386 0 . 10 

Source DF Type III SS 
GE0 1 O. 2672  
SEX 1 O .  0499 
GEO*SEX 1 O .  1386 

ANOVA Summary for public Library 

MS F Value 
3,2049 2.47 
1.2953 

Source DF SS 
Between Groups 3 9.6148 
Within Groups 395 511.6784 
Total 398 521.2932 

MS F Value 
8.1070 6.26 
1.5776 1-22 
O .  0241 0.02 

Source DF Type III SS 
GE0 1 8.1070 
SEX 1 1.5776 
GEO*SEX 1 0. 02416 



ANOVA Sirmmary for Relatives 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 2.1046 0 . 7015 0.65 O ,5863 
Within Groups 395 429.4041 1.0870 
Total 398 431.5087 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 0. 4140 O. 4140 0.38 O .  5375 
SEX 1 1.0442 1.0442 0.96 0.3276 
GEO*SEX 1 0.6330 O. 6330 0.58 O .  4458 

ANOVA Summary for School Library 

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
Between Groups 3 1.7816 0. 5939 0.49 0 . 6867 
Within Groups 395 474.8850 1.2022 
Total 398 476.6666 

Source 
G E 0  
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 1 . 4777 1.4777 1.23 O. 2682 
1 O . 1345 O. 1345 0.11 0. 7382 
1 O. 1282 O .  1282 0.11 0 . 7 4 4 1  

ANOVA Summary for I Buy Them Myself 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 1.7816 O .  5938 0 . 4 9  O .  6867 
Within groups 395 474.8851 1.2022 
Total 398 476.6666 

Source DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
GE0 1 1.4777 1.4777 1.23 0 .  2682 
SEX 1 O. 1344 O. 1344 0.11 O .7382 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 1282 O. 1282 O. 11 0 . 7 4 4 1  

ANOVA Summary for O t h e r  Sources 

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
Between Groups 3 2.3556 O. 7 8 5 2  1.14 0 3307 
Within Groups 395 270.9075 O. 6858 
Total 398 273-2631 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O ,  1283 O,  1283 0.19 O .*6655 
1 2,1681 2.1681 3.16 O ~0762 
1 0 . 1021 O .  1021 0.15 O 0.6998 



QUESTION 9: SOURCES OF READING GUIDANCE 
1 

ANOVA Siimmary for Friends 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 10.0085 3.3361 2.48 O. 0607 
Within Groups 412 554.3737 1,3455 
Total 415 564-3822 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 2.7986 2.7986 2.08 0 .l5OO 
SEX 1 4.2607 4.2607 3.17 0.0759 
GEO*SEX 1 3.1330 3 -1330 2.33 0.1278 

ANOVA Sunnnary for Librarians 

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
Between Groups 3 3.7845 1.2614 1.15 0,3281 
Within Groups 412 451.3477 1.0955 
Total 415 455.1322 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
1 3.6617 3.6617 3.34 O. 6682 
1 O. 0331 0.0331 0.03 0.8621 - 
1 O. 6951 O. 0951 0.09 0 -7685 

ANOVA Summary for Parents 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 16.1853 5.3950 3.45 O. 0166 
Within Groups 412 643.9685 1.5630 
Total 415 660.1538 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F . 

1 3.8899 3.8899 2.49 O. 1154 
1 8.1280 8 .1280 5.20 0.0231 
1 4.2062 4.2062 2-69 O. 1017 

ANOVA Sunnnary for Relatives 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 1.6868 0 . 5 6 2 2  0.66 0 .  $792 
Within Groups 412 352.8107 O. 8563 
Total 415 354.4975 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 1.0507 1.0507 1-23 O. 2686 
1 O .  1514 0.1514 0.18 O. 6743 
1 0. 4750 O .  4750 0.55 O .  4568 



ANOVA Summary for Teachers 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F- ' 
Between Groups 3 1.7609 O . 5869 0.42 0 . 7413 
Within Groups 412 580.7679 1.4096 
Total 415 582.5288 

Source DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
GE0 1 1.6421 1.6421 1-16 0. 2811 
SEX î, O. 1153 0.08 O. 7750 0 - 1153 
GEO*SEX 1 0.0205 O. 0205 0.01 O. 9039 

ANOVA Siinimary for NO One 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 6.2475 2.0824 1.97 O .  1176 
Within Groups 412 435.1371 1.0561 
Total 415 441.3846 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 5.6127 5.6127 5-31 O .  0216  
1 O. 5751 O. 5751 0.54 O. 4610 
1 O. 1341 0 1341 0.13 0.7218 

ANOVA Summary for Othex Perçons 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 0.0603 O . 0200 0.52 0. 6658 
Within Groups 412 15.7858 0,0383 
Total 415 15.8461 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 0087 O ,  O087 0-23 O. 6325 
1 O. 0401 O. 0401 1-05 O. 3064 
1 O ,  0104 O. 0104 0.27 O. 6011 

QUESTION 10: The Ranking of Reading As A Leisure Time 
Activi ty 

ANOVA Summary for Being With Friends 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 5.3772 1.7924 1.82 O ,  1428 
Within Groups 412 405.6780 O.  9846 
Total 415 411.0552 

Source DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
GE0 1 0.2151 O. 2151 0.22 0. 6404 
SEX 1 5.1808 5.1808 5.26 O. 0223 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 0017 O. 0017 0.00 O. 9664 



ANOVA Swnmary for ~oing Arts and Craft 

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F '  
Between Groups 3 1.1451 0,3817 0. 46 0.7088 
Within Groups 412 340- 2395 O. 8258 
Total 415 341.3846 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 8015 O. 8015 0.97 O. 3251 
1 O. 1011 0. 1011 0.12 0.7266 
1 O. 2652 O. 2652 0.32 O .  5712 

ANOVA Summary for Going Out 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 3 . 1919 1.0639 2-40 0. 0674 
Within Groups 412 182.6542 O. 4433 
T o t a l  415 185.8461 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF T y p e  III SS M S  F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 7811 0. 7811 1.76 O. 1851 
1 1,8409 1.8409 4.15 O. 0422 
1 O ,  5713 O. 5713 1.29 0.2570 

ANOVA Summary for Listening to Music 

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
Between G r o u p s  3 6,6989 2 .2329  2 . 62 O. 0504 
Within Groups 412 351.1063 O. 8521 
Total 415 357.8052 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 0013 O. 0013 O .  00 0. 9680 
1 6,2942 6.2942 7.39 O. 0069 
1 0 - 4010 O. 4010 O. 47 0.4931 

ANOVA Summary for Listening to the Radio 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 O. 8366 O. 2788 0.71 O. 5467 
Within Groups 412 161.9230 0.3930 
Total 415 162,7596 

Source 
G E 0  
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 0449 O. 0449 O. 11 0.7354 
1 O. 6041 O ,  6041 1 . 5 4  O. 2157 
1 0.1942 O. 1942 O. 49 O. 4825 



ANOVA Summary for Watching ~elevision 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 7 . 3471 2.4490 1.87 
Within Groups 412 540.9004 1.3128 
Total 415 548.2475 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value 
GE0 1 0 . 9592 O. 9592 0.73 
SEX 1 O. 0076 O. 0076 0.01 
GEO*SEX 1 6,4716 6.4716 4.93 

QUESTION 11: ~indrances to Reading 

ANOVA Summary for Less School Work 

Source DF SS MS F Value 
Between Groups 3 IO. 8855 3.6284 2.79 
Within  Groups 412 535.3356 1.2993 
Total 415 546.2211 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value 
1 6.6758 6.6758 5.14 
1 1.8049 1.8049 1.39 
1 2.2426 2.2426 1.73 

ANOVA Summary for A Library w i t h  M a y  Books Nearby 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 2.3281 O. 7760 O. 59 O. 6197 
Within Groups 412 538.8810 1.3079 
Total 415 541.2091 

Source DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
GE0 1 0.0363 O. 0363 0.03 O. 8677 
SEX 1 2.0284 2.0284 1.55 O. 2137 
GEO*SEX 1 O. 2621 0.2621 0.20 O. 6546 

ANOVA Summary for Someone to Help Me Know What Books to 
R e a d  

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 11.1897 3 . 7298 5.56 O. O009 
Within Groups 412 276.1564 O. 6702 
Total 415 287.3461 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 7.7155 7-7155 11.51 0.0008 
SEX 1 1.8457 1.8457 2.75 0.0978 
GEO*SEX 1 1.4711 1.4711 2.19 0.1392 



ANOVA Summary for Playing Indoor Games 

Source DF SS MS ~ ~ a l u e  P ~ > F "  
Between Groups 3 10.6384 3.5461 5.32 O. 0013 
Within Groups 412 274.4168 0. 6660 
Total 415 285.0552  

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

Dl? Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 0. 5773 O .  5773 O. 87 O. 3524 
1 4.5853 4.5853 6.88  0.0090 
1 5.5084 5.5084 8.27 O. 0042 

ANOVA Swnmary for Playing atdoor Gantes 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 20.9457 6 9819 4.51 0. O040 
Within Groups 412 637.9365 1 .5483 
Total 415 658.8822 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
I 5.9680 5.9680 3.85 O. 0503 
1 15.1380 15,1380 9-78 O. 0019 
1 0. 0366 0.0366 0.02 0. 8778 

ANOVA Summary for ~laying V i d e o  Games 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 14.2035 4 . 7345 6.58 O .  0002 
Within Groups 412 296.5056 O . 7196 
Total 415 310.7091 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 2 . 8599 2.8599 3-97 O ,0469 
SEX 1 11-1038 11 1038 15.43 O -0001 
GEO*SEX 1 O .  1540  O ,  1540 O . 21 0 . 6438 

ANOVA Summary for Reading 

Source DI? SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
Between Groups 3 40 .2735  13.4245 9.78 0 . 0001 
Within Groups 412 565.6399 1.3729 
Total 415 605.9134 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O .  8577 O .  8577 0.62 O .  4297 
1 39.2121 39.2121 28.56 O. O001 
1 O .  0983 0 ,  0983 O. 07 O. 7891 
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ANOVA Summary for Fewer Chores to Do at Home 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F. ! 
Between Groups 3 3.5005 1.1668 1.97 0.1179 
Within Groups 412 244.0379 0.5923 
Total 415 247.5384 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
1 2.6773 2.6773 4 - 5 2  O. 0341 
1 0. 6401 0.6401 1.08 0 2991 
I O. 1837 0. 1837 0.31 0.5778 

ANOVA Summary for ~ a v i n g  a Place of My û w n  to Read 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 5.2698 1.7565 1.97 0. 1182 
Within Groups 412 367.8624 0.8928 
Total 415 373.1322 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF T y p e I I I S S  MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O .  1083 O. 1083 0.12 O. 7277 
1 1.1629 1,1629 1.30 0.2544 
1 4,0448 4.4448 4.53 0.0339 

ANOVA Summary for Watching Less Television 

Source DF SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
Between Groups 3 4,3412 1,4470 1.28 0.2814 
Within Groups 412 466.4063 1.1320 
Total 415 470.7475 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 1.0330 1.0330 0.91 0 -  3400 
I 1.3649 1 3649 1.21 O. 2728 
1 1,8947 1.8947 1.67 0. 1965 

ANOVA Summary for ~eing Good at Reading 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 28,3987 9.4662 8.43 0 0001 
Within Groups 412 462.7335 1.1231 
Total 415 491,1322 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 2.0584 2,0584 1.83 O. 1765 
I 26.4766 26,4766 23 , 57 0.0001 
1 O .  0135 0.0135 0.01 0. 9126 



ANOVA Summary for Parents Who Encourage Me to Read 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F, ! 
Between Groups 3 3.4214 1.1404 2.14 O ,  0940 
Within Groups 412 219.1074 0.5318 
Total 415 222.5288 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O .  2994 O. 2994 0.56 O. 4535 
1 O. 8010 O. 8010 1.51 O. 2204 
1 2.2923 2.2923 4.31 O .  0385 

ANOVA Summary for Having My û w n  Books 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 9.9676 3.3225 3.41 O. 0177 
Within Groups 412 401.9915 0.9757 
Total 415 411.9591 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 7,4857 7.4857 7.67 O. 0059 
SEX 1 2 . 2950 2 . 2950 2.35 O. 1259 
GEO*SEX 1 O .  0851 O. 0851 0.09 0.7679 

ANOVA Summary for ~pending L e s s  Time ~ i t h  Friends 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 7.1509 2.3836 2.63 0.0501 
Within Groups 412 374.0702 O. 9079 
Total 415 381.2211 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 6.1468 6.1468 6 . 77 O. 0096 
1 O. 1885 O .  1885 O .  21 O .  6488 
1 O. 7348 O .  7348 0.81 O .  3688 

ANOVA Summary for Liking to Read 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 10.5519 3.5173 4.44 O. 0044 
Within Groups 412 326.1572 O. 7916 
Total 415 336.7091 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 8.5977 8.5977 10.86 0.0011 
1 1.3707 1.3707 1 . 73 O. 1890 
1 O .  5693 O .  5693 O 7 2  O, 3969 



ANOVA Summary for mer  Hindrances 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F . ,  
Between Groupç 3 O. 1692 O. 0563 1.07 O 3609 
Within Groups 412 21.6769 O .O526 
Total 415 21.8461 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 0096 O. 0096 0.18 O. 6679 
1 0, 1498 O.  1498 2 . 8 5  O 0923 
1 O. 0096 0,0096 O. 18 O .  6679 

QUESTION 12 : Pref erence for Eurocentrie or Afrocentric Book 
Characters 

ANOVA Summary for White Boys and Girls from Africa 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 0.5173 0. 1724 0. 27 O.  8447 
Within.  ~roups 414 261.2338 0.6309 
Total 417 261.7511 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 O. 0317 0.0317 0.05 O. 8227 
1 O. 2465 O. 2465 O. 39 O .  5323 
1 O. 2465 O. 2465 0.39 O .  5323 

ANOVA Summary for Black Boys and Girls from Africa 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 16.2584 5.4194 4.28 O. 0055 
Within Groups 414 524.6411 * 1.2672 
Total 417 540.8995 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
1 11.0319 11.0319 8.71 0.0034 
1 4.6081 4.6081 3 - 4 4  0.0572 
1 O. 4570 0.4570 0.36 O .  5485 

ANOVA Summary for White Boys and G i r l s  from England 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 14.0819 4.6939 5-33 O. 0013 
Within Groups 414 364.3319 O. 8800 
Total 417 378.4138 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 10.8330 10.3330 12.31 0.0005 
1 1,7515 1.7515 1-99 0.1591 
1 1.2741 1.2741 1.45 0.2296 



ANOVA Stlnnnary for Black Boys and G i r l s  f r o m  aigland 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F. : 
Between Groups 3 4.6972 1.5657 1.72 O . 1617 
Within Groups 414 376.3004 O. 9089 
Total 417 380.9976 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
1 3.5412 3.5412 3.90 O. 0491 
1 1.0880 1.0880 1.20 O. 2746 
1 O .  1021 O. 1021 0.ll O. 7376 

ANOVA Summary for White Boys and ~irls from Jamaica and the 
Rest of the ~aribbean 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 6.1018 2,0339 1.47 O. 2220 
Within Groups 414 572.5991 1.3830 
Total 417 578.7009 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 5 . 3956 5.3956 3-90 O ,  0489 
1 O. 6255 O. 6255 0.45 0.5016 
1 0. 1612 O .  1612 0.12 0. 7329 

ANOVA Summary for Black Boys and Girls from Jamaica and the 
Rest of the Caribbean 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 34.7281 11.5760 7.16 O . O001 
Within Groups 414 669.3675 1.6168 
Total 417 704.0956 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F V a l u e  P r > F  
1 5.2697 5.2697 3.26 O. 0717 
I O. 9967 O. 9967 O .  62 0.4328 
1 28.9284 28.9284 17 . 89 O. 0001 

ANWA Sirmmary for White Boys and ~irls f r o m  the United 
States and Canada 

Source DF SS MS F Value Pr > F 
Between Groups 3 14.8598 4.9532 5.91 O. 0006 
Within Groups 414 346.8650 O. 8378 
Total 417 361.7248 

Source 
GE0 
SEX 
GEO*SEX 

DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
1 2.8918 2,8918 3.45 O -0639 
1 10,2220 1002220 12.20 o. O005 
1 1,5636 1.5636 1.87 O. 1726 



ANOVA Summary for Black Boys and Girls from the United 
States and Canada 

I 

Source Dl? SS MS F Value Pr > F' 
Between Groups 3 8.2976 2.7658 3.24 0.0221 
Within Groups 414 353.4823 0. 8538 
Total 417 361.7799 

Source DF Type III SS MS F Value Pr > F 
GE0 1 7.6618 7.6618 8.97 O .  0029 
SEX 1 O. 5325 0.5325 0.62 0. 4301 
GEO*SEX 1 O .  0593 O.  0593 0 . 0 7  0 .  7922 
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